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Parade absentee
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THE Queen! praised
the Falkland war’s heroes;-of;
Tumbledown iwhfen she presented new colours to the
Second Battalion] Scots Guards yesterday.
The battle was featured in a recent BBC dramatisa
tion of the story of Scots Guards officer Lieutenant
Robert Lawrence', shot in the head at Tumbledown.
He was invited to attend yesterday s ceremony as a
former officer, but declined.
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Showers fail to break US farm drought
BY DEBORAH HARGREAVES IN CHICAGO AND NANCY DUNNE IN WASHINGTON

■

SCATTERED showers gave some price falls came as Chicago tradrelief to parts of the thirsty US ers remained highly sensitive to
farm belt yesterday but showed weather prospects.
little sign of breaking the worst The drought had resulted in
drought to hit the country in half soaring commodity prices in the
a century.
futures markets, and until TuesIn Chicago, grain prices fell day grains approached record
sharply after some parts of Illin- prices. These levels, however,
ois had received up to two inches already anticipated widespread
of rain, although in the great damage to US crops, and traders
plains generally only up to lf of were quick to respond to the
an inch was reported.
hopes that the latest rain might
The latest 30-day forecast, have improved prospects.
issued yesterday by the the US The farm lobby, however,
National Weather Service, pre- warns that the Agriculture
dieted warmer than normal tern- Department has been underestiperatures and normal to below- mating drought damage.
normal rainfall for the Midwest “If it were to rain tomorrow
dunng July. In its 90-day fore- you would have a 50 per cent
cast, however, the agency said reduction in harvest on wheat,”
that above-normal rainfall was said Mr Devon Woodland of the
hkely in some of the currently National Farmers Organisation,
drought-plagued areas.
“You would have a 60 per cent
The second successive dav of harvest in corn, and you would

have a 70 per cent harvest in
soyabeans.”
He warned that the 50 per cent
reduction in the output of hay
would have a dramatic impact on
livestock farmers, with the first
wave of cattle liquidation under
way and a second wave likely,
In view of the November elections, Washington has been
receptive to pleas by farmers for
government assistance.
The farmers’ organisation has
put forward a package of relief
proposals including loans and
subsidies for soyabean producers,
The soyabean association, anxious to maintain its grip on markets in the face of increased pro
duction of oilseeds by Brazil and
Argentina in 1988-89, is requesting changes in the US farm programme to allow an expansion of
US soyabean planting next year.
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Argentina to resume
US bank payments
BY STEPHEN FIDLER, EUROMARKETS CORRESPONDENT

expected to
resume interest payments to
international banks this week in
fh?TTStn^vh 7lU,a ow ba/?ks

non-accrual basis. However, if
most US banks were forced to
declare the loans non-accruing
tbe J°b- starting soon, of negotiating
a newwould
debtbeagreement
for
Argentina
made significantly more difficult. The country is thouSht to require as much
as $2bn in funds from commercial banks

thTho
thu counftryinS.L+0l!ntry haS n0- ?aiu a?y
ifnrl tLt?hiramme[Ciar1
uS
^
0f March;
under a rescheduling agreement
made last September. Under US
accounting rules, if interest pay- . ^deed, if Argentina’s worsenments are more than 90 days ln£ economic problems were not
delayed then banks are forced to sufficient deterrent to the banks
declare the loans non-accruing, ?° Put in. new money, the Peronwhich means they cannot count !st opposition, putting up a signifthe payments as income until jcant challenge to the presidency
they have physically received the in 0ctober next year, is calling
cash.
for a formal moratorium on the
Hopes that this could be debt As a Prelude to negotiaavoided for time being have risen tions- Mr Raul Alfonsin, the
following, indications to the country’s President, has called
banks from Argentina that it will for a reduction in the interest
make interest payments from its rate t0 4 Per cent.
said taS?npfndihlaShWte«onThiS is
lt is 31most certain that if a
delude about $20m due deal can be hammered out with
nprWi?e*aSt week ¥arcA’ and Argentina’s leading creditor
Hs.sof Payments of inter- banks, it will include for the first
:es lAphi .
T
time in any debt package an
banks in the US are option to allow banks to capitalDlappdd^hpUArapnf?M0di to have ise intere?t’ instead of provide
placed the Argentine loans on a new money.
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Falklands
colours for
Scots Guards
By Robert Reid
Scottish Correspondent
THE QUEEN paid tribute to
the men of the 2nd Bn, the
Scots Guards for their role in
the Falklands campaign
when she presented the regi
ment with new colours
yesterday.
The Queen, their colonel-in
chief, told the assembled sol
diers: “I believe that nearly all of
you hold the General Service
Medal, and that many hold the
South Atlantic Medal for the part
the battalion played in the Falk
land Islands campaign, particu
larly on Mount Tumbledown six
years ago.
“That action proved the spirit
which emblazoned your colours
with so many battle honours in
the past.”
She went on to praise the “loy
alty, courage, and adherence to
principle” which had been hall
marks of the regiment since it
was first raised by King Charles I
nearly 350 years ago.
More than 500 men of the bat
talion, whose motto is “Striking
Terror Everywhere”, paraded
before the Queen for the colour
ful ceremony at Hopetoun
House, South Queensferry, near
Edinburgh. She inspected them
to the commemorative pipe tune
The Crags of Tumbledown
Mountain before presenting
their new colours.
For the first time the battle
honour “Falkland Islands 1982”
is carried on the Queen’s colour,
regimental colour and regimen
tal drums.
Noting that the Scots Guards
would be embarking soon for
Belize, the Queen added: “No
doubt fresh challenges await you
in the future. Wherever the bat
talion goes, these colours and the
spirit and ideals enshrined in
them will go too.”
The Queen, wearing an emer
ald green coat and dress, and
accompanied by Prince Philip,
later spoke to soldiers and their
families.

One former officer who did not
attend was Lt Robert Lawrence,
whose personalised account of
events at Tumbledown caused a
furore when it was screened by
the BBC recently.
The screening prompted accu
sations that the BBC had
“stabbed the nation in the
back”, and led Defence Ministry
officials to deny that menwounded in the action were
"treated and forgotten”.
An' Army spokesman said last
night: “As former officers, Mr
Lawrence and his brother would
have been eligible to attend the
ceremony. They chose not to do
so.”
The Princess Royal continued
her busy programme of engage1 ments in Scotland yesterday
with visits to Glencorse Barracks
near Edinburgh, a new heritage
centre at Biggar, Lanarkshire,
and a new family centre and an
activity complex in Dundee. *
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Argentina awaits poll battle while Peronist
bickering and ‘irregularities’ halt primary
Jeremy Morgan
in Buenos Aires

CAMPAIGNING is over bar
Wthe shouting as Argentina’s
two main political parties enter
the final throes of choosing
their candidates to replace
President Raul Alfonsin at next
year’s general election.
Overshadowed by the much
bigger battle 5,000 miles away
to the north, the primaries
being held by both the ruling
Radical Party and the opposi
tion Peronist mass movement
indicate that the voters will
face a clear choice in 1989.
The two leading Peronist con
tenders, Mr Antonio Cafiero
and Mr Carlos Menem, offer a
comforting return to a mythical
past when life was easier for

the country. Mr Eduardo Angeloz, who is widely expected to
win what amounts to a onehorse race for the Radical nomi
nation, says he will press on
with the reconstruction Presi
dent Alfonsfn promised as a
candidate five years ago.
For the first time in their 40year history, the Peronists are
trying to chose candidates
through internal election. It is
not proving easy.
Mr Cafiero, the governor of
the province of Buenos Aires,
and Mr Menem, ,a colourful
“caudillo” or leader, from the
north-west, have hurled as
many insults and accusations
at each other as at the govern
ment. They have not even been
able to agree on a date for the
primary.
Voting should have taken
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place last Sunday, but Mr
Menem alleged irregularities in
the electoral lists. The judge
called in to stop the bickering,
postponed the primary until
july 9 _ independence day —
and even that is not certain.
The delay has stranded a Peronist campaign which has em
phasised that the fundamental
difference between the two
chief rivals is one of approach.
Both are populists in the Peronist mould. But while Mr Cafiero
says he leads a “renovation”
wing making Peronism more
democratic, Mr Menem is an
unashamedly old-fashioned
Peronist but comes across as
the more personable candidate
of the two. Mr Cafiero’s care
fully nurtured businesslike
image has been badly dented by
outbursts of bad temper.
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Royal snub
FALKLANDS Officer
Lieutenant Robert
Lawrence, whose story
inspired the controversial
Tumbledown TV drama,
declined an invitation to
the Queen’s presentation of
new colours to the Scots
Guards at Edinburgh
yesterday.
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Queen praises Falklands heroes
THE Queen yesterday praised the
Falkland war heroes of Tumble
down when she presented new
colours to the Second Battalion
Scots Guards — but one of the ac
tion’s more familiar participants
was not there.
Television viewers saw bloody
scenes of hand-to-hand combat in a
recent BBC dramatisation of the
story of wounded Scots Guards of
ficer Lieut Robert Lawrence, shot
i in the head at Tumbledown.
As former .officers, he and his
brother were invited to attend yes
terday’s event, but both declined.

Decline
Last month’s showing of the ac
count of the action prompted the
| Ministry of Defence to deny claims
; that it had tried to discredit Mr
1 Lawrence.
There were 4,000 guests at the
colours ceremony in the grounds of
Hopetoun House near Edinburgh.
The Queen told the assembled
soldiers: “I believe that nearly all
Of you hold the General Service
Medal, and that many hold the
South Atlantic Medal for the part
the battalion played in the Falkland
Islands campaign and particularly
on Mount Tumbledown six years i
ago.
“That action proved the spirit
which emblazoned your colours
with so many battle honours in the
past.”
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Tumbledown
hero misses
Royal visit
THE Queen yesterday praised the Falklands war
heroes of Tumbledown when she presented nevv
colours to the Second Battalion Scots Guards — but
one of the action’s more familiar participants was
not there.
,, ,
f .
Last month, TV viewers saw bloody scenes of close
battle and hand-to-hand combat in a BBC dramatisation
of the story of the Scots Guards officer, Lt Robert
Lawrence, shot in the head at Tumbledown. He and his
brother were invited to attend yesterday’s event as
former officers, but both declined.
.
The TV programme prompted the Defence Ministry to
deny claims that it had tried to discredit Mr Lawrence
and accusations that the wounded were treated and
f°Therenwere 4,000 guests at yesterday’s ceremony in
the grounds of Hopetoun House, near Edinburgh, where
the Queen, accompanied by the Duke of Edinburgh,
told the assembled soldiers: “I believe that nearly all of
you hold the General Service Medal and that many
hold the South Atlantic Medal for the part the
battalion played in the Falkland Island campaign
and particularly on Mount Tumbledown six years
‘‘That action proved the spirit which emblazoned
^our colours with so many battle honours.”
.
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Shrinking
the fleet
WHEN Argentina invaded the Falklands, Britain was able to muster a
sizeable fleet comparatively quickly to
sail to the rescue.
Now, just six years later, the Royal
Navy is apparently shrinking to the
point where it will be unable to fufil
even its peacetime duties.
The all-party Defence Select Com
mittee paints a gloomy picture of over
stretched resources, declining morale
and damaging uncertainty among
shipbuilders.
The Government would do well to
heed its warnings and make sure that
the Royal Navy is restored to full
Fighting fitness, ready for any future
hour of need.
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Falklands tribute

The Queen today praised
the Falklands war’s heroes of
Tumbledown when she presented new colours to the
Second Battalion Scots
! Guards.
But one of the action’s more
familiar participants was not
there.
Television viewers saw
bloody scenes of close battle
and hand to hand combat in a
recent BBC dramatisation of
the story of wounded Scots
Guards officer Lieutenant
Robert Lawrence, shot in the

head at Tumbledown,
He and his brother were
invited to attend today’s event
as former officers, but both
declined.
Last month’s showing of the
account of the action prompted
the Ministry of Defence to
deny claims that it had tried
to discredit Mr Lawrence and
accusations that the wounded
were treated and forgotten,
There were 4,000 guests at
today’s ceremony in the
grounds of Hopetoun House
near Edinburgh.
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Argentina pays interest
Jeremy Morgan
in Buenos Aires

Mk RGENTINA has started
paying creditors some of
ii^^kthe interest arrears that
have built up on its $55 billion
foreign debt.
Mr Daniel Marx, a director of
the central bank, said the Gov
ernment was making some pay
ments. He also hinted the prob
lem posed by arrears would
still have to be raised at loan
talks with leaders of Argenti
na’s 300 overseas banks.
Banking sources here believe
the Government wants to cover

most of the arrears with new
loans. Payments halted on
March 29 and arrears are now
thought to total between
$800 million and $1 billion.
Unconfirmed reports claim
Argentina repaid $100 million
last Friday and promised a fur
ther $150 million would follow.
News of the payments broke
amid fears that bankers in the
United States were about to
downgrade their Argentine
debt on a “non-accrual” basis
reserved for liabilities which
are not burning income.
The decision would have im
paired Argentina’s ability to
raise new loans and the dead-

line set under US banking rules
expired today.
Negotiations with senior
bankers on a “fresh funds” loan
package for tills year are tabled
for next week. However, bank
ing sources say progress is un
likely before Argentina com
pletes talks with the
International Monetary Fund.
Government officials indicate
the banks will be asked for
about $1.9 billion, although it is
unclear how much of this will
represent interest arrears.
The severe drought in the US
may boost Argentina’s earnings
from grain exports by $700 mil
lion or more this year.
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CONCERN OVER THE NAVY

Fleet will be sunk
unlessmore is spent,
say MPs
FOUR HUNDRED years ago
next month, when the
Armada was first sighted, the
Royal Navy was prepared for
one of its finest hours.

But today, according to a damning
report, secret defence cuts have re
duced it to such a level that it cannot
carry out its peacetime duties and
would be unable to meet its
Nato commitments in a war.
declined, their peacetime and war
The study, by the all-party Com
mons defence committee, condemns
the Defence Ministry for undermin
ing the Navy's strength and leaving
the country vulnerable to Soviet
attack.
But last night. Defence Secretary
George Younger denied that he was
allowing the surface fleet to be run
down. He also rejected criticism
that he was conducting a ‘defence
review by stealth’.
The committee took 200 pages of
evidence, much of it in secret, from
senior MoD officials, retired admi
rals and shipbuilding chiefs.
It concludes that there has been

time duties had increased.
Since 1980, when there were 67
frigates and destroyers, the Navy
has had to mount patrols in the
West Indies, the Falklands and the
Gulf with only 45 ships.
This means that Nato commit
ments to provide ships for duties in
the North Atlantic, the Channel
and the Mediterranean have been
‘stretched’. In one case, the West
German navy was forced to send a
ship to the Mediterranean to cover
British commitments.
The report adds that despite an
MoD promise at the end of the
Falklands war that at least three
ships a year would be ordered, only
six have been commissioned in the

last six years. Four more were built
to replace those lost in the war.
Four of the new Type 23 frigates
are being built on Clydeside and.
Tyneside. The MoD is still evaluat
ing tenders for four more, although
the orders should have been placed
more than a year ago.
The report says: ‘We were told
that Ministers wish to decide on the
number to be ordered when they
consider the tenders.’
It suggests that this policy is
causing chaos in the shipyards.
‘The uncertainty is aggravated by
the over-capacity in warship build
ing. which results in too many
yards chasing too few orders,

Strategy

I

‘It is in no one’s interest that this
uncertainty should continue.’
Martin O’Neill, Labour’s new de
fence spokesman, said: ‘The Gov
ernment is unclear about its mari
time strategy, and Ministers have
consistently misled the country,
about the size of the fleet.’
Mr Mates said: ‘Either the MoD
orders ten new frigates in the next
four years or it will not be able to
meet its commitments. It’s as simple
as that. Tough decisions will have to
be taken, and quickly.’

‘growing scepticism’ about the
MoD’s commitment to maintain ‘at
least 50 frigates and destroyers’. It
is thought to have as few as 45, and
only 28 are operational at one time.

Ordered
With older ships being scrapped
or sold, the MPs claim it might cost
around £7.5biilion over the next
decade to maintain the fleet.
But what most alarmed the MPs,
headed by Tory Michael Mates, was
that while the number of ships had

Sailors ‘seasick’
THE MPs' report says that
most ships' crews spend 40
per cent of their time in home
ports and about 60 per cent
away. A survey showed that
separation from families was a
major factor in ratings' deci
sions to seek premature vol
untary release from the Navy.

By PAUL MAURICE
Defence Correspondent

I
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THEATRE CHIEF IS TOLD

By STEVE ABSA|
THE National Theatre
have banned their new
tor, Richard Eyre, from
any outside work for five

chiefs
direc
doing
years.

The move follows criticism of his
predecessor. Sir Peter Hall, who was
accused of being too involved in work
in opera and the commercial theatre
as well as his National job.
Mr Eyre, who directed the recent
controversial Falklands film. Tumbledown. for the BBC, said yesterday: ‘I
have been given an exclusive contract
with the National.
‘I may get remission after three
years for good behaviour. But I hope I
will at least get a sabbatical, during
which I hope to do a film.
‘As far as my job here goes, I have
committed myself totally to the
theatre — nobody else.
‘I am not unduly concerned about
i the situation. In a very serious sense,
it is a good thing. I want to give
everything I have to the job.’
The National Theatre board is keen

to ensure that, as an organisation
getting £7.8million of public money
through an Arts Council grant, its
£60,000-a-year head should be seen to
be devoting his time fully to the
theatre.
One senior executive said the aim
was to ‘concentrate the director’s
abilities on winning audiences and
fighting for the survival of a great
national institution’.
■ Mr Eyre«&aidnt)ii£z^ational was now
entering ‘its most difficult financial
climate for the last 25 years.’
He plans to bring in more sponsor
ship.
Mr Eyre, 45, was unveiling his first
season of plays for the National.
Harold Pinter is to ‘come out of
retirement’ to stage Mountain Lan
guage, his first play at the National
for four years.
i Other productions include a double
! bill of spy thrillers from Alan Bennett
' — An Englishman Abroad, about the
' traitor Guy Burgess, and A Question
of Attribution about Anthony Blunt.
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England expects
better than this
ADMIRAL Lord Nelson once said:
“I see no ships.” He was, of
course, talking about the enemy.
Today his lordship wouldn’t see many
ships, either. And this time we’re talking
about the Royal Navy.
For our once-glorious fleet is
dwindling so rapidly it can't even meet
its PEACETIME commitments.
According to a report out yesterday,
the Royal Navy is in danger of being
scuppered by, believe it or not, the
Ministry of Defence.

Invasion

If the Argentinians had launched their
Falklands invasion this morning, we
would not be able to put enough ships to
sea to send the enemy packing.
The Star’s message to the Government
is again borrowed from Lord Nelson.
It is: England eocpects you to do your
duty.
Otherwise, Britannia won’t be able to
rule a duckpond, never mind the Waves.
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Cuts ‘could
scupper’ a
future Navy
taskforce
The Royal Navy could be
unable to mount another
Falkland taskforce opera
tion because of hidden Gov
ernment spending cuts, a
committee of MPs said last
night.
The Commons defence commit
tee says in a report that the Na
vy’s surface fleet is being run
down and warns that 17 new frig
ates and destroyers will be needed
over seven years.
The fleet is in danger of falling
well below the Defence Ministry’s
target of 50 ships, and could soon
be unable to carry out even the
peacetime duties now undertaken
by the Royal Navy.
Mr John Cartwright, the com
mittees SDP member, said the

Navy would find it difficult to put
together another Falkland taskforce.
“In an emergency, the Navy
would have great difficulty in put
ting together the sort of force you
needed," he said.
The all-party committee says
about £8 billion would be needed
over the next decade to maintain
an active fleet of 50 ships.
But it says that pressure on the
defence budget makes it unlikely,
the figure will be achieved.
The defence budget is expected
to remain level for the next three
years but "it will not be enough to
meet all the demands on the de
fence programme".
And it says the Ministry may be
tempted to cut the number of ships
in the Navy to 40, which would
save more than £4 billion.

By NIGEL HASTILOW
The committee's report says:
“We view with the greatest con
cern the prospect that the size of
the destroyer/frigate fleet will fall
significantly below the Govern
ment's own target of about 50
ships.
"The evidence we have received
from all sources indicates clearly
that a substantial reduction in
numbers is inevitable unless the
pattern of ordering speeds up con
siderably."
The committee says there is no
evidence that the Ministry is plan
ning to place a large number of
new orders, and it calls for early
confirmation that plans to com
mission four new ships will be
announced.
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“If the number of destroyers
and frigates falls below its present
level, the Royal Navy will not be
capable of meeting all the peace
time tasks which it is currently
directed to undertake, and we
doubt whether it would be of an
adequate strength for the wartime
roles assigned to it by Nato,"
The committee insists that if
cuts are being made "by stealth"
to the fleet, the fact should be
acknowledged by the ministry and
a formal review should be introduced to establish how much of
the Navy’s present role can be
afforded in future.
Mr George Younger, the De
fence Secretary, told the Com
mons last night that he would be
making an announcement shortly
about the construction of the four
new Type-23 frigates.

TKcTPost Isp

And he said the Government in
tended to maintain the fleet at
about 50 ships.
But Mr Bruce George (Lab Wal
sall South), a member of the Com
mons defence committee, said
operations in the Gulf and the
Falklands were already overstretched.
He said: “Sustained neglect
presents potentially disastrous
threats to morale and capabilities,
already being reported informally'
by Navy commentators,
"Soon even the most basic tasks
will exceed our capabilities."
Mr George said the Government
was trying to extend the life of
out-dated warships, and by the
mid-1990s the promise to maintain
a fleet of 50 would become “an
empty promissory note”.

&
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There was little excitement at
S.G. Warburg after it an
nounced profits in line with ex
pectations. The shares closed a
penny lower at 332p.
Reflecting the gloomy trend,
Allied-Lyons dipped 12p to
424p on withdrawal of specula
tive support. NatWest, worried
about the Argentinian debt
repayment prospects, retreated
12p to 565p. Ahead of today’s
half-yearly profits, Oakwood
jumped 45p to 620p, seemingly
• unworried by the rest of the
market.
✓
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New threat to banks
on Argentine debt
Jeremy Morgan in Buenos
Aires and Ben Laurance

a

BRITISH banks, which last
year swallowed huge write-offs
against unpaid Third World
debt, are facing a new threat to
their profits.
Argentina, which owes up to
$1 billion in interest to foreign
banks, has “seriously fallen be
hind” on payments to official
creditors, financial sources say.
Bankers in Buenos Aires say
they have not received interest
on their loans since March 29,
and the backlog now due to Ar
gentina’s Paris Club of western
government creditors seems to
stretch back even further.
Banking analysts in London
have pinpointed Midland as the
British bank most likely to suf
fer from any new setback in
recouping money lent to Latin
America.
Stockbrokers Phillips & Drew
predict Midland may have to in
crease its overseas loans provi
sions by between £30 million
and £40 million.
In all, the bank is thought to
be owed around £600 million by
i Argentina.

Lloyds is owed just over £400
million and Barclays’ exposure
is around £340 million. NationalWestminster, meanwhile, is
thought to be owed less than
£300 million.
Banking sources in Argen
tina say that arrears on overall
Paris Club debts now amount to
“several hundred million dol
lars”. Interest payments to the
Netherlands started falling be
hind before the end of last year.
The attitude of the 17 Paris
Club countries, which include
Britain, remains unclear. The
governments of all the coun
tries involved have votes at
major multilateral credit agen
cies such as the International
Monetary Fund and the World
Bank.
The IMF is now reviewing
Argentina’s performance under
its $1,425 billion stand-by loan
accord.
Directors from six western
nations, including Britain, ab
stained when the World Bank
board voted early this month
on a farm sector loan plan for
Argentina. Sources say this was
a protest against Argentina’s
failure to carry out promised
reforms.
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Barings’ first law of banking

r

MONTGOMERY’S first law of war
was: Never march on Moscow. Bar
ings’ first law of banking should be:
Never lend to Argentina.
Banks in our own time have had
the opportunity of learning that les
son the hard way. Barings began
early. In 1824 it raised a £lm loan for
Argentina to develop the port of
Buenos Aires. In 1828 Argentina
defaulted.
Rescheduling, as today’s creditor
banks have learnt to call it, went on
for the next 30 years. Sometimes a
dribble of money emerged, some
times an ingenious scheme for
settlement. In 1831 the finance min
ister offered to exchange the debt
for a large area of Patagonia. Fine
and healthy, he called it. Too cold,
thought the Barings.
Twelve years later the Argentine
dictator Rosas was back with
another bright idea—how about
swapping the loan for the Falkland
Islands? His minister in London,
Rosas told Barings’ man: “have
been authorised to propose the abso
lute cession of the Malvinas Islands
to the English government, on con
dition it take charge of the loan.”
The Barings man said that he was
surprised and disappointed. In
London, Peel’s government said
that the islands were British, any
way, so there was nothing to con
cede. Rosas said that the British
must pay for the concession, so as to
provide him with the money to pay
the bond holders. No deal was done
and the settlement took another
dozen years.
That opened the way for Argen
tina to borrow again. British invest
ment in Argentina reached £25m by
1880 and £150m by 1890. In 1889
Argentina absolved almost half of
British overseas investment. Bar
ings was the leading banker to the
Argentine government. In 1890
Argentina defaulted again.
It would have broken Barings, if
Barings had not been too big and too
significant to be let go. The Gover
nor of the Bank of England succeeded in rallying the City round.
Barings friends and enemies, seeing
the threat to their own positions,
came together to subscribe for a
guarantee fund. The Baring family
was left to conduct a fire-sale of its
houses and pictures, and to resume
control of a shrunken and sober
,business, which would never again
be what Richelieu called it—the
sixth great power in Europe.
It is a story with morals which
have not dated. It is a warning
against “large exposures (too
many eggs in one basket), still a
> i

loan after loan. Baring credit
reopened trade with the United
States after the War of Indepen
dence and went on to underwrite the
Louisiana purchase.
The Barings became landed maglively issue between supervisors
nates: Sir Francis Baring is
and banks, which feel frustrated. It
expanding his purchases so largelybears out the supervisors’ fear of
in Hampshire that he soon expects
autocrats—no one at Barings had
to enclose the county within his own
dared argue with Lord Revelstoke,
park pailing.” When he died in 1810
the senior partner.
he had £68,507 in the business and
It was the first of the Bank of Eng£400,000 in land. The family was on
land’s lifeboat operations, with the
its way to collect its five peerages
City bankers manning the lifeboats.
and its courtly connections. When
The latest was for Johnson Matthey
Queen Victoria’s doctor wanted to
Bankers and some of the crew have
marry her Lady-in-Waiting, Susan
vowed that it will be the last. There
Baring, the Queen thought it a
must always be tension between the
shocking match—not for her doctor,
need to shore up the system and the
but for a Baring. All ended happily’
need, in the system’s interest, for though, and their son Edward
banks not to be spared the conse- (named after his godfather, the
quences of their actions.
/ Prince of Wales) grew up to be
It is a classic example of a finan senior partner.
There were usually enough capa
cial stampede, when everyone
wants to get into a market and judg ble Barings to head the business,
and for all the family’s grand style—
ment fails in the unlikeliest places.
“the over-Barings”—the business
The rush to buy stockbroking firms
was one such stampede, and so, of came first. It is said that when Lord
course, was the rush to lend to sov- Cromer became Governor of the
Bank of England, two of his Baring
uncles were heard grumbling in
Bishopsgate: “I don’t know what
How about swapping
young Rowley thinks he’s doing. He
the loan for the
needn’t think there’ll be a job for
him back here.”
Falkland Islands?
After the Baring crisis, Lord Roth
schild,
their enemy and rescuer,
ereign states—which, so the most
thought the family would retire and
powerful commercial banker of our
live in the country. Instead they
day said, did not go bust. They can,
have seen off other dynasties—
without going bust, still stop paying.
Brandts, Gibbs, Goschens... Their
Philip Ziegler, in his sparkling
first rule has been not to dilute their
new history of Barings*, says that
control and that limit on their capi
Argentina’s lure to lenders was its
tal has served as a discipline. It has
immense natural wealth—“though
taken them into the fee-earning
incompetence, corruption and politibusinesses of corporate finance and
cal instability might from time to
fund management. It kept them
time combine to put foreign inves from lashing out to buy a London
tors at risk:” The moral was and is
broker in the Big Bang craze.
that no wealth is too great for incom Instead their fastest growing busi
petence, dishonesty and instability
ness has been Baring Securities—
to swallow.
built up in the Far Eastern markets.
Stability, by contrast, is Barings’
Barings argues their continuity
trump card. The bank has remained
and stability are good for business.
in effect the family business ever Clients (like the World Bank, or the
since 1762 when John and Francis Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority)
Baring, the original brothers,
know that Barings will not, like a
opened up in London.
transaction-driven investment
They were the merchants who
bank, turn up on the other side of a
evolved into bankers. Their name deal next week—or, like other mer
was good, therefore their accep chant banks, find its ownership put
tance on a bill of exchange was good,
into play.
and therefore they could underwrite
In the Latin American debt crisis
and sell issues of stock. These were of the 1980s, Barings’ losses have
the staples of Victorian merchant been minimal. Barings ran down its
banking but the Barings had begun Argentine business 20 years ago and
their fortune earlier.
switched to the Far East. Some
In the huge expansion of the people do learn.
national debt which paid for the •The Sixth Great Power. By Philip
Napoleonic Wars, Barings managed Ziegler. Collins, £17.50.

CHRISTOPHER
FILDES
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FBI raid ‘stopped
Argentina getting
Falklands missile’

r

BOTH THE American ambassador to Cairo, Frank Wisner, and
Egypt’s official media are trying
to play down the arrest of two
Egyptian military personnel in the
United States who have been
charged with conspiring to smuggle high technology materials out
of the US.
Mr Wisner and the media are
saying it will not affect the special
relations existing between the two
countries. But diplomats say the
incident has a bearing on the Gulf
War and the South Atlantic. By
its action, the US was able to send
signals to both sides in the Gulf
War and, at the same time, soothe
British and Israeli anxieties.
Two Egyptians and three
Americans were arrested by FBI
agents last Friday as they tried to
load the materials aboard an
Egyptian C-130 transporter at
Baltimore-Washington International Airport. The materials ineluded carbon composite used in
rockets and aircraft to confuse
enemy radars, microwave antenna systems and chemicals used

-------------------------------------By Adel Darwlsh
-------------------------------------in rocket fuels.
For the past few years Egypt,
Argentina and Iraq have been
working on a joint missile development programme at the
Helwan Aviation complex south
of Cairo. Washington wanted
Tehran to know it will not allow
advanced missile technology to
help Iraq obtain a long-range missile with accurate targeting capable of carrying chemical war
heads, especially when chemical
weapons tipped the balance in the
Gulf War in recent months.
The Argentines, who want a
missile capable of reaching the
Falklands, have collaborated with
the Egyptians since early 1984 and
have produced a missile called
the Condor-2 which has a range of
over 500 miles. Egypt then sent
the missile to Iraq for a test-firing,
which was monitored by the Israelis, who in turn alerted British officials about a year ago. The Argentine Defence Ministry in their

turn said that the rocket was designed to launch satellites.
Despite the 1979 peace treaty
between Egypt and Israel, Cairo
has been trying to match Israel’s
Jericho II missile which has a
range of 470 miles and is just a
“turn of screw away” from being
equipped with nuclear warheads.
The Egyptians, who supply
Iraq with much of its armaments,
succeeded with some North Korean assistance in modifying Soviet-made Scud-B missiles. By
adding extra fuel tanks and reducing the payload from a ton to
6001bs, they increased the ScudB’s range to about 375 miles, and
the Iraqis were able to use this
modified missile to hit Tehran.
The strike did not cause much
damage, but coming during the
War of the Cities, it had great
psychological impact.
The materials which the Egyptians tried to smuggle would be
vital in achieving greater accuracy for a new version of the missile which they hope to sell to
Baghdad.
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Minister quits

Buenos Aires (Reuter) - Ar
gentina’s Internal Trade Sec
retary, Scnor Ricardo Mazzorin, resigned over the loss of
£12 million on imported
chickens that went rotten.

r
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Swan Hunter unions will
end shipyard demarcation
BY LYNTON MCLAIN AND PHILIP BASSETT

r

SWAN HUNTER has reached
agreement with its unions to end
all shipyard demarcation and to
introduce annual holidays at
fixed times for all members of the
company, including the chief
executive. The company is the
Tyneside shipbuilder privatised
two years ago in a management
from
British
buy-out
Shipbuilders.
Meanwhile VSEL, the company
building Trident nuclear subma
rines at Barrow, has had 13,000
workers on strike for three weeks
over management’s attempt to
} introduce fixed holidays.
Strike leaders and manage
ment at VSEL have agreed to
meet today under the auspices of
the Advisory, Conciliation and
Arbitration Service (Acas). Local
union leaders said Acas had con
tacted them early yesterday.
VSEL workers walked out in
support of employees protesting
against management attempts to
move all employees to a fixed
holiday closure of a fortnight.
Acas will chair the meeting in
Llandudno, where union leaders
are gathering for the start tomor
row of the annual conference of
the Confederation of Shipbuild
ing and Engineering Unions

.(CSEU).
Mr Frank Ward, Barrow CSEU
secretary, said the unions had
agreed to meet VSEL’s directors
this afternoon. He said he was
unaware of the content of the
proposals from Acas.
He warned: “If it involves my
men forfeiting their entitlement
to flexible holidays then it will be
a very short and unproductive
meeting.”
Swan Hunter and its shipyard
unions are to announce changes
this afternoon.
Warship builders are awaiting
a decision by the Ministry of
Defence about orders worth
£600m for up to four Type 23
anti-submarine frigates for the
Royal Navy. The other warship
builders are Yarrow on the
Clyde, Cammell Laird of Birken
head and Vosper Thornycroft of
Southampton.
The decision is expected within
the next few days. The House of
Commons defence committee is
to report tomorrow on the size of
the Royal Navy’s surface fleet.
The agreement at Swan hunter
was concluded on Friday. All
demarcations between skills and
trades have been abolished. All
employees will do whatever work

<

is necessary, with electricians
and metalworkers in full agree
ment about interchanging jobs.
The main union at the company
is the CSEU.
Swan Hunter and other UK;
yards are changing the basis of
shipbuilding. Modular construc
tion has replaced traditional
keel-laying and ship construction
on outside slipways. Demarcation
had to end if the company was to
gain the maximum benefit from
modular construction.
Mr Alex Marsh, chief executive
of Swan Hunter, said yesterday,
on completion of the company’s
latest ship, HMS Coventry, the'
replacement for the ship of the
same name sunk in the Falklanas
conflict, that the next batch of
Type 23 frigates could possibly
take as little as 130 weeks to
build, or half the time it took to
build HMS Coventry.
The agreement for fixed holi
days covers every member of the
company. All management and
staff are to take their main sum
mer holiday on the last week of
July and the first week of
August, with a week at Whitsun
and days off at Christmas. This
comes into effect next year.
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N-east lawmen
rule in Tuvalu

O

c

SOLICITOR David Ballantyne is
not the first person from this part
of the world to become Attorney
Genera] of Tuvalu in the Pacific.
The picture (right) is of a
previous incumbent Beith
Atkinson, then Children's Panel
Reporter in Banff, being sent on
his way by Sandy Burnett deft)
and Henry Duthie, both of
Fraserburgh.
To those unfamiliar with
Fraserburgh, I should point out
that their garb is purportedly
traditional to Tuvalu and not the
good fisher folk of Buchan.
We don't want to alarm the
tourists.
Mr Atkinson is now Director of
Fair Trading in New Zealand, so
there is hope yet for Mr
Ballantyne should he feel the
urge to move on after his two
years as Tuvalu’s top lawman.
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Mr Ballantyne is the
second solicitor to de
part Aberdeen lawyers
C & PH Chalmers for
the southern hemi- >
sphere this month.
The firm recently
announced it is to send
Gavin Farquhar to a
new office in the Falk
land Islands.
Advice
At this rate there will
soon be no hiding place,
however remote, from
past and former mem
bers of C & PH popping
out of the undergrowth
with friendly advice on
feu duty redemption.
The news of the
Chalmers
South
Atlantic operation in
voked the declaration
from a large London
practice that if the
Golden Square firm
promised to stay out of
London they, in turn,
would stay out of the
Falklands.
Significantly,
perhaps, the Aberdeen
firm has not replied to
this taunt. Tuvalu
today, tomorrow the
world.
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Traffic lights switch to amber
WHEN THE Egyptian-born al
Fayed brothers, owners of the
Ritz and Harrods, tried to buy a
run-down hotel on the waterfront
in Alexandria recently, it provoked a near-crisis in the government that required the intervention of President Mubarak to
calm things down.
A proposal to sell the decaying
government-owned San Stefano
hotel and the valuable property
on which it is located to foreign
interests sparked angry scenes in
parliament, a fierce debate in the
local press and calls for the resignation of the Tourism Minister,
whose proposal it was that the
hotel be sold.
Members of the Egyptian elite,
^including figures close to the
•^resident unlikely to stay at the
three-star hotel, seemed to regard
proposals to “privatise” the San
Stefano as a betrayal of the
national heritage. It was almost
as if the government was proposing to sell Tutankhamun’s gold
funerary mask.
The episode was highly revealLtmudes "ethe government
to the role of the private sector
heavily dominated by large and
often inefficient public sector
units, a quiet campaign lias been
in progress for some years to
achieve a better balance between
public and private ownership.
Egyptian governments, however, have done little more than
pay lip-service to the need to give
more encouragement to private
enterprise. Bureaucratic con„ straints, red tape, lack of invest'ment incentives, pricing problems and-a number of other
difficulties in a highly centralised
system that evolved in the socialist era of the late President
Gamal Abdel Nasser provided littie incentive for entrepreneurs to
invest in Egypt.
President Anwar Sadats open
door (infitah) policy, introduced
in 1974, encouraged a flood of
technology imports, but new pnvate investment in the non-oil
sector has been disappointing.
The balance between public
and private output remains at
about 70/30 in favour of the publie sector, although some economists would argue that the large
“black” or unofficial economy
not covered by official statistics
means the gap between the two
is closer to 50/50.
In the latest five-vear nlan
in the latest live year plan
(1987-88 to 1991-92); the govern
ment wants to see 38.6 per cent of
new industrial investment of a
projected E£46.5bn ($20bn)
directed towards the private sec-

persuaded that a comprehensive
process of privatisation is either
possible or desirable in the Egyp
tian context.
Dr Gazarin, who was for many
years chairman of the public sec
tor el Nasr Automotive company,
said that Egypt should “proceed
gradually, by privatising manage
ment, by liberating management
from the handicaps and impedi
ments it is facing (under rigid
bureaucratic regulation). If the
public sector is properly man
aged it can succeed. Why not?”
He argues that all companies,
whether public or private sector,
should operate according to the
same set of rules, and that, with
out exception, they should be
profit-oriented, and not subject to
price controls capriciously
applied. He gave the example of
his own difficulties at el Nasr
when the government interfered
in the price of cars.
"We were doing very well at
Nasr Automotive for a while,” he
recalled. “Then the government
cars;'the1pric/''was fixed by ministenai ^L'Ts^fcoU"
SS^rlceT^S salaries P
were
the control 0f his ministry, show little inclination to risk ingeasta*.
including the historic She- their capital in the stock
liti . "easons •»
pheard’s in Cairo and Cataracts exchange. The nationalisations carDs1 f<£aSarin identified * another
vat Aswan. As part of these man- and sequestrations of the Nasser
Dr Gaza™_ ldentinea anot
agement agreements, local and period in the early 860s have left
foreign investors have undera legacy of mistrust. mannine Eevit’s labour laws
taken to commit substantial Dr Sultan believes that steps manning- Egypt i laDour laws
funds t0 refurbishing these he has taken m the tourism secPSupdecrepit hoteis.
tor towards liberalising manage- ^
The Tourism Minister has had ment and divesting the govern- pose vve pnvattnese compa
Jess SUCcess with EgyptAir, ment of loss-making enterprises mes and start t g me ““ss
Egypt's troubled national carrier, should be regarded as a model for "L0‘^?rs;, 5 ? y0lutiop P^p ihere
He has not yet gained approval the rest of the public sector, but
‘fa® ^‘social factors
for measures that would revamp he is the first to admit that prog- w
™n^to keep the public
the management structure. Dr ress is relatively slow.
P
P
Su]tan proposed that the board of
“If we examine the British sector
h Minister
directors be separated from the experience, he said recently,
rv who is responsible for
day-to-day running of the airline “we find that they also began
F nt'A creaking public
and that more scope be given to with very modest goals - mainly much ofEgypt S cr
ngpublic
nmfessional managers
confined to the tourist sector...in sector, said progress
P He would ^soTe to see Egyp- the beginning, in 1979 the goal «dow "M’iSSto tato
tAir removed from rieid govern- was to float about £500m annu- mg loss-makmg comPan
£e™i^s“tS2t ifSSdfl ally. Now they are realising
ma^e
own investment deci- something like
annually.
romoanies under his consions from its own resources and
Dr Sultan added that he could the 120
been
not be dependent on the central not see a way of increasing effi- trol. In 1987 tihe figure n
budget. Like most other public ciency and productivity in Egypt reduced to
.
lacR Qf
sector entities, EgyptAir suffers except through a process of pncurrency for imports of raw
from a critical lack of funds for vatisation.
.
matPriaU aricine restrictions
new investment.
Dr Adel Gazarin, chairman of
shortage
of funds
for new
Dr Sultan has learned, perhaps the Egyptian Federation of Industbe main conthe hard way, that powerful tries, believes that the way to
.
a more efficient pubentrenched interests - control of improve the efficiency of public str
pressing the
EgyptAir, for example, has been sector entities involved in a L
m ‘t t0 reduce restricthe preserve of senior retired mil- whole range of activities from S
bli enterprises and to
itary figures - make thetask of food production to steelmaking A
j? ovide additional
reforming inefficient stateenterlies in liberalising management uelP
P
prises a difficult one
and freeing it from government resources.
Continued on Page 3
Conflicting signals from the controls as a first step. He is not

tor compared with 23 per cent of President himself have not
investment in the last five yeais. always helped the cause of those
This is a strictly notional figure like Dr Sultan who are in the
and unless Egypt presses ahead vanguard of reform. Though Mr
more vigorously with reforms of Mubarak speaks of the need to
such areas as the heavily Tegu encourage the private sector, he
lated pricing system it is doubtfu is also given to doctrinaire state
that the private sector will ments about the public sector.
"The public sector.” he declared
respond to that target.
Debate about the need to give last year during an intense phase
real encouragement to the pri- of the debate, “is the only guar
vate sector and about pnvatisa- antee for the poor people of
tion itself was sharpened by the Egypt.”
The weakness of Egypt's capi
entry to the cabinet in late-1985
of former investment oanker Dr tal markets is another impedi
Fouad Sultan as Minister of Tour- ment to new private sector
ism and Civil Aviation. Dr Sultan investment and ultimately to pri
is the chief government propo- vatisation. Trading on Egypt’s
nent of shifting the balance of stock market, where the total vol
the Egyptian economy from pub- ume reached a modest E£400m in
1987, is still very thin in spite of
lie to private enterprise,
In spite of opposition from recent efforts to encourage a
neo-Nasserite elements in the revival.
Egyptians, whose traditional
government, he has made significant progress in his own area of avenues of investment have been
responsibility. He has privatised in real estate or simply in inter
the management of almost all the est-bearing bank deposits (Egyp
18 publicly-owned hotels under tian banks are highly liquid)
-----—----------------------------£n*renched interests make the task of reforming
inefficient state enterprises a difficult one
.......
............................................ .
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Continued from Page 2
He said that he was not in
favour of privatising public sec
tor entities. He would rather see
more assistance given to the pri
vate sector to grow in tandem
with government-owned enter
prises. His opposition to privati
sation, he declared, was “nonideological.” It was simply that
he believed the same goal - the
revitalisation of industry - could
be reached by encouraging pri
vate sector growth.
Mr Wahab said that it was only
a few years ago that the instinc
tive government response was to
! say “no” to any new private sec! tor project. Now, it was inclined
to say “yes.” Furthermore, the
public sector was no longer being
given the “power of veto” over
new proposals that might create
competition.
The Industry Minister said that
he would like to see the balance
between the public and private
sectors redressed, and even
reversed by “enlarging the pri
vate sector base.”
The United States Agency for
International Development
(Usaid), in line with the Reagan
Administration’s policy of
encouraging private enterprise in
developing countries, is devoting
funds and resources to this end.
One of its projects under what is
known as ESOP (employee stock
ownership programme) is to
encourage a form of “people’s
capitalism” at a new tyre-making
concern in Alexandria.

financial times

Usaid is providing a long-term
loan of E£40m to enable employ
ees to buy a stake in a new radial
tyre-making plant for trucks.
Employees are expected to take a
25-30 per cent stake in the com
pany which will operate as an
offshoot of the public sector
Trenco company under the for
eign investment Law 43 to accom
modate Pirelli of Italy as a share
holder.
Usaid is also working in pro
vincial governorates to encour
age a transfer of small enter
prises from public to private
ownership. Such enterprises as
brickmaking plants and chicken
farms in the Damietta and Munifya governorates are being sold
to private investors as an experi
ment.
Usaid officials, who say they
are staying out of the limelight
on the privatisation issue
because of its political sensitiv
ity, hope that a successful trans
fer of small enterprises in the
governorates will serve as an
example for the privatisation of
larger units in the cities.
Meanwhile, Dr Sultan is deter
mined to press ahead with his
liberalisation programme in the
tourism sector. He says he has
not lost the battle of the San Stefano. He expects it will pass into
private hands, probably to the al
Fayeds...on a 99-year lease.
Tony Walker
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Brazil’s bankers
Whatever they might say,
bankers are never very good at
keeping secrets. Last week s
announcement that Brazil had
normalised its relations with its
commercial bankers - ending its

r

financial times

tion of past-due Brazilian inter
est, plus a return of Brazilian
loans to full accrual status,
would add $1.6bn to the 10 big
Mkt.Capitaiisation ($ bn)
money centre banks, and most of
nn54.3
this money will be allowed to
10 J
flow through to the bottom line.
That would reduce the average
I
non-performing asset ratios of
0“ 102 94 84 89 95 143 88
these banks from 5.3 per cent to
Price to book value (%)
2.9 per cent, and could boost esti
Yield (%)
mated 1988 earnings by close to a
6
third. In the case of Citicorp it
would mean earnings per share
of $5.50, compared with $4.25, and
»
the impact is even more dramatic
= 3
pj at BankAmerica, Chemical and
Manhattan which on this
Source: Ctllcorp q
* l-3basis are Chase
Scrimaeour
Vickers
___
________________
selling on around three
times 1988 earnings. Admittedly,
17-month old moratorium on Arghe"^"amsp
bantamch
n3vmpnt<! - had been problems mean tnat Danxs such

Leading Triple 'A*
Rated Banks

1 Warn

aqua's

start nfZlL
the vear.accori «y well
boost investor sentiment for
bank shares generally, but it is
only one factor in a rally which
remains decidedly Patchy. US
banks shares have risen more
than twice as fast as the overall
market since the start of the
year; in Japan they have only
risen half as fast as the market,
while in most European countries they have significantly
underperformed, according to figures compiled by County Nat■

i

this
F»year.
les gn ^ better capitalised
y
because their exposure
and ^ NeverthelesS| County NatwoodMac estimates that
, f _owing by ig per cent
reported profits of the
^^’ur UK clearing banks
Bg
. perhaps 28 per
prior year pro
to written back into
This may be over-optimisP
articulariy
Argentina is
^’Kanonaccrual basis,

BWS1SS, FsKS Si 5M5WS
rassingly regular need for new
capital. Throw in concerns about
the mounting costs of the banks
push into investment banking,
and it is easy to temper any general enthusiasm that Brazil s
return to thef^rldth^a^tstearslg^
cant change for the better.
That said, the US money centre
banks, which sport the highest
.yields and lowest p/es of all
major international banks, are
the most obvious beneficiaries,
Although $1.35bn of interest rate
arrears should have been paid to
the banks by the end of this
week, it is unlikely that most
banks will take their Brazilian
loans off non-accrual status until
the deal has been finalised later
this year. But when they do the
imDact will be material. New
York brokers Keefe, Bruyette &
Woods estimate that the recogni-

of«Sy*-as<j6

New Y^anKers a
^
innovative” financDaekage since the debt crisis
P^ |ugust 1982i 0ne senses
| they might be getting
g^g^tly carried away. Indeed, the
more bearish observers, like New
York.s Prudentiai.Bache Secunties, remain firmly of the opinion
that it is all a purely cosmetic
event, and that any earnings
windfall does not belong in a
bank’s income statement, l ney
may well be right over the longer
term, but as long as UK banks
offer prospective yields of over 6
per cent, with several New York
banks promising considerably
m0re, it is difficult to be overly
bearish about the bank sector,
After all, banks are even more
sensitive about cutting dividends
than they are about giving away
secrets.
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Chickened out
Buenos Aires (Reuter) — Ar
gentina’s Internal Trade Sec
retary Ricardo Mazzorin has
resigned over a furore involv
ing a consignment of imported
chicken. The poultry, worth at
least £llm, went rotten.
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Chickening out

Argentina’s Internal Trade Sec
retary, Ricardo Mazzorin, has
resigned after a furore involv
ing the loss of at least $20 mil
lion in imported chickens that
went bad.They were part of a
total of 38,000 tonnes imported
from France and Hungary.

✓
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Ten countries with more sheep than people
New Zealand
Argentina

Australia
South Africa

Bolivia
Ireland

Iceland
Lesotho

Uruguay
Falkland Islands
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1 TELEVISION: DOCUMENTARY

Korea
in black
and white
THE BRITISH soldier at war,
subject of past (Tumbledown)
and future (Resurrected) dra
mas, is again being consid
ered in six-part documentary,
Korea — The Unknown War.
MIKE MAGENIS listened to
the experiences of two British
veterans and talked to the se
ries producer.
If Vietnam was the last TV
war, says Mike Dormer, the
producer of Korea — The Un
known War, then Korea was
the last filmed war. ‘It was all
shot in newsreel film, mostly
black-and-white. That re
duced the impact of it on the

people back home.'
It might also have helped
them to forget more quickly.

Kntisn reinforcements, called into to support UN forces in September 1950, disembark at the southern port of Pusan under threat of attack from the North Koreans

Colour and colourful dramati
zation has indelibly
Vietnam
and morestamped
recentiy

Graham Granville, now a rejT
SSJTui,®

andFmindnsdSof ME

h7s iltt^Tl&Z

both of whom were involved in

John Wayne films.'
of Sin^Te^d^aTa"

rence was ill-advised. It was
Z ^SerfSS

'I was a conscript so I had to

was quite pleased to be in ac-

SimP'6""^*Wh,t
a professional soldier must expect at times ’

hSnaThnmffh r -,hK
an^ruSty of war. espedalg

L
T the *ors‘thm8.
^“suffereTlrom Z-

ports the US decision to fight
areT™'
in

rial in St Paul's only last year,
34 >*"*'the ceasefire,

against civilians.
The entry of the British
Army, documented in episode
four, was precipitated by the
near-defeat
of
America,
commited to fighting communism on any front. Not for the
first time, British troops became involved in a fight that
was promised to be all over by
Christmas.
How do the veterans of the
Korean campaign see the war
m hindsight? How do they
view the dramatization of the
Falklands campaign?

laria, but was never informed
that he could have claimed a
military disability pension,
He admits to certain parallels with Robert Lawrence, the
Scots Guards
Lieutenant
whose appalling Falklands injuries and subsequent aftercare were dramatically shown
in Tumbledown. But he has
little sympathy for him. ‘If you
stand on top of a rock in battle,
you can expect to be shot by a
sniper. A lot of the Americans
were.like that — they’d probably been watching too many

S3

,
' think that Robert Law-

we^ri«ms

Korea — The Unknown War
continues Saturdays 8.00 C4.
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Tim Coone takes his leave with a warning of parallels with Weimar

Vested interests choking Argentina
ALBERTO, the estate agent. I
later discovered, was the personification of the Argentine chanta
- a name given to those engaged
m sharp business practices. In
Argentine society they enjoy a
grudging respect if their skill and
imagination has pulled off a par^‘siortlv after" ["arrived in Bue

tary of State for taxation policy,
laments the futility of pursuing
tax evaders: “Under the present
laws and powers I have it'would
take me 10 years to get a prosecution,” he said,“I will be in
another job by then.”
Q M M • 0rvial‘p{; tbp
Spanish partner of a joint fishing
venture, who complained: “My
SI
Vprofit" inetwo" "days3of"wheeling
machinations. Alberto then and def"g in the f'nancial mar‘
threatened to “call his friends in ^ tot 1 can m three months
the intelligence services” when I ^e South Atlantic a^Drocessto
insisted on recovering my , ^oum aiianuc, a processing
deposit, adding: “You’re British
a,1j1^00 wor^ers •
anri vmi rlrm’f wsnf rtrnhlpmc
Of all the Comments made to
here do vou°”
Problems me -n Argentina over the past
years, however,
one made
by
The chanta - Alberto and his two
the president
of the Central
Bank

stantial way to resolving the fis- down a barrage of opposical deficit and inflation problems, tion - part of which longs nostalA government proposal to rein- gically for a recent past when
troduce inheritance tax, which military men ran the country
was lifted under military rule, President Raul Alfonsin has
was defeated in Congress under installed a functioning democcivilian rule. Not one political racy in four years, but one which
party made a serious proposal for is handicapped by serious institu'afYesform“ pfsumab?y f°r \eal tional weaknesses and an ailing
the
^dle-class economy.
The opposition Peronists have
Industrial leaders, meanwhile, resurrected a popuhstjiroposal to
In the fi«ht for the------- fMTdVsInTgrowth6 without
In the light lor the
expla?™ng wheretheresources
distribution of income,
will come from, apart from a
moratorium on servicing the forneither representatives
^ebt The combine(j threats
~. .
. .
eigii ueuu me Lumumeu UiredlS
0f labour nor capital
of a moratorium and income
has
snffirient
nolitiral
has SUIIlCient political
of the wealth circulating in

ilk - has been raised to the level
of a sub-culture, in which tales of
how one outwitted a fellow citizen are part of daily life. The taxi
driver, the estate agent, the bank
director, union boss and politician all take part in this institutionalised mugging in which the
engaging smile, the compliment
and the effusive assurances are
often preludes to the sleight of
hand and fleeced pocket.
Some blame this compulsive
national trait, on the slow pace of
vrgentina’s judicial system. The
result, they say, is that civic and
individual responsibility is something one’s neighbour should he
expected to have, but should not
apply to oneself.
At an individual level it is perhaps a form of natural justice
and defence of one’s own interests, to compensate for the weakness of the nation’s institutions,
But when this outlook becomes
translated into powerful vested
interests and political lobbies, it
ends up being unjust and helps
perpetuate those very same institutional weaknesses.
It is a phenomenon which can
be seen at many levels of Argentine society. For example, Dr
Alfredo Folica, the Under-secre-

has stood out more bleakly than power to break the
kPMntlf hank° arrmintfin w"
any other: “There are strong par- , ,. .
.
*
?oriJ?i°an?fhoafTQ111118 m bWlt’
allels between what is happening deadlock and to get the zenana ana tne Ub.
here and the pre-war Weimar pr'nnnmv mnvino aoain
None the less, the Peronists
Republic in Germany,” he said
moving again now jook most likely tQ win the
- a stark synthesis of the infla- ,
, . . . .
,.
. 1989 elections insofar as they
tionary and political problems damand cuts m state spending at seem tQ be capturing the popular
afflicting Argentina and which tne same *in\e as.,s m taxes, moo(k They will be under strong
have their roots in the deficien- generous industrial promotion pressure t0 fulfil their campaign
cies in its tax system, its judicial s9nemes and protection irom tor- promjses t0 the trade unions, hersystem and financial system, the elgn competition, and they squeal ^^g the likelihood of a conthree pillars of a modern capitalfrontation with the business secist state.
tor and foreign banks and a
. .
. ,. . ,
, defend their share of the national subseQuent political and ecoThe foreign debt burden and pie going to wages, against a nomjc crjsis_
subsidies to agricultural produc- background of spiralling infla- Ab(j tQ tbat j^eiee a pro-Perontl0JJ ^
European Community tion, and they resist new technolsector 0f the armed forces
and ^ have placed a severe ogy or rationalisations m the wbjcb has produced two political
external restriction on the state or private sectors which crises in tbe past 15 months and
Br^th of Argentina s economy,could result in job losses.
another sector which now conMeanwhile, the regressive
In the fight for the distribution
nature of the tax system and an of income, neither representaarmed to Pprn^kMrfpnT
overmanned and inefficient state tives of labour nor capital have mantly °PP°sed to Peromst ldeolsector have produced an unmana- sufficient political power to break ogy.
geable fiscal deficit and a severe the deadlock and to get the econ- As I pack my bags, I wonder
internal restriction to growth, omy moving again. No-one is pre- whether the strike threatened by
The result has been a lack of pared to sacrifice their share, the pilots of the state airline will
investment, spiralling inflation, especially if it is just some other leave me stranded at the airport
sluggish output and an overall chanta who is going to make off for days. Leaving the country is
growth of inequality in the distri- with the money.
laced with the thrill of uncerbution of income.
The system through the tainty and the challenge of barTougher income tax rules decades has given rise to firmly- gaining my way onto another
(which hardly anyone pays in embedded vested interests, which flight, probably at the expense of
Argentina despite having one of operate in parallel and often another hapless passenger,
the biggest middle classes in above the formal channels of
Ciao Alberto. I hope you
Latin America) would go a sub- power. Efforts to change it bring enjoyed spending my $100.
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Galtieri cleared

General Leopoldo Galtieri has
been cleared by Argentine’s Su
preme Court of human rights
crimes dating back to before he
led Argentina into the ill-ad
vised Falklands adventure six
year ago, Jeremy Morgan writes
from Buenos Aires.
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Galtieri cleared
By Our Buenos Aires
Correspondent
General Galtieri, who is serving
a 12-year sentence for mishan
dling the Falklands conflict, has
been acquitted by the Supreme
Court in Buenos Aires of human
rights violations under the for
mer military regime.
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; Falkland memories
From Dr D. F. Burgess
Sir, I have recently taken over the
headship of Stanley Senior School
and today l attended my first
Liberation Day memorial service
in the cathedral and, later, the
laying of wreaths at the town
monument.
Both occasions were over
whelmingly supported by the
young and the old alike. There can
be little doubt of the continuing
community gratitude felt for those
who gave their lives here in 1982.
Yours faithfully,
D. F. BURGESS,
Education Department,
Stanley, Falkland Islands.
June 14.
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Union, and Mr Keizo Funatsu of Japan. In the front row: Mr Geoff Somers of Britain, left,
The dogsled journey across Antarctica, conceived by Dr Etienne and Mr Steger, is due to start m Aug
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Brazil returns
to the fold
AFTER a wearing number of
false starts, Brazil and the com
mercial banks have finally
reached agreement on the
rescheduling of Brazilian
medium- and long-term debt and
on a new financial package. This
means the formal abandonment
of Brazil’s attempt to strike a
debt relief deal outside the frame
work of the International Mone
tary Fund (IMF) and the estab
lished norms of the banking
community.

Orthodoxy
Since Brazil is the largest
Third World debtor, and has been
observing a unilaterally-imposed
moratorium for 16 months, this
signals a welcome return to
orthodoxy.
Brazil did not benefit from the
moratorium. On the contrary,
reserves had to be placed at low
interest in the custody of the
Bank for International Settle
ments to avoid seizure. As for
operating outside IMF discipline,
this merely seemed to encourage
weak economic management.
The Brazilian experience con
firms that heterodox experi
ments, at least when badly man
aged, are counter-productive.
Furthermore, it suggests that
radical actions, especially if inad
equately planned, do not neces
sarily force the creditor nations
and commercial banks to alter
their positions. The case-by-case
approach to debt remains in
place, despite the continuing con
tradiction between the huge out
ward transfer of resources to ser
vice debt and the need for fresh
funds to restore growth. The
low-key language devoted to the
plight of the middle-income debt
ors in the G-7 summit communi
que this week underlined that no
new global initiative is in the off
ing. • .
. . „ ___

Even allowing for the difficul
ties of a non-elected president
operating in a constitutional vac
uum, Brazil does not deserve
much sympathy for its handling
of its debt problems. President
Jose Sarney and his advisers
have been unnecessarily confron
tational both with the banks and
the IMF. Meanwhile, economic
policies have been distorted by
short-sighted political consider
ations. These distortions have
been compounded by poor admin
istration and a bewildering series
of changes in the economic team
caused by factional disputes.
Only since January, when Mr
Mailson da Nobrega took over the
finance portfolio, have dealings
become easier with the interna
tional financial community. Mr
. da Nobrega accepted the futility
of confrontation and the need to
bring the banks and the IMF on
board. The agreement with the
commercial banks is broadly sim
ilar to those already negotiated
with the region’s other major
debtors, Argentina and Mexico,
although for the first time an
attempt has been made with an
eye on bank regulators, to
enhance the quality of the n^i
money compared with the old
loans. Otherwise, the difference
is one of degree. The Brazilian
deal, a multi-year agreement cov
ering maturities between 1987
and 1993, involves larger sums of
money, contains the loosest link
age yet with an IMF programme
and offers the most extensive
menu of options to encourage th
reduction of debt. Almost $62bn
of debt (half Brazil’s total foreign
debt) will be rescheduled over a
20-year period with a sharp cut m
interest rates. Additionally, the
banks will provide S5.2bn in fresh
funds over the next nine months.
It remains to be seen how the
be
700 creditor banks will. and
impressed by the agreement

Uphill battle
In the meantime, serious
doubts must surround not only
the Sarney Government s ability
to sell the agreement at home but
also to manage the ec°nomy m a
way which takes advantage of
the agreement. The government s
image is tainted by corruption
scandals and its attention
absorbed by the closing stages of
drawing up a new Constitution.
At the same time, Mr da
Nobrega’s position as a techno
crat administrator is far from
secure He is fighting an uphill
battle to hold down public sector
wages that only last week led to
a clash with the powerful mili
tary establishment. Under these
circumstances, it would be
unwise to forget that the present
agreement is only one of a range
of measures that aie needed to
restore Brazil’s economy.

fi&Mgai
Mexico, which has a far better
track record of ^“c“hee
ment, has been
poor response of banks on this
score.
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FERGUS KEELING:
We start this week with the news that within a year the
Falkland Islands will have six vessel fishing fleet to join the
multi-national crews, which already trawl the lucrative waters of
the South Atlantic. The catch will be only 30% fish because the
There are two species of squid in those
main crop is squid.
the inshore one, Loligo, is netted in the traditional
waters
way, but the deep water one, Ilex*, will be hauled up on brightly
coloured hooks or jigs, two thousand of them in each boat, which
will also be equipped with sonar and colour videos to improve
One boat is already processing up to 40 tons of
performance.
squid a day and the projections estimate that the new Falkland
fishery is worth £325 million a year.
Paul Rodhouse is a scientist with the British Antarctic
Survey, and as we were talking recently, I wondered if anything
was known about the biology of these squid.
PAUL RODHOUSE:
We know in general terms about squid life
Not really.
They grow very fast
Most squid live for about a year.
cycles.
indeed and they spawn once at the end of their life, towards the
As far as
end of their life, and then they die soon afterwards.
we can tell from the data that are available at the moment, the
two species of squid in the Falkland fishery have this kind of
life cycle, but we have no detail on that at all at the moment.
F.K:
How much effort is going into finding out though? Surely
it's very dangerous to remove vast quantities of these animals,
when no-one knows whether or not the populations can sustain it?
P.R:
Well, that's right, yes - and that's why my research group
at the British Antarctic Survey in Cambridge do have a research
programme going on at the moment to elucidate the life cycles of
I think it's fair to say that the management
these species.
practices which are being used in controlling the Falkland
Islands fishery are taking a fairly conservative approach, and
they're setting their catch levels at a level which is felt to be
*Denotes phonetic spelling
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-2on the safe side, and so I don't think there's any real danger of
a collapse of the fishery.
F.K:
Who assesses, though, whether or not the catches are safe?
P. R:
Government have a Fisheries
Department, and they have a contract with the Renewable Resources
Assessment Group who are based at Imperial College in London,
The Falkland Islands

and the catch data from the fishery is collected by the Fisheries
Department in Stanley, and then that information is sent to the
And so they
group at Imperial College on a regular weekly basis.
have a continual input of information on the way the fishery is
going, and they assess it continuously.
F.K:
Well, with these large squid fisheries going up around the
Falklands, and indeed around New Zealand, it seems inevitable
that the Antarctic squid stocks are going to come under pressure
Is that likely to have an effect on the animals
sooner or later.
which depend on them - things like whales and the birds?
P. R:
The squid certainly play a major
number of species and, in particular,
males of which migrate into Antarctic
Amongst
almost exclusively on squid.

part in the diet of a
the sperm whales, large
They feed
waters to feed.
the albatrosses, the

Wandering Albatrosses rely to a large extent on squid for their
during the
food and particularly for feeding their young
And other albatrosses, including the Greybreeding season.
Headed Albatross the Black-Browed and the Light Mantle Sooty
Albatross all take squid to a greater or lesser extent in their
diets.
F.K:
What's the likely effect on those animals if the squid
populations were to crash?
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It would certainly reduce what is a major component of their
It would remain to be seen how the whole eco-system
diet.
responded to a crash of a particular group of animals like the
squid, and whether it would mean that something else would come
in and replace them, or something else which is already there
might increase in numbers and so fill in the gap that was left.
But I think we can predict that there is a danger that the
breeding success of certain birds and mammals would suffer, if
there was a crash in the squid population.
However, I think we would have to say that a lot of these
birds are quite long-lived, and reproductive success or failure
in one year wouldn't cause an overnight crash of the bird
It might take several years before these effects
populations.
would be obvious to the people studying the bird populations.

!
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F.K:
So do you you feel that more information about the biology
of these squid is needed quite urgently?
P.R:
Yes, indeed.
It's very important that we get as much
information as possible about the life cycles, not only of the
squid that are being fished in the Falkland Islands at the
moment, but also further south in the Antarctic.
F.K:
Paul Rodhouse of the British Antarctic Survey.
k k k
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Tim Coone on the daily shifting of funds which
passes for financial sophistication

Pride in Argentine market

A

It is easy to see that even minor crises of confidence — common these
days — can have dramatic effects on the exchange rate

PESSIMISM IS an Argentine ties represent another $6bn, of
national trait - humorists even which two-thirds are dollar-decall it the national sport.
nominated bonds while the rest
But in the same way that a are inflation- or dollar-linked
sociologist might discover signifi- paper.
cant social trends in the seemTo complete the analysis of
ingly mindless self-destruction of where Argentines store their
football violence, so the behav- wealth, one should not overlook
iour of the Argentine capital mar- a tiny fact - it is estimated that
ket can be seen as a reflection of at least $20bn is deposited in
the society itself.
bank accounts or invested
The Argentines like to pride abroad. What better example of a
themselves on having a sophisti- pessimistic view of one’s own
cated capital market. However, future?
The vaunted sophistication of
nothing could be further from the
truth.
the Argentine capital market
The market is thin, volatile boils down to little more than a
and fails totally on one vital cri- shifting of funds between secure
terion; it does not serve as an government bonds, short-term
efficient channel of savings into high-yielding bank deposits and
productive investment. The dol
lar, in fact, is king.
A few figures help to illustrate ;
this. A widely used estimate is
that there are about $5bn in for
eign currency notes circulating
in Argentina, three times more foreign currency, a process i
I than
own currency (Ml is known affectionately as the “bicirpughly 20bn australes or $2bn). cleta.” The stock market moves a
Of course these are not normally mere $lm of business per day on !
used in daily transactions at the average.
, local shop - some of this huge
Government security transacsum represents the “stuffed mat- tions in the primary and secondtress” component of national ary markets can be anywhere
samng?'
. .
between $3m and $30m per day
Total deposits in the banking depending on the monetary priorsystem add up to another 50bn ities of the Central Bank,
australes, or $5bn. Capitalisation
Foreign currency transactions
of the local stock market is a in the unregulated (non-trade)
meagre $lbn. Government securi- sector of the market are thought
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to average $50m per day, while
the average fixed-term bank
deposit is of between 14 and 21
days duration - implying a turnover of between 3bn and 4bn australes per working day.
It is easy to see, therefore, that
even minor crises of confidence
(a common occurrence effects
these
on^tSfipCpxrhfl£n?p
Tn'
L nn
In addition there is an officially
tolerated . parallel credit marltet
- the inter-empresario in
niP^

tion, according to a recent independent study based on Central
Bank figures, is no more than 12
per cent of GDP per annum insufficient to keep level with the
depreciation of the country’s capital stock. To reach a level of
more than 20 per cent, a figure
such as
in Japan
or the fast-growAsian
countries
would
J?iuire mvestment of about
$15bn a year.
Furthermore, almost 70 per
cent of the $5bn in bank deposits
h ster/Used *h™uSh compulsory
deposits with the central bank
J
rnd used for tredlscounts and t0
tal, against dollar, or Bonex, finance central government
bonds.
spending.
These in turn are frequently
So it is apparent the Argentine

“hired" from Bonex holders. The
market is estimated to be worth
$2.6bn, precariously balanced on
the strength of the borrowed
Bonex bonds.
Seen from this perspective, it is
hardly surprising that the Argentine economy has stagnated in
recent years and is highly prone
to attacks of the jitters. The
Argentinians are not investing at
home and those that do, do so at
high cost and considerable risk,
Gross domestic capital forma-

capital market as it exists is incapable of carrying out the vital
function of channelling savings
into investment at anywhere
near the level required to sustain
economic growth,
The perennial cap-in-hand trips
by government officials to the
IMF and foreign banks for further loans and waivers are thus
vital to keep the system liquid in
the absence of adequate domestic
savings.
A foreign exchange crisis

would potentially paralyse the
already thin domestic credit market and knock the bottom out of
the “inter-empresario” sector,
throwing the burden even further
on to the state to maintain economic activity,
It is not surprising therefore
that ;he toTcTaTetde^tmora
Government has been
Xtant
torium - the crisis of confidence
nrnrlnrp in the volatilp
market w^uld most nkely create
nin nn tup nirrpnpv a hieh
Jevel of capital flight and a delp
recession in the economy without
creditors even having to bother
t0 retaliate
Two glimmers of hope have
been created by the new debt-forequity swap scheme and the
approval last month of the cre
ation of private pension funds.
But with swap quotas limited
to $400m a year, the net effect
will .be limited. Claims thatm the
,
pension funds will mobilise $5bn
°f savings a year within five
years are considered gross overestimates by foreign bankers.
At the same time, inflation is
rising and foreign debt is rapidly
becoming a key electoral issue,
Add to that a good measure of
indulgence of the national pastime, and the market behaves in
its standard Pavlovian fashion by
moving in the one direction it
knows best - abroad.
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Argentina expects
grain export boost
BY GARY MEAD IN BUENOS AIRES

ACCORDING TO Mr Guillermo
Moresco, president of the Argen
tine Cereals Exchange, 1988 will
see a substantial increase in the
US dollar value of Argentina's
cereal produce. This is largely
due to the increase in world
prices, itself a result of the cur
rent drought in US farming
areas.
The view of Argentina’s
National Grain Board is that the
country will export 23.7m tonnes
of cereals in 1988. a 27 per cent
increase over 1987.
Last year’s harvest was relaI tively poor because of severe
flooding which affected about lm
hectares. The yields for 1988 are
officially described as better than
average but “not a record."
At the same time it is predicted
that the 1988 value of Argentina's
cereal and by-products exports
will be significantly more than

for the last year. It is expected
that the 1988 average price per
tonne will reach between $195
and $200. The comparable figure
for 1987 was $136. In terms of the
value of Argentina’s cereal
exports this will give a figure for
1988 of approximately $4.5bn,
compared with the 1987 figure of
$2bn.
Argentina’s cereal and gramrelated products account for 55
per cent of its total exports.
Shifts in world prices considera
bly alter the prospects for the
economy as a whole. It is calcu
lated by the Argentine Cereals
Exchange that between 20 and 25
per cent of the 1988 wheat har
vest and about 50 per cent of the
maize and soya harvest is still in
the hands of the farmers, who are
thus able to take advantage of
the current increase in world
prices.
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West’s attitude to Third
World debts ’unrealistic’
Paul Melly

HE President of the Berne
I Union, the international as
sociation of export credit insur
ers, yesterday attacked West
ern governments’ approach to
rescheduling Third World debts
as “unrealistic”.
Speaking at a London semi
nar, Roberto Ruberti said the
government creditors grouped
in the Paris Club could not ex
pect middle-income debtor
countries to repay on commer
cial terms. He argued that
nations such as Brazil, Mexico
or Argentina would have to be
offered concessional reschedul
ing. “It is inevitable that condi
tions must be reconsidered,”
said Mr Ruberti, who is chief
executive of the Italian govern-

ment export credit insurer,
SACE.
His view that the middle in
come debtors of Latin America
must be offered concessional
repayment terms by the Paris
Club is likely to be contested by
many Western governments,
including Britain.
A key principle of the special
debt package agreed at this
week’s Toronto summit is that
only the world’s poorest
nations should be offered soft
repayment terms. These are
mainly in sub-Saharan Africa,
and most of the big Latin Amer
ican countries are too rich to
qualify.
But Mr Ruberti wants to.
break the cycle of repeated re
schedulings as middle-income
debtors fall short of repayment
targets year after year.
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Argentina
faces £lbn
war costs
Buenos Aires (Reuter) —
Argentina needs to spend
more than £1 billion to re
equip its armed forces, mainly
as a result of losses during the
Falklands War, La Nation
reported.
It said half the country’s 45
helicopters were out of service
or running at the safety limit,
25 per cent of artillery was
unserviceable, and the entire
naval fleet would be taken out
of service in five years unless
spare parts were obtained.
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Controversy over
Para resignation

S'

A FUSE that has been fizzling
away for months in the Para
chute Regiment has burst into
flame with the almost unprece
dented “resignation” of a com
manding officer.
Lt-Col Bob Llewellin has relin
quished command of 3 Para after
only a year in the post for what
are described as personal
reasons. I understand that these
are not unconnected with Brig
David Chaundler—not the most
popular of officers — whose
abrasive style is said to involve a
partiality for closely directing
operations on exercises.
Formerly in the Royal Navy,
the fiery Llewellin is regarded as
a fine officer who has behaved
unwisely by friends who urged
him to persist in the proper chan
nels for complaint. Since giving
up his command, he has been
awaiting another post.
Chaundler became widely
known outside the regiment in
the Falklands War when he took
command of 2 Para in controver
sial circumstances after the
death in action of Col ‘H’ Jones
at Goose Green. In the 1939-45
War, Major Chris Keeble,
Jones’s second-in-command,
would have been almost cer
tainly confirmed in his battle
field promotion.
Chaundler’s
However,
appointment as Jones’s succes
sor had already been confirmed
and he was flown out to take
command, an action regarded by
some officers as inappropriate
deference to bureaucracy.
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British Airways interested in
acquiring stake in LanChile
BY ROBERT GRAHAM, LATIN AMERICA EDITO*

c

British Airways is interested in
acquiring a stake in LanChile,
the Chilean national carrier,
J which is in the process of being
! privatised.
LanChile has become one of
the most dynamic carriers in
Latin America, earning profits
last year of $5m on income of
S50m. British Airways would be
permitted to hold an initial stake
of up to 35 per cent of the 49 per
cent on offer to the public.
British Airways yesterday said
that it was not its policy to com
ment on potential purchases.
However, in Santiago officials at
the Corporacion de Fomento de
la Produccion (CORFO), the state
holding company responsible for
the Government’s privatisation
programme, confirmed BA’s
interest.
They said the offer of a one
third stake to a foreign operator
in LanChile went out in May and
was open for 90 days. At least 12
per cent v/ould be offered to the

LanChile workforce and the
remainder would be sold on the
Santiago stock exchange, they
added. Eventually the Government intends to retain only 40
per cent of the equity.
Last year Ansett Worldwide
Aviation Services (jointly owned
by Mr Rupert Murdoch’s News
group and Sir Peter Abeles’ TNT)
paid SlOm in a complex debtswap and lease deal, acquiring a
25 per cent stake in Ladeco, the
second Chilean carrier.
LanChile’s search for a foreign
partner reflects the view that
small national carriers without
direct government backing will
face an increasingly tough future
operating alone. The same view
is shared by Aerolinas Argentinas, the Argentine state airline,
which is being privatised and
earlier this year sought a tie-up
with SAS.
ln spite of LanChile’s small
fleet, it has an interesting route

structure and traffic rights,
including a Pacific route via
Easter Island and Tahiti to Australia. However, BA’s main inter
est would be to integrate with
'LanChile’s Latin American
routes where its own world net
work is weakest.
In South America, BA only
flies to Caracas, Bogota and Rio
de Janeiro. The cancellation of
' flights to Buenos Aires as a
result of the 1982 Falklands con
flict and the ensuing Anglo-Ar
gentine diplomatic deadlock is
denying to BA the London-Buenos Aires route, traditionally the
most profitable one.
If the deal were to go through,
it is expected to be financed by
one of several debt conversion
packages that have made Chilean
assets so attractive to foreign
investors. In the past three years
Chile has completed debt conversion deals worth $3.9bn, the largest amount in Latin America.
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THE Prince of Wales’s former pal and polo
patron Luis Basualdo, who blames Major
Ron Ferguson for barring him from playing
in this country, has written a letter of
condolence to the Duchess of York’s father,
offering him a new life in Argentina.

The Prince and the Bounder

Bounder Basualdo, who gained American citizenship
following his marriage (now dissolved) to Viscount
Cowdray’s daughter Lucy, is holed up in his native Buenos
Aires, after a dispute with his ex-boss Christina Onassis
over $1 million missing from one of her bank accounts.
His letter to the Guards Polo Club deputy
chairman starts: ‘I was so sorry to learn of
your recent misadventure. It sounds like a
lot of fun to me. As you know, my life has
been a series of ups and downs as well.
Therefore I am sympathetic to your plight.
When I was married. I would occasionally
stray from the reservation myself. Welcome
to the club, my boy.’

1

ii

Ron: Is that the way to Argentina?

m

Luis has two children by Lucy — she is on
the point of remarrying — and he funded
Charles with his wife’s fortune, for the three
years that the Heir to the Throne turned out
for Basualdo’s Golden Eagles high goal team.
Following the -Falklands conflict he was
banned, like all Argies, from playing here; and
taking U.S. citizenship did not help him.
‘I am in a position to introduce you as
general manager of my polo club in Argentina,’
The Bounder says to Ferguson. ‘We are looking
for expert horse trainers and as you have
always been so helpful to me, I am glad to have
the opportunity to return the favour.’
The tongue-in-cheek communication follows
sightings of Basualdo in America and on the
Continent: but he has stayed away from
England, where Scotland Yard are keen to
discuss certain matters with him. concerning
Christina’s financial affairs. The missing sum
was mysteriously transferred from her St
Moritz bank to an account in Austria, where it
vanished. Basualdo has consistently denied any
involvement in the affair.
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Escort is world’s
best selling car
for seventh year
By Our Motoring Correspondent
The Ford Escort was the world’s
best selling car in 1987 for the
seventh successive year, its mak
ers claimed yesterday.
World production of 949,000,
though slightly lower than the {
previous year’s, was still well
ahead of the Volkswagen Golf at !
898,000 and the Toyota Corolla at
776,000.
More than seven million i
Escorts have been produced in
(America, Canada, Spain, West
Germany, Brazil, Venezuela and
Argentina, as well as Britain.
In Britain it was the best seller
car for the sixth successive year.
l(But in Europe it was outsold by
(the VW Golf and thePiatUno.
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Tragic drink secret
of drowned wife
FORE1GN OFFICE 'BUNGUNG'

Captain Carson: Verdict

Inquest jury
backs expelled
Nassau envoy

Diana Carson: Alcoholic

By DAVID GARDNER, Crime Correspondent

EXPELLED diplomat
Christopher Carson broke
month silence yesterday
the tragic secret behind
death.

Captain
his eightto reveal
his wife’s

Britain’s former military attache in the Bahamas,
who was recalled after being impli
cated by local police in her death,
told an inquest that his devoted
wife, Diana, was an alcoholic.
The court heard that 48-year-old Mrs.
Carson was nearly three times over the
legal alcohol limit for driving when she
was discovered lying at the bottom of
the swimming pool in the family’s
colonial mansion home in Nassau last
October.
She had also taken amphetamines
and other prescribed drugs,
Portsmouth coroner Mr John Glanville
was told.
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The Jury of five men and five women
cleared the envoy of any part in his
wife’s death. After Mr Granville told
them: ‘There is no evidence to support
any accusation against Captain Carson,’ they returned an 8-2 majority^
verdict of accidental death.
Now the Director of Public Prosecu
tions is expected to clear Captain
Carson formally within days.
Yesterday’s hearing was the 52-year-’
old Falklands veteran’s first oppor
tunity to defend himself against the
allegations of the Bahamas police. They
said they suspected he had assaulted
her and branded him ‘not acceptable.’

Career
The bespectacled captain told how. his
Naval career and the demands of being
a diplomat’s wife had led to Mrs
Carson’s drinking, known only to
himself and their three sons.
In 1985 she agreed to go into an
alcohol abuse unit, but carried on
drinking excessively after coming out.
Describing the tragic events of last
October 19, Captain Carson said he
returned home at 7.45pm and discov
ered his wife had drunk three-quarters
of a litre of white wine and five cans of
beer
.*
W! ;
had supper from a tray, Mrs

f

The swimming pool where
Carson was out in the garden playing
with the family alsatian, Brutus. Later
he went out to check she was all right
and found her swimming in the pool,
apparently competently.
When he checked again, he could not
see his wife.
He said: ‘I had a sinking feeling that
I should look in the pool more
carefully. I looked in the shallow end
first and walked along to the deep end.
There was enough light for me to see
her lying face up at the bottom of the
pool. I kicked off my sandals and
jumped straight into the pool.
‘I cradled her head in the crook of my

X1 .ION 19*8

......... ----- -

Mrs Carson was found dead
left arm and propelled us as quickly as
I could to the shallow end. I was pretty
frantic by this time and was crying for
her to hold on until I could reach the
side of the pool. In the shallow end I
lifted, pushed and bumped her up the
steps until her body was on a dry part.
Dr Richard Ainsworth, the Home'
Office pathologist who carried out a
second post-mortem on Mrs Carson's
body after it was exhumed last Novem
ber confirmed her death was due to
drowning. He added that there was
extensive bruising, most of which had
occurred several hours before death,
but said: ‘Chronic alcoholics tend to
bruise easily and they tend to fall
about bruising themselves.’
Captain Carson protested at the
Foreign Office’s handling of the case
which caused diplomatic friction
between Britain and the Bahamas.
He said he would have preferred to
have stayed in the Caribbean and
protested his innocence, but ‘it was
taken out of my hands.’
The Foreign Office refused to waive
Captain Carson’s diplomatic immunity
so that the island police could carry a
full immediate investigation.
Detective Superintendent Keith
Akerman, one of two Hampshire police
officers who went to Nassau to investi
gate the death, also criticised, the.
Foreign Office.
As a result of the diplomatic imm
unity, he said, no scenes of crime1
j investigation could be carried out,
1
Coroner Mr Granville commented:'
‘For some reason best known to the
Foreign Office, the diplomatic imm
unity was not waived.
‘There is no doubt that suspicions.;
rightly or wrongly, had been raised and;
there is no doubt some ill-feeling and'
ill-will was felt by them (the Nassau
police) because they were not able to
investigate.’
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Robert Graham on President Garcia’s attempts
im

to revive the deteriorating economy

{

Peru’s hopes founder on
delay and dissension
TRY TO FIND a postage stamp in
Lima. They have run out even at
the post office. The Government
of President Alan Garcia printed
only half the planned amount
last year. No matter; Peruvians
do not use the mail much.
Look for cement, and it will be
found only after diligent search
and at four times the official
price. Look for polyethylene, the
base for making two-thirds of the
country's plastic bags, and sup
plies have been almost
exhausted.
A severe shortage of foreign
exchange, exchange rate distor
tion. and lack of fiscal discipline,
combined with President Garcia's
obstinate belief in stimulating
growth at all costs, are rapidly
rendering the Peruvian economy
unworkable. The prospect of Peru
offering a brave new example of
how to cope with debt and
under-development in Latin
America has evaporated, and in
the process the President’s selfinflated role as national saviour
has been punctured.
Inflation is running on an ann
ualised basis, at a conservative
estimate, at 300 per cent. Cash
reserves at the Central Bank are
not much more than S30m
(£17m). Currency transactions
are conducted across widely dif
fering rates for the inti against
the dollar, the lowest official rate
being 33 intis to the dollar
against a “street” exchange of 180
intis.
Debt arrears through withhold
ing all but essential payments

are at $6.5bn. Debt service is
expected to be no more than
S320in this year, raising arrears Maoist guerrillas set off a
to $8bn, three-quarters the public dozen bombs in Lima and
sector debt inherited by Presi Ayacucho on Sunday to mark
the death of some 250 rebels
dent Garcia.
This is the outcome of stimu during a prison mutiny in
lating a boom through non-pay 1986, Reuter reports from Lima.
ment of debt, allowing high real
Sendero Luminoso guerrillas
wage rises, increasing subsidies also
seized radio stations in
on basic household items and Huancayo.
relying on the previously large
idle capacity of Peru’s import-de
Guerrillas bombed three
pendent manufacturing sector.
police stations, the Interior
The authorities have com Ministry, two district town
pounded their own difficulties by halls, an insurance company
failing to react either in time or and the Santa Maria church in
with adequate corrective mea the town square of the affluent
sures. Added to which, last July’s Miraflores district.
bungled bank nationalisation
killed the chance of intelligent
Police said security forces
dialogue between business and rounded up 560 people for
the Government.
questioning after the Lima
“Alan is slowly bleeding the attacks and several districts
country to death”, commented were reported to have been
one disillusioned former official. briefly blacked out by the
He points out that the exchange bombings.
rate distortions this year have
increased the public sector deficit
from 10 per cent to over 13 per
cent of GDP.
Another former supporter
.. in the preSs different
row tan anger. “There are so
toprotesUtttaS
many contradictions one doesn t ^ r
an(J truck assem.
even know where to point the “11C
...
finger any longer ... In Peru bly is threatened with partial
today a subsidised exchange rate shut-down by the
means you get foreign medicines month unless mojefon g
at a tenth of their real value - so exchange is available. There are
what happens? Medicines are even difficulties m obtain g
now being clandestinely exported Central Bank cl®*rance ^ ^
across the border to Bolivia, t° pay for importedjj^already
Chile and Ecuador.”
warehoused at the poit of Callao.
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Industrial production dropped that smacks of the International
60 per cent in April amid signs of Monetary Fund Such attitudes
an inevitable recession. If it were limit the possibilities for the new
not for a huge parallel economy Prime Minister, who initially
some sihn fromThl
by sought a return t0 orthodox ecosome $1 bn from the illegal drugs nomic policy.
business, tjie economy would be
A return to orthodoxy also carin worse shape still.
ries political risks for PresMem
Under pressure from his own Garcia, perhaps greater than
Apra Party to tackle the deterior- muddling along with minor
atmg economy and the growing adjustments. A brutal adjustment
presence of the maoist guerrilla would of necessity entail a major
S^UpfltMnperr° aU1?1n0S0 (S^in* devaiuation, across the board
Pfef,ldent ?arcia lasJ; price rises, expenditure cuts and
month forced the resignation of loss of real earnings.
Larj° c°x* the
Already a tide of labour unrest
die rflhfnpJStH’ ?nd r??h.uffl®d or^anised b-v a turbulent union
Armani
brought ,n Mr movement to the left of Apra, has
Armando Villaneuva, a party begun to affect both the public
heavy-weight, as Prime Minister, and private sectors.
President Garcia himself

five in the number of official ,
Sendero Lummoso and
exchange rates ended some 5^ , m?rxist-dommated coalianomalies like absurdly cheap air .0I?’ *zquierda Unida. which is
tickets, but there has been no g?Yin.£ i^m an increasingly rough
formal devaluation.
ri(!? ir? Congress.
.
He is further conditioned by
The delay in producing a pro- the Apra congress due on August
gramme reflects tensions 2. This will be decisive in deterbetween President Garcia and his mining how much support he has
“kitchen cabinet” on the one in the party and whether he will
hand, and the new cabinet and be able to press on with plans to
elements of Apra on the other.
alter the constitution so as to
The kitchen cabinet, domi- .stand for a second consecutive
nated by Mr Daniel Carbonetto, term.
an Argentine engineer on loan
Such ambition underscores the
from the UN, continues to control impression that President Garcia
decisions, and appears to believe sees himself as a latter-day
trade and project finance can still Peron. But Peron had the support
be found. The President retains of the armed forces and could dip
his visceral dislike of anything his hand into an ample treasury.
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POW veteran backs
Tumbledown officer
By Sam Kiley
A soldier who fought in the only in the late 1970s. Mr
Second World War has spo- Carter received no compensaken in support of Mr Robert tion for the years of embLawrence, the former Scots arrassment and discomfort
Guards officer whose book on before the diagnosis. The
, the Falklands conflict has Department of Health and
Social Security insists that an
caused much controversy.
For 43 years, Mr Douglas illness must have a name
Carter, a former captain in before payments can be made.
He was also refused an
The Loyal Regiment, suffered
from a disease contracted in a increase in pension after diJapanese prisoner-of-war agnosis and treatment, be
cause by then his disease had
camp.
Two years ago, the disease, been cured.
Mr Carter said he symcausing rashes on his torso
and groin, was diagnosed after pathized with Mr Lawrence,
a special screening as strong- who complained of poor treatyloides stercoralis, an afflic- ment by his regiment after he
tion identified by researchers was wounded in the Falklands.
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Diary
Andrew Moncur
lAfHAT’S all this? “The
■ ■ Falkland
Islands gov
,
ernment has instructed the
Medical Department to test
the entire population of the
Falkland Islands for the Aids
virus ...” This will be
linked with screening every
one for remaining cases of
hydatid infection, says the
latest issue of the Falkland
Islands Newsletter. Now, the
Helpers are known to be a bit
anxious about foreign fisher
men, whose last
was
u landfall
j
among the fleshpots of Monnvideo, coming ashore all
hot-eyed and leering at the
locals (or even, possibly, the
sheep). But wholesale testing
seems a shade draconian, es
pecially as not a single Aids

1

case has been detected
among the 2,000-odd islanders. Dr Derefe Murphy, chief
medical officer, had warned,
though, that “it is only a
matter of time before one ar
rives”. The report says that,
while some members of the
community would object, his
priority lay with public
health and “unfortunately^
the sensitive attitudes of
some individuals will have to
take second place.” The Falk
land Islands government
office in London hurriedly
pointed out yesterday that
such screening would
require legislation, which
doesn’t exist. So it would
only be performed at an individual’s request — which is
curiously at odds with Dr
Murphy’s reported remarks,
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Reports that more than a hundred Humberside
fishermen and seamen working in the Falklands could face
compulsory tests for AIDS, have been denied by the islands
representative in London. The Falkland Island government
regularly tests local farmers for hydetotosis*, a disease
which affects sheep and humans and AIDS screening could be
included, but Lewis Clifton says, there's no question of
Britons working with the Falkland's fishing industry being
forced to have the tests:
LEWIS CLIFTON:
The medical authorities can use this opportunity
to invite island residents to have an HIV screening. Now that
will be purely voluntary, I must emphasise that, purely
voluntary, it cannot be compulsory and indeed is not being
pressed as such, The blood screening itself for hydetotosis
will only affect island residents, it will not affect transient
residents or contract workers in the Falklands.
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By CHRIS
ANDERSON
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SRE7
get away with it.
When one 20-year-old
pilot was killed in a horror
crash airmen actually
cheered, says Williams '
nonchalantly.
"h sounds terrible, but
it just shows how bad
relations have become
between pilots and
“ Most groundcrew reallv
hate the pilots.
J
airmen,” says Williams.
“I know there are lots of
“Many of the pUots
treat you like scum __ poundcrew who would
and the resentment jove to fix their planes if
against
them
is
tremendous.
Williams says of the pilot
t, They think that once
they have landed the whose death was greeted
with
cheers: “He was a
plane, they just park it in
arrogant snob. He
a garage, like a car, and it typical
starts up the next mom- came from rich parents
and didn’t give a toss about
ing.
anyone.
“They don’t realise that
we have to fix them
which can mean up to 16
hours’ non-stop work
through the night.”
"He used to order us all
Williams, 25, a former
°yer tj?e place and treat us
corporal technician, says
dirt. Eyen the other
he quit the RAF because
pi,ots couldn’t stand him.
morale had ‘‘reached an
“When he died, ground
all-time low.”
crew were ordered to go to
his funeral, just for
He left shortly before
appearances. None of us
the death of the pilot
would
have
gone
officer but was drinking
otherwise.”
with
his
former
mmm c°heagues when news of
Williams says airmen
were sometimes required to
WrnMi the tragedy came
work 16-hour shifts. But
fflll through.
the fumes from the aircraft
were so bad that sometimes
thev would be left choking,
with their eyes watering.
“ Morale got so low that a
He claims he was driven
colleague and I requested a
\
to drink and drugs by his
meeting
with
our
<4^,
job servicing Phantom jets,
superiors,” he says.
ii&SfxSiy ar)d believes RAF top brass
applied double standards to
“We said we were very
unhappy, and they just
*
misdemeanours on the two
sides of the service.
replied, ‘No, you are not’.
That was it.”
“If we get drunk we are
, , — put on drunk and
Another m^jor blow to
disorderly charges. If they
Williams’ commitment to
do it it’s called nigh spirits.
the service came in the
Falklands.

iw/yt^^'t'heycouidget

Fames were
s© bad

IMve® t©
drink

HIGH-H.YERS
WHO WERE
HATED a • a
TOP GUN ... a Phantom
fighter blasts off the
runway, symbolising the
glamour of the RAF. But
Williams claims that most
groundcrew hate the pilots.
RIGHT: a glowing reference
from the RAF says Williams
was “mature, reliable and
conscientious.”

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION INCI.IJDINO OTHhR ATTAINMENTS
AND EXPERIENCE
Corpo'a! Williams Joined the Koyal Air Force In July 19H0 and
was trained as an aircraft technician spec Ini I sin* In propulsion
aystens.
Oi completion of his training. Corporal Williams was selected for
employment at Royal Air Force Watt 1sham where he has served on
Ho 56 Squadron. He has also served on a detachment to the Falkland
Islands.
During hiu Service Career, Co.rpornl Williams has* developed an
extensive knowledge of the 1‘huntixi] aircraft. lie in extremely
hard working and willingly accepts any task that he is given
cheerful ly carrying i |. through to a iniccessful conclusion.
Corporal Williams has proved to lie a mature, reliable and
In' recommended to any future
conscientious individual vh<h
employer.

Broad Street Associate5 Public Relations Limited 30 Furnival Street London EC4A 1JE
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“There were high-risk
days when we had to be on
special alert against an
Argie attack,” he says.
“But the officers did not
issue us with riffes. They
gave us pick-axe handles
instead.
“We couldn’t believe it.
We were iust told that the
locals had seen too much
violence so we would not
be given real weapons.
“ It was typical of the way
they treated us.”
Yet he admits that when
the airmen got together,
they acted “like animals."
He has seen airmen drink.
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ex-RAF
technician
Trevor Williams
was often
drunk on duty.
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classes of vomit and saliva
sharing cannabis with
for a bet.
Canadian airmen.
On the ship back from the
But the accusation blew
Falklands, airmen climbed
over through lack of proof.
up the rigging, threw
In Jever, Germany,
mattresses overboard and
Williams went straight to
urinated into the ocean.
work after an amazing
/-And, he adds, they drinking session in a pub
'c^ised disgusting drinking that was open round the
,ames which involved clock.
spattering each other with
"I drank 13 nuns in a
human waste.
minute for a bet and then
Williams also confessed
carried on drinking all
that he deliberately threw night
up over a car belonging to a
senior engineer who had
Existed! In
upset him.
While drunk in New
quay, he missed a fault on
an enpuie. “It was a
“We went straight to
crack, he says. “ The work. They poured me on
to
the bus.
plane wouldn’t have
“I just fell asleep on the
crashed but some bits
might have fallen off. Ijust. concrete next to the aircraft
shelter.
<Uan't see it.”
“ Twenty aircraft took off
Turned up
each one making a sound
like
an explosion. But I was
drunk
in such a state I didn't even
Even at his home base in notice.”
Wattisham, Suffolk,
In C yprus the airmen
Williams would sometimes
turn up for work unsteady would also finish drinking
just
in time to go to work.
on his feet, his speech
slurred and feeling sick.
And the clubs would
But the parties were even often erupt in fights
wilder when the squadron between the RAF boys and
went overseas.
the Army regiments.
Hungover groundcrew Knives were used if the
we/ ’ often take beer into locals became involved.
wt ” .o top themselves up
And the next morning
during the day.
Williams would again be
‘Williams was sent home slurring and staggering
in disgrace from a chaotic while working on the
detachment in Sardinia planes, which sometimes
when he was accused of carried live ammunition.
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THERE was only one escape
for bored airmen, apart
from drugs and booze—and
that was sex.
Many recruits broke the rules
and smuggled girls back to their
rooms on camp.
And on one occasion Trevor
Williams rounded off an all-night
drinking bout with a sex romp on
the NAAFI floor.
“Our only aim in life was to
drink as much as we could, and
have as many women as we
could,” he says. “After one night
in the NAAFI, I promised I would
lock up. Of course, when every-

I

wmmm

one was clear, I made love on the
floor to a girl I had met.
“There were always girls in the
camp at the weekend. They
would wander round looking
available—and always found a
bed for the night.”

Leokout
Wherever the airmen went,
they would be on the lookout for
girls.
“On my first detachment to

Newquay, I remember picking up
a girl in the town, making love to
her ail night and then going
straight to work. From then on, I
got around as much as I could.”
In Cyprus, the drunken ground
crew dumped a young colleague
stark naked on the roof in the
WRAF block.
“One WRAF took him in and
didn’t let him out until the
morning. She insisted on making
love all night,” says William**
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And he hits out at rules for
bidding airmen from taking
women back to their rooms.
“You’re responsible enough to
be in charge of a £7 million pound
aircraft, but not responsible
enough to have a woman. That’s
their logic,” he declares.

Married
Williams cites the example of
an airman who married a woman
serving with the WRAF. They
were told that while they waited
for married quarters, she was
still not allowed to be in his room.
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Learning the lessons of
Falklands fighting
■

Helicoptered aboard HMS
Intrepid, Alan Dron reports
on a naval exercise in a
remote Scottish loch
%
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THREE MINUTES short of a June midnight
and a dim red glow bathes the glass-calm
waters in one of Scotland’s most remote sea
lochs.
Even in the unlikely event of anyone being
on the hills at that time of night, it is doubt
ful whether he or she would he able, in the
dark grey dusk, to make out the shape of the
Royal Navy assault ship, HMS Intrepid.
Down by the stern, as she floods her inter
nal dock to allow her landing craft to float
out, to anyone more than a few hundred
yards away she is merely a black shadow
against the blacker waters of Loch Emboli,
with her bowels glowing red from her inter
nal dock lights.
From closer up, with diesel exhaust belch
ing from the landing craft, Land-Rovers and
: specialised beach assault vehicles inside her,
the combined effect of smoke and red glow
, is akin to a medieval vision of hell.
-Although a few major exercises — such
as last autumn’s Purple Warrior in south; west Scotland — hit the headlines, most take
| place unreported and out of sight of most of
the British public.
In the case of the modestly-titled exercise
' JMC 882 attended by The Scotsman, the
only potential spectators to headquarters
units of 3 Commando Brigade hitting the
beach are the still-sleeping occupants of five
caravans parked a few hundred yards behind
the beach.
As the landing craft open their throttles
and race for the shingle, their slumbers are
about to be disturbed.
The landing at Loch Erriboll — designed
to test the tricky process of switching com
mand of an assault force from on board shl
to land — was just one facet of the much
> larger Joint Maritime Course (JMC) that had
! begun last Monday with departure of a
! substantial naval force from Rosyth.
: This grew to almost 20 surface ships and
! seven submarines from seven NATO nations
i and incorporated double that number of
I aircraft at various points in the exercise.
An eighth country was also present The
Khersones, a Soviet modified Mayak class
intelligence-gathering ex-trawler, was lurk
ing in the vicinity, watching and listening.
Having successfully avoided the
embarrassment of being ‘sunk’ by dummy
mines laid in the Firth of Forth and having
. spent the first week of the fortnight’s
\ activities working-up in the North Sea, the
'.landing on the north coast was to be followed

:!

4 We’ve been building
lessons into our equipment
and tactics since 1982^
by a week ‘at war* in the eastern Atlantic,
with the submarines trying to sink anything
that came within sonar range.
I was helicoptered aboard HMS Intrepid <
as she and four other vessels transited the
Pentland Firth in what, by local standards,
was a slight swell.
The small Danish frigate, Niels Juel
together with the Dutch escort De Ruyter
and replenishment vessel Poolster were left
behind as Intrepid and the Royal Fleet
Auxiliary, Sir Percivale, began the slow
approach to a channel cleared of mines into
Loch Erribol.
The knowledge that Britain’s coasts are
still littered with the debris of two world
wars is somewhat nervewracking. This was
demonstrated by the French minehunter,
Calliope, when, to everyone’s amazement, it
came across the body of a 1930’s-vintage
Mark 8 torpedo in the loch’s approaches.
Having safely anchored, the corridors of
Intrepid suddenly came alive with
blackened-faced Royal Marines hauling vast
rucksacks down to the boat deck.
.
Aboard Sir Percivale more troops were
preparing to disembark, and her skipper, :
Capt Charles Mitchell, was wishing for a
more closed anchorage than at present, like h
the Norwegian fjords where his vessel might
well find itself in wartime: “There’s nothing
like chaff, granite and bloody great cliffs on

l
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to come through the pipeline*”
One major item still very much ‘in the
» #the future shape of BnWs
amphibious forces. A decision is expected
next year on whether the 22-vear-old
Intrepid and her sister ship Feartess will
be modernised, or replacements ordered.
Also needed is an an austere “aviation
support ship” that could take a taS
SK*"" ^ up to 1,000 troops, °but
without the sophisticated communications
and command facilities of Intrepid. This is

■

-rsaftS"" “ “*«• »sk
bug-iromng exercise where we get the bugs
out of our systems and ourselvel so we
hack it more smoothly when the pressure is
ncJsy^a’

brin^ us back to the beach at
suddenly become a very

'
i
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Eventually, a woman in dressing gown
emerges. She looks around her for a few
■nmutes, then goes back inside, Without I
^ce a* 016 ^rines C0Qtoiue fighting the

1
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• Joint operation: Above — a landing
craft backs ont of the dock of HMS
Intrepid'f
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below — the mobile command
post and its officers, led by Brig
Andrew Whitehead
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RTCHARP DALLYN:
As you may have heard in the news, the Falklands Government
is aiming to screen the entire civilian population of the islands
for AIDS. Fears about the killer disease, which has not yet been
recorded there, have prompted the authorities to suggest this
screening of blood samples, which are already taken compulsorily
in a bid to eradicate another disease called hydatid, which is
carried by sheep. So far there's been no known case of the AIDS
among the 2000-strong population but the islands Chief Medical
Officer, Dr Derek Murphy, speaking from Port Stanley to us this
afternoon, says the fear of an AIDS outbreak is increasing as the
number of troops and visitors on the island continues to grow.

*

DR DEREK MURPHY:
The Falklands economy is beginning to expand quite rapidly.
It is anticipated that there may well be significant immigration
here and already there is a great deal of international interest
in the islands with a lot of foreign visitors and tourists and
also the crew of the international fishing fleet which can number
up to 7000 men at the peak of the season, All of these people
are visiting the islands and the idea behind the proposal from
councillors was to establish in the first place hopefully that
there was no AIDS in the Falklands.
R.D. :
Well, that's Dr Derek Murphy, the Chief Medical Officer on
the Falklands.
k k k
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I couldn't stand
but I said jets
were OK to fly'
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By CHRIS %-v.
ANDERSON
HI- <*CH fighter jets are
being sent on missions by
RAF groundstaff who are
stoned on drink and
drugs.
Astonishingly, some pilots
are also reeling from the after
effects of massive drinking
binges when they take off,
according to a former RAF
engineer corporal.

Bombshell

Technician Trevor Williams has
confessed that vital safety checks
are ignored by ground crews who
are “ paralytic.”
The revelations will come as a
bombshell to RAF top brass.
Williams, who bought himself out
of the RAF after seven years’ service,
says: “ I passed £7 million planes fit to
fly when I wasn't even fit to stand.”
am

mm

Up up and
away... a
battle plane
takes off

m
Hung-over pilots

take to the skies

He added: “ The public wouldn't discharge officiallylists hischaracter
believe what is going on in the RAF. as “ exemplary.”
I have been absolutely
But the disillusioned engineer has
slaughtered when working on the The Star a damning dossier of
planes and when I signed the forms
paf
clearing them for take-off.
llte in me ^ *
He alleges:
“ Looking back, I must have missed
Wild parties in the Falklands, when
many faults just because of the state I •
was in. I suppose there could have a state of alert was ignored.
been a crash, but I thank God I got • Chaotic booze-ups at bases around
away with it.” Williams’s certificate of the world.
c t

• Appalling morale because of long
hours and poor conditions.
• Hostility between groundstaff and
" snooty ’ pilots.
• Illicit sex romps as men sneaked
girls into barracks.
• Shocking alcohol abuse and an
increasing drug problem in the
service.
His claims are backed by two
former colleagues, who like
Williams, have sworn affidavits.
One confessed : “ I once missed an
open wing fold flap on a Phantom
because I was so drunk.
“ The plane would have crashed if it
had not been found by chance just
before take-off.”
Williams added : “ I know I am
sticking my neck out but it is time
someone told the truth about the
RAF.”

STONED WHILE THEY LOADED MISSILES
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Falklands play
IT is rather alarming to learn
from Brenda Maddox’s review:
of Alasdair Milne’s memoirs
that he “did not consciously”
commission me for the Falk
lands Play.
On October 22, 1982, I wrote
to him proposing the play, and
saying it would be appropriate
in a few years’ time. On Novem
ber 12 he replied, saying the
idea was an excellent one and
he was putting it in hand
immediately with Aubrey
Singer (Managing Director BBC
TV) and Graeme Mcdonald
(Controller BBC 2.) Within a
week, the BBC had rung my
agents to open negotiations.
One wonders how many other
of his decisions as DG were
taken in a similar state of
unconsciousness.
IAN CURTEIS,
The Mill House,
Coin St Aldwyns,
Gloucestershire.
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Falklands frigate may
become war museum
by Megan Tresidder

l

THE frigate Plymouth,
which fought in the Falklands war, has been saved
from the scrap yard and may
be converted into a floating
museum of the war.
This is the result of an alli
ance between SDP leader Dr
David Owen, property devel
Falklands veteran Plymouth
oper Mr Peter de Savary, junior
Defence Minister Mr Roger LYrcVn thf P.lym°4th as, a unusual ceremony today in the
Freeman and Conservative IjvlP
Dr Owpn rlupH10" 11 mt0 what village of Emanc6, near VerSir Philip Goodhart.
(
d 3 permanent sailles, writes John tzbicki.
The 2,380-ton Rothesay class
1 , • .
The names of 10 British airfrigate was the first ship to fire c;hWe would look
into the pos- men shot down over France in
on the Argentinians when Brit sibilities of making it a big 1944 are to be engraved on a
ish troops landed on South
tS601, Wlth film’ war memorial alongside those
Georgia. She was to have been soUliTind
S if,.a“d Perhaps a separate of villagers who died.
scrapped next month, after
iwjn«n nrntn ’ h’G S^ld'
Mr Stanley Lawrence, a CanaPlymouth City Council said it nffirAinL
Dm 0wew-s term ,_of dian wbo was tbe sole survivor
could not take responsibility for hMnL3? NaVy ^nister h5 among the crew of a Halifax
her.
Now the Warship Preserva WnHCH w S3Ve -he SexCi??o homber which crashed just outtion Trust, whose newest RJ?f*dt War cruiser> HMS side the village, will attend the
‘•Tu
,_
ceremony.
council member is Dr Owen,
te5' u.T1Je bomber received a direct
MP for Plymouth, Devonport, dencv6
-*.s 1 j . ? ^'wasn t- hit from a German fighter on
believes it can secure the ship.
cr°wd is beginning to the night of June 2, 1944 “We
“We have managed to per
3 ‘ thmk WG were about t0 bomb marshalling
suade the Ministry of Defence shnnlH
felting thekFalt^nrfWewareH"°tt yards Just outside Paris whe"
to let
us
have
her
free
,
. ,
on a letting the ralklands War drift we were hit ” he said “Tt wac
year s trial,” Dr Owen said. away into the mists of time.”
phch black and I had not The
This would give the trust time Wf^dei^rieS„°Kf the- S,e9ond vaguest idea where the plane
to consider the options of pre- World War will be revived in an had crashed or where I was ”
On the night of July 4, a
second British plane was shot
down over Emanc£. A Lancas
ter from the Pathfinder Force of
Squadron 35 at Graveley, in
Huntingdonshire, was holed by
a Messerschmitt fighter. Four
,crew members died and are bur
ied in the village churchyard.
! M Gilles Trofleau, mayor of
Emanc6, said: “They died so
that we could live. The least we
can do is to remember them.”
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ARGENTINA: Several US com
mercial banks are poised to
declare their Argentine loans
non-accruing. Page 2
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Hate Aid: An
antidote to
bovver boys
i

w

ELL how would
you deal with
them? Take
away their passports,
beat out their brains
with a pointed rock?
Flogging, perhaps, or leg
nr5fer’, course> to the socalled yobbo army which has
been fighting their unlovely
war in Germany this week.
i*S ,reactin&, as if* this
lets get legless and bash all
syn^rome is something
new. The word hooligan is almost a
ruffianly street behaviour in south
east London that the word was
C°VJe<?in ^eir dishonour.
ground since IheVwTof lime*
gladiators - nice bit of blood
?hee^S °f alJgt’ a few Christians to

lust wa^sated feelc3110"’’ b'°°d

Supremacy
franc'"J? V. ,had Rouble with hooligans, too, though his remedy, to go

?,?,tbfht 3 f°reign war' is hardly*’a

suitable one m a nuclear age.
y
out there is a connection. A war
uses

e«,z„,hvhfr,h".r

George OnveH had the same idea
n his fable 1984. The Hate Week
against a mythical enemy kept the

teT°Ha0t:nAPrhT
we could ^
lew Hate Aid rallies at Wemblev

where footM, fans couId work
themselves up into a good exhauststars366 ""th Lhe help of sundry pop
s°me kind of organised
conflict is needed. I suggest that nil
the violent football fansgbe confined
to an uninhabited island, preferably
somewhere dank, freezing, rugged
and publess, where they can slog it
out With their bare fists until tSey
nfa udown lota,,y knackered.
*
fffrht f,?Ppens m nature- Animals
ti|ht for supremacy and accept the
V* *"eri and the loser slinks off into
mitMnKer^°V:thJ- -The same solution
might be adopted in schools, where, I
fhat r?Spail mg l?achers are claiming
that classroom violence is worst than
dJ^nf th*nk w,istful,y back to the
cs°/Poral, Punishment, when
?LM,n°r had six of the best
5*
shook hands with the
prefect who administered the beat-

Facsimile 01-831*7961 Pub,'C ^^T^x^^OS0 Fumival Str«el Lo
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Telephone: 01-831 3113
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How do we beat
football

«

,•

.

^

Hooliganism?

Worried Mrs
Thatcher should
take some tips

from HELEN REID

&

strapping young things and could
damage iflhey =
around in gangs wearing Union Jack
mini-skirts.

Why don’t females have this urge

"J't uSsX.WdoMi,,igent
and out
of
never
^ifCveTo dea^uMheTeS'

———------------------------remales are aware that there are
• _ "i
»-» j
11.
nastier ways of getting at people
awgfi,l)v ”Say' PrenderSast- lhanks than singing God^SaveThe tjueen
' schools should go back to and
kicking
in the cringles
Maybe
I do
havf them
one serious
contribution
£? ]wr°Wn ■i.Sc,ho“ldap ethic
and let all their offenders into a kind
of bearpit where they could struggle
m the mud and beat one another
senseless. Some boys might find it
PIWhVhle,to.detenL,on;
Whv don’f pffil Qe \° ith!S pomj
Why don t GIRLS get legless and
hnc ctS?Und T mot.°rb,kef,in rura|
bus-shelters, terrorising the local
population. Girls nowadays are

to make. That the media should
declare war on the yobs by refusing
to give them any coverage whatsoever. Screaming headlines about
Britain’s Yob Army and World War
Three just make the nasty little
®S,nes even prouder of themselves.
They were even buying English'
papers in Germany to see what sort
of write-up they got. The most
crushing review is no review at all.
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New alarm over
Argentina debt
and bring pressure on creditors
ahead of planned talks on a new
finance package from 300 over
OUNTING interest ar seas banks.
No date has been-set for the
rears on Argentina’s
$55 billion foreign debt negotiations. But bankers say
are prompting alarm among Argentina is “building up its
overseas bankers as the Inter new money deal” by letting ar
national Montetary Fund rears accumulate. They think
reviews progress under a the government will argue that
the only way to clear up the
SI.425 billion stand-by loan.
The IMF team arrived at the interest log jam is to cover
middle of this week. But the at them with new credits.
tention of bankers here is fo The President of Argentina’s
cused on the unpaid interest on Central Bank, Mr Jose Luis Macommercial debt. They say ar chinea, recently estimated this
rears are now estimated at up year’s external financing
requirement at $3 billion.
to $800 million.
Bankers believed this implied
Argentina kept interest on
bank debt up to date until they would be asked for not
March, when banks released a much more than $1 billion. But
$500 million loan instalment. other officials have since hinted
But sources say payments Argentina still wants $2 billion
or more from the banks. Bank
“afterwards stopped.”
Debtor countries are nor ers conclude the government al
mally given a 90-day grace ready counts its interest ar
period in which they can fall rears as new loans.
behind on interest dues. Bank Even as the new stand-by
ers are wondering what hap hovers on the horizon, Argenti
pens when that period expires na’s failure to meet targets
under its existing IMF accord
at the end of this month.
In the meantime, the halt in poses problems.
The IMF team has to decide if
interest payments is seen as a
ploy by the government to two outstanding $225 million
reduce the outflow of funds — tranches should be dispersed.

Jeremy Morgan'1
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France fails to block US
soya bean claim in Gatt
BY WILLIAM DULLFORCE IN GENEVA

THE COUNCIL of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
.yesterday agreed to set up a dis
putes
. . t panel
. .to.. hear a US ucom
plaint against the ECs.soya bean
subsidies, despite an unprece
dented attempt by France to
block the decision.
US insistence on taking the dis
pute to Gatt has become a sensi
tive political issue. The EC had
warned that the US action, which
it sees as aggressive, could paralyse crucial negotiations on the
I reform of agricultural trade.
However, 11 of the 12 EC countries this week agreed to let the
investigation go ahead, and Tran
Van Thinh, head of the EC delegation, told the council that the
community would accept a panel,
Mr Jean-Frangois Boittin, head
of the French delegation,
promptly said France could not
allow a panel to be established.
By tradition, decisions in the
council are taken by consensus,
After a lively debate, in which
several countries queried the
validity of commitments made by
the EC Commission on behalf of
the 12 community members, the
French objection was overruled,
Mr Arthur Dunkel, Gatt’s
director-general, said that under
long established practice the EC
Commission representative had
the authority to commit the community to a council decision.
Nevertheless, the incident

THE US yesterday complained
to the council of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade about Tokyo’s delay in
implementing a Gatt ruling
from last November that Japan
should liberalise its import
regime for 10 farm products
and enlarge quotas for two

others, William Dullforce
reports from Geneva.
The US said as a result it
would soon request multilat
eral consultations under Gatt
to discuss exactly what Japan
planned to do to bring its praitices into conformity with the
panel report.

sparked off speculation that the it a conflict which would prop
EC Commission might have to erly be handled in the negotiaask the European Court to con- tions on trade reform.
firm its authority to act for the 12 The dispute reflected differin trade matters.
ences between the EC and the US
Prompted by a petition filed approaches to agriculture, Tran
under Section 301 of the Trade Van Thinh said yesterday.
Act by the American Soybean
The community agreed to, a
Association (ASA), the US Gatt pahel on the soya issue, to
charges that the EC’s long-stand- demonstrate the importance -lit
ing regime of subsidising oilseed attached to the Gatt dispute setproducers and processors has tlement system, Tran Van Thinh
severely damaged US trade.
said. But, he warned, whichever
ASA claims that annual sales way the panel decided, its ruling
of US soya bean and soya bean could be damaging to the farm
meal to the EC fell from $3.7bn trade talks. Brussels is underfive years ago, to $2bn (El.lbn) stood to have told .Washington
last year. The EC retorts that its that it would make sure the Gatt
overall imports of oilseed cake panel did not report before the
and meal have remained steady mid-term review of the Uruguay
at around 26m tonnes a year Round negotiations by trade minsince 1982, and that US exporters isters at Montreal in December.
have been losing sales to competThe EC will also push ahead
itors from other countries, such with its “tit-for-tat” charge that
as Argentina and Brazil.
US import curbs on sugar, dairy
However, its most profoundly and other farm products, imposed
held objection is that the US is under a 1955 “waver" from Gatt,
misusing the Gatt dispute settle- in effect violate Gatt rules.
ment mechanism by bringing to
Lyng attacks EC, page 30
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ALEX KIRBY:
The resources of the sea can save communities. They
can
change them as well. Since the war in the South Atlantic six
years ago the Falklands have found themselves the cynosure of
many eyes, not because of the war but because of the teeming
shoals of fish which surround the islands, Harold Briley has
watched the fishing industry expand.
HAROLD BRILEY:
What it's done is it’s boosted the revenue of the Falklands
tremendously; it's doubled their revenue m one year and it will
go up tremendously after this. Their long-running industry,
the
one that sustained their life, was wool from sheep, a vast number
of sheep in the Falkland Islands, but it's now the fishing
industry has already overtaken that, and there is concern about
the effect on the islanders as well as on the surrounding
seas,
on the fish-stocks.
A.K:
Why is there concern?
H.B:
Two reasons. The Falkland Islands,
as the islanders always
told me, cherished their way of life because it
was so peaceful.
Nothing ever seemed to happen there, It was a sort of backwater,
the rest of the world passed them by, and it was tremendously
peaceful way of life for families, for children, but now there
has to be a tremendous support industry for all of those fishing
boats.
They've got to establish a bunkering and fuelling
cilities, provide supplies for the fishing boats, not yet ship
repair yards, and so they're worried it will spoil that way of
life, as the Governor warns
in his last report, they have to look
at that.
And the other problem is, at sea,
in the seas themselves,
there 's not an inexhaustible
suPPly of fish so far as is known,
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despite the vast quantities of fish there and the huge
ocean
area; they know so little about the fish.
There are three main kinds of fish in.
.. being fished around
the Falklands: that's blue whiting
which are affected by a
parasite, so that blue whiting is
not really used for eating but
mainly for fishmeal. There is hake, which is
being fished almost
fully according to the conservationists,
and there is squid,
about which very little is known and that
's the most valuable
resource, and that's the one that's being fished
most.
But very little is known about squid. They don t know where
the conservation zone begins and ends; no
one knows what their...
how they migrate where they come from,
where they go to. They're
a very short-lived fish, another problem. And the female is
rather bigger than the male, and it gobbles up the male
so that's
not exactly a plus-factor for procreation,
so they've got to do a
lot of research into the iimpact of all of this fishing on fishstocks, and already this year the number of squid licences
have
been reduced for that reason.
A.K:
Just now you mentioned the peaceful character
of the
Falklands as something that people there have
appreciated but see
as being in jeopardy now. Presumably something
else which the
Falklands have been known for generations
is the abundance of the
wildlife, and that wildlife,
the penguins, the walruses, must be
in competition for the fish?
H.B:
There s a vast
variety of wildlife in the Falklands and
around the Falklands, literally millions of sea birds, of huge
birds like albatross, penguins, maybe 10 million
penguins, five
different species of differing si
sizes, fascinating creatures; you
can sit on an island off the Falklands
and just be surrounded by
them, they're so very tame,
And you have the sea lions and the
sea leopards, all competing for that
resource, for fish. And now
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m competition with man, there in great force,
all these vessels
from all over the world.
So yes, fish are a very important part of the ecological
chain on which that whole- fascinating wildlife
of that area
depends. And whenever
you speak to anyone in the Falklands about
the amount of fishing, any conservationists or wildlife
experts,
they remind you of the whale,
the great whaling industry which
was based on places like South Georgia.
The rusting whaling ships
there remind us
they became prominent in the 1982 conflict just how vast that industry was, but they say,
remember, man
hunted whale virtually to extinction;; we must not do that with
other of our wildlife resources.
***
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A Barmy Army back
in the trenches

TT-

COLIN MOYNIHAN, the Sports
Minister, was quoted yesterday as
saying that “hard-nosed English
criminal hooligans” had been the
ringleaders of the violence that
has overshadowed activities on
the football field here in Germany this week. This is true
enough, but lacks depth. Authoritarian rhetoric, nostalgia and
buck-passing are convenient soft
options to propose as cures for a
sickness which those handing out
the treatment seem rather loath
actualiy to diagnose.
The tough boys at the centre of
the battles in the streets of Stuttgart and Diisseldorf are thugs
with a self-justifying philosophy,
And the bitter pill which government, football authorities and
media alike do not wish to swallow is that the hooligan code of
values is uncomfortably like a mutated reflection of their own.
The English football warrior is
more than a “mindless” lawbreaker for whom simple disobedience is a goal in itself. Rather,
his anti-social fury is fuelled by a
conception of self-worth based
firmly on long-established notions
of national pride. The thug thinks
of himself as a super patriot, and
his fanaticism is contagious. One
perfectly peaceable England fan
in Diisseldorf expressed confusion over how love of one’s country is supposed to be represented,
How was it, he asked, that patriotism was OK during the Falklands
War, but unacceptable when put
into practice on the streets of a
German town?

As England’s notorious football followers descend on Frankfurt,
Dave Hill looks for the origins of their militant philistinism
The provocative T-shirt slogans
sported so brazenly by “our lads”
recall the sentiments of steadfast
English heroes, John Bull and the
wartime Churchill: “England’s Invasion of Germany, 1988”; “These
Colours Don’t Run”. The military
implications are no accident.
It does not require extensive
fieldwork (though such research
has been done) to divine that the
great bulk of England’s travelling
fans are direct descendants of the
social classes which fought and
died in great numbers for their
country in two world wars, being
subjected in the process to rigorous propaganda campaigns to
persuade them that Britain is
best, and shall not yield to the
Hun — or any other funny foreign
bastards, mate. It is cultural chauvinism, not hatred of fascism, that
is the post-war legacy of the English proletariat. We didn’t fight
the Nazis — we fought the Ities
and the Krauts.
Subsequent economic change
has seen a fragmentation of the
working class, a process not begun
but accelerated by the present administration. So while some bask
in a warm, material glow emitted
by ownership of a set of patio
doors and a Sierra, an underclass
of low-paid manual workers and
unemployed has emerged, increasingly estranged, with nothing
to boast of except poverty — not

necessarily of wealth but of prestige, respectability, experience
and prospects of attaining these
things in an aspirational world.
It is from among this group that
the English football hooligan is
drawn. He is white, he is male, he
is the descendant of cannon fodder, bom to use his brawn not his
brain, and he sees no prospect of
change. So, quite logically, he embraces a way of life which asserts
his failings as virtues, the oldest
underdog trick in the book. What
he has is his attitude, and he brandishes it at a disdainful world like
a cosh.
,
Since it is a desire to over-cornpensate for his own shortcomings
that motivates him in the first
place, anything or anyone deviating from his definition of normality is automatically suspect. And
so the targets for his malice —
this brutish, suspicious defensiveness — are obvious: “wogs” of
any nation, race or creed; figures
of authority; most kinds of gentleness or refinement; homosexuality; femininity and all its characteristics.
The football hooligan glories in
his reputation as a philistine; he is
a bastion of bigoted intransigence. And his philistinism is accentuated the more obliterated by
booze his faculties become. It is
his badge of pride.
When the hooligan is under-

stood as something more complex
than just another criminal problem, the remedies trotted out by
politicians and football administrators seem inadequate and in
the long term probably self-dcfeating. To demand the return of
corporal punishment — as both
the Football Association’s chairman Bert Millichip and its secretary Ted Croker have — simply
confirms what the fighting fan
wants to believe of himself: that
violence is the natural and incvitable condition of manhood,
The cheerleaders of the Britsh
extra-parliamentary right turned
the civic centre of Stuttgart into
the site of an informal rally complete with chants of “Sieg Heir
before the game against Ireland,
But British MovementNational
Front attachment to the nation’s
team is too easily condemned by
those looking for conspiracy theories to explain the violence away,
Football itself has long provided
an environment where the mentality that underlies the thug’s aggressions can run free.
Footballers are obvious heroes ,
for young working-class men, be-,
cause most are young working-*
classmen themselves. They would t
be in the crowd if they were not
on the pitch. But the players, bureaucrats and commentators alike
have shown precious little understanding of the social conditions
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which have formed the football
culture, let dlone any desire to re
spond to a social role. Regional,
racial and national chauvinism
have spread with next to no resis
tance from a sporting establish
ment so busy with managing the
bus/ness of corporate football that
it cannot conceive how the game’s
troubles can be connected in
some way with its own sense of
priorities.
Meanwhile, back in Diisseldorf,
the British tabloids have been
avidly perused by battle-scarred
Englishmen eager to read of their
own notoriety, described on the
front pages in language not dis
similar from that used on the back
pages to characterise the game:
Marco van Basten, Holland’s
goalscorer, was captioned in the
Daily Mirror “The Destroyer”.
While that newspaper, and no
doubt every other popular title in
the land, renews its braying for
more “tough action”, it is inter
esting to note which was the most
in-demand title of all. The Sun is,
of course, one of Mrs Thatcher’s
keenest supporters, and it is
worth considering which section
of the English population would
have approved most loudly of that
. newspaper’s rejoicing over the de
feat of the “Argies” during the
Falklands War. I know who they
are and what they are doing. They
are in Frankfurt at the moment,
and they are propping up the bar.
Dave Hill is working on a book on
racism and chauvinism in English
football.
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IRA terror as
it really is

0

ON Wednesday thousands turned out in
the small town of Lisburn in Ulster for
a charity fun run. They came to enjoy
an event which was to raise money to
help the elderly, the disabled and
handicapped children.
Also attending was an IRA murder
squad who probably shadowed the van
of six soldiers in civilian clothes from
the nearby barracks. They attached a
huge bomb to the vehicle which
exploded as the young men drove off.
All six died then or soon afterwards. A
fireball from the bomb swept through
the crowded market place and hurt
eight civilians including a man of 80, a
boy of two and four teenage girls.
Given the large attendance it was a
mercy that there were not dozens more
injured.
Even in the ruthless annals of the IRA
this bombing is notable for its cynical
callousness and indifference to human
life.
The crusading programme-makers of
BBC Television and ITV should take
note. Would it now be too much to
expect them to produce a documentary
or drama giving a blow-by-blow ac
count of this foul crime? We are not
hopeful, for their metier, whether they
deal with the Falklands or the Gibral
tar shootings, is to project a sympa
thetic view of the enemies of our
country. To show the IRA for what
they are —a collection of evil
murderers — would not be their style
at all.
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Argentina Said to Consider
Suspending Debt Payments
Reuters

BUENOS AIRES — Argentina may halt foreign debt payments if
creditors do not provide new loans. Economy Ministry sources say.
Argentina wants SI.5 billion in loans from commercial banks and
SI.2 billion from the International Monetary Fund to help pay $4.9
billion annual debt-servicing costs on its $56 billion foreign debt.
In New York, stocks in U.S. banks slid on reports that loans to
Argentina would be put on a non-accrual basis, meaning payments
would not be credited until received. Wells Fargo & Co. reportedly
has begun putting $125 million of loans on a cash basis.
Wells Fargo officials were not available for comment. But Citi
corp, Chemical New York Corp. and Manufacturers Hanover Corp.
said they had not placed Argentina’s loans on a non-accrual basis.

9
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A lawyer for
Port Stanley
■ The Falkland Islands are to
have their first resident practis
ing private solicitor.
The Aberdeen firm of C & P H
Chalmers is despatching Gavin
Farquhar to set up an office in
Port Stanley in August. Farquhar
is 29 and single - “just right for
the post,” said a senior partner and will find a secretary locally.
Farquhar becomes a partner in
the firm next month after having
done commercial work in Edin
burgh and Glasgow.
First interests in Stanley, too,
will be commercial. Chalmers has
developed its links with the Falklands through the legal aspects of
the fisheries industry. In the past
Falklanders wanting to resort to
the law have had to go through
government officials: namely the
Attorney General and the
recently retired lady Solicitor
General, who is now working on
a freelance basis.
There has not been a great deal
of private demand. Farquhar says
that there have only ever been
eight divorce cases in the Falklands and most of those were
uncontested. Still, he adds that
the authorities have been
recently stepping up the use of
the breathalyser, and some busi
ness may come out of that.
Besides, in percentage terms
the population of the Islands has
been growing rapidly - from
around 1,500 at the time of the
Falklands war to about 2,000
today. There must be some dis
putes somewhere.
The progress of the venture
will be reviewed after one year;
the hope is that the office will
then be expanded.
The reaction of one very large
law firm on being told the news
was: “We'll stay out of Stanley,
provided Chalmers stays out of
London.”
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Trading is complicated since the Falklands conflict, reports Tim Coone

Argentine-UK traders take to tango
THE TANGO is one of the most origin of the goods is stated as
complicated dances to master - being in the UK.

-------- nonp thp Wlnct^rminri tnntw
UK Trade With
?omnetitors 1 8
d 1 other
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and Argentina since the 1982 war
over the Falkland Islands. In this
case the accompanying music is
1 PlTd Mv6
iccnrer>?cm!orf^ntin8ti?2enthor
issue of sovereignty, the other
slamming in the dramatic pauses
on trade: the dancers - the businessmen - twist and twiH and
do their best to adapt their corporate tactics to the vicissitudes of
the stop-go diplomatic shuffle.
nJ-0 V.ru|uay ‘f,St
month of Mr Timothy Eggar, the
British under-secretary on Latin
American affairs at the Foreign
Office, emphasised the hiatus in
the music score. Mr Eggar made
yet another appeal for Argentina
to lift its trade restrictions on
imports from the UK as the way
forward to improve relations: he
was told by his Uruguayan counr terpart that Argentina continues
to insist on the islands’ sovereignty issue being discussed as
the quid pro quo for the lifting of
Officially there are no sanetions, but Argentine importers
have first to request permits
from their trade secretariat and
the central bank
where the
requests lie unanswered if the

still be bought in hardware
stores?
.
^
The answer: tnangulation. The
IoirlPartnfi t0 ^..particular
are /*5• subsl(*mry *3U?1’
nesses or trading associates in
Europe. Brazil, Uruguay or the
US through which goods pass
and have them certificate of origin changed. They then slip
through the trade secretariat’s
computer in Buenos Aires like a

Mr Philip Raikes, the local rep*
resentative of the Argentine-British Chamber of Commerce, estimates that on average this puts
up the cost of UK products by
some 28-30 per cent in the Argentine market — a formidable but
not insurmountable trade barrier
if the product is right.
The UK lifted its trade sanetions with Argentina in 1985,
resulting in a sharp upturn in
imports from Argentina,
although they have still not
recovered to pre-war levels. Latest figures from the ArgentineBritish Chamber of Commerce
show that Argentine exports
more than doubled to some
SllOm (£61m) in 1987, compared
with $50m in 1986.
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sel carry the cargo while the Brit• l\ from Argentina ish consortium carries some of
lr
—r
— their cargoes from Uruguay or
\\
\
Brazil to Europe,
V f]
Pragmatism also succeeded in
50
|\
V/ jumping the political barriers in
ft\
1/ a joint ticketing arrangement
I\
\ that British Airways negotiated
X\
if
with the Argentine state earner
Amnneas A^emLs last year
L. There are still no direct flights
S(^77DTI 80
84
87 but the agreement enables travel'
_J ]ers between the two countries to
The total value of UK-origin catch Quick connecting flights
imports is less than $20m a year, through Rio de Janeiro or Madrid
By comparison, pre-war levels of and transfer between one airline
bilateral trade were in the region and the other on the same ticket,
of $300m a year with a slight sur- Meanwhile, triangulation will
plus in Argentina’s favour.
continue to provide the way for
The main product inching its Argentinians to indulge their
way back into the British market desires for the forbidden fruits of
is. not surprisingly, corned beef the Reviled Empire. Tussles over
and other tinned meats of which squid or military manoeuvres
13,700m tonnes were exported notwithstanding, there is little
last year. Before the war the UK likelihood that the Government
was Argentina’s biggest single has plans to interfere with the
market for beef and beef prod- roundabout trade - after all, an
ucts. In 1981,84,000m tonnes were Argentine Navy cocktail party
exported, showing that despite without Scotch would be like a
the lifting of sanctions by the modern naval war without Exo*
UK, Argentine producers have cets - unthinkable.
100
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Soggy

Cindy
r>

WILDLIFE film-maker
Cindy Buxton, younger
daughter of Anglia TV
chief Lord Buxton, is back
in England after a soggy
11 months Down Under.
Adventurous Cindy, 37,
shunning the creature
comforts of her Fulham
home, has devoted 17
years to her work for
Anglia’s Survival series.
Her latest venture took
her to rain-blessed Te
Anau on New Zealand’s
South Island, where she
was partnered by ex-nurse
Frances Furlong as she
squelched around in the
drizzle, photographing
rare ducks.
Frances. 30
who re-

Mia

Cindy and fnend

placed Cindy’s long-time
companion, divorcee Annie
Price — worked extremely
well, according to Cindy.
Stay-at-home Annie
agreed: 'Frances is very
efficient and hard-work
ing. but Cindy and I are
still the greatest of chums
and we talked on the
telephone every fortnight.'
Cindy and Annie, 38,
became inseparable after
meeting at an old girls’
reunion at their Essex
convent school, but split
up last year when they
returned to England after
I filming a Survival Special
in New Zealand.
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Aberdeen firm opens
first Faik anas office
.ins.

r>

Aberdeen-based C. A; P. H.
Chalmers has become the (i rst firm
to set up an office in the Falkland
Islands. The firm has eleven
partners and does a range of
commercial, private client and
litigation work.
Gavin Farquar, the partner who
will run the office, said: “It is a bit
of a strange scheme but it is a
business proposition. We already
have a number of commercial
clients down there and the link
with Aberdeen is the fishing
interest. One of our partners was
down there and was given every

'O

Farquar: fishing link

encouragement from local author
ities and local people to open an
office.
“We know theie is a de mand for
commercial legai advice but we
don't know what level of private
client work there will be. There
have only ever been eight divorces
there for instance and most of
those were uncontested. There
may not be much interest in
criminal law either, although the
authorities are cracking down on
breathalising drivers.
“But the population of 2000 is
growing. As the island develops
commercially, we see our role as
helping the legal system to develop
by holding a dialogue with the
Attorney General. At the moment
there are a number of unde
veloped aspects of law in the
Falklands
the Landlord &
Tenant Act doesn’t apply there,
for example.
“There is a possibility of a ferry
service from the Falklands to
South America and that may
generate a need for legal advice.
But we will review the situation
after a year. We will cover the
whole range of legal advice.”
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Growth soars but
challenges remain
At a Sunday Times forum, industry
leaders and politicians expressed their
hopes, and fears, for Britain’s
economic future. David Smith reports

T-

Briuain’s economy has recov- lands War, the miners’ strike
yearsS‘and^ the" 'he PHSt uW ,he fa" in world oil Prices and
the P131" doubts the stock market crash,
now centre on the durability
tu
of that recovery, according to
couPtry n9w bad better
participants at the Sunday Ti- mana8ers’ better industrial renics breakfast forum
lations and there was wideThe forum, chaired by Mr fPread septance that what
Andrew Neil, the Sunday
Gove[ni?1ent was doing,
Times editor, was held at the VflthS?vIP C m tbe,area pri_
Savoy Hotel in London yes1] pp!f "ft1, , ,
terday. It attempted to answer nPPr n/p n n’ the L?bour
the question: “Britain’s eco- pee^ and economics professor
nomic recovery: Is it real9”
j1 Queen Mary College, LonMr Kenneth Clarke, 'the
W2S-b?,ck.on
Minister for Trade and Indus- tbe
track anc* ,nPat,on
try, who in passing criticized Wi?S
?ltbough still
those who had lobbied for a above ,ts ,eveI ,n tbe 1960s.
Monopolies Commission reBut, he said, unemployment
ferral for the Swiss bids for was the central issue which
Rowntree, said there was little ^t,!1 bad t0 be solved, and the
doubt that the British econ- balance of payments situation _ ,
. . , c '
omy had recovered.
was one which had to be taken Coal and the British Steel
“We are in the middle of a very senousIy.
Corporation, sad the question
rather spectacular economic
There were other doubts ab- Lbe ^orum v\as la? ‘"8
revival,’’ he said, citing the big out the durability of the recov- be answerecJ with a single
improvement in productivity, ery. Lord Peston said. “The T3rd ye^ sVe hip rSSn
record levels of manufacturing worry about British industry is ?ramartl,uChan8C
investment, falling unemploy- that it is still so extraordinarily !I0n lhe majority °f peop
ment and low inflation.
backward in the research and i" lh!s country as tc>wha this
The strength of the econ- development area.’’
c^nlry ,s 2,1 about’ he
n7ToaSUsnud^veedsbuycceSssa,bve
Manager, a direc- “e now had se.f-conf,-

. no HpveloDed, he said, and
being; ae
P bring a wider
thetas
l0 people that
’their future success depended
W on ^ sRills
Mr Tony Blair, the Opposition spokesman on Trade
industry, said it was im^^^uhingsintoper° The truth is ^at we
h’ave done

shocks includine thp Fait jor°f Lazard Brothers and the
snocKs, including the Falk- former chairman of British

years a&°*
. * marks abarc major question manes

dence in the country and a
positive leadership role was
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Chancellor for stoking up an
election boom last year and
for adding to consumption
through tax cuts in his March
Budget. It was too early to
conclude that the recovery
was sustainable, he said.
“The great challenges Brit
ish industry faces are still
ahead of us.”
Mr Denys Henderson, the
chairman of ICI, agreed that it
was too early to say all the pro
blems had been solved, but
there had been a significant
change in Britain, he said.
‘ He recalled the difficulties
he encountered in selling Brit
ish goods in America in the
1960s, but things had changed
markedly. “I believe that nat
ional pride has been restored.
“There is a spirit of enter
prise in this country that
wasn’t there before. There is
^ an economic reality that the
filippSJworld does not owe us a living.
'
Wc have got on our bikes but
-owe have to pedal like mad to
Putting the recovery into perspective: Tony Blair (left) and Kenneth Clarke
keep up with the rest of the
out the sustainability of the world,” he said,
recovery.”
Later, Lord Prior, the chair
He said the economic re man of GEC and former Sec
covery was unbalanced for retary of State for Employ
two principal reasons: first the ment, said Britain was “on its
“enormous disparity” be way.” In what appeared to be a
tween the regions, and second modification of his earlier
the encouragement of con- ' views, Lord Prior said the
sumption at the expense of in- sharp rise in unemployment
vestment. “We are out of ba- in the first few years of the
lance in terms of consumption present Government was in
evitable and was now seen to
and investment.”
Mr Blair criticized the have been necessary.
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Argentinian
debt unsettles
bank shares

1

O

■n-

BANK shares were in the dol
drums-yesterday as new worries
surfaced about Argentina’s
debts, and Warburg Securities
sharply reduced its profit expec
tations
for
National
Westminister Bank.
Christopher Ellerton, War
burg’s banking analyst, has
slashed his year’s forecast by
£110m to £l,350m. He expects
the interim results, due next
month, to emerge at £690m, a
£30m cut on his earlier predic
tion. Last year the Natwcst in
terim was £749m.
The weakness of the US dol
lar, the performance of the in
vestment banking and securities
side and the improbability that
Natwest will repeat last year’s
big gilts gain arc among the fac
tors which have prompted the
Warburg re-think.
However, Warburg had been
at the top end of the range.
Barclays de Zoete Wedd was alI®5Jjy l°°king for interims of
£683m and Hoare Govett’s fig
ure was £685m.
The Warburg downgrading
clipped NatWest shares 15p to
575p. It also unsettled other
banks which were already dis
concerted by stories of new
problems over Argentina’s massiye debts. It was suggested from
Washington that the Interna
tional' M

spired by the better-than-expected US trade figures But fn
•i?.two day business, prices
wilted and by the close the FTsharniare

S ^a,n ^ad been

fronTlnrHued-0n the °p‘ion
front trading was the busiest
ishG.ffh Nh0venlbcr. with Britisn ba» the heaviest traded.
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□ THE Evening Standard
should be ashamed of print
ing "The Biased Broadcast
ing Corporation” without
identifying the writer Ian
Curteis as the playwright
whose work on the Falklands
war, allegedly over the top in
favour of Margaret Thatcher,
was rejected by the BBC
some months ago.
Furthermore, I thought Mr
Curteis was coming it a bit
when he claimed—after ritualistically expressing his ab
horrence of apartheid—that
sanctions and violence would
only make things worse. If
that is so why did Britain use
sanctions and violence to
free the Falkland Islands?
Finally, Mr Curteis himself
ought to be ashamed for in
troducing his adopted son
into' a tawdry, spitefully mo
tivated attack on those who
had questioned his talent.—
Anthony Carolan, Percy
Road, Shepherd’s Bush.
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Rebels’
art of
big exit
SPECTACULAR res
ignations are noth
ing new in politics.
Denzil Davies fol
lowed a long political tradition,
particularly among
defence spokesmen,
when he quit so dra
matically.
Tory defence secre
tary Michael Heseltine rocked Mrs
Thatcher’s cabinet
in 1968 by storming
out of a cabinet
meeting during the
Westland helicopter
affair.
His predecessor,
John Nott, had quit
four years earlier,
with Foreign SecreI tary Lord Carring
ton, after criticism
over the Falkl'ands
invasion.
One of the most
spectacular involved
Secretary of State
for War John Profurno in 1963 after
his affair with Chris
tine Keeler.
The most amusing
involved tipsy La
bour deputy leader
George Brown who
quit in 1976 and
promptly fell over in
the street after leav
ing the Commons.
RICHARD CREASY
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O-levels survive,
but in Argentina

By WILL STEWART Education Reporter
A LEADING Tory last British pupils by forcing
night denounced the them to sit the GCSE.
nonsense
which
His call comes amid
allows foreign pupils to controversy over stan
dards
in the test which is
sit O-level exams while
Britain's children being taken by 700,000
i struggle with the pupils for the first time
this month.
troubled new GCSE.
A Daily Express survey
Former Education
Minister Sir Rhodes Boy- has found thousands of
son protested: “You can pupils overseas sitting
now take the O-level at the traditional O-level set
the Belgrano Day School by university examina
in Buenos Aires, but not tion boards in Oxford,
Cambridge and London.
in Bradford.
At the Belgrano Day
“Pupils are taking tried
and tested ordinary levels School in Argentina,
in Malawi. But they can’t spokeswoman Lorna
Glastra said that despite
in Maidstone.”
He wants Education the Falklands War “we
Secretary Kenneth Baker are very happy indeed
to change the rules which with the exam—it is right
discriminate against for our pupils.”
i *

f »

- *
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DEBATE ON WHEN TO SHOUT FOUL AT BAD LANGUAGE
By ROGER TAVENER

Why the air
turned blue
at the big
m
andah^Sting of obscenitiel
!r
S®les' The threenour debate and Press conwSvf+i? yesterday was peppered
ha^hpon^-? ^axon expletives it
•™f ^een criticised for using- in
ThP , controversi*l radio dramas.

svSSSSHSnssp
KMriasSS?®®

SlpSSSsS
Michael Checkland
his
deputy John Birt and
listened
intently.
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Violence
TV soap Brookside's creator
Phil Redmond warned in his
five-minute speech to 140 radio
and TV programme makers,
screens should carry a red
triangle symbol ... as used on
Channel 4 in prelude to bad
language, sex or violence. He
thought he was bound to swear.
And he did—by way of example.
He revealed Brookside’s
audience dropped from three
million to 500,000 because of
"realistic language" used when
it was screened on Saturday
teatimes. It had to be censored.
playwright

HUSSey: S3t P^^Ced

aboutbrthkeet?oeu‘“ebtteSrPe^?d

listeners3 the^ should h*™ t0

Bragg: ‘Timely debate’
P m' t™‘ershed 35 in TV. but

be war~ teners
ffig?on what was to follow usr

the worst to use.
scheduling of plays using
He explained: "I use obscene
*mPortantlanguage for dramatic effect—it
ly,„<m fouI
can create uneasiness in the L5«S
need
audience—or for scenes of
*J?1S be5?use
eroticism and humour."
-have dlsaP’
Producer Jeremy Mortimer, su^ested "“l-WsTale
vofuntartly°spat> out*Oh^Cnir» !"? Strength of language tohelp
^Pat °.
God
listeners decide for themselves
whfle he wTsSkmf exploded "Aether they should tune in.
BBC
/"N

“pStot and°hli-dbat W6 haV6 ‘earned
obscene language on air.
She said: "Verbal violence can

„
.__ .
He said he hoped there would
never be a need in radio for a 9

*?ded: "There’s quite a lot
2f Pad ^nguage in a lot of plays,
et il get trough if we
fe®J.the use of offensive words is
m the right dramatic context
We may be more liberal in
future. Who knows what we will
decide after this morning."
The majority of guest
speakers were in favour of the
need in drama to use realistic
language—but in the right con
text and at the right time of day.
The BBC drama Tumb
ledown, based on the Falklands
War was commended for its use
of violent language because it
was justified. Dr Anthony Storr,
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wntijr and psyehiatrist and forship. saicUn bittfe m Censor‘
people spoke
that way.
nelhsepfpdi‘°rA0“^ndependent
Smith believed that |ach caslTf

ondi&a^ert°Uld be J'^ged
*
BBC hopes the debate will
throw some light on how far
radio can go in the use X
listlrier6 With°Ut Ending6 the

Suggestive
drawn un
^‘d^nes will be
eme^eTvihe corporation is not
- da?ds of ?nretUrn to the sta"-

famous , “ rars.ago in

GreenUBookght entertaihtnent

Humour must be clean and
untainted directly or bv associatlvenSsh VU'garity and suggesjokheesre
an,:absolute ban on
e? about lavatories
effeminacy in men, immorality

i
O)
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MPs demand
fleet policy

UK
Prime
Minister
Margaret Thatcher should
take charge of a special
Cabinet committee with the
job of averting a further run
down of Britain's merchant
fleet and ensuring that the
shipping industry is capable
of helping fight a new war.
That was the demand made
by a powerful all-party group of
MPs at the House of Commons
last night as concern mounted
over the continuing contraction
of the merchant marine, and its
ability to cope with another
emergency similar to the
Falklands War.
In a report published at
Westminster yesterday, the
select committee on defence
declared after a long inquiry:
We have looked in vain for
evidence of clear direction in
the Government’s policy with
regard to the merchant fleet
and its availability for all pur
poses in war time.”
The MPs expressed concern
at the differing information
.
_
provided by the Ministry of
Defence and the Department
of Transport warned that coordination m Whitehall did not
appear to be leading to effecand declared:
l his is one area where
central policy direction, at the
highest level, is required in
order to ensure that in the
formation of Government
policy as a whole, due regard is
paid to the implications m
terms of our national freedom

Facsimile^Ol

By our Political Correspondent
of action, of dependence on
other nations for merchant
shipping.”
The MPs said it was now
essential for an effective policy
package to be masterminded by
Mrs Thatcher, “as the only
minister in a position to take a
broad overview, and where
necessary, to cut across depart
mental boundaries."
The report described the run
‘ down of the UK Merchant
Marine and the implications
for national and NATO
security as “alarming.”
It reported a steadily worsening situation where the constant flagging out of vessels had
continued at an unprecedented
rate, leaving the number of
ships flying the Red Ensign this
„, .
CAA
,
y Y i "I belowY)0 vesselsA"d , d“P,te. Government
efforts to halt the decline and
improve training of merchant
seamen,
the
committee
warned: “We suggest it would
be premature to regard the
arrest in the -decline as any
other than a temporary
remission.”
The MPs said nothing had
occurred to reduce the requirements of merchant ships, adding that demand for merchant
vessels in a major conflict was
likely to be increased by a
greater
emphasis
on
sustainability, high levels of
fuel consumption, the need for

ammunition and logistic sup
plies, the possible withdrawal
of US manpower from Europe
and the increasing trend
towards naval reliance on mer
chant vessel support.
The MPs said they believed
there was conflict in Whitehall
over the issue as well as dis
agreements about the number
of ships needed to maintain the
Western economies and also
reinforce the NATO’s armies
in war time.
“Once the UK had fulfilled
its commitment to provide
transatlantic shipping, the
number of UK flag vessels
available for civil resupply
would be minimal,” the report
said.
The fleet would also be
widely dispersed across the
world while at the same time a
serious drop in the number of
trained British seafarers could
also have a dramatic impact on
UK capability at a time of
crjsjs
Both shipowners and seafaring unions welcomed the
report, saying they hoped the
fears expressed in it would be
considered at the highest possible level of Government,
The General Council of
British Shipping added that the
report confirmed its views and
should be used to open up
general debate while officers
union Numast said its only fear
was that the Government
would ignore the report findings “in the way it had ignored
previous ones.”
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says Argentine general
By JOHN DICKIE, Diplomotic Correspondent.
at the softly-softly
ARGENTINA’S chief of staff worried
of President Alfonsin at
has called for his country’s approach
the United Nations special session
forces to keep their main on disarmament on June 1.
objective in sight: Regaining the
Highlighting the need for
Falklands.
resuming a dialogue with Britain
The defeat by Britain did not with an open agenda and no
mean the cause should be aban- preconditions. President Alfonsin
donecL ‘This must not intimidate1 said that ‘dialogue may create
us from expressing our true will to • conditions which will facilitate the
recover the usurped islands,’ said beginning of negotiations.’
General Dante Caridi.
Then he added a phrase that
His message was seen as a stem clearly caused anguish among the
reminder to President Alfonsin not. military. Negotiations were ‘the
to become bogged down in United only method that, I insist, Argen
Nations resolutions for talks about tina can think of to recover
__ . its
.
talks. Hard-line generals were; sovereignty over those territories.
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Chlorofluorocarboks I

Man-made
♦

the atmosphere. This is the ‘ozone
zone* which protects us from the potentially harmful ultra-violet rays of the
sun by filtering them out. But in the
past decade, this protective ‘shell’ of
ozone has been shattered above Antarctica, with ozone levels dropping by

up to 50 per cent during the southern
hemisphere spring. October 1987 saw
the worst depletion yet, with levels of
the gas at less than half that observed
during the 1970s, forming an ‘ozone
hole’ the size of the USA.
Increased ultra-violet radiation can
cause skin cancer, eye cataracts, and
crop damage. At the moment, the only
people in potential danger are the scientists working in the Antarctic, and

'I

' -arts®4
The ozone layer lies unseen in the earth's stratosphere. Chemical compounds
are puncturing this protective shell. The future looks increasingly uncertain.

to a lesser extent the inhabitants of
Tierra del Fuego. But if this phenome
non were to become more widespread it
could pose the most serious threat to
life on earth yet encountered.
What is particularly worrying is that
we do not really know why this ozone
hole appears and why it has increased
in size so dramatically over the last ten
years. The latest research puts the
blame partly on a group of man-made

chemicals called chlorofluorocarbons,
generally known as CFCs. If this is the
case, then we have good cause for
alarm: it would appear that we have
been inadvertently gambling with
nature, in a game that we don’t know
how to play ... in which case we
would be well advised to stop playing
now, before we lose.
Ozone is a peculiar, inherently un
stable gas made up of three oxygen
17

atoms. Normal oxygen gas consists of
pairs of oxygen atoms, but under the
influence of the sun’s rays high in the
stratosphere, normal oxygen can be
turned into ozone. Other natural reactions destroy ozone, reforming normal
oxygen. The Victorians, for some rea
son, believed that ozone had healthgiving properties, and that there was
more of it in the air by the seaside. This
completely unfounded myth was, no
doubt, just an excuse to visit the seaside
more often.
What is true is that during the north
ern hemisphere summers, large con
centrations of low-level ozone can
build up over the European continent.
This, though, is connected with com
plex reactions involving pollutants in
the lower atmosphere, and is certainly
not health-giving. This low-level
ozone has nothing whatever to do with
ozone in the stratosphere, since there is
limited movement of gases between the
lower and upper atmosphere.
The greatest concentrations of ozone
are found about 23km above the earth’s
surface; 90 per cent of all ozone is found
in the stratosphere (15-50km above
the surface). The British Antarctic
Survey has been studying the concen
trations of this and other gases in the
stratosphere since 1957, but in 1982
Joe Farman, one of the team, noticed
strange depletions in the ozone layer
above Antarctica. This ‘hole’, which
had been growing throughout the
1970s, had in fact been recorded by
American satellites, but NASA’s com
puters had rejected it as ‘incredible’. It
was not until the British data of 1982
raised the alarm that the satellite data
was retrieved, and revealed what had
been happening.
Each year since the early 1970s, the
levels of ozone have dropped for be
tween 30—40 days during September
and October, this effect becoming gen
erally more and more pronounced each
year. At other times of year, ozone
levels are near normal. What is still not
understood is exactly why the hole
appears at this time of year, and why it
appears over Antarctica. Is it an entirely natural phenomenon or is there
something more sinister involved?
Way back in 1974, two American
scientists, Sherwood Rowland and
Mario Molina first proposed that CFCs
could wreak havoc in the ozone layer,
Although CFCs are a very stable, inert
group of chemicals in the lower atmosphere, they gradually manage to in
veigle their way into the stratosphere.
Once there, they can be broken down

I

I
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Chlorofldorocarbons1
During the past decade the
protective ‘shell' of ozone
has been shattered above
Antarctica. If the
phenomenon becomes more
widespread it could pose the
most serious threat to life on
earth yet encountered.

V )

by the sun’s rays, liberating chlorine and chlorine is one chemical which
aids the breakdown of ozone to oxygen.
Because of the nature of the reaction,
one molecule of chlorine can wipe out
thousands of ozone, before being
removed itself. This is why CFCs are
so potentially harmful to the ozone
layer, and it is now beyond reasonable
doubt that CFCs are one of the major
contributors to the growth of the
ozone hole.
Currently, over one million tonnes
of CFCs and halons (another group of
similar chemicals) are manufactured
each year. Production starred on a
small scale, but increased rapidly dur
ing the 1960s and 70s. At that time,
they were seen as an extremely safe,
easily manufactured, and thus cheap
group of chemicals for uses as refriger
ants for air-conditioning, deep freezes
and fridges. Others have been used
for foam-blowing and as propellants
for aerosols and fire extinguishers,
among other things. Since these com
pounds are inert, it is extremely diffi
cult to destroy them; hence they build
up in the atmosphere.
Because it is both difficult and
expensive to get accurate data from the
stratosphere, not nearly enough is
known about ozone and other trace
gases found there. NASA is now evalu
ating the results of a major study, and
this should eventually throw more light
on the question of possible ozone de
pletion over other parts of the world.
The really hot question, of course, is
could new holes open up over popu
lated areas?
Observations from 36 ground-based
stations around the world have so far
found little change in global ozone
levels over the last 15 years; it looks
as if the Antarctic hole is a ‘freak
occurrence’. On the other hand, data
from the Nimbus 7 satellite indicates
that total ozone has decreased signifi
cantly in the last few years, leading
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to predictions that ozone over the
northern hemisphere is already de
pleted by at least three per cent. Sher
wood Rowland has shown that
measurements from Switzerland, and
parts of the USA, show moderate
ozone depletion in early spring-time,
and definite data has indicated a sig
nificant drop in ozone levels as well
as a small hole occurring over the
Arctic during the winter. This, being
much closer to home, harbours serious
implications for the inhabitants of
18

Northern Canada and Scandinavia.
Due to a lack of unambiguous data,
however, scientists have had to devise
mathematical models from which pre
dictions about ozone depletion can be
made. Such models predict anything
from a one to five-per-cent drop in
global levels during the coming years,
which could lead to a significant in
crease in skin cancers. Some scientists
think it could be even worse than this.
But models are very crude compared
with the intricacies of reality, being
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What is still not understood
is why the ozone hole seems
to appear mainly over
Antarctica. Is this an
entirely natural
phenomenon or is there
something more sinister
involved?
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living on the rotting remains and leaf'
litter of forests. Hence, there should be
less chloromethane being produced by
-S^
.
this natural means. In effect, he is arguing that the increasing concentrations
of man-made CFCs may not be as dele
£ - i.
terious as many would have us believe.
se
(Scientists’ models do not take count of
•V
the fact that levels of chloromethane in
£•
the past may have been much higher
rthan they are today.)
~ >•
C VC.
T.r
A small glimmer of hope, perhaps.
c
V,..
— 1 >
Nevertheless, governments of the
major nations do seem to be taking the
threat posed by CFCs seriously. In September 1987 the United Nations Environ mental Programme persuaded 43
countries to negotiate an agreement to
Solar Ultra-Violet radiation
reduce production of CFCs. Twentyseven countries, including Britain,
initially signed this Montreal Protocol
ee
UJ
agreeing to a 50-per-cent reduction of
<
Chlorine
increases
/
j
ion of CFCs by the
end of
Radiation causes
consumption
,
.
conversion of
uJ
CFCs to break down
1999,
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what this will mean in real terms is
N
o
another thing.
1CI, a major manufacturer of CFCs,
Slow transport ition of CFCs
claims to support international agreement on steps to prevent uncontrolled
growth of CFC production:
Rapid
The Montreal Protocol sets out
circulation
measures which, we believe, are ade
quate precautions against any possi
4k
4 CFC releases
bility of growth in CFC emissions
leading to depletion of the ozone layer.
earth
(ICI publicity brochure). Environmen
talists and some scientists do not agree,
liber- They are calling for an 85-per-cent
reduction immediately, just to keep
CFC levels in the atmosphere
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Dr David Harper, a biochemist at
Queen’s University in Belfast, takes a
different view. He maintains that ,n all
the flurry of excitement about CFCs,
researchers have overlooked the coniribution to ozone depletion by natural
sources. It is well known that 25 per

that many specie of the wood ott g
fungi - particularly of I heUmus spec
exhibit
this trait.
he massive
He argues that g
I
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emissions of CFCs are so
Y
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (from (he
atmosphere) so small, that they are accumulating rapidly • • • under the pro
tocol, as it stands, the amounts of CFCs
. the atmosphere will still be increaseyen aftcr ^ envisaged cuts of 50
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A conversation piece. The ozone hole has caused widespread public concern, but
reactions to the problem are inevitably varied. Cartoon courtesy of Time Out Magazine.

T

Farman in New Scientist 12/11/87)
The manufacturers of these chemi
cals argue that it will take anything
between five and 15 years to produce
alternatives on a commercial level. But
there are alternatives. It is already
known that some CFCs are more
potentially damaging to ozone than
others, and research into safe CFCs is
now underway. Many uses of CFCs
have been remarkably trivial: aerosols
and foam-blown hamburger cartons are
examples - and alternatives are already
commercially available. Indeed, as

long ago as 1978 CFCs were banned
from non-essential aerosols in the
USA. In some countries, aerosols now
have to be specially marked if they con
tain CFCs. In the UK, ‘Friends of the
Earth’ has produced a leaflet listing
all aerosol products which are CFCfree, but as yet there is no legislation
for manufacturers to advertise this on
their cans.
The most worrying thing about this
whole ozone/CFC issue is the fact that
we don’t really fully understand it. Wc
don’t know why the Antarctic hole

CFCs: The alternatives
Although many CFCs can be substituted by other
products, the alternatives are often more expensive, less
effective, and some pose health or safety risks. ICI one
of the world’s major manufacturers of CFCs, is currently
spending £2‘/2 million per year on research and
development of substitutes. The four main uses of CFCs
are: aerosol propellants; blowing of flexible and hard
foams; solvents for cleaning purposes; refrigerants.
(1) Most aerosols are generally considered a ‘frivolous’
or non-essential use of CFCs and their use has been
banned in the USA since 1978. Their use has also been
banned or restricted in Canada, Scandinavia, West
Germany, Holland, Switzerland, Australia and Japan.
There are several viable alternative propellants, the
most popular being hydrocarbons like propane.
Within the EEC aerosols are still a major use of
CFCs, accounting for over one third of all CFCs lost to
Europe’s air. Britain is one of the largest consumers of
aerosols in Europe; in 1986 760 million cans were sold,
and of those roughly two thirds used CFCs as their
propellant. Until recently, there was no way of telling
which cans contained CFCs, but in response to
consumer concern, CFC-free cans are increasingly being
labelled as ‘Ozone Friendly’. Many companies are now
using alternative propellants, and Friends of the Earth
(01-490 1555) have compiled a comprehensive booklet
listing all makes of aerosol on sale in the UK which are
CFC-free (whether or not they are labelled as such).
Companies exclusively avoiding the use of CFCs
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keeps appearing, and we don’t really
know how serious the effects to life on
earth might he if, for example, there
was a fi ve-pcr-ccnt drop in global ozone
levels. Like AIDS or any other problem
which does not at the moment have
.a simple solution, we are left with a
panic feeling.
Even if we cut production totally,
certain CFCs will still he present in the
atmosphere in 120 years’ time, and will
still he affecting the ozone layer. As
it stands, the Montreal Protocol has
committed us to an increase of chlorine
in the stratosphere of about three times
the current level by the year 2020.
If all this does not sound too good,
there is worse to come. CFCs have
another property, apart from their abil
ity to break down ozone. In the lower
atmosphere, molecule for molecule,
they arc about 10,000 times better at
producing the ‘greenhouse effect’
(global warming) than is Carbon Di
oxide. But that’s another story . . .
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SINCLAIR STAMMERS. DOUG
ALLEN. NASA (SCIENCE PHOTO UBRARY)

include: Alberto-Culver (hairsprays), Nicholas (beauty/
cosmetic products), Spectra and Hycote (car products),
Punch and Dasco (shoe products), Statestrong (personal
products), Johnson Wax (domestic products), Bristol
Meyers (personal products). Many other companies are
following suit, and most of the key-supermarkets’ ownbrand aerosols are now CFC-free.
(2) Many foams are expanded using CFCs. These are
used for many different purposes, from packing and
insulation materials to hamburger-cartons. McDonald’s
Hamburger chain has already responded, and its cartons
in the UK and USA are now all blown with
hydrocarbons. It is thought that the other big
hamburger chains are investigating alternatives.
(3) One particular type of CFC (CFC-113) is used
extensively as a solvent for the cleaning of electronics
components. This one type accounts for about 17 per
cent of all CFCs produced, and until very recently there
was no known alternative. A small American company
called Petroferm has now identified a proven alternative
solvent called Bioact EC7, and it is hoped that this will
replace CFC-113 in the future.
(4) The major use of CFCs in the USA is as
refrigerants in fridges and air-conditioning. At the
moment there are two alternative ‘ozone friendly’ CFCs
(CFC-123 and CFC-134A) which look to be promising
substitutes, and these are currently undergoing toxicity
testing. Thirteen chemical companies have recently
joined forces to do this more efficiently in an £8 million
project, but it’s still expected to take at least five years
to complete all the tests; and develop industrial
processes for their large-scale production.
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Unions ‘warned of dockyard job loss
David Hencke

T

HE Ministry of Defence
told trade unions that
eventually some 5,000 jobs
would go at the Royal Navy
Dockyard at Devonport before
commercial management took
over the yard last year, Mr Tim
Sainsbury, the defence pro
curement minister, told MPs
yesterday.
He was under renewed fire
from MPs of all parties in the
Commons because of the latest
round of redundancies — 3,300
— at the dockyard, announced
on Friday.
Mr George Younger, the De
fence Secretary, was singled
out by the former Labour

leader, Mr Michael Foot, and
SDP leader, Dr David Owen,
for failing to make the announcement personally. Both
MPs accused him of misleading
the House over the original
redundancies, which have risen
from 2,000 to 7,000 since 1985.
Conservative MPs expressed
concern about the Navy’s abil
ity to mount a campaign such
as that in the Falklands, given
the huge cuts in the dockyard
workforce.
Mr Martin O’Neill, Labour’s
Navy spokesman, reminded the
House that in 1985 the dockyard
had employed 13,000. At first
the yard was told that 2,000 jobs
were to go, then 2,300, then
5,000 and now 7,000.
Mr Sainsbury replied that the

latest redundancies were to be
regretted but were caused not
by commercial management of
the yard but by greater effi
ciency and the need for fewer
naval refits.
He assured Mr Robert Hicks
(C. Cornwall SE) that the Navy
still had enough strategic
resources to cope with emer
gencies.
He welcomed as innovative a
suggestion from Mr Robin
Maxwell-Hyslop (C. Tiverton)
that the Government should
pay reserve dockyard workers
who would be called out in an
emergency.
Dr Owen (SDP
. Plymouth, Devonport) said it would be up to
the National Audit Office “to
decide whether Government

ministers had misled this
House.”
Mr Foot said: “It is deplorable
that the Secretary of State did,
not come to this House to make,
this statement, particularly as
it appears that this House has
been misled and the Secretary
of State bears direct respon
sibility.”
He said the latest privatisa
tion and loss of jobs was an
other example of the “callous
ness that we expect from this
Government.”
Mr Sainsbury denied that
ministers had misled the
House, pointing out that the
unions had been informed
about such long-term redundancies before commercial1
managers were brought in.
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Navy task group
carries Duke and
flag to Far East
By Adela Gooch, Defence Staff
A ROYAL NAVY task group, including the carrier Ark
Royal, left Portsmouth yesterday bound for the Far
East and Australasia. One of the ships was the Type 42
destroyer Edinburgh, on board which the Duke of York
is serving.
will reach Australia lor the
The group will take part in ships
bicentennial naval review on
a mixture of naval exercises, October 1. where the Duke of
ceremonial duties and dem York will take the salute.
onstrations of British
It is virtually certain that the
defence equipment.
Duke will be flown home before
Other ships in the group the Duchess gives birth to their
■ include the frigate Sirius and two first child,
tankers, Olwen and Orangeleaf.
He is entitled to two weeks
Their deployment, with 2,000 ieave f0r the event, and Rear
men, comes at a time of grave Admiral Woodhead said:
concern over Britain’s ability to “There’s nothing preferential
maintain her outside-Nato about the treatment he will
commitments.
receive.”
At a press conference yestcr- Home goal
day, Rear Admiral Peter Wood- ^ Conqueror, the nuclear sub
head, the task group Com- marine which sank the General
mander, acknowledged that the Bclgrano during the Falklands
Navy was tightly stretched.
conflict, has itself fallen victim
“One would always want to to a British torpedo,
take more ships, but it is a quesDuring routinc triais 0f the
lion of priorities, he said.
new Stingray advanced lightThe ships will take part in an weight torpedo off the coast of
anti-submarine warfare exercise Scotland last week, a Navy heliin the Atlantic and manoeuvres copter dropped one of the torpevvith the French and Italians in does directly on to Conqueror,
the Mediterranean.
which was acting as target, dentArk Royal and Edinburgh will ing the boat’s outer casing,
visit Malta, and the group will
The Ministry of Defence
then sail through the Suez Canal, stressed yesterday that damage
across the Indian Ocean and into Was minimal and Conqueror was
the South China Sea for a joint fuijy operational again. “In test
exercise with Brunei.
terms the trial was a great sucAfter calling at Singapore, cess for the helicopter and torHong Kong and Bangkok, the pedo,” a spokesman said.

O

By Howard Rose
in Hamilton, Bermuda
MR JOHN SWAN, Prime
Minister of Bermuda, will
meet Mrs Thatcher in
London tomorrow for talks
which are likely to touch on
the granting of independence
to Britain’s oldest colony.
Mr Swan, 53, a black, selfmade property millionaire who
has led the island for six years,
was invited to London by Mrs
Thatcher —the first time the
leader of a dependent territory
has been so honoured, the For
eign Office said.
He arrives as local Bermudan
politics is dominated by talk of
independence after 379 years as
a British colony.
Mr Swan is committed to inde
pendence, but faces widespread
opposition within his ruling
United Bermuda party and the
30.000 electorate, particularly
among whites, who make up
about 20 percent of the voters.
His supporters say indepen
dence would be the final act of
emancipation, removing the last )
vestiges of colonialism, slavery
and white minority power. But i
informal polls say at least 55 to
60 per cent of the voters are
opposed to independence.
Bermuda is self-governing
except for the Governor’s socalled “reserve” powers which
cover the territorial Bermuda
Regiment, police and internal
security and foreign affairs.
In practice, however, except
for foreign affairs, the reserve
powers have long been delegated
to the Home Affairs Minister.
Mr Timothy Eggar, Foreign
Office Minister, who visited Ber
muda last month, dismissed sug
gestions of a semi-independent
status for the island.
' Mr Eggar’s message had been
approved by Mrs Thatcher and
Sir Geoffrey Howe. Foreign
Secretary.
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Fish permits
Buenos Aires (AFP) — Britain
has issued a record 78 permits
allowing Japanese boats to
fish in the Falkland Islands
economic zone.
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By Adela Gooch, Defence Staff
A ROYAL NAVY task group, including the carrier Ark
Royal, left Portsmouth yesterday bound for the Far
East and Australasia. One of the ships was the Type 42
destroyer Edinburgh, on board which the Duke of York
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a mixture of naval exercises, October 1, where the Duke of
ceremonial duties and dem- York will take the salute,
onstrations of British
It Js vjrtuauy certain that the
defence equipment.
Duke wni be flown home before
Other ships in the group the Duchess gives birth to their
include the frigate Sirius and two first child.
tankers, Olwen and Orangclcaf.
He is entitled to two weeks
Their deployment, with 2,000 leave for the event, and Rear
men, comes at a time of grave Admiral Woodhead said:
concern over Britain’s ability to “There’s nothing preferential
maintain her outside-Nato about the treatment he will
receive.”
commitments.
At a press conference yestcr- Home goal
day, Rear Admiral Peter Wood- ^ Conqueror, the nuclear sub
head, the task group Com- marine which sank the General
mander, acknowledged that the geigrano during the Falklands
Navy was tightly stretched.
conflict, has itself fallen victim
“One would always want to to a British torpedo,
take more ships, but it is a quesDuring routine trials of the
new stingray advanced lighttionofpriorities,”hesaid.
The ships will take part in an weight torpedo off the coast of
anti-submarine warfare exercise Scotland last week, a Navy heliin the Atlantic and manoeuvres copter dropped one of the torpewith the French and Italians in does directly on to Conqueror,
the Mediterranean.
which was acting as target, dentArk Royal and Edinburgh will ing the boat’s outer casing,
visit Malta, and the group will
The Ministry of Defence
then sail through the Suez Canal, stressed yesterday that damage
across the Indian Ocean and into Was minimal and Conqueror was
the South China Sea for a joint funy operational again. “In test
exercise with Brunei.
terms the trial was a great sucAfter calling at Singapore, cess for the helicopter and torHong Kong and Bangkok, the pedo, a spokesman $aid.
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Dyslexic boy to use
processor in exams
By Paul Stokes
A DYSLEXIC schoolboy,
Richard Challis (above),
whose handwriting is illegible however long he takes
over it, has become the first
pupil in the country to be
allowed to answer his GCSE
papers on a word processor.
His parents, John and Judy
Challis, won the concession after
a two-year battle with the Midland and Southern Examining
Boards. They hope that their vic
tory will help some of the five in
every 100 children in Britain who
arc dyslexic.
Richard, 16, who has above
average intelligence with an IQ
of 130, has been given a private
room at Monkton Combe School,
near Bath, so that the keyboard
tapping does not disturb others.
He said at his home in Ashley,

L.

near Corsham, Wilts, yesterday:
"My peers have been quite
amazed by the standard of work I
can Pro?Hcc no.w ” He is sitting
III"?;USeV1 nc^u d 1 n g m?thc'
™t.cs, Engl.shandeconom.es.
Mr Challis, 42, a merchant
banker, said: “Without the word
processor there would hardly be
any point in him sitting an exam.
It is the same as a Braille typewriter is to a blind person."
A word processor enabled the
dyslexic person to edit mistakes
“onscreen".
Dr Harry Chastey, Director of
Studies at the Dyslexia Institute,
said: “It is a great breakthrough,
but word processors may not
benefit all dyslexic children,
“The line examining boards
seem to be taking now is that
they will consider each case
before deciding.
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Shackleton warms to surfing

ONLY the other week,
Lord Shackleton was in
the Arctic renewing
friendship
with
Eskimos he met while
exploring back in the
thirties.
Little wonder he wan
ted to warm up after
that, and startle the
locals by borrowing a

L:

board and Joining the
bronzed teenage heaps
of muscle who surf off
Perth,
Western
Australia,
“Wonderful,” gasped
the son of Antarctic
explorer Sir Ernest as
he shrugged off Perth’s
coldest morning for
three years. “It’s still
warmer than Cornwall,

And this surfboard is
better . than anything I
I’ve seen before."
So saying he went off
to buy one. Given such
energy. It would be a
waste of breath to point
out that Shackleton is
76, an age when others
sink into their chairs
worrying about the servants.
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Belgrano sub
‘bombed’ by
a helicopter

/ 'N

CONQUEROR, the subma
rine which sank the Bel
grano, has been ‘bombed’ by
a Royal Naval helicopter in
a training exercise accident.
The helicopter dropped a
three-ton dummy torpedo on
the sub when it surfaced off
the west coast of Scotland, it
was revealed last night.
A top-level inquiry has been
launched into the incident
after Conqueror had to return
to base on the Clyde for
repairs to smashed decking.
.The Ministry of Defence said:
The heheopter is supposed to
nre the torpedo into the water
towards its enemy. It does not
drop them like a bomber.’
Conqueror, which sank the
Argentinian cruiser during the
Falklands war, is now back at
sea.
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Reporting the Falklands
Journalists at War, the
Dynamics of News Reporting
during the Faiklands conflict, by
David E. Morrison and Howard
Tumber. (Sage paperback,
£10.95).
REPORTING the Falklands
War was a traumatic experi
ence for most of those involved
in the media coverage of this
singular event in British
history.
In the beginning, it was “like
winning a cruise” or “covering a
foreign cup final”. It was not even
reckoned to be a war, merely “a
bit of gunboat diplomacy.”
Everyone agreed that the troops
were good, “they knew what they
were doing. Like a foreign football
team, well trained, victorious, they
would have got respectful copy
whatever their nationality”.
But the journalists, what of
them? According to the authors of
this rivetting collection of personal
interviews and commentaries:
“They set sail to cover a war that
hardly any of them thought would
happen.” They were just “lucky
names chosen out of a hat,” or,
“standing around the office when
the phone rang.”
The psychiatrist attached to the
Task Force, Surgeon-Commander
Morgan O’Connell, forecast that
the journalists would suffer ex

ceptional strain because they were
not only unfit but also highly
competitive.
David Norris of the Daily Mail,
interviewed some five years later,
agreed: “It’s a very good point. . .
We were not a tight-knit little
group. We tended to operate by
cutting each other’s throats.”
However, as Ian Bruce of the
Glasgow Herald observes, “I think
after we left Ascension, attitudes
began to harden and when the
Sheffield was hit, that was the
night of the deepest depression I
remember.”
From that moment, for most of
the 29 British reporters accompanying the Task Force, it was “an
all-British war party.” There were
no foreign journalists present:
“Not even two or three Americans
to provoke us into doing our job
better,” complained Kim Sabido
of IRN.
Suddenly, “we weren’t obser
vers, we were participants in the
damn thing! This really affected
the copy we wrote,” said John
Shirley, then with the Sunday
Times.
Asked if he suspended his
“journalistic critical ability,”
Shirley replied: “I don’t think one
suspended it totally. But it most
certainly changed. I was with the
troops, 1 mean emotionally. I was
with them. I wanted them to win.”
Uniquely — according to all

01.831 7961 PUb‘iC RelaTOe|eSxL894e90530 FUmiVal

accounts — Max Hastings covering
for the Evening Standard, felt he
had grasped these “facts of life”
long ago. “He was altogether
better prepared and less
equivocating.”
Asked if there was a moment of
being “actually knowingly deceit
ful about how things were going,”
Hastings replied: “Yes, there was.
it was the night the Atlantic
Conveyor and Coventry were sunk
(May 25, 1982).
“At that particular moment I
was knowingly writing more
optimistically about the spirit in
the beach-head than one knew it to
be.”

Clearly, there was no selfdelusion on Hastings’ part about
what this meant in terms of
standard journalistic practice:
“When all our necks are on the
line with everybody else’s, I
wouldn’t want to file a despatch
that is likely to give the Argenti
nians any hope or comfort.”
When set against the final
victory, Hastings’ point here is
unanswerable. The argument, still
made, that the journalists some
how failed to do their job was, of
course, never tested to the full.
Military victory took care of that.
“Rejoice!” said Mrs Thatcher to
the Press gathered outside No 10
on June 15, 1982. She knew better
than anyone that there is no need
to be sensitive about success.
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In fear of
the British
invasion
m
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JAMES BONE reports on Europe’s anxiety
about hooligan holidaymakers and how the
Government plans to respond

TIM EGGAR, the Foreign Office
Minister, flew to Benidorm yes
terday to initiate the Great Brit
ish Holiday Season. His visit sig
nals the beginning of another
summer when the patience of
hoteliers and — in some resorts,
at least — the capacity of police
cells will be sorely stretched by
the antics of an ill-mannered minority of British holidaymakers.
With more than 27 million

The pamphlet points out that
British consuls can offer advice
on local lawyers and doctors,
contact relatives and friends at
home, cash a cheque up to £50
and even, “provided that certain
strict criteria arc met”, make a
repayable loan for repatriation to
the UK. But they cannot put up
bail if you are arrested.
The Government has also been
distributing leaflets at ports and

o"in ?he season got off to a
particularly bad start with the
arrival of 8,000 English fans at
the European football championshiDS in West Germany and more
than 50 arrests for drunkenness
and brawling before the first
match. Eggar’s fear is that,
“unless we stop the increase in
crime, it will get out of control in
the same way that football hooliganism got out of control”.
Hoteliers, tourist authorities
and police throughout Continental Europe arc agreed that young
BHtons^surpass all other tourists
fn their capacity for drunkenness
and hooliganism (with the Dutch

and sometimes dangerous minority” who cause problems,
They included the scrounger
who saw the consul as part-time
bank manager and nanny, and
the “freeloader", who seemed o
think the taxpayer should subsi
dise his globetrotting. _
.
Clearly, however. Eggar s
main concern on his mission to
Spain and in the television advertising campaign is to curb the
hooligan, whether, as he put it in
his report, “it’s the so-called
football supporter deliberately
out to cause trouble, or someone
who has had just too much sun
and boo/.c. or simply the spo
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Eggar: hooligans will be last
in the queue for help from
British consuls
gggipg
policio luristica is being estabiHHi lishcd in San Antonio. Staffed by
English-speaking officers, it will
try to help tourists as well as
control them. If the experiment
is successful, it may be extended
throughout the Balearics and to
the Spanish mainland.
One reason for the increasing
hooliganism and crime by British
tourists abroad is simply the
huge surge in the number ot Brit
ons taking holidays overseas.
More Britons now go to Spain
every year than the total number
who'travelled abroad 20 years
ago.
Last year, the Foreign Office
says the price war between tour
operators encouraged “younger
but often inexperienced travel(who) unfortunately are
J7 lers
more likely to get into difficultics abroad"
Soain Portugal and Barbados
are now trying to attract “higher
qualitv” tourists, and Greece has
cracked down on back-packers
' - 2,
by requiring travellers arriving
cheap charter flights to have
~' *
prc-bookcd accommodat o .
^
nul jn Benidorm. which has

*>*• “IT*—
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asssss&rsssb ss:se»=| isss
later this month advising travel
lers how to avoid trouble abroad
and warning them that, if they do
behave badly, they will find
there “is no such thing as a eonsular magic wand
The 15
second advertisements, which

■
, sai(j 0n his arrival in
wrong. ^erday. “Even one
Bemdo
tolei4tcd.” Hoolisnouia no
wouW bc “last in
gans.
'df’or hclp from Conc7,u
suls^
acute in

With alcohol consid
J
classes in bars, but odd fashions five m,nor
night — usuai
cheaper than in Britain —a large gevd
A fav0Urite pastimein Britons every
or disputes
rum and coke oncost as little as “cnidoPrnl for instance, is rip- fighting. /bills Almost all were
50p - young Britons easily
up young Saplings. in Ma. about bar billsbecome drunk and unruly. Dur- 9 ^ British fun-seekers have caused bydnnk* thoritics have
,n8 happy hour in^ bpanisn takcn t0 dambenng from oneThe Spanish au.in ducingthe
bars, ■•half-price means not the
balcony anot8h
1 soniesuccess"'a, pat-
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onc not hard to see that the
was not h^ arrived and what
invad
h
somc 0f them had
sortoi Qne of thc youths gathP^n*nd thc screen sported a
crea
h the legend: Stabbo
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John Hunt on the issues behind this week’s European pollution talks

Add test for environment ministers

i

ENVIRONMENT ministers will
gather in Luxembourg on Thurs
day for a crucial meeting of the
European Community Council,
where important decisions will
have to be taken on the contro
versial subjects of acid rain and
depletion of the ozone layer.
Officials of EC governments
have already been in intensive
discussions to pave the way for
the meeting. Lord Caithness, the
British Environment Minister,
has held preliminary talks in
London with his West German
counterpart, Dr Klaus Topfer,
who will chair the Luxembourg
talks.
This will be the last environ
ment meeting under the West
German presidency of the Coun
cil of Ministers. In view of that
country’s intense interest in con
servation, particularly the effect
of acid rain op its forests, Dr Top
fer is determined to reach some
binding, long-term agreements.
Lord Caithness will be equally
anxious to dispel the impression
among his community partners
that Britain is the bad boy of
Europe when it comes to pollu
tion. The Government is
extremely sensitive to such accu
sations and maintains that they
are not justified.
The meeting comes at a diffi
cult time for the British Govern
ment. At the weekend it came
under criticism from the Royal
Commission on Environmental
Pollution for failing to meet the
safety criteria for disposal of
industrial waste laid down by the
commission in 1985.
In addition, The Labour Party
claimed that Britain was the
“dustbin of Europe" on environ
mental matters. Mr John Cun
ningham, Labour environment
spokesman, has written to Mr
Jacques Delors, president of the
European Commission, asking
him to put pressure on Britain to
meet its international environ
mental obligations.
On top of that, Labour Euro
MPs have drawn up a “charge

m

Lord Caithness: Anxious to
change Britain’s image
sheet" alleging that Britain is
guilty of 22 infringements of EC
pollution regulations.
Heading the agenda at the
meeting will be the formulation
of a draft directive for large
plants to tighten control of
smoke emissions. These come
mainly from coal-burning power
stations and are a big contributor
to acid rain.
The question of the threat to
the ozone layer - after the dis
covery of a hole in the ozone
layer over Antarctica - will
arise at the meeting with the rati
fication of the Montreal Agree
ment, drawn up last September.
Its aim is to reduce the produc
tion of chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs), which are used in aero
sols, plastic foam and refrigera
tors. CFCs are believed to cause
thinning of the ozone layer
around the earth which could
lead to a dangerous increase in
the ultra-violet radiation reach
ing the earth’s surface.
The controversial topic of
tighter controls on vehicle
exhaust emissions will also be
discussed.
In a recent speech, Lord Caith
ness adopted a cautious approach
to the meeting. Britain, he
warned, would need to scrutinise

Broad Street Associates
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EC environmental measures to
see if they were too rigid or
unreasonably discriminatory
against the UK. He claimed that
Britain was still being asked to
agree limits on emissions from
large combustion plants that
were scientifically unattainable
and not of proven benefit to the
environment.
The large plant directive con
cerns emissions of sulphur diox
ide and nitrogen oxide, which
contribute to acid rain. Some
countries, notably in Scandina
via, have complained that British
pollution is damaging their for
ests and killing fish.
Britain will find it difficult to
meet the standards proposed
under the German presidency.
The suggested draft directive on
sulphur dioxide would mean that
Britain would have to reduce
emissions by 26 per cent by 1993,
46 per cent by 1998 and 70 per
cent by 2003.
On nitrogen oxide, from a base
line set in 1980, Britain would
have to cut emissions by 25 per
cent by 1993 and 40 per cent by
1998. Britain is hoping for a com
promise over the sulphur figures
but believes that such a compro
mise will be much more difficult
on nitrogen oxide. Some other EC
countries are also unhappy about
the NOx proposals.
Britain argues that it is already
doing all it can to reduce pollu
tion and that it has the most
expensive programme in Europe
for cleaning up power station
emissions. Its published target is
to reduce both sulphur and NOx
emissions by 30 per cent by the
end of the 1990s.
The Central Electricity Gener
ating Board has a £lbn pro
gramme to reduce harmful emis
sions over the next 10 years. All
new coal-fired power stations will
be fitted with desulphurisation
equipment to remove 90 per cent
of sulphur dioxide. Three existing
power stations are being simi
larly equipped.
In addition, burners that will

reduce nitrogen oxide emissions
by 40 per cent are being fitted to
12 existing power stations.
Environmental groups such as
Friends of the Earth argue that
Britain is still dragging its feet in
this area and sees the EC talks as
a useful lever to force tougher
controls on the Government.
Ratification of the Montreal
Agreement, which was drawn up
by about 40 nations last Septem
ber, should not present much dif
ficulty. Its aim is to halve CFC
production by 1999.
Mr Charles Secrett, campaigns
co-ordinator for Friends of the
Earth, believes that does not go
far enough and that the target is'
already out of date.
He believes an 85 per cent cut
in consumption and production
of CFCs as soon as possible is the
only way to stabilise the ozone
layer. However, chemical compa
nies argue that such a move
before production of an alterna
tive to CFCs would only create a,
crisis in the market for such
products.
The main controversy over
exhaust fumes concerns the sec
ond stage in control of emissions
from car engines of 1.4 litres and
less. Nitrogen oxide and hydro,
carbons in the fumes are thought
to be leading contributors to acid
rain.
West Germany, the Nether,
lands, Denmark and Greece are
proposing the toughest limit for
tests on such engines of five
grammes per test. That would
require the fitting of an expen
sive catalytic converter.
The commission proposes an
eight-gramme limit and is sup
ported by Ireland, Luxembourg
and Belgium. Britain, Spain,
France and Italy are likely to
press for a limit as high as 12
grammes, which existing lean
burn engines could cope with.
All in all, it looks as if Lord
Caithness, who only took up his
present post in January, is going
to have a very difficult time in
Luxembourg on Thursday.
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Argentine crash kills 2
All 22 aboard were killed when
an Argentine Douglas airliner on
an internal flight crashed in fog
near Posadas in the north-east.
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Plane crash kills
22 in Argentina

Buenos Aires - An Argentine airliner with 22 people aboard
burst into flames and crashed just a mile from its destination
authorities said yesterday. There were no survivors (Our
Correspondent writes).
,
The Austral Airlines DC 9 was neanng Posadas, m
Misiones province, 750 miles north-east of here, when
witnesses at the airport heard an explosion and saw flames
from a nearby wooded area.
The cause of the crash was still unknown last night.
Airport officials speculated that the aircraft, which was
flying at low altitude, might have clipped a tree with one ot
its wings.
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Satellites
proposal
perplexes
TV chiefs
LORD YOUNG of Graffham’s
vices, BBC 2 and Channel 4, on to
high-powered satellites met a perfiLr?aCt,°n HyCHtenay f°m
the"; Par^ If°,he?ervto
eventually go on satellite alone
they will be available only to view
ers prepared to buy costly receiv
ing equipment.
The Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry fleshed out
his surprise announcement of last
Friday in an interview yesterday
with the BBC Radio 4’s World
This Weekend. He described dis
cussions about running BBC 2
and Channel 4 both on terrestrial
band widths, as at present, and by
satellite as “very tentative”, but
spoke of “switching off down here
after a few years”.
Pressed as to when that would
happen, Lord Young said: “We
can’t go around cutting people
off. It would be a very big step.”
He suggested that a time when 50
per cent of the population could
receive satellite would be the ear
liest the switch could take place.
According to sources close to
the minister, the announcement
stems directly from Lord Young
and is a “piece of lateral thinking
by him”. It helps to explain the
hasty announcement made last
month delaying plans for a White
Paper on broadcasting from this
summer until the autumn.
Michael Grade, chief executive
of Channel 4, said: “I am per
plexed. There are too many un
knowns in the proposal to know
how to react. Our board will meet
next week to work out a response.
It would be wrong to be asked to
give up our terrestrial frequencies
before the 90 per cent of the
population who watch Channel 4
at some point during the week
have switched to satellite. ”

continuing to service its present
audiences”. But it was possible
that subscribers could be asked to
P3y
f°r the high-definition

By Maggie Brown
Media Editor
pictures and stereo sound which a
high-powered satellite signal
would make possible, servicing
new television sets which will be
come available in the late 1990s.
Mark Fisher, Labour’s arts and
media spokesman, said: “Far
from being an expansion of
broadcasting choice this would
lead to restrictions. It reveals the
Government’s true intention not
to provide universal services but
to make as much money out of
braodcasting as it can.”
Lord Young made it clear that
part of the reason behind the
move lies in freeing BBC 2 and
Channel 4 bandwidths for more
advertising-supported channels
“offering more choice and variety
to the consumer”.
In 1978 Britain was allocated,
under treaty, five direct broad
casting satellite channels. In 1980,
the BBC asked the Government
for two of these channels. Alisdair
Milne, in his autobiography, DG,
to be published this week, writes:
“We did that because satellites
must surely one day replace the
transmitters that cover and some
times despoil our countryside.”
In 1986, after a club of 21 inter
ests, including the BBC, had
failed to bring about a direct
broadcasting satellite consortium,
the Independent Broadcasting
Authority awarded a private sector group called British Satellite
Broadcasting three of the five na
tional channels. A year ago BSB,
whose members are Pearson, Vir
gin, Granada and Anglia, asked
the Government for all five chan
nels. It was turned down.
Rupert Murdoch is to use the
Luxembourg rival Astra satellite.
I The BBC is to hold a revew in
the autumn on the issue of “fac
tion”, the documentary drama
which has provoked controversy
the past two years with the
Monocled Mutineer drama series
m 1986 and the recent Tumbledown film about the Falklands
campaign.
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Crash kills 22
Buenos Aires (AP) — A DC-9
passenger plane belonging to
the private Argentine airline
Austral crashed near Posadas,
some 700 miles north-east of
Buenos Aires yesterday, killing
all 22 passengers.
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Air crash kills 22
All 22 people aboard were killed
yesterday when a Douglas DC-9
jet airliner on a domestic flight
crashed in thick fog near the city
of Posadas, in the north-east of
Argentina. — Reuter.
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Argentine air crash

An Argentinian DC-9 passenger
plane crashed yesterday some
700 miles north-east of Buenos
Aires, the Telam news agency
reported. All 15 passengers
were killed. — AP.

.
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22 Die in Crash 1
In Argentina
POSADAS, Argentina (AP)
— An Austral Lineas A6reas
DC-9 carrying 22 persons
crashed in heavy fog Sunday
near the airport in this north
eastern city as it prepared to
land, officials said. The airline
said there were no survivors.
The airline said 15 passen
gers and seven crew members
were on board the private car
rier, which left Buenos Aires
and stopped in Resistencia en
route to Posadas.
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Falkland heroes 'juh
hit by Navy torpedo
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The amazing own goal happened as the nuclear
sub—the pride of the Navy after its “kill” in the
------- 1
— South Atlantic—was
taking part in routine
exercises last week.
It was hit by a practice
torpedo fired from an
antisubmarine chopper
c
• off the Scottish coast.
f**
And it suffered the ig
nominy of having to limp
back to its base in the
i River Clyde with its bows
I bent and twisted.

3

'

m

BRITAIN’S most famous submarine, HMS Con
queror, which sank the Argie cruiser Belgrano in the
Falklands War, has itself been torpedoed-by a Royal
Navy helicopter.

Deliberate

It was the same base to
which the Conqueror
! made its hero’s return
, from the Falklands six
! years ago.
Then, the Conqueror
flew the Skull and Crossbones pirate flag from its
, masthead—the Navy sub
1 signal to show a "kill”,
been made.
. has
Last week’s return—
after the sub had itself
been caught napping—
was verv low kev
a ** * ,
e Lfarvia
A Ministry of Defence
spokesman said yester
day: ,,The accident happened when the
Conqueror was on the
surface.
“The torpedo was fired
deliberately, but we obvi-

a
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By ALASTAIR BLYTH
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The Conqueror—caught napping by Navy chopper

ously did not expect the
exercise to end the way
it did.
..rv.
„
Damage was not seriolls’ and we exPect that
Conqueror will have alrcady returned to sea.’’
The MoD spokesman
said the torpedo, a practice weapon used for ex
ercises, contained no
explosives,
The damage to the hull

was caused by the sheer
force of the torpedo
smashing home.
“In every other respect
it was like a real torpedo
in terms of weight and
size.”

The sinking of the
1 4,000-ton General
Belgrano, with the loss of
321 lives, helped restore
British pride after the
Argic invasion of the
Falklands in 1982.
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Belgrano sub is
hit by torpedo

THE British submarine
that sank the Belgrano
during the Falklands War
has been hit by a tor
pedo.
HMS Conqueror was
the target of an unarmed
torpedo fired from a Navy
helicopter, it was re
vealed last night.
The accident happened.last week during exer->

By KEN STEIN

| plan for one actually to

cises off the Scottish
coast.

The torpedo smashed
into the bow casing of the
nuclear powered subma
rine, which was on the
surface.
Later Conqueror
limped back to the Clyde
submarine base at Faslane for repairs.

score a hit.”
Conqueror, a Churchill
class submarine capable
of sailing round the world
under water, became fa
mous during the Falk
lands crisis in 1982.
It sank the 14,000-ton
Argentine cruiser Gen
eral Belgrano with the
loss of 321 lives.

Returned
A Ministry of Defence
spokesman said: “The
damage was not serious
and we expect the Con
queror will already have
returned to sea.”
He went on: "The exer
cise involved anti-subma
rine helicopters dropping
torpedoes from the air.
“It was not part of the
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Belgrano’ sub is
zapped

BRITAIN’S most
famous submarine—
the Conqueror which
sank the Belgrano in
the Falklands War—has
herself been torpedoed.
Her bows were dented
when she was accident
ally hit during a training
exercise off the west cost
of Scotland.
Red-faced Defence
officials admitted last

night the missile was
mistakenly fired at the
from a Royal Navy
helicopter.
"It was only in practise
and there was no war
head on the torpedo," a
spokesman said.
The sub was repaired at
Faslane and was back at
sea yesterday.
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FALKLANDS veteran Philip Williams has
been hiding his shameful past from produc
ers who portray him as the hero of a new war
silm.
7;*+i°r **\e kujly ex-Scots Guardsman battered two
1 tk giS? a?eLhe was trusted to be a babysitter.
stLned h?semLe oyuetaa0!hde™."ther hIt- °Ut laSt night: 'Tm
Pretty Francis Martin who
lives close to Williams in Lan
caster added:**! just
thank God that my
children were too young
to remember what
happened.”
Williams, 24, of the
Second Battalion Scots
Guards, hit the headlines
when he went missing
during the battle of
Mount Tumbledown in
1982.
He was presumed dead
by the Army and vil
lagers even held a me
morial service for him at
Halton near Lancaster.
Seven weeks later he
stumbled into Bluff
Cove. He claimed he got
lost behind enemy lines.
But his army mates
thought he was bluffing
even though an inquiry
cleared him of desertion.

BRUISES
He came home to a
hero’s welcome but he
quit the Guards after a
visit to a mental hospital.
Just a few weeks later
he attacked Frances’
children Kate, aged two,
and her four-month-old
sister Rachael while
babysitting for their
mum.
When Frances returned
she spotted bruises on
Rachael’s head and bot
tom. A doctor found her
sister’s buttocks were
bruised too.

Yesterday Williams was
in hiding.
But a girl at the flat
where he has been stay
ing said: “He’s an advi
sor on the film but I
don't think he’s said
anything about this
incident.”
• ANOTHER Falklands
Scots Guards veteran is
also keen to hide a
guilty episode in his
past.
Sergeant Mick Allum,
40, who has been claim
ing “bad treatment” by

WILLIAMS: Mental unit
the army was once court
martialled for brutalising
young recruits!
Allum was wounded in
the same battle as Tum
bledown writer Lieut.
Robert Lawrence and
was awarded the British
Empire Medal along with
£48,000 from the South
Atlantic Fund.
When he retired from
the Regiment four
months ago Allum, of

BELL: Star of film
Bathgate, West Lothian,
said angrily: “I wanted .
to stay in the Guards
and .teach recruits. They
refused me, even though
there were vacancies.”
But -a soldier who
served with him in the
Falklands: “He virtually
tortured young recruits.
“He was sentenced to
be reduced back down to
a Guardsman but managed to work his Mway
back up the ranks.
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Super>
#

gmist

Wendy Cope

S

ince he has recently taken up so much
space on the letters page of The Spectator,
let’s get the facts straight about Superman.
His real name is Calel (or maybe Kal-El)
and he was born on the ill-fated planet
Krypton. He is faster than a speeding
bullet and more powerful than a locomotive. He puts out fires with his superbreath.
sees through walls (unless they are lined
with lead) and understands German. The
last of these powers is in evidence in a
scene from the old black-and-white movie,
when a Teutonic villain utters a threat and
Superman tells him confidently, ‘You're
going to eat those words.’ Furthermore
Superman can, of course, fly but in his
early years he couldn’t. This may explain
the confusion. To begin with he just used
to leap as high as the tallest building.
All this stuff is for boys, really, and
unworthy of my attention. But I adored
Superman’s 50th Anniversary: A Celebration of the Man of Steel, an American
import shown on BBC 1. Narrated by a
man called Dana Carvey, it was a spoof
documentary, set in the superhero’s home
town, Metropolis, ‘the city that annually
leads the nation in accidents and natural
disasters’. The interviewees included a
local dry-cleaner (‘Superman’s job is saving the world. My job is to make sure he
looks good doing it’) and Lois Lane’s

THE SPECTATOR

mother, who thought her daughter should
lower her standards a little bit. The
programme-makers also looked at the
crime problem: ‘Every city breeds a certain
kind of criminal. In New York it’s mug
gers, Chicago — gangsters, Metropolis —
evil masterminds trying to take over the
world.’
The Rivals (BBC 2), on the other hand,
was a disappointment, as it was bound to
be, because the last production I saw — at
the National Theatre five years ago — was
just about perfect. This time the plot began
to irritate me. The telephone rang twothirds of the way through and I couldn’t be
bothered to rewind the tape and watch the
rest of it.
Instead I tuned in to the last hour of
Waldheim (Channel 4), which, if you
weren't going to sit through four hours of
it, was probably the best part to see. In
their closing speeches, the two advocates
summarised the evidence and arguments
and, while we waited for the judges to
return. Sir Alasiair Blivet gave some idea
of the massive amount of research that had
gone into the programme. Thames Televi
sion and Channel 4 deserve our respect for
making and screening it. Those of us who
would rather read a book than watch such
a long programme will have to pay £14.95
for A Case To Answer?, published by
Robson. The judgment, as readers will
probably know by now, was that the
evidence presented did not amount to a
case for Waldheim to answer,
Revisiting his old school in Exiles (BBC
2), the Austrian poet Erich Fried found a
picture of Waldheim on the classroom
wall, i think it is not necessary,’ he said.
Born in Vienna in 1921, Fried left Austria
in 1938. On his arrival in London, he told
the Jewish Refugee Committee that he
wanted to become a German poet. Fifty
years later he is an acclaimed and influential figure in the German-speaking world,
still living quietly in North London and not
much noticed by the English. He was an.
appropriate choice for the first programme
in this new series and the portrait was a
charming one, revealing an eccentric side
of this serious European intellectual — a
liking for rummaging through skips, for
example — without making too much of
the eccentricities.
You’ve read enough about Tumbledown
(BBC 1) by now, so I will merely say a few
words about the portrayal of Sophie. If it is
any consolation to the real-life Sophie or to
her mother (who has protested in a letter
to the Times), I didn’t see the character as
a ‘feelingless sex-kitten’. The play gave me
the impression that Sophie, who was very
young and in a difficult position, had been
kind to Robert Lawrence. Even so, it isn’t
surprising that she was distressed to see
this episode from her love-life on the
screen. Though I found the programme
powerful and thought-provoking, I’m not
at all sure that this kind of treatment of real
people can be justified.
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War book is cut
THE PUBLISHER of a best-selling book on
which the BBC based its Falklands war film
Tumbledown has agreed to delete a passage,
relating to events cut from the film following a
dispute between the author, former Scots
Guard Lieut Robert Lawrence, and a fellow
officer, from all future editions.
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Cut in
Guards
book
agreed
The publishers of a
. best-selling book on
which the BBC based its
Falklands war film
Tumbledown
have
agreed to delete a pas
sage from future
editions.
The changes to the book —
When The Fighting Is Over —
come after a dispute between
author Lt Robert Lawrence and
fellow Scots Guards Captain
James Stuart.
The deleted 100-word section
refers to the same events cut by
the BBC from the screening of
its programme last month. At
that time, Captain Stuart
denied telling Lt Lawrence to
abandon the assault on Mount
Tumbledown.

Editions
Refuting Lt Lawrence’s ver
sion of events, he said: "I was
on Tumbledown that night, but
at no time did I say to Robert
Lawrence that he should not go
on or that he. should shoot
, anyone who tried to stop him
going back.”
A spokesman for Captain
Stuart said last night: "The
publishers have agreed to
delete a passage from all future
editions of the book.
'The officers concerned have
settled their differences on
‘honourable terms acceptable to
jthem both and have no further
[comment to make.”
; A spokesman for Bloomsbury
Publishers said: "We are very
pleased to have resolved this
i dispute and are quite happy
!with th e outcome.”
• Yorkshire Television’s
documentory The Falklands
War: The Untold Story collected its fourth international award — when it was named
the year’s documentary winner
at the Banff Festival in Can
ada.
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Passage to be
deleted from
soldier’s book
The Falklands veteran, *
Lieutenant Robert Lawrence
has agreed to delete a conten-;
tious passage from his best
selling book, which provided
the basis for the BBC’s tele
vision drama Tumbledown,.
and led to a dispute with a
fellow veteran of the conflict.
Captain James Stuart had
objected to When the Fighting
is Over because its co-author,.
Lieutenant Lawrence, had.
claimed the senior officer told
him to abandon an assault.
But last night the captain
said the men, both from the .
Scots Guards, had settled their
differences “on honourable
terms.”
Bloomsbury Publishers are
to scrap the 100-word ref
erence from all future editions
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■ Charles Wood’s BBC TV play
Tumbledown, based on the experi
ences of the Falklands soldier
Robert Lawrence, was seen by
10.55 million people, according to
the BARB ratings, an exception
ally high figure for a single play.

y
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War book cut
Future copies of the book, When
the Fighting is Over, on which
the BBC based its Falklands
film, Tumbledown, will not con
tain the words which were cut
from the television film. The dis
puted passage concerned an
assertion by the author, Lt Rob
ert Lawrence, that he was urged
not to press the attack on Mount
Tumbledown.
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Nato,
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commty intrsts. Nigeria: R A Jowit.
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Braithwaite, Rodric Quentin,
Ambassador-designate,
Moscow.
Donald, Alan Ewcn, Ambassador, Peking.
Johnson, John Rodney. British
High
Commissioner,
Nairobi.

to fir cmml and commty Intrsts. sao
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Investment, New York.
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A JBeamish, HM Amb, Lima: J
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Garner, HM Consul-Gen,
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Houston, M J
OldZU
Amb, Luanda; P E Heim, Illy
regr. Eur Court of Justice,
Luxembourg, R W Horrell,
FCO; A D Knox, ltly v-pres, ‘
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FCO- D P Small, Br High
Comm, Georgetown; Mrs V E
Sutherland, HM Amb, Abidjan,
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Commissioner,
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High
Commr,
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DAILY MIRROR

TUMUMWN A HIT

5 (8) Steptoe And Son
~BBC!
~
MORE than 11 '/^million viewers
12.69
6 (-) Telethon: At The Rovers Return
tuned in to Tumbledown, the
(7.35pm)
itv 12.31
controversial Falklands War
7 (-) Telethon: The Final Total (9.55pm) ITV
story of Lieut Robert Lawrence.
11.90
8 (-) Mastermind
BBC1 11.72
But the play splashed all over the front
9 (-) Tumbledown
BBC1 11.56
pages still finished only 9th in the 10 (-) Telethon: Treasure Hunt
ITV 11.49
ratings, behind the big three soaps, 11 (-) The Two Of Us
ITV 10.92
(-) Telethon: Bruce Forsyth
ITV 10.72
That's Life, the Telethon and repeats 12
13
(11)
Emmordale
Farm
ITV
10.63
of Steptoe And Son.
14 (16) Brush Strokes
BBC1 10.62
15
(12)
The
Equalizer
ITV 10.57
Full Top 20 for the week to June 5: 16 (13) Through The Keyhole
ITV 10.39
1 (1) EastEnders
2 (5) Coronation Straat
3 (19) That's Lira

4 (7) Neighbours

-

BBC1 14.77
ITV 14.46
BBC1 13.31
BBC1 12.76

17 (17) Cannon And Ball
18 (-) Tales Ol The Unexpected
19 (-) People
20 (10) The Russ Abbot Show
Chart by MRIB

I
:

ITV 9.58
ITV 9.47
BBC1 9.39
BBC1 9.27
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TV award
Yorkshire Television’s docu
mentary, The Falklands War:
the Untold Story, collected its
fourth international award yes
terday as documentary winner
at the Banff Festival in Canada.
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Argentine hope
Buenos Aires (Reuter) — The
Argentine Foreign Ministry
said it was “awaiting... a posi
tive gesture from the British
government... that allows for
steps towards a renewal of the
negotiations between the two
countries” on the Falklands.
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Caring for Falklands veterans
by BOB BRYANT
ON June 14, 1982, the
final shots of the Falk. _j0 War prhoed over
Stanley0" and the
Fort &tamey an
_
Argentine invasion was at
weeks of fighting by

vfnruti&

Weston the Welsh Guards- was a bridge too far even for
swelled to £13-million.
The charity was for the man badly burned at Bluff many young, battle-honed
benefit of those who suf- Cove — and 140 women who soldiers.
,
received
The Fund has helped ease
fered, whether on active lost husbands
service or whether they lost between £30,000 and that burden and
, is __likely to
loved ones or had husbands
£70,000 each. do so for another 50 years
iniured fighting a
During the past financial according to the Fund s
^g^
h() ge
year ofgthe /und £569,000 secretary Cdr. Ken Steven.
At first the fund was has been distributed to both
Eight hundred men

asuzjsrsz sau*-x>"s

Ucanwas over^ut a hfgh
Around UO-million was charity's list and there are
price had been paid for -Uowed^
* early stamen who have yet

eligible for help for rnany
&to come,
■

SMELTS
fnthehoureof rejoicing and received more than £100,000 surviving either in the million pounds during the
ihe slth Atlantic Fund each - including Simon Services or in C.wy Street lost financial year.
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SECOND SEASON (1988) FALKLAND ISLANDS FISHING LICENSES

4

1. Licence Allocations: Type X — All Areas All
Species
COUNTRY
NUMBER OF
(FLAG STATE)
LICENSES
COMPANY
Anamer
Spain
11
Aspe
Spain
4
Adapla
Portugal
1
Fishing Explorer
UK
1
UK
Eiranova Fisheries
1
SFP Atlantic
UK
1
Marr (Falklands)
UK
1
International Fishing
Investments
UK
1
SWB Fishing Ltd
UK
1
Seaboard Offshore
UK
2
Coalite Taiyo Consortium
Japan
4
Federpesca
Italy
3
Kastor
Greece
2
Gryf
Poland
3
2. Licence Allocations:
Finfish
COMPANY
Adapla

Type Y — All Areas
COUNTRY
NUMBER OF
LICENSES
(FLAG STATE)
Portugal
1

Anamer
Spain
24
Aspe
Spain
7
Auscot
Norway
1
Fishing Explorer
UK
2
Eiranova Fisheries
UK
1
Fortuna
Japan
3
KDSFA
Korea
4
Pescavigo
Spain
1
Seaboard Offshore
UK
2
SFP Atlantic
UK
1
Solander
Japan
1
Marr (Falklands)
UK
1
Marr (Falklands)
Japan
1
SWB Fishing
UK
1
3. Licence Allocations: Type Z
West Area,
Finfish Only
COUNTRY
NUMBER OF
LICENSES
(FLAG STATE)
COMPANY
Anamer
Spain
27
8
Dalmor
Poland
Japan
1
Fortuna
14
Gryf
Poland
8
Odra
Poland

>

J

7
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THE SKIPPER of the
South Korean squid jigger Chung Yong 5 has
been fined £80,000 and
his fishing gear confiscated after pleading guilty
to two charges of infring®
inning
mg iishing regulations
goyerning the Falkland
Islands Interim Conservation and Management
Zone (FICZ).
The owner of the vessel,

Daerim Fishing Company,
was fined £20,000 for illegal’
fishin8The Chung Yong 5 was
stopPed on May 7 in the
™rth, °,f ihi F1,cz by.the
eul™ ship FaIkIa?ds R*ght.
She was escorted tQ pQrt
Stanley.
Her skipper pleaded guilty
to a charge of failure to
slow gear on May 6 when
four miles inside the zone;
and to fishing without a
licence on May 7 when 1.4
miles inside.
Meanwhile, the Falkland
Islands government has now
finalised the second season
(1988) licence allocations.
“There was considerable
interest in the All Areas Finfish (Type Y Licence) and
the All Areas All Species
(Type X Licence),” says the
Falkland Islands office.
Polish and Spanish companies registered the main
interest in the West Area,
Finfish Only (Type Z)
licence.
The number of Type X
licences allocated are slightly
increased over the number
awarded during the second
season (1987). There was,
however, a need to restrict
the number of both Type X
and Type Y licences on conservation grounds.

F
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Lawyer flies
2,000 miles to
set up shop

SOJ

14, JO
VJ
I'M JilAi

FIRM of Scots lawyers
Jr\ have swooped on the
Falklands.
And the friendly invasion is
being spearheaded by 29-yearold legal eagle Gavin Farquhar.
He’s a partner in the Aberdeen
firm which has pulled off a coup in
opening the islands’ first law prac
tice.
Farquhar’s law will be dispensed
from 44 John Street, Port Stanley.
And he’s taking a four wheel
drive jeep with him to reach the more
remote islanders.
Gavin said yesterday that his quali
fications for the job were unique - an
Aberdeen University degree plus
being single and slightly mad.

ADVICE
Until now the only source of legal
advice to the islanders has been govern
ment officials.
Gavin said yesterday: “For the first
time ever they will get totally indepen
dent advice.
“I’m not going to stay out there forever.
I do have a girlfriend who
is staying at home.
“I’ll be there for a year
to set things up and then
somebody else will take
over.
“I’m looking forward to
the challenge of starting
in August.”
The firm made the move
alter realising the poten-

FALKLANDS BOUND ... Aberdeen lawyer Gavin Farquhar.

By IAN CAMERON
tial of future oil and gas
exploration, multinational fishing and the
f'act that the 2000
islanders have never had
their own lawyer before.
Gavin added: “Falklands
law is based on UK stat-

utes so there should be
no problem.
“I will be looking for
everything from commer
cial to even criminal work 1
in what we see as an
international first.

DAILY RECORD
10th June, 1988

“We are treating it as a
branch office with all the
communications back-up
from HQ in Aberdeen.”

]
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N.E. solicitors to
open in Falklands
Chalmers are toopena newbrarich
office — some 9000 miles from their
head office in Golden Square.
.
.
Partner Mr Gavin Farquhar (29) is
to establish the office at Port Stanley,
in
— the
- Falkland Islands, where they
plan to serve a local population oi
around 2000.
The Aberdeen firm say they will be
the first independent legal advisers to
set up in the Falklands.
Chalmers first became interested in
: the possibility of an office in the
: South Atlantic ■ islands through
; • North-east -clients with fishing
operations there! They believe there
is considerable potential for business

development, particularly if oil and
gas exploration gets under way.
Mr David Laing, partner in charge
of the Aberdeen firm’s commercial
department, has already visited the
Falklands and Mr Farquhar is to fly
out in August. He will be preceded by
a four-wheel-drive vehicle and office
equipment, which are going by boat.
The .firm say the costs of.setting up
the Falklands venture are not prohibitive. Overall they would be
similar to the cost of opening at
Stornoway, according to Mr Laing.
^
0
Mr Farquhar sees the move as a
great challenge. He expects to be in
the Falklands for about a year and if
the firm are successful, he would then
be replaced by someone else.

j
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Falklands riches at

EXCESSIVE licence fees
for fishing in Falkland wat
ers and a failure to
manage the whole fishery
efficiently are encouraging
fishermen to seek opportunities in Argentinian wat
ers and threatening an
over exploitation of stocks,
says Euro MP James Provan.
"Short term thinking could
put the stable long term deve
lopment of the Falkland
fisheries at risk,” warned Mr
Provan.
Me said that a typical UK
distant water trawler has to
nav JMaannn
”,
pay £188,000 m licence and
joint venture fees just to participate in the Falklands
fishery for one season. The
joint venture system will be
scrapped from next year
(Fishing News, June 10).

risk?

"On the other hand, overhshing by Eastern bloc vessels in the south-west Atlan
tic has driven down the price
of
squid, from
.____
. . $900 to $400 a
tonne taw the viability
ot distant water operations
into doubt,” said Mr Provan,
presenting a report on the
future of the south-west
Atlantic fisheries.
He said it now appears that
Spanish fisheries organisations are discussing new joint
venture arrangements and
u -u- r
c ,
the building of a new fishing
port with ship repair facilities in the Patagonian town
of Puerto Madrin
There is also the likelihood
of Japanese fishing in Argentinian waters in Return 8for

loan finance from Japan, said
Mr Provan.
Lewis Clifton, the Falk
land government’s London
representative, said he was
aware that a number of Tai
wanese and Japanese companies had formed joint venture agreements with the
Argentinians to fish in their
waters.
He said the stock analysis is
well monitored and there is !
no indication within the
Falkland conservation zone
that stocks are being over |
exploited.
Jampq Prnvnn wnntc tv,*
v m6S ^rovan .Yants t*le
European community to take
action to obtain an atrree°
^ u
^nLement of the FaManH
J
.
talks with the UK and
f^th the UK and ArgenTessl
***
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Andrew plugs
the Falklands
MINDFUL, no doubt, of his fin
est hour flying Royal Navy heli
copters during the Falklands
War, the Duke of York has
agreed to star in a 20-minute pro
motional video which extolls the
islands as a tourist attraction.

She continues: “It also shows
the Lodge at Stanley, which is
adequate and looks quite com
fortable. It did make me want to
go but if you like luxury, I don’t
think it’s quite the place for
you.”

The Duke, who was asked to
take part in the film because of
his wartime contribution which
later led to a special relationship
with the 1,800 islanders, has a
five-minute slot in the video
which he recorded at Bucking
ham Palace. But he docs not
refer to the conflict, preferring to
emphasise the attractions of the
local wildlife.
“The film is to encourage
people to take holidays there,
says Richard Coates, a spokes
man for the York-based produc
ers, Falkland Islands Tourism.
“Since the conflict people have
formed very strange perceptions
of the place. But it has amazing
wildlife: penguins, sea-lions,
birds of prey, killer whales. It is
a glorious spot for. ornithologists
and is very similarto Scotland.
“The number of visitors has
increased recently. There have
been 2,000 since the troubles,
but a lot of those are on day trips
from cruises. However, 17-day
packages arc now available for
around £2,500 fully inclusive.
You fly from RAF Brize Norton
to Mount Pleasant via the Ascen
sion Isles. It’s a 16-hour flight
but a very comfortable service.”
Another FIT spokesman, Deb
bie Bather, who has just seen the
film, adds: “There is very little
mention of the conflict although
it does show brief clips of battle
scenes and says bits of aircraft
can still be found here and there.
Mainly it focuses on the inhabit
ants and their jobs.”
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Tumbledown’s
slur on the
caring Army
I MUST take issue with your comments on the television
programme, Tumbledown, in the Western Daily Press on
June 1.
While not wishing
to become involved
in the arguments
about the pros and
cons of tne pro
gramme itself, I
cannot let your
statement, "Not for
the first time on
television recently
Robert’s story unmasked the indif
ferent face of the
Army to its members whose lives are
shattered in its ser
vices”, pass without
comment.

Impression
Such a statement
can only have been
made out of ignorance
by someone foolish
enough to believe that
everything that is said
on television must be
true.
In fact, it is an
unwarranted slur on
the Scots Guards in
particular and the
Army in general. I
would like to correct the
wrong impression to the
public that such a
statement must surely
give.
There are more than
150 regimental asso
ciations and charitable
funds to assist both
serving and retired
servicemen and their
families, and they all
work closely with the
welfare services of the
Army.
In addition to these,

Tumbledown —* Colin Frith as Lieutenant Robert Law
rence, a hero at the centre of a Falklands controversy
there are 18 all-Service
funds,
such
as
BLESMA, the Burma
Star Association and
the Royal British
Legion. We, in the
Soldiers’, Sailors’ and
Airmen’s Families’
Association act as
agents for all these as
well as for similar funds
of the other two services.
In Somerset, the
SSAFA dealt with 168
cases in 1987. In 12
months during 1985-86,
the last period for which
I have figures, the
Army Benevolent Fund,
together with the corps
and regimental associations to which I re
ferred, gave out a total
of £4,698,430 in relief
work in all forms.

I hardly think this
demonstrates "the in
different face of the
Army
to
i ts
members ...”
The Army cares very
deeply, not only for
those who are serving,
but for all those who
have served, whatever
their age, rank and
length of service.
Not only do we care
for them, but we care
lor their families as
well.
Lieutenant Colonel M
F Davies
SSAFA
County
Secretary
Orhcards
Tatworth
Chard
Somerset
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No quiet on the Falklands front
mv DRAMA producers are feel- from Blighty, a 1926 curiosity
| ing sore. Tumbledown was a which featured the young Godfrey
first-rate play, they're saying, Winn as cannon fodder sent out to
and yet observe all the purple the trenches, it isn’t until 1930 and
faces.
Journey's End that the Great War
General Sir John Hackett ac- received objective treatment in a
cuses the BBC of raking over the British-made film—the same year
ashes. Sir Anthony Buck com that Hollywood produced All Quiet
plains that films like this denigrate On The Western Front, a far stron
the Falklands victory. And now ger indictment of warfare which
this new Channel 4 film, Resur was immediately banned in Ger
rected, about a young Scots many after Nazi demonstrations
Guardsman driven to a nervous against it.
collapse by fellow soldiers who ac
cuse him of deserting—what will
the Blimps say about that?
After the Second War it took us
But compare the time lapse be even longer to move beyond the
tween the First and Second World public school war movie, like
Wars and the first British films Bridge On The River Kwai. It was,
which dared criticise them. Apart I think, 14 years before British

Detached

WWII servicemen were allowed to
have feet of clay, in the 1960 film
The Long And The Short And The
Tall—and another five years before
Sidney Lumet’s The Hill.
Meanwhile the Americans—
more independent and perhaps
more detached—were making hon
est war movies as early as 1945
with The Story Of GI Joe, and kept
up the tradition in films such as
From Here To Eternity, The
Young Lions and Attack!
TV people shouldn’t be sur
prised, then. Let them rather con
sider how much more libertarian
British institutions have be
come—especially the Army, which
40 years ago would have stamped
all over Tumbledown, and Resur
rected too.
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Argentine jet trainer
raises aerospace hopes
V

-/THE APPEARANCE of foreign
Tim Coone reports on
voluble ambassador. They now
military personnel in Argentina
r
have to carry out similar apprais
is always guaranteed to cause a
of several European alterna
/lurry of rumours and specula ing prospects tor the .* als
tives
such as the multi-nation
tion about whether such visits
Pajnpa jet and its
Alpha jet, the Spanish Casa Avioherald the appearance of lethal
jet, even possibly the BAe Hawk,
developers if it is
mew weaponry in Argentina’s
u
i , i
T to a ^ • and t0 come UP with a recomarmoury.
bolight by the USAF
mendation for a replacement dur
'■ But the visit last week of three
ing the next decade for the
iJS Air- Force test pilots should
USAF’s 600 ageing T-37 jet trainmake European manufacturers crises US bridging loans have ers.
.git up and take note. They had come charging to the rescue just
The T-37 has taken US pilots
iflot come to review Argentine as Argentina was about to on bombing missions as far afield
■military shopping lists (some- default on its foreign debt pay- as Vietnam and Libya and on
.what reduced these days due to ments, thereby helping the coun- photo reconnaissance flights high
budget cuts), but rather to assess try stagger through to its next in the skies of the Soviet Union
•Argentina’s new military jet standby loan agreement with the or Nicaragua. The decision on its
trainer, the IA63 Pampa.
International Monetary Fund, replacement will not be taken
According to Mr Theodore The survival of the present gov- lightly. Political questions will
Mildred, the US ambassador in ernment is due at least in part to also figure in the final decision,
Jluenos Aires, the aircraft has a the efforts of Mr Gildred.
'
but one important factor may
potential market in the US and
A big USAF contract for Area weigh in the Pampa’s favour -his personal assessment of the Material Cordoba, the company the powerplant and avionics are
.trainer after he test flew it that manufactures the Pampa, US-made and comprise the bulk
recently (he is a retired USAF would be a shot in the arm for of the cost of the aircraft, which
•captain) is that “it will do every Argentina’s ailing economy and : could well be a decisive point for
thing you ask it and more.” He provide a boost to a demoralised a cost-conscious US Congress,
has even said in public that he industrial sector. With Argentine
AMC’s directors are not idly
will support Argentine efforts to industrial exports presently just '.biting their nails in anticipation,
sell the jet to the USAF as its scraping some $2bn per year, a however. Last year the armed
replacement trainer’in the 1990s.- contract to produce the Pampa ' forces-owned company took the
Mr Gildred has his own rea for the USAF at a projected S4m first step in its 50-year history
sons for wanting to promote the per aircraft, would catapult aero- towards privatisation and inter
project. He has been an enthusi space into Argentina’s leading nationalisation through an agreeastic supporter of President Raul export industry.
;ment with the Italian aerospace
Alfonsin's government and a key
The test pilots, having taken ^company Aeritalia and Techint,
_ally at critical moments during the Pampa for numerous spins ‘one of Argentina’s most powerful
the military crises at Easter 1987 over the vast agricultural plains “.conglomerates to form a new
and January this year.
after which it was named, have ’.joint venture, Fabrica Argentina
; Through successive economic been more tight-lipped than their • de Material Aeroespacial. With
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fresh capital input (possibly
through the debt-equity swap
•scheme) the new company will be
46 per cent owned by AMC, the
remainder by Aeritalia and Techint.
According to Commodore Luis
Tolaba, the chairman of the Air
Force co-ordinating committee on
aircraft production, AMC’s problem has been that “while not
lacking in technical expertise, it
has lacked marketing experience
and was excessively focused on
the domestic market” - namely
the Argentine Air Force. The aim
now, he said, is to step into the
international marketplace
through partnerships with wellestablished aerospace companies,
One project under consider-

ation by the nascent company is
production of Aeritalia’s success
ful ATR-42 regional transport for
the Latin American market, as a.
replacement for the popular Fokker F-27. Parts production for
Aeritalia is also a strong possibil
ity, as is co-production of the new
AMX jet fighter presently under
development in Brazil by the
Embraer company - also in col
laboration with Aeritalia and
Aermacchi. A decision by the
Argentine air force to re-equip
with the AMX would almost cer
tainly lead to its co-production by
Fama.
Dornier of West Germany,
which helped develop the Pampa.
has yet to decide whether it will
enter into a co-production agreement with Fama for the jet
trainer. The order books are still
empty apart from an initial series
of 18 for the Argentine Air Force,
but a major marketing effort is
underway and should the USAF
contract materialise, Fama and
Embraer could well be on the
way to cornering the lion’s share
of the world market
Embraer’s Tucano trainer is
now the basic turboprop trainer
for dozens of air forces around
the world, including the UK’s
Royal Air Force. Should the
Pampa meet with similar success,
the Latin American aerospace
industry will truly have come of
age.
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THE DEBTORS OF AFRICA

#

President Mitterrand’s initiative to relieve the
debt problem of the world’s poorest countries
combines astute timing with his usual flair for
public relations. But it could well be a catalyst
for the long-desired special scheme to help the
famine and poverty stricken countries of subSaharan Africa. It strongly echoes the plan put
forward last year by Mr Nigel Lawson. Then,
the Chancellor had seemed within an ace of
winning the support of his fellow finance
ministers at a meeting of the IMF in
Washington. But decisions were put off.
Yesterday, after duly ensuring that no one
was left in doubt of the initiative’s true
parentage, he was glad to seize on M.
Mitterrand’s proposal as evidence that the
leaders of the world’s seven top industrial
nations, meeting in Toronto in nine days’ time
will finally agree on a debt programme for
Africa. The high-profile French intervention,
quickly endorsed by Mrs Thatcher, ensures
that anything else will be seen as a failure.
The Chancellor’s plan for relief on the
official debt burden faced by sub-Saharan
Africa contains three elements: converting
govemment-to-govemment aid loans into
grants, allowing longer repayment and grace
periods for other official debts such as export
credits and cutting the rates of interest. This
last was the biggest stumbling block.
The United States, in particular, cited
budget and legal objections to offering con
cessional interest rates, even on the debts of the
world’s poorest countries. There is also a risk
of creating a precedent for the much larger
private debts of Latin American countries.
President Alfonsin of Argentina, which is soon
to start a new round of talks on commercial
bank loans, has called for a cut in interest rates
to 4 per cent.
Last week, however, Mr James Baker, the
US Treasury Secretary, finally threw his weight
behind a special deal. He told the annual

meeting of the African Development Bank in
Abidjan that the United States was now
prepared to support both the idea of soft
interest rates on loans to sub-Saharan Africa,
and a substantial rescheduling of official debt.
M. Mitterrand’s own plan offers three
choices on official debt to around 25 African
nations, mainly the former French colonies.
The options are: cancelling one-third of official
debt within the context of a rescheduling of
payments over 10 years; extending maximum
repayment periods from 20 to 25 years at
market interest rates; or rescheduling debt on
preferential interest rate terms but with a
maximum repayment period of 15 years. This
differs in detail rather than spirit from the
original Lawson proposals, so there is every
reason to expect an agreement on this issue in
Toronto.
But it is important for the summit countries,
several of which have already agreed con
cessionary deals with individual debtor nations, to emphasize that this general debt plan
for the poorest is not transferable to negotia
tions with middle-income countries. Most
Latin American debt is owed to the commer
cial banks. Western governments have allowed
the banks to claim tax relief on write-offs of
debt with these countries.
Considerable problems remain, but the
steady, case-by-case approach to the debt
problems of these middle income countries
appears to be succeeding. It is equally
important for the nations of sub-Saharan
Africa to realize that, for all their natural and
externally imposed difficulties, many of their
problems have been self-inflicted. Some,
particularly in West Africa, are malpng big
economic adjustments. But debt relief only
comes once and can too easily be frittered away
unless they court private risk investment to
add to the flow of aid.
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Aftermath of wartime head injuries

9

From the Director of the MRC
Neuropsychology Unit, Oxford
Sir, In the aftermath of Tumbledown, it might be helpful to look at
some cold facts about wartime
head injuries.
In the past two decades, my
small MRC research team has had
the privilege of examining be
tween 200 and 300 men who
incurred head injuries during
World War II. Over 85 per cent of
these men worked full-time until
their retirement, despite severe
injury.
The percentage of psychiatric
disabilities has been remarkably
low. It was estimated during the
early phase after injury at less than
1 per cent and it remains at this
level. These men show residual
difficulties (for example, of lan
guage, memory, or spatial orienta
tion) related to the area ofdamage,
but perform as well as their noninjured peers on standard intelli
gence tests.
This pattern of recovery d<?es
not correspond with that emerging
from studies of the Vietnam
veterans for whom behavioural
indices (percentages of unemploy
ment, psychiatric disability, and
court sentences) show a much less
favourable outcome.
The conclusions seem inescap
able. It is vital to distinguish
between the primary effects of a
focal brain injury in a healthy
young adult and the powerful
secondary impact of psychological
and environmental factors.

World War II veterans shared a
common incentive to protect their
families, homes and backyard.
They were provided with excellent
medical care in the acute period
after their injury and they were not
subjected to civilian hostility from
their compatriots. They belonged
to a generation which did not take
drugs, automatically seek psychi
atric help or expect society to bail
them out of difficulty.
They have displayed Aurelian
qualities of stoicism and determ
ination, coupled with a readiness
to continue to serve medical
science. Such is their loyalty, that
a sizeable contingent returned to
Oxford this week, on the anniver
sary of D-Day, to pay tribute to
their early medical care at the
Military Hospital for Head Inju
ries which the late Sir Hugh Cairns
set up at St Hugh’s College,
Oxford (report, June 7). Many,
have chosen explicitly to regard
their collaboration in follow-up
research as “repayment” for that
care.
It is possible that some es
pecially gifted men, with a single,
long-term goal and already on
their way to achieving it, are
particularly at risk, compared with
those who left school at 14 and
were obliged to take whatever
employment came their way. One
of the men in our group remarked
of his permanent, left-sided
paralysis that there were only two
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things that he could not do: peel
potatoes and tie shoelaces.
Such superficial paradoxes
point to the need for a science of
rehabilitation, based on more
advanced (and better funded) :
neuropsychological studies of
brain and behaviour relationships
and a more developed psychology
of individual differences than are
currently available. Simply in
creasing the number of specialist
therapists does not meet the case.
Finally, intensive follow-up
studies for research purposes are
far from devoid of positive human
commitment. The (so-called)
“subjects” tend to appreciate the
.time and attention that can be
accorded to them. Any human
transaction (as the jargon has it)
can involve genuine interest, con
cern, and exchange of advice; and
the ex-patients can well become, at
the very least, much valued
collaborators.
Yours faithfully,
FREDA NEWCOMBE, Director,
MRC Neuropsychology Unit,
The Radcliffe Infirmary,
Woodstock Road, Oxford.
June 7.
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From Dr H. F. Jarvie
Sir, As one who, perhaps mpre
than most, has an understanding
of the psychological effects of
penetrating brain wounds, having
' personally examined over 70 men
so-wounded in Oxford between
1951 and 1954, I would like to
endorse what Dr Anthony Hop
kins says in his letter (June 7)
concerning Mr Robert Lawrence.
However there is another point
that should be made. Among the
complexity of factors that result in
personality disturbance after brain
injury the nature of the pre-injury
personality is often all too relevant
in the production of the sub
sequent change, either bringing to
the surface personality traits pre
viously well-controlled or by
producing an exaggeration of the
basic personality.
Something of that personality
could be gleaned from the film;
but was more explicitly stated
(presumably with his knowledge,
and consent) in the issue of the
Radio Times of May 28:
As a tearaway teenager in the actionman mould, he had left his Scottish
public school, Fettes, by mutual
consent.
No doubt a different type of
person with a similar injury might
,not have produced so dramatic a
change. Equally no one would
want to “blame” Mr Lawrence for.
being the kind of man he was
before being wounded, with qual-|
ities no doubt valued by the
Brigade of Guards.
Yours faithfully,
HUGH JARVIE,
(consultant psychiatrist emeritus,
Royal Liverpool Hospital),
Oakwood,
70 Plymyard Avenue,
Bromborough,
Wirral, Merseyside.
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fton’t knock
Falklands
war heroes
it waseaSSeented tWS Week' To themSome were little more than boys and will,
for many years to
come, suffer horrific
memories of friends
and colleagues killed.
All who participated
should- have empathy
not criticism. Those
who were injured,
mentally or physi
cally, are courageous.
The public only gets
to know what the Gov
ernment wishes them
to. Soldiers have to
live through a private
hell. Many may still
be suffering.
Loma Wilde,
Hossendale, Lancs
• SAD to think that D
Day is not a cele
bration day. My mem
ories of thousands of
ships steaming on
wards to France will
never fade, or of our
comrades who gave
their lives to free mil
lions of people.
D L Weatherley,
Chelsea, London
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In France, Thatcher
Will Face Questions on
Commitment to Europe
By Warren Getler
International Herald Tribune

LONDON — When Prime Min
ister Margaret Thatcher visits
French leaders in Paris on Friday, a
major talking point will be her
commitment to Europe.
Important corners of opinion in
Britain — in Parliament, in White
hall, and in the universities — are
asking whether Mrs. Thatcher’s
seeming preoccupation with transAtlantic ties and her close relation
ship with President Ronald Reagan
has resulted in missed opportuni
ties in Europe.
In Western Europe, influential
voices question Britain’s attach
ment to the continent at a time
when the European Community is
undergoing reform toward farreaching economic arid, some say,
political integration.
Press reports this week have said
that Mrs. Thatcher is likely to be
urged by President Francois Mit
terrand and Prime Minister Michel
Rocard to become a full member of
the European Monetary System —
something she has declined to do
“until the time is right.” The West
German finance minister, Gerhard
Stoltenberg, recently urged Britain
to join, asserting that the lack of
full British membership in the EMS
was a weak point in European co
operation.
Asked about these reports, an
aide to Mrs. Thatcher said Wednes
day: “The French can say what
they will, but Mrs. Thatcher will
make up her own mind. There is no
indication she will change on the
EMS.”
Some observers question wheth
er Mrs. Thatcher’s strong Atlantic
orientation might cause destabiliz
ing rifts with ministers in her cabi
net who may favor a stronger Euro
pean slant in British policy.

These are some of their ques
tions:
• Will the Reagan-Thatcher re
lationship, or its legacy, mean that
Britain will be subject to the same
kind of censure from Europe as it
was from France in the 1960s —
that Britain’s U.S. orientation may
disqualify it for membership in the
community at a time of progress
toward European integration? Spe
cifically. is Britain forfeiting an op
portunity. perhaps to France, to
become a leader within the 12-na
tion grouping, which is undergoing
dramatic reforms toward the cre
ation of a unified market by 1992?
• Has back-channel U.S.-British
military cooperation, during Brit
ain’s Falkland Islands war in April
1982 and the U.S. bombing raid
against Libya in April 1986. meant
that London will look to bilateral
cooperation with Washington as
the immediate springboard for its
security interests, rather than to
NATO or to individual western Eu
ropean nations?
• Does America’s gaze toward
the Far East suggest that Washing
ton, after Mr. Reagan, will no long
er place as much store in the British-American relationship as
London does?
David Reynolds, a fellow of
Christ’s Church College at Cam
bridge and co-author of a recently
published book on British-Amencan relations, An Ocean Apart,
notes: “Part of the problem in
looking beyond the special rela
tionship with the U.S. is that its
been so successful. It may seem
much safer for Mrs. Thatcher to
hold on to the old anchor than to
cast out to Europe in search of
something new and uncertain.
David Owen, leader of the oppo
sition Social Democratic Party and
a former British foreign secretary,
described Mrs. Thatcher as a gut
Atlanticisl,” with strong national
ist inclinations and an understand
able sense of frustration about the
inefficiencies of Europe’s bureau
cracy.
., _
“In my view," said Mr. Owen,
“she has missed lots of European
opportunities.-but I don l feel that
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any of these have been of funda
mental damage to Britain, but the
day is coming when they will She
could have joined the European
Monetary System on several occa
sions since 1979.”
Mr-. Owen added: “As 1992 ap
proaches, it will become ever more
obvious that we will need to line up
our exchange-rate management
with other European nations.” The
foreign secretary, Sir Geoffrey
Howe, recently expressed the same
view. Nigel Lawson, the chancellor
of the exchequer, is known to want
to bring the country fully into the
EMS sooner rather than later, al
though publicly he continues to
echo Mrs. Thatcher’s “when the
time is right."
The prime minister, according to
her aides, is reluct'anf tcfsee'Brilish
sovereignty eclipsed —particularly
in setting domestic interest rates —
by joining the EMS mechanism,
which obliges members to inter
vene in currency markets to main
tain trading bands.
Mr. Owen said: “Preserving the
role of the City of London as the
financial capital of Europe will ne
cessitate Britain’s taking more of a
European role in financial ques
tions.” If Britain stands aside from
discussions in Bonn and Paris on
the desirability of a European central bank, “the consequences could
be devastating."
Mr. Reynolds said Mrs. Tliatcher has insisted that Britain’s rela
tionship with the United States re
main central to British foreign
policy. “She is fully committed to
Britain’s membership in the Euro
pean Community but she doesn’t
share that Europeanist philosophy
that her party’s previous prime
minister, Edward Heath, had in the
early 1970s.”
Mr. Reynolds added: “There is a
substantial body of opinion in the
Foreign Office, in the Ministry of
Defense and at the Treasury that
more could be done by the British
government to give Europe a clear

ilfralhSgrffrih,.,,..

er identity, at a time when the
French, under Mr. Mitterrand, are
all out for taking the lead role.
I here s a sense that this tug of war
going ori in Whitehall between the
Atlanticists and Europeanists may
be marginalizing Britain’s role in
the shaping of Europe."
On defense matters. Mr. Owen
said that the key question facing
Mrs. Thatcher in the post-Reagan
era will be whether she continues to
rely solely on the United Slates for
Britain's nuclear weaponry. In the
past, Britain has procured Polaris
and Trident submarine-launched
missiles from Washington on spe
cial, advantageous terms, the only
cases of such sales to a U.S. ally.
He said the next big develop
ment for Britain as regards Europe
is whether to make common
—. cause
with France on strategic nuclear
questions, specifically the joint de; velopment of a stand-off airlaunched missile. He said: “Left to
her own devices, Mrs. Thatcher will
: miss that opportunity. The key
; Question is whether the Americans
will push her toward a Franco-Brit1 ish alignment.”
Robert O’Neill, former director
of the International Institute for
Strategic Studies in London and a
professor of history at Oxford,
notes: “I believe that Britain has
become more Europeanist in out
look, but at the same time, it con
tinues to look at the United States
as its ultimate guarantor.”
Helmut Schmidt, the former
West German chancellor, rejects
the notion that Mrs. Thatcher’s
heavy orientation toward the Unit
ed States is to blame for any sug
gested lack of enthusiasm for Eu
rope. Rather, he said, her
reluctance to participate in Euro
pean integration “stems from in
herent, instinctive attitudes, lead
ing her to think along more
• nationalist lines in her foreign poi licy — irrespective of whether Mr.
i Reagan is in the White House or
not.”
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Stephen Fidler on the latest twists in Latin America’s debt crisis
rj

Double test for bankers

THE CONVENTIONAL approach
towards the Third World debt cri
sis is about to face what may be
its most severe test.
The test is two-pronged: the
largest debt rescheduling pack; age ever, for Brazil, must be sold
to more than 700 banks; a solu
tion must be found to Argen
tina’s patent inability to meet its
foreign debt repayments.
. The one obstacle to an outline
agreement between Brazil and
the leading creditor banks - the
. question of whether certain Bra
zilian assets abroad may be
i seized in the event of a debt
could be resolved at
. default
any time. The hard part comes in
' selling the deal, which includes
new money of S5.2bn and a 20year rescheduling of $62bn of
existing debt, to all the commer
cial bank creditors.
No sooner do the negotiations
between Brazil and its leading
banks conclude than Argentina
starts talking to the steering
committee of its creditor banks.
President Raul Alfonsin, whose
country has fallen behind on
interest payments to banks, has
heightened the temperature of
. the talks with a call for a more
radical approach to reducing his
country’s debt burden. He has
urged a reduction of the interest
rate to 4 per cent annually for
* three years.
There is clearly an element of
domestic politics to the call from
Mr Alfonsin, who has been resisting pressure for a moratorium on
debt repayments. Mr Antonio
Cafiero, a leading contender for
the opposition Peronist nomina■ tion to run in the Argentine presidential election next June, is
talking of a moratorium.
A proposal for a moratorium

case of loan losses - want the
choice of being able to stack up
%
unpaid interest as capital.
..
90
One of the advantages to banks
of interest capitalisation is that it
ensures a proportional sharing of
the burdens among creditors,
according to current interest due,
rather than to the historical
exposure, which is the basis for
new’ money packages.
40
“Its potential drawbacks
include: the possibility that it'
Interest to exports
30
could become unilateral rather
than negotiated, its not being
20
:
necessarily subject to the same
10
policy discipline as concerted
1978 - 81
83
85
87
new lending, and the possibility
Source: World Bank.
of its not being recognisable as
current income by many banks,
was agreed on Tuesday by a particularly US banks," a report
broad alliance of opposition produced in March for the execuforces, thus ensuing that debt tive committee of the World
service will be a key issue in the Bank notes,
election.
us banks led the group that
Even son, bankers are not succeeded in opposing interest
viewing the president’s call as capitalisation as an option in the
only for domestic consumption. Brazilian package, largely
Many argue that Mr Alfonsin’s because of worries about what
cail suggests the banks should be they could count towards income,
as flexible as possible in address- However, an option that provides
ing Argentina’s needs. The coun- for banks to receive part of their
try simply cannot meet its debt interest from Argentina - say 4
obligations this year, and most per cent - and to capitalise the
expect a new loan of $2bn will be rest could offer a solution which
needed.
might conceivably keep the loans
Such a solution was “not going current,
to be impossible, but it’ll be very,
Argentina, whose economic
very difficult,’’ Mr John Reed, performance has been the most
chairman of Citicorp, said this disappointing of the large debtors
week.
in Latin America, represents a
Many bankers now assume severe test for the traditional
Argentina will be the first benefi- case-by-case approach to the debt
ciary of an important new option crisis. The hope for continuing to
for a rescheduling package - the muddle through, as the accepted
capitalisation of interest. Instead solution, lies mainly in its flexiof making new loans, many bility, and that all parties to the
banks - particularly those in. crisis are now seriously considercontinental Europe which have| ing options which they would
already made big provisions in', never before have countenanced.

Argentinian debt
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Argentina ‘sells Mirage
aircraft to South Africa’
fighter-timbers kSouI^aTcs

By Richard Dowden

WTTieraircrahraah; h
•
QnTIh a? •aff’ which.arc Vltal t0
War m ^°.uthern
Angola, have been seen being un-

,lde the South AfiKJans with air"
frames which South Africa’s own
Atlas
Corporation can
upgrade with new radar, weapons

"rnb^mm* ap't

saasassa

sophisticated Russian°built more
Mig23 aircraft seemed unable to defend the Angolan army
Now the Angolans have about

gsnvrV?
sb=sb ssttskiwS
4.,e,rxss£"'5 «S=
rarc-s
rs“-dX‘ rp‘ Ssseskss J5srx°srsras

South Africa admitted losing
three aircraft, including two Mifh? J-thCA mtfrCeft0rVn bat'
ties with Angolan Mig-23s over
southern Angola at the end of last
year. Observers say they lost many
SS^WhAf and f°r the- fl-St
time South African air superiority
film !he SOjt-hein ^ng°[a batt,e'
d “m doubtAug0'
ihnni
-t0 oaVC Sh0tu d°Wn
about 50 aircraft since the upTh? vHnflfhtmg nSt SePtemberh?n.!ri r ff of losses was en'
ha"‘ed by,jhe arms embarg°»
which should prevent South Afnca replacmg its aircraft.
The Argentine deal will pro-

French-built Mirages, some of
them dating back to 1963.
Latc last year South ^ica
tned to recruit Israeli technicians
who had been working on the
Lavi ground attack aircraft
P#®* after Israel decided under
US pressure to abandon it.
Air Power is the key to the war
in Angola. If South Africa lost it,
Pretona could be defeated on the
battlefield by the Angolan army,
backed UP hy some 40,000 Cubans
and Russian advisers. In 1985 the
South African air force routed an
Angolan armoured column which
threatened the rebel Unita base
at Jamba in south-east Angola,

South African aircraft as thev
take off from bases in Namibia*^
and observers report new nervousness among South aAfrican
Di
lots there.
P
One South African Dilot is reported as saying: “TwoPyears ago
the Angolans would trv and avoid
us in a dogfight Now they are
spoiling foria fight and even laying ambushes for our pilots ” V
Partly to prevent am losses the
South Africans now rely more on
their long-range artillery guns
But if they can replace k>s? aircraft fromycountries like Areen
tina, the nig
superiority may recede
8
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Victim of what?
MR PHILIP WILLIAMS, who
formerly served in the Scots
Guards, went missing, presumed
dead in the Falklands, was
wrongly accused by fellow-sol
diers of desertion, had his name
cleared by an inquiry but suf
fered a nervous breakdown and
was discharged.
. His experiences are the sub
ject of Resurrected, yet another
true documentary fiction” film
about the Falklands War. ‘‘I
quite liked the Army. But now it
all seems a long time ago,” says
this guileless man fallen among
film producers. **. suppose the
message of the film is that I am
just another victim.”

Peter Simple
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1RECTOR SPEAKS OUT AS HE SHOOTS HARROWING

Torment of
the outcast
Tumbledown;
‘deserter’
By ROGER TAVENER
Show Business Reporter

IN A STARK barrack
room the kangaroo court
finds a trembling private
guilty of desertion.
Punishment:
The

regimental bath.
The young guardsman is
dragged screaming to a bath
room, stripped, and thrown
into a vile concoction, then
forced to eat a plate of live
worms.
Bleach is poured on to his
beaten body and 15 soldiers get
to work on him with wire
brushes.
This, the most harrowing
scene from yet another Falk
lands war drama. Resurrected,
was filmed behind closed doors
yesterday in a Yorkshire
mental hospital.
And Resurrected looks like
being even more controversial
than the earlier Falklands film,
Tumbledown, shown on BBC
TV last week. It seems likely to
involve the Scots Guards, also
featured in the TV film, in
further protests.
The makers of Resurrected
claim it is a fictional work, but
agree it is based on the real
experience of Scots Guard Philip
Williams, a man who came back
from the dead.

Cracked
The torture scene is a climax to
four months of daily beatings
meted out by comrades who
believed he turned and ran
during the height of the battle for
Mount Tumbledown. He had
reappeared weeks later after
receiving posthumous medals
and a memorial service, claiming
he lost his memory. He had lived
in the wild on berries and insects.
] Williams was cleared of deser
tion by a military tribunal but
cracked under the pressure. He
was treated at Woolwich Military
Hospital before being discharged
from the Army.
In the film, for Woolwich, read
Storthes Hall Hospital near Hud
dersfield which, in the past, has
housed shell-shocked victims
back from the wars.
Resurrected, a £1.2 million
production by St. Pancras Films
and Channel 4, stars newcomer
David Thewlis as the tormented
squaddie Kevin Deakin, and Tom
Bell and Rita Tushingham as his
parents.
During a break in yesterday’s
filming director Paul Greenglass,
who spent some time in Buenos
Aires during the Falklands war,
said: “I imagine the regimental
bath scene will be fairly harrow: ing.
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City law
firm in
Falkland
invasion
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AN ABERDEEN solici

tors firm is claiming a
national legal .first by
opening a^ Falkland
Islands office.3""
- r

C and PH Chalmers will be
the only legal practice and has
already identified potential
clients with help from the
Falkland .Islands Develop-,
ment Corporation:'- . t ' ;J4
They see great Falklands
potential, especially with future
oil and gaS exploration.. ; v* ' ii.) i -t. ^ j-**i i-j
The Development Corpora
tion is expanding the economy
and several nations fish the
surrounding waters.
A local population of about
2000 will get. independent
advice for the first time
according to' Mr David Laing,
partner in charge of Chalmers’
commercial department. \
North-east clients with Falk
lands fishing operations, first
interested the company in the
idea.
Mr Laing has visited the
islands and now partner Mr
Gavin Farquhar (29) will fly out
in August to set up the Port
Stanley office.
A four wheel drive jeep and
office equipment are going out
by boat.
Falklands law draws on
British experience and has such
things as a Bill of Rights —
which this country doesn’t
have.

I

!

Farquhar’s law
► From Page 1
Commercial, private
and even criminal work
will be undertaken
along with wideranging advice.
Previously govern
ment officials were the
only sources of legal
advice on the islands.

Experience
And Mr Farquhar's
qualifications for the
unique position, apart
from an honours legal
degree from Aberdeen
University?
“Being single and
slightly mad,” he
laughed.
On the serious side
i
! Mr Farquhar has

experience of International banking as
well as legal practices
in Edinburgh and
Glasgow.
Foreign experience
was an obvious ad
vantage and there was
potential for work on
the South American
mainland despite the
delicate politics.
"I see it as a one-off
and a tremendous
challenge," he said.

Expense
"I would be looking
to be down there for up
to a year, because that
is our natural review
stage," he said.
If successful at that

point someone
would replace
ensuring updated
knowledge and a
approach.

else ,
him,
legal
fresh

Communications
with the Islands is a
major expense but
telex and other
facilities are available
to provide back-up
from Aberdeen.
“There’s a lot of
opportunity and I am
looking forward to it,” >
said Mr Farquhar.
Mr Laing added that
the overall cost was not
prohibitive and was
about the same as
setting up a branch
office in, say. Stornoway.

All set for the Falkland Islands . .. lawyer Gavin Farquhar
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Antarctica Will Be Opened
To Development of Resources
By Philip Shabecoff

the evolution of the Antarctic Treaty, under which the continent has
been kept free of military activities
.
nadons have pursued
sE*ent“,c research projects while
sidestepping disagreements over
ternt°nal claims made by some
countnesThere is now no prohibition on
mi"er^ development in Antarctica
nnder international law, but an informal moratorium on developI?enl there ^as ^een °bserved over
the last eight years. The convention
'J[ould rePIace the moratorium, but
l£c 5°nvent,on wou,d recluire lhat

be set up by the convention unarumousiy decided that an area could
be opened to development. The
commission would consist of the 20
voting members of the treaty,
C.D. Beeby, New Zealand’s deputy secretary for foreign affairs and
chairman of the group that negotiated the convention, said after the
pact was initialed: “This is an histone occasion which I believe will
go down in Antarctic history as the
most important political development regarding the regulation of
Antarctica since the Antarctic
Treaty itself was adopted in 1959.”

Antarctica. Ratification of the new othe^nemlf13 ^ " °T °‘ °f
convention is expected late this
‘
J
year or early next year.
,
he mineral
,01 P?‘
The agreement is a maior steD in enutm
re8,0n is still largely
agreement.is a major step in unknown, industry spokesmen said
they believed it could provide major resources for the global economy in the coming years.
But environmentalists and some
scientists, pressing for the continent to be preserved as a pristine
research area, expressed fear that
large-scale oil development could
have a disastrous impact on its delicate ecological systems.
Under the agreement, prospecting for oil and minerals by seismic
testing and other techniques with a
relatively light...
impact on the envi, .
ronment would be permitted in
Antarctica as soon as the treaty is
ratified.
But full-scale exploration and
development, involving major
jlasting or drilling, would be
jarred until a new commission, to

“We fcd they have done the Anl‘
arctic a great disservice.”
Like the treaty itself, the miner-!
ajs convention does not address the
claims of seven nations - Argentina< ChilCj Australia, New Zealand,
France, Norway and Britain — to
specific territory. Other treaty
members do not recognize these
claims and have claimed no Antarctic territory themselves,
While countries not parties to
the convention have no legal obligation t0 obey) jt js expected that
political pressure would be brought
against the home country of any
company trying to operate in defiance of the treaty,
The 20 voting members of the,;
treaty are the United States, the
Soviet Union, France, Britain, Itaiy> Belgium, West Germany, East
Germany, Poland, Norway, Japan,
China, India, South Africa, Australia. New Zealand, Chile, Argentina,
Brazil and Uruguay.

AW York Times Service

WASHINGTON— Concluding
six years of difficult negotiations,
33 nations have agreed to open all
of Antarctica to regulated development of its oil and mineral resources, according to American
participants in the talks.
The participants said a convention permitting development of the
southernmost continent was initialed last week in Wellington New
Zealand.
’
Thev said it would take effect
after hwas ra fied bv 16 of the 20
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EXERCISE “FIRE FOCUS”

R.A.F.
OPERATIONS in “Falkland
Islands Reinforcement Exercise (FIRE)
Focus ’88", held from 7th to 31st
March, appear to have proceeded very
[satisfactorily and according to plan. A
minor mystery attended the Phantom
FGR.2s sent South to supplement those
of Falklands-based No. 23 Squadron
during the exercise: although prepared
by No. 228 O.C.G. at Leuchars, the de
ployed aircraft (which included XV419,
XV438 and XV499) were drawn from
several sources, and after the exercise
some of these fresh Phantoms replace
No. 23 Squadron machines (e g., XV4 1 9
replaced XV401 as “A"), the latter
returning to the G K.
Other aircraft involved included: VC10
K.3 tankers ZAI47 “F“ and ZA150 “J“
of No. 101 Squadron, R.A.F. Brize
Norton; TriStar K Is ZD949 and ZD953
of No. 216 Squadron, also from Brize,
Nimrod MR.2Ps XV232 and XV243
(crewed by No. 201 Squadron) from
Kinloss; and Lyneham-based Hercules
C.lPs XVI 78 and XVI 82, in addition to
^^esident No. 1312 Flight Hercules C. I Ks
^PaV204 and XV2 I 3. — Douglas A. Rough.

After delivering its load. No. 216 Squadron
TriStar 500 ZE704 takes off from R.A.F.
Mount Pleasant for the long flight home
(Photo: SAC Mark McKenzie)
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Above On the apron at Mount Pleasant, passenger TriStar ZE704. TriStar K.1 tankers
ZE953. ZE949 and ZE951. and a Hercules, 18th March (Photo. SAC Mark McKenzie)
Left: One of the Hercules C IPs that came down from Lyneham,
XV1 82 has disgorged its load at Mount Pleasant
Bottom Left: Nimrod MR 2P XV232 being backed into the
TriStar hangar during the exercise (Photos: CpI Les Brown,
R A F Mount Pleasant)
Below: No. 1312 Flight Hercules C.1K XV204 passes over the
tails of No. 101 Squadron VC10 K 3s ZA147 "F" and ZA150
"J" (Photo: SAC Mark McKenzie, RAF Mount Pleasant)
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DEFENCE
A continuing need tor vigilance
THE CHINOOK'S otherwise exemplary
four-year accident-free deployment on
the Falklands was marred in 1986 and
1987 by two losses in which a total of
twenty people died. White-out condi
tions during a blizzard were deemed to
be the cause of ZA715 "C” crashing
into Mount Young, West Falkland, on
13th May 1986 killing thirteen people
on board. Nine months later, on 27th
February 1987, ZA721 “EP” was air
borne on a handling flight and operating
a few miles to the north-west of the air
base when it adopted a nose-down
attitude from which it never recovered;
^^t hit the ground with the loss of all
^Reven on board. The cause of the
accident was never determined in spite
of an exhaustive enquiry.
Other helicopter operations
The more newsworthy exploits of
Chinook “Bravo November" during the
Falklands War tended to obscure the
achievements of the other hundred or
so British military helicopters which
bore the brunt of the battle for logistic,
and therefore military, supremacy over
numerically superior and well-equipped
Argentine ground and air forces. Nearly
fifty venerable but robust Royal Navy
Wessex HU.5s of Nos. 845, 847 and

by DOUGLAS A. ROUGH

Fart 2
848 Squadrons (or at least the remnants
of the latter as six of its HU.5s were
destroyed in Atlantic Conveyor) operat
ed in all weathers from dawn to dusk
from ship and shore bases supporting
British ground forces. Anti-submarine
Sea King HAS.2/2As and HAS.5s, be
cause of the demise of “Bravo Novem
ber’s" companions in Atlantic Con
veyor, were often pressed into logistic
use, while the medium-lift Sea King
HC.4s of No. 846 Squadron were here,
there, and everywhere by day and, in
the case of some specially modified
examples, by night on covert missions.
Augmenting No. 846 Squadron during
daylight hours was No. 825 Squadron
equipped with stripped-out utility Sea
King HAS.2/2As.
Of the R.N. helicopter units, No. 847
Squadron had, from its inception on
4th May 1982, been earmarked to
become the resident Garrison Squadron
following the retaking of the Islands. Al
though elements of all “Operation Cor5*.

HP**

_
Below: Now preserved in the F A.A. Museum at Veovilton,
"Endurance's" Wasp HAS.1 XS527 "E/434" helped cripple the
Argentine submarine "Santa F6" on 25th April 1982 (Author's
photo)
l! »

porate" Naval helicopter squadrons
were employed on transport and clear
ing up duties for some time after the
Argentine surrender, No. 847's pre
ordained role came to pass on 25th
June 1982 when it took up residence at
Navy Point (a pre-War Admiralty oil
storage site with a few useable buildings
and docking facilities) on the north
shore of Stanley Harbour, opposite the
town. Maintenance support was provid
ed by the Helicopter Support vessel
Astronomer, a converted container ship.
The Wessex HU.5s proved to be so
useful that when No. 847 was disbanded
on 24th September 1982 and its per
sonnel sent home, its helicopters re
mained at Navy Point on transfer to No.
845 Squadron Falkland Islands Detach
ment. The Detachment continued No.
847’s role until 6th November that year
when its services were dispensed with
and the aircraft and personnel were
returned to the U.K.
The Navy Point site, however, was not
abandoned because the Wessex HU.5s
had been joined on 25th August 1982
by three R.A.F. Sea King HAR.3s of No.
202 Squadron, "C" Flight which had
been sent south as a permanent Falk
lands detachment for search and rescue
and general transport duties. Navy
Point's reasonable, but far from ideal,
facilities and its proximity to R.A.F.
Stanley made it an acceptable long-term
base for the unit, which was redesignated No. 1564 Flight on 20th August
1983. The Flight remained there until
1st April 1986 when it moved into

Left: Even peacetime operations have their
price. Sea King HAS.2A XV698 "-/351"
of No. 824 Squadron "C" Flight from the
R.F.A. “Fort Grange" ditched in the South
Atlantic after engine failure on 11th July
1982. All the crew were saved before the
helicopter sank
Below: Best known R.N. vessel in the
South Atlantic is H M S. "Endurance"
whose Ship's Flight now comprises two
Lynx HAS.3s, XZ246 "ED/434" and
XZ233 "ED/435" (illus.), which have replaced the Wasps (Photos: Royal Navy)
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Above: Overflying their hangars at R A F
Mount Pleasant in early 1978 are three
No 78 Squadron search and rescue Sea
King HAR 3s (/ to r.) XZ597. XZ591 and
XZ592 (Photo. RAF Mount Pleasant)
purpose-built accommodation at R A F.
Mount Pleasant, where it was absorbed
into the MPA Helicopter Squadron
which, as mentioned earlier, became
Ho. 78 Squadron.
At Mount Pleasant an SAR Sea King
is kept at 15 minutes readiness by day
and 60 minutes by night with a designa
ted flight crew "available at all times.
The increase in shipping in Falklands
iters, especially since the impleentation of the Fisheries Protection
Zone in February 1987, has created a
situation familiar in Britain: namely,
civilian Casevac and the transfer of
sick or injured seamen of many nation
alities from their ships to the new wellappointed hospital in Port Stanley. Sea
Kings are also called upon occasionally
to retrieve military patrols and some
times civilians lost in the often bleak
weather of the Falklands mountains.
The grey-painted “Whales”, as the Sea
Kings are commonly known, are an
essential element of the Islands’ resi
dent military helicopter force, and likely
to remain so.
Ho. 78 Squadron’s HAR.3s are not
the only members of the Sea King
family to be seen in the Falklands.
“Multi-Coloured Chop Chops”
the
Sikorsky S-61Hs of Bristow Helicopters
Ltd. (see December 1987 issue) —
share the same hangars at R.A.F. Mount
Pleasant and frequent many of the mili
tary sites visited by the HAR.3s.
Until late August 1986 when the need
for a FIPZ-dedicated anti-submarine
helicopter force was deemed unneces-

Above. No 78 Squadron Sea King FIAR 3 XZ597 being serviced in the excellent facilities
at R A F Mount Pleasant (Author's photo)
Below: The R F A "Reliant" (ex m v "Astronomer") operating in the FIPZ with a
No. 826 Squadron Sea King HAS 5 on her flight deck. Note the extensive use of ISO
containers to provide hangarage and storage facilities (Photo. Royal Navy)
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sary, there had been a continuous Sea
King HAS.5 presence around the Islands
since the end of the war. Initially it was
provided primarily by Mos. 826, 820
and 814 Squadrons from the carriers
Hermes, Invincible and Illustrious re
spectively. When Illustrious left Falk
lands waters on 21st October 1982,
some of Mo. 814 Squadron's HAS.5s
were transferred to the R.F.A. Fort
Austin. She remained in the area until
relieved at the end of the year by her
sister ship Fort Grange, carrying Sea
Kings from Mo. 826 Squadron which by
then had been required to provide a
Falkland Islands Flight Detachment
until further notice. Mo. 826 fulfilled
that requirement until 23rd August
1986 when the force was withdrawn
altogether.
While in the South Atlantic, Mo. 826
Squadron’s aircraft were based mainly
ijnFort Grange, Fort Austin or the
jj^fccopter carrier and support ship
l^r.A. Reliant (formerly Astronomer
which has been converted to those
roles). Reliant was retired from military
service on her return from the South
Atlantic to Plymouth on 27th May 1986.
However, before she left the FIPZ her
already slightly reduced Sea King com
plement was deployed to Fort Austin
until August when the squadron per
sonnel were flown home from R.A.F.
Mount Pleasant; two of her helicopters
were returned to the G.K. in Reliant and
the remaining two in the m.v. Asfi.
During four years’ FIPZ operations
Mo. 826's “Big Dippers" were often
seen at R.A.F. Stanley and later R.A.F.
Mount Pleasant. They also visited settle
ments, where they received a warm
welcome from Islanders, and on occa-1
sion provided the sheep-farming com
munities with an instant source of extra
nApower and access to very sophisticSrd mobile cranes.
Still operating in the FIPZ are the
Mavy Lynx HAS.2 and HAS.3 anti
submarine helicopters of Mos. 815 and
829 Squadrons. Based on warships
regularly deployed to the South Atlantic
for Zone patrol duties, they are frequent
visitors to the air base and other places
in the Islands. However, the Wasp
HAS.l helicopters of Mo. 829 Squadron,
once so common down South, were

Left: Lifting off
from their base at
the Beaver Hangar,
Port Stanley, in
September 1983,
TOW - missile
equipped
Lynx
AH.1 s operated by
No. 651 Squadron.
A.A.C., on behalf
of the Garrison
Army Air Squadron
FI (Photo: M.o.D.)
Right:
Gazelle
AH.1 ZB674of the
Falkland
Islands
Squadron A.A.C.
leaving Darwin to
return to its base
at R.A.F. Mount
Pleasant,
12th
April
1987
(Author's photo)
retired from F.A.A. service on 31st
March 1988. Those allotted for many
years to that most well-known of South
Atlantic ships, the Ice Patrol Vessel
H.M.S. Endurance, have been replaced
by Lynx HAS.3s (XZ246 "ED/434" and
XZ233 "ED/435") for the 1987-88
Antarctic summer survey season. The
part played by Wasps during the conflict,
notably against the Argentine sub
marine Santa Fe at South Georgia, will
not be forgotten.
Army aviation
Other helicopter participants in the
Falklands War included the Scout AH. 1 s
and Gazelle AH. 1 s of Mo. 656 Squadron,
Army Air Corps, and Mo. 3 Commando
Brigade Air Squadron, Royal Marines
(3 C.B.A.S.). The latter unit remained
on the Islands for only just over a week
after
the
Argentine
capitulation,
whereas Mo. 656 Squadron — with
bases at Goose Green, Port Stanley and
elsewhere — continued to operate after
the war on a myriad of liaison and
support duties until the end of July
1982 when it too departed for the O K.
In mid-July 1982 Army Air Corps
strength on the Falklands was reduced
to "Garrison Force size", which in this
case meant a reduction in the comple
ment of Scouts and Gazelles. On 2nd
August 1982 Mo. 656 Squadron trans
ferred its aircraft to Mo. 657 Squadron
which became the resident Army Air
Corps unit until January 1983 when it,
in turn, handed over the helicopters to

its successor, Mo. 658 Squadron. Taskings for the A.A.C. over the next four
years seemed endless, and ranged from
routine observation patrols to communi
cation and liaison flights and the inevit
able Casevac sorties. Occasionally heli
copters were detached to an R.F.A. or
similar vessel to support contingents of
British troops on South Georgia. Once
there, they were used for tasks such as
patrol insertions, route recces, and
area familiarisation flights amid what is
certainly one of the most spectacular
and unforgiving landscapes in the world.
During the conflict the rather elderly
Scout emerged as a sturdy and reliable
workhorse, capable of accepting the
worst damage that a "squaddy’s" boots
and equipment could inflict; whereas
the Gazelle, although a good observa
tion and comfortable liaison helicopter,
was found to be somewhat less robust
but more economical to operate. Post
war Falklands light helicopter require
ments gave the Scout a whole new
lease of life and back in Britain the
Army Air Corps' inventory was scoured
for sufficient machines and spares to
supply the need. An attempt to intro
duce the Army's Scout replacement,
the Lynx AH.l, into the Falklands en
vironment was not too successful.
In December 1982 the resident A.A.C.
detachment
with bases at Goose
Green (for infantry support duties) and
the Beaver Hangar at Port Stanley
(supporting H.Q. British Forces Falk
land Islands (B.F.F.I.) — was renamed

Left: Seen picketed near Port Stanley Racecourse in August 1983. Lynx AH.1 XZ644 was also operated by No. 651 on behalf of the
Garrison A.A.S. The Lynx served for about a year in the Falklands before being replaced by its predecessor, the Scout (Photo: S. Martin).
Right: Scout AH.1 XP907, parked outside the Beaver Hangar at Port Stanley, served with Nos. 656, 657 and 658 Squadrons from June
1982 to June 1983 and then, after the Lynx period, returned for a second tour in 1984 85 (Photo: Richard Gardner)
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the Garrison Army Air Squadron Falk
land Islands with its own complement
of helicopters but manned on an
approximately four-month "roulement”
basis by nominated A.A.C. squadrons.
N^fc57 Squadron handed over to No.
63^^>quadron at the end of December
1982 and the Scout and Gazelle com
bination continued until early June
1983, when it was No, 651 Squadron's
turn for Falklands duty. Because No
651 was Lynx-equipped, the opportunity
was taken to ship out a number of them
to the Islands and release the Scouts
back to Britain. Wrapped in special
Driclad weatherproof bags, the Lynx
were loaded into the LSL Sir Lancelot
at Marchwood
military port near
Southampton and sailed with her on
13th April 1983 for the South Atlantic.
In the opposite direction, and after the
Lynx were operational, the previously
resident Scouts sailed north on 10th
June 1983 aboard another LSL, Sir
Geraint. On 19th September 1983
(during No. 651's tour of duty from
June to October) the Army Air Corps in
alkland Islands centralised its
th
ions at a more permanent site on
Murray Heights, which was high ground
on the southern outskirts of Port
Stanley. The new base, with its
hammerhead-shaped helicopter pans,
Rubb hangar, and inevitable collection
of camouflaged Portakabins and ISO
containers, was home for all subsequent
squadrons until the move to R.A.F.
Mount Pleasant nearly four years later.
No. 651, and also Nos. 654 and 656
Squadrons, all flew the Lynx which,
because it was really an anti tank heli-

copter being used in an almost exclus
ively utility role, was found to be too
sophisticated and expensive to main
tain in the Falklands, especially when
compared with the Scout. So, just over
a year after the introduction of Lynx to
the Islands, all but one were shipped
home in the cargo vessel Fin Siff,
arriving at Portsmouth on 27th July
1984. The other Lynx, XZ681, had been
lost when it crashed into the sea off
West Falkland on 4th January 1984
while on a training flight; it was later
salved and is now used at Middle
Wallop for battle damage repair training.
The return of Scouts to the Falk
lands coincided with a second tour of
duty by No. 657 Squadron, which was
resident from June to October 1984
when it was replaced by No. 652 Squad
ron whose sojourn on the Islands lasted
until February 1985, and the arrival of
No. 669 Squadron personnel.
On 5th March 1985 Wasp HAS.l
XT423 "E/434" of H.M.S. Endurance
Flight ditched in Stanley Harbour after
engine failure. By 24th April it had
been salved and taken to Murray Heights
where, within two weeks, it was stripped
out, spray-painted in a black and green
camouflage scheme, and put into use
as an Instructional Airframe by the
Army Air Corps. It remained there until
at least January 1987 when the Army
moved out to R.A.F. Mount Pleasant.
When I visited the Islands in April 1987
XT423 was reportedly lying underneath
tons of rubble and scrap metal in a
quarry (along with other aircraft relics
of the war) on the north-west perimeter
of Stanley Airport.

No. 669 Squadron was replaced in
June 1985 by No. 656 Squadron (then
on its second tour in the Falklands),
followed by No. 658 Squadron (also on
a second tour) in October that year and
by No. 657 Squadron’s arrival in Feb
ruary 1986 for a third time in the
Islands; by that time all the resident
Garrison Army Air Squadron's some
what tired Scouts and Gazelles had
been replaced by refurbished machines
shipped out from Britain. In April and
May that year all military aviation units,
except the Army Air Corps, moved into
R.A.F. Mount Pleasant. The Army’s heli
copters soldiered on (no pun intended!)
at Murray Heights and in June 1986 the
unit changed its title to Falkland Islands
Squadron Army Air Corps, with per
sonnel drawn from numerous Army
aviation sources instead of dedicated
squadrons. It had already been envisag
ed that the Army Air Corps presence on
the Islands would wind down, culminat
ing in complete withdrawal. The first
phase was achieved in mid-December
1986 when the last of the unit’s Scouts
left Murray Heights for shipment back
to the U.K.
From 1st May 1986, when R.A.F.
Mount Pleasant became fully opera
tional, there had been a continuous
rundown of military establishments in
and around Port Stanley and the transfer
of continuing ones to the Mount
Pleasant complex. With their departure
the requirement for a town-based heli
copter squadron diminished and on
23rd January 1987 the Squadron's
Gazelles (including a reserve machine
(ZB672) travelling as an underslung
Chinook load) moved from Murray
Heights to a hangarette and associated
administration buildings at the air base.
On 31st May the Gazelles ceased flying,
and over the next fortnight the heli
copters and squadron personnel return
ed to the Northern Hemisphere. A
potential requirement for a light com
munications helicopter of the JetRanger
type to be based at Mount Pleasant,
and probably operated by Bristow Heli
copters, has yet to be fulfilled.

TriStar lifeline
No. 216 Squadron's fleet of Lockheed
TriStars was born out of the aftermath
of the Falklands War, meeting the need
for a transport and tanker aircraft cap
able of making a one-stop flight between
Britain and a new air base to be
constructed on the Islands. Six TriStar

The Army Air Corps' base at Murray Heights with Rubb hangar, Portakabins and ISO containers, October 1983 (Photo: John Cross)
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500s (ZD948 ZD953) were purchased
from British Airways for conversion to
K.l and KC.l standard (see June l 986
is^n. They were later supplemented
b^^iree more TriStar 500s bought
from Pan American (ZE704-ZE706) and
to be used initially as passenger aircraft
prior to being converted to, reportedly,
K.2s
An unconverted TriStar (later to become a KC.l), ZD952 of No. 216
Squadron, landed at R.A.F. Mount
Pleasant on 1st May 1985, but it was
not until 12th May when ZD948, another
unconverted aircraft (to become a
KC.l), arrived with Prince Andrew on
board for the opening ceremony, that
the new air base's main runway could
be considered available for use by
British Airways Boeing 747s and the
like. However, it was not until late
August 1986 that No 216 Squadron
took over the route from British Airways,
to be operated by two of its ex-Pan
American aircraft. ZE704 and ZE705.
tanker version of the TriStar has
y been used between the Islands
alt
and the (J.K. For example, on 2nd
October 1986 ZD951 (a production
standard K.l) and ZD953 (an interim
standard K.l destined for later conver
sion to KC.l) left Mount Pleasant and
successfully refuelled en route three
No. 23 Squadron Phantom FGR.2s
(XV432 "C", XV437 "D" and XV442
"E") which were being returned to
Britain for major servicing.

m

The TriStar tankers and transports
are crucial for the rapid reinforcement
of aircraft, equipment and personnel al
ready based on the Islands, and this re
inforcement strategy was put to the test
in Exercise "Fire Focus" held from 7th
to 31 st March 1988. In addition to the TriStars. aircraft involved included VClOs,
Hercules, Nimrods and Phantoms.
Relics
in addition to " Wokka Wokkas", "Grey
Geese" and the like, the Falkland Islands
also host three or four military aircraft
residents of historic interest. A former
Argentine Army Bell (JH-1H Iroquois
"Huey" helicopter (AE-410 of CAB 601)
and an Argentine A.F. Pucara (A-529 of
Grupo 3 — a survivor of the 15th May
1982 SAS raid on Pebble Island), both
restored in 1985-86 by a team of volun
teers, were at the time of my visit
stored at R.A.F. Mount Pleasant awaiting
transfer sometime in 1988 to purposebuilt accommodation in Port Stanley
created by their owner, the Falkland
Islands Museum.
Another Pucara (A-51 1) in a remark
ably well-preserved condition, albeit in
two pieces, resides on the Lafonia plain
south of Goose Green on East Falkland
where it crashed on 21st May 1982
after being shot down by Lt.-Cdr.
"Sharkey" Ward of No. 801 Squadron
flying Sea Harrier FRS.1 XZ451. In mid
1987 serious consideration was being
given to airlifting the Pucara to Mount
Pleasant for use as a battle damage
repair airframe.

TriStar 500 ZE704 of No. 216 Squadron
being unloaded at RAF Mount Pleasant
after a flight from Brize Norton via
Ascension Island in January 1986 (Photo:
S. Martin)

At Salvador settlement about 30 miles
north west of Port Stanley is XM666, a
Whirlwind HAR.9 helicopter of H.M.S.
Endurance Ship’s Flight, which ditched
near there on 17th December 1969.
After being dragged ashore and stripped
of useful parts, it was left at the
settlement.
Looking back at the 1982 conflict in
the South Atlantic and its origins, the
need for continuing vigilance in that
area is apparent, from which stems the
unfortunate necessity for Britain to
maintain a significant, but restrained,
military aviation presence there for the
foreseeable future
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Two aircraft destined for display in the Falkland Islands Museum in Port Stanley are (left) FMA IA 58 Pucara A-529 and (right) Bell UH-1 H
Iroquois AE-41 0, seen stored in a hangarette at R A F. Mount Pleasant in April 1 987 (Author’s photos)

229 AIR PICTORIAL - JUNE 1988
REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLES OF FALKLAND ISLANDS SHIP- AND SHORE-BASED AIRCRAFT, JUNE 1982 - MARCH 1988
ROYAL NAVY
Notes on R.N aircroft markings: A dash [i.e., "•/") denotes
that ship's deck letler(s) (e.g.. "H". "N". "L", "BM") were not
worn Brackets around a number, or numbers (e g , "(1)23"
or
-- "(333)"). denote lirst. or all three, digits o( individual
aircraft side-code not painted on airframe
Sea Harrier FRS.1
800 Squadron. H.MS "Hermes", in TEZ 6/82-7/82
6/82 XZ492 "-/{I )23'\ XZ459 ' -/(l)25". XZ460 "-/{l )26"
801 Squadron. HMS "Invincible", m TEZ/FIPZ 7/82-8/82
7/82 XZ455 "-/OOO". ZA175 '-/004'. XZ494 "-/008"
809 Squadron. H M S "Illustrious ", in FIPZ 8/82-10/82
9/82 ZA176 '-/250". XZ491 "-/258". XZ458 "-/259Son King HAS.2/HAS.2A/AEW.2A/HAS.6
826 Squadron HAS 5s. H M S "Hermes". in TEZ 6/82-7/82
6/82ZA130 ”-/(1 )32". ZA131 "-/(!)33. ZA133 "-/(I)35"
820 Squadron HAS 5s. H M S ' Invincible'. in TEZ/FIPZ
7/82-8/82
7/82 XZ920 '-/(0)10'. ZA135 ”-/(0)15". XZ918 '-/(0)20"
824 Squadron "C" Flight HAS 2/HAS 2As. R F A "Fort
Grange', in TEZ/FIPZ 6/82-9/82 (• denotes HAS 2)
8/82 *X2579 "-/271". XV697 "-/354'. XV672 "-/145"
824 Squadron D" Flight AEW2As. HMS Illustrious", in
FIPZ 8/82-10/82
10/82 XV704 ''-/361 '. XV650 "-/362"
824 Squadron "A" Flight HAS 2As. R F A. "Fort Austin", in
FIPZ 8/82-9/82. and R F A "Olmeda", in FIPZ 9/82-12/82
8/82 XV657 "-/350". XV649 " /355"

10/82 XV657 ' /350'. XV649 ”-/355"
814 Squadron HAS 5s. HMS "Illustrious", in FIPZ 8/8210/82 and detachment to R F A
Fort Austin", in FIPZ
10/82 12/82
9/82 XV675 '-/264' . XV652 "-/270", XZ922 "-/212 "
11 <82 ZA167 "-m3 ". XV661 "-/274"
826 Squadron HAS 5 detachments to R F.A.s "Fort Grange"
"Fort Austin" or Reliant" (and occasionally Fleet Tankers),
in FIPZ 12/82 8/86
12/82 ZA136 "-/140". XZ577 "-/142", XZ571 "-/143"
4/83 XZ571 "-/143", ZA129 "-/144 ". ZA137 "-/146"
^m^itca 4/83 826 Sqn HAS 5s recoded m 500- series)
^B7 '84 XZ922
/530 . XV651 " /53V . XV652 ”-/532"
^^2/85ZA136 "V524", XZ916 V525". ZA137 "-/537"
(Circa 10/85 826 Sqn HAS 5s recoded in 100- series)
1/86ZA129 "-/127", XV652 "-/132", XV655 "-/134"
5/86 XV652 "-/132". XZ575 "-/135'. XZ577 '-/138 "
Losses
11/7/82 XV698 "-/351" HAS 2A of 824 Sqn. "C" Fit..
"Fort Grange". ditched after an engine failure alongside
HMS "Leeds Castle" in the TEZ and later sank
27/6/85 XZ919 -/529 ' HAS 5 of 826 Sqn collided with
1312 Fit Hercules C.1P XV206 on an MRR patrol in FIPZ
Sea King lost. C 1P survived
Wessex HU 5
847 Squadron. Navy Point. 6/82-9/82
7/82 XS506 "-/XE" XT481 "-/XF”. XT475 '-/XG"
XS523 "-/XJ”. XT482 "-/XL". XS491 '-/XM'
845 Squadron FI Dotachment. Navy Point. 9/82-11/82
10/82 XT451 '-/XN'. XT466 "-/XV". XT759 -/XY"
XT456 "-/XZ". XT460 "-/(Y)K'
Except for XT460. 845 Sqn FI Det retained 847 Sqn
side-code letters
Lynx HAS.2/HAS.3 (* denotes HAS 3)
815 Squadron Ships Flights detachments in FIPZ
8/82 XZ693 ' /(333)' HMS "Birmingham"
4/83 XZ721 "CF/335 HMS "Cardiff"
9/84 ‘ZD257 "BW/346 ' HMS Broadsword"
2/85 XZ233 SN/334 HMS "Southampton"
2/86 XZ720 "HM/475" HMS "Hermione"
4/87 XZ698 MV/424" HMS "Minerva"
3/88 XZ231 ’ "NM/417” H M S "Nottingham"

ROYAL AIR FORCE
Harrier GR.3
HorDet. R A F Stanley, 7/82-8/83
7/82 XZ992 "05". XW767 06". XZ133 "10"
XV778 "16". XZ129 "29". XZ997 "31”
XV789 "32". XW924 "35". XV762 "37"
12/82 XV762 A '. XW924 "8". XZ997 "E"
XV789 "F". XV778 "H". XZ129 "M"
4/83 XZ132 "D'. XZ993 "E". XZ130 "T”
6/83 XV782 ' H". XV762 "A". XV789 "R"
1453 Flight. RAF. Stanley. 8/83-5/85
7/83 XZ132 "V". XZ130 "T". XV782 ' O"
10/83 XZ130 "T'. XV782 "O". XZ993 "L"
6/84 XV778 V". XZ997 "S". XV789 T’
9/84 XZ138 "V". XZ997 "O". XW763 "L"
Losses
6/11/82 XW767 "06" Crashed off Cape Pembroke. East
Falkland, after engine failure
22/3/83 XV787 "H" Engine failure, crashed in sea at the
mouth of Port William
19/11/83 XV762 "A" Crashed on Lafonia plain, south of
Goose Green. East Falkland
29/11/84 XZ992 'T' Bird strike during simulated airfield
attack, crashed m sea near Port Stanley
Phontom FGR 2
29 Squadron, RAF Stanley. 10/82-12/82
11/82 XV402 A". XV419 "G", XV468 "W"
23 Squadron. RAF Stanley. 12/82-4/86
5/83 XV484 "C". XV426 "0", XV464 "U"
12/83 XV423 0 '. XV466 "E", XV474 "P"

9/84 XV420 "8". XV419 'G'. XV495 "N"
4/85 XV474 F". XV426 "H'. XV464 "J"
12/85 XV495 "C". XV466 "E". XV426 "F "
23 Squadron. R A F Mount Pleasant. 4/86 1988
7/86 XV401 "A". XV437 "D". XV442 "E"
10/86 XV432 "C'. XV437 0". XV442 "E"
4/87 XV415 B". XV481 "F". XV489 "G"
2/88 XV401 "A", XV415 "B". XV481 "F '
4/88 XV433 "B". XV438 C'. XV497 "D"
Losses
17/10/83 XV484 "C" Crashed into Mount Usborne in the
Rabbit (Firing) Ronge. E Falkland
Hercules C.1 K/C.1 P
HercDet. RAF Stanley. 6/82 8/83(* denotes C 1P)
12/82 XV192 XV201. XV206*
4/83 XV213. XV296. XV191*
1312 Flight. R A F Stanley. 8/83-4/86
10/83 XV201. XV204. XV205*
9/84 XV192. XV213, XV205*
12/85 XVI92. XV203. XV206*
2/86 XV213, XV296. XV205’
1312 Flight. RAF Mount Pleasant. 5/86-1988
9/86 XVI92 XV204. XV205'
4/87 XV201. XV204. XV296*
Chinook HC 1
18 Squadron. Port San Carlos settlement. 6/82-3/83
6/82 ZA720 "BG ZA715 "BL'. ZA705 "BU"
1/83 ZA713 "BJ". ZA718 BN”. ZA707 BP"
18 Squadron. Kelly's Garden. 3/83-8/83
4/83ZA714 BH ZA718 BN" ZA712'BZ'
1310 Flight Kelly's Garden. 8/83-3/86
8/83 ZA684 SB . ZA709 "80". ZA721 BF"
(The Flight adopled single letter codes 10/83)
11/83 ZA707 "A". ZA709 "C", ZA714 "E"
9/84ZA717 "B ZA715 "C". ZA684 F
9/85 ZA709 ' A" ZA715 C". ZA680 'J"
MPA Helicopter Squadron (4/86-5/86) and 78 Squadron.
RAF Mount Pleasant. 5/86-1988
9/86 ZA705 O'. ZA684 F'. ZA713 EN"

4/87 ZA705 D . ZA684 F . ZA680 "T"
3/88 ZA709

Wasp HAS 1
829 Squadron Ships Flights detachments in FIPZ
— Ft/fl? XS567 ' -/470" H.M S "Apollo
^A/83 XT795 -/441" HMS "Falmouth"
^H/84 XT791 ' -/421 'HMS ' Ajax"
3/85 XV634 ' /423" HMS "Diomede"
1 /86 XT778 "-/430" HMS "Achilles"
8/87 XV634 DM/423 HMS "Diomede'
1/88 XT783 '-/470" H M S "Apollo"
Losses
5/3/85 XT423 "E/434" H.M S "Endurance" Ship's Flight
Due to engine failure, ditched in Stanley Harbour Helicopter
recovered and to Instr Airframe at A A C base Murray
Heights

Former H.M.S. "Endurance" Whirlwind
HAR.9 XM666 at Salvador. East Falkland,
where it has remained since it ditched
nearby on 17th December 1969 (Author's
photo)

-r.

- *
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ARMY AIR CORPS
Scout AH. 1/Gazelle AH. 1 /Lynx AH.1
656 Squadron. Goose Green. Port Stanley, etc. 6/82■ 7/82
6/82
XT649. XVI30. XW282
Scout AH 1
XZ290. XZ314, 2A728
Gazelle AH 1
7/82
XP907, XR629. XT637
Scout AH 1
XX409. XX444. XZ314
Gazelle AH 1
657 Squadron. Goose Green. Port Stanley, etc. 8/82-12/82
8/82
XV139. XV141. XW799
Scout AH 1
XZ290. XZ321. ZA730
Gazelle AH.1
10/82
XV121. XV137. XW283
Scout AH 1
XW893. XZ290. XZ321
Gazelle AH 1
Garrison Army Air Squadron FI. 658 Sqn.. 1/83-6/83
3/83
XVI28. XW799. XP907
Scout AH 1
XZ290. XZ321. ZA730
Gazelle AH 1
Garrison Army Air Squadron FI. 651 Sqn.. 6/83-10/83.
Murray Heights (as from 9/83)
8/83
XZ616. XZ644. XZ645
Lynx AH.1
XZ290. XZ321. ZA730
Gazelle AH.1
Garrison Army Air Squadron FI. 654 Sqn. 10/83-2/84.
Murray Heights
11/83
XZ676. XZ681. Z0272
Lynx AH 1
XW893. ZB672. ZB673
Gazelle AH 1
Garrison Army Air Squadron FI. 656 Sqn.. 2/84-6/84.
Murray Heights
3/84
Lynx AH 1
XZ616. XZ680. ZD272
ZB672.ZB674. ZB675
Gazelle AH 1
Garrison Army Air Squadron FI. 657 Sqn.. 6/84-10/84.
Murray Heights
8/84
XP907, XR627. XT632
Scout AH 1
Z8672, ZB673, ZB675
Gazelle AH 1
Garrison Army Air Squadron FI. 652 Sqn.. 10/84-2/85.
Murray Heights
12/84
XP907. XR627. XW616
Scout AH 1
ZB672. ZB673. ZB675
Gazelle AH 1
Garrison Army Air Squadron FI. 669 Sqn 2/85-6/85.
Murray Heights
4/85
XP907, XR627. XW616
Scout AH 1
ZB672, ZB673, ZB674
Gazelle AH.1
Garrison Army Air Squadron FI. 656 Sqn.. 6/85-10/85.
Murray Heights
8/85
XP907. XR627. XT632
Scout AH 1
Z8672, ZB673. ZB675
Gazelle AH 1
Garrison Army Air Squadron FI. 658 Sqn. 10/85-2/86.
Murray Heights
12/85
XP893. XP902. XW616
Scout AH.1
XX408. XZ324. ZB674
Gazelle AH 1
Garrison Army Air Squadron FI. 657 Sqn.. 2/86-6/86.
Murray Heights
5/86
XP893. XP902. XW616
Scout AH 1
XX408. Z8674. ZB675
Gazelle AH 1
FI Squadron. AAC. Murray Heights. 6/86-1/87
9/86
XP893. XP902. XW616
Scout AH.1
XZ324.ZB674. ZB675
Gazelle AH 1
FI Squadron. A A C. R A F. Mount Pleasant. 1/87-6/87
2/87
XX408.XZ324. ZB674
Gazelle AH 1
4/87
XX408. XZ324, ZB675
Gazelle AH 1
Losses
4/1/84 XZ681 Lynx AH 1 Crashed into sea off West
Falkland Later salved and now at Middle Wallop lor BOR
training
TARGET FACILITIES
MATS-B Target Drone
Short Brothers Air Services Ltd. provided regular detach
ments of Shorts MATS-Bs for air-defence practice at San
Carlos (A|ax Bay) Range
11/82 ZA549 ZA556. ZA578
1/83ZA532. ZA564. ZA566
Losses include ZA531, destroyed by missile on range
20/11/82
Note The above MATS-Bs were actually senalled in the Z8range but painted incorrectly in the ZAs

F . ZA705 "0" ZA680 T"

Losses
13/5/86 ZA715 C Crashed on Mount Young W Falkland
27/2/87 ZA721 "EP" 7 Sqn aircraft on loan to 78 Sqn
Crashed into ground near RAF Mount Pleasant
Sea King HAR 3
202 Squadron "C' Flight. Navy Point. 8/82-8/83
8/82 XZ592 SA . ZA01 5 "SB '. XZ591 "SC '
7/83 XZ599 "SA". XZ586 "SB . XZ597 "SC
1564 Flight. Navy Point. 8/83-4/86
10/83 XZ599 SA . XZ586 "SB", XZ597 SC"
9/84 XZ586 SB . XZ597 SC . ZA105 SD
11/85 XZ591 "S . XZ592 "S-”, ZA105 "SD
(Flight s code lettering system ceased 11 /85)
2/86 XZ591 S ' XZ592 S . ZA105 SD'
MPA Helicopter Squadron (4/86-5/86) and 78 Squadron.
RAF Mount Pleasant 5/86 1988
9/86 XZ591 "S- . XZ592 S , XZ597 S "
3/87 XZ591 S
XZ592 S- . XZ597 S
78 Squadron. R A F Mount Pleasant. 4/86 1988
3/87 XZ591 "S '. XZ592 S-". XZ597 ”S2/88 XZ592 S
ZA105 S "

Skoet D 1 Target Drone
RCA Operations Ltd (4/84-6/87) and SERCo (6/87-to date)
have provided reg ular detachments of Shorts Skeet D 1s for
air-defence practice based on a small facility at Hookers
Point near Port Stanley
11/86 ZB816 ZB826. ZB874
11/87ZB918. ZB939. ZB997
Losses include ZB998, destroyed by a missile at Hookers
Point 10/8/86

Author with part of Pucar6 A-511 on the
Lafonia plain south of Goose Green, East
Falkland. This was the aircraft shot down
by Lt.-Cdr. "Sharkey" Ward, C.O. of
No. 801 Squadron, flying Sea Harrier
XZ451 on 21st May 1982 (Photo: A. G.
Westropp)
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MAbove En route from Leuchars to Mount Pleasant during Exercise Fire Focus . two RAF McDonnell Douglas Phantom FGR 2s.I
XV433 and XV497 with No 228 0 C U crews, refuel south of Ascension Island on 17th March from No 101 Squadron Vickers VC10
K 3 ZA1 49 H". which was operating from Ascension
Below Continuing its flight to the Falklands the same day. Phantom FGR 2 XV433 is seen from its accompanying Lockheed TriStar K 1
^^9b3 of No 216 Squadron (Photos RAF)
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Advising Falklands

v»*

'TheRFa?k^nHriAkhn^,SP'°n6 T
l he Falkland Islands to Cleckheaton Probus Club last Thursday.
.. u .
. .
Mr Halstead who is a lecturer
manu^acfure a* Huddersfield Polytechnic, went out to
advise a local enterprise which
had set up a worsted spinning
plant. He flew from Brize Norton
in an RAF Tristar. After eight
hours the plane landed on
Ascension Island for refuelling. A

l
i

v

t*Jrther i?"9 fl'9ht took ,hem t0
Mount Pleasant, the new service
base on the Falklands.
The remote islands, 400 miles
from Argentina and 8,000 miles
from UK, number 200, an area as
large as Wales with a populati on
of 2,000. The landscape is very
bleak with few trees and the
houses are made of wood with
corrugated iron outside. The
climate is good, similar to East
Anglia, but the constant winds

bri"9 a chi" fac,or 1° ‘he temperature.
MINES
From the service base Mr
Halstead went by the only made
up road on the islands to Port
Stanley (popn 1200). He had been
given a map of the minefields laid
by the Argentines in 1982. Unfor
tunately they left no records, and
the mines being plastic are diffi
cult to detect. They have there■ fore been fenced off and left. He
was then flown by a local plane to
the small settlement at Fox Bay on
the Western island where the mill
is located;
Outside Port Stanley there are
no telephones, but nearly every
one has a two-way radio. There
are 30 landing strips on the out
lying settlements and islands.
There is no television but now
they all have videos. Electricity is
provided by small diesel
generators.
The Fox Bay Mill is a large
nissen hut with a carding machine
(which had not been fettled for
eight months), spinning, twisting
and balling. The yarn is used for
knitting and for export. The diffi
culties were caused by very primi
tive methods of scouring. The
wool from the three-quarter
million sheep on the islands is
long, fine and greasy with much
dirt blown on to the fleece by the
wind. A new machine is now on
the way.
Over 60 members attended and
enjoyed this interesting talk. Mr
Harry Briggs moved the vote of
thanks.

Something fishy about th© Falklands sudd©n success
BY NIGEL HAWKES
London Observer Service

- 'LONDON

■ ■■ HICH COUNTRY tripled
■ ■■■its national income last
' ■III year, overtaking the
■ H United Arab Emirates as
the richest per head in the world,
and celebrated by cutting income
' tax in half? It wasn’t some oil-rich
sheikdom, or a Pacific island confstructed entirely of valuable birddroppings.
In fact, it wasn’t a country at all.
Itwas the Falkland Islands, a Brit' ish colony that has long been re-garded as something of a basket
case, economically speaking.
Its 2,000 inhabitants have rubbed
along on the wool production of their
.countless sheep, showing little
entrepreneurial zeal and no taste at
twyears thifeconomy okhekaik-

**
the Falklands Islands Development
Corp. (FIDC) records that, in a single year after the declaration of the
150-mile zone, the islands’ income
rose from just under $18-million to
more than $54-million.
That represents about $27,000 a
head, well ahead of the $19,000 a
head for the United Arab Emirates,
cjtecj by the Guinness Book of Recor(js as the world’s wealthiest nation. of course the Falklands, as a
colony, do not really qualify for
inclusion in lists such as these, so
the UAE’s position is probably secure.
The irony is that the Falklanders
have never even been a fishing nation. Although surrounded by fish,
they have preferred to live on mutton, cooked in a variety of unmteresting ways. They have never
had a fishing industry an
^hey do'isto'Smothers:tofish for
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-lands has been transformed by the the blue whiting, squid, hake and
% British Government's declaration
and
^ of an exclusive fishing zone.
collect the licence revenue
£ .1 . The decision came in 1986 after
So far, t^e Falklande
^
>years of pressure by the Falkland- wealth has hardly begun to
• ers persuaded a reluctant British impact on their sleepy
y •
Foreign Office that some controls ^ter Prynn,
sultante P
ic
'.must be placed on the plundering of by the FIDC to> aavise o
fish around the Falklands by ships strategy, expects that t
uMb®
of many nations.
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------- fhiliTmay be making them rich but the Falklanders prefer
ev and a 20-bedis pfakned A smart
«£taurant Montv’s, has been an
immediate’ success."The response
hag been amazing>” says owner
Polland, who with his wife
Jenny opened for business in May,
a
Mr Prynn’s study outlined three
possible strategies for exploiting
the new-found wealth. The f.rst was

term success or failure of the fish
ing industry. This will result in
some immigration to the islands,
perhaps 100 to 200 people a year. To
accommodate them, house-build
ing will have to increase, and the
plan provides for about 40 new
houses a year — a staggering boom
by Falklands standards, where m
the early eighties only one new
house ayear was being built.
The money will inevitably bring
changes, which some islanders
await with foreboding. “The oppor
tunity for economic self-determin
ation requires recognition by the
islanders that increased devel
opment, both in the public and pri
vate sectors, could result in
fundamental changes to their pat
'i
tern of life,” declares Gordon Jewkes, chairman of FIDC and the
islands’ British-appointed gover
nor.
»- f
^ The first of those changes are beand tend the,rflodsT
ginning ^ happen^ Exjra^poto

high levels of investment in onshore the surplus abroad in international
developments connected with fish- financial.markets; tc. provide a eing, a doubling of Stanley’spopula- cure income in years ahead
tion, large-scaleimmigration and a fishing bubble burets.
the
big housing program. Predictably,
Mr. investment
the conservative islanders didn’t end of. tbf thP international fund
much fancy this. They preferredincome: from he mte^ ^
instead to concentrate on investing could equal the 11
B it in
in agriculture and tourism,: as well isiands have reeeiv<1 from^Br
as improving.the infras ructure since the ^ of the IFalkland:s war
and soctal services and investing m 1982, .rrespectiv

*ve^

of foreign fishermen
dbreathalyzers introduced to deter drunken
driving on the new road from Port
Stanley to the airport.
Wealth, as the islanders are reluctantly discovering, has its own
problems — even if they are more
Pnjoyable than the problems of pov
J y
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market and expectations that the market risks is provided by comparing the prices of
would continue to grow. Partly this arose the debt of different countries at the same
from the introduction by debtor countries point in time. The best example today is
of debt conversion schemes which added to Argentina and Chile,
the demand for discounted paper. But the
At the time of writing Chilean debt is
major stimulus was John Reed's decision trading in the low 60s while Argentina is
to substantially (and publicly) increase languishing in the upper 20s. While there
Citicorp's provisions against its LDC expo- are clearly differences between the two
sures by $3bn.
countries - not least in the way their
This action obliged banks, which had not authorities tend to deal with their foreign
already done so, to reduce the net book bank creditors - there are also major
values of their loans to levels closer to similarities. Where there are differences
secondary market prices and in the process they are sometimes in Argentina’s favour,
allowed the secondary market to come out sometimes in Chile’s. Taking all economic
of the closet. Previously the market had factors into account, most country experts
been viewed with suspicion by many banks would be hard-pressed to construct
and even with hostility by others. Now a medium-term scenarios which would jusgrowing number of bankers viewed their tify a price for Argentina which is less than
LDC portfolios as investments to be traded half that of Chile,
to generate the maximum rate of recovery
Perceptions of underlying risks have a
and the secondary market provided an greater impact on prices when the future
increasingly efficient means to achieve this. prospects include an imminent change in
policy relating to payments of interest
and/or a need for substantial amounts of
Pricing
The action by banks in 1987 to reduce new money. This indicates that banks are
the book value of their loans closer to their generally more concerned with income
secondary market levels achieved the in- statement impact (either through changes
tended result but, in general, the closure of in net interest income or increased provithe gap was shortlived. In the following sions against new money contributions)
months, we saw another across-the-board than with the prospects for eventual
reduction in secondary market prices. Why repayment,
The overwhelming weight of the evidid this happen and can we draw some
conclusions as to future price developments? dence is that the main determinants of
It would be simple to say that the price are purely supply and demand. After
decision by banks to increase provisions by the mid-1987 provisioning exercise, more
such substantial amounts reflected a major banks were in a position to sell portfolio
perceived deterioration in underlying and there was a rush to get out before
credit risks and that this would inevitably prices fell further. At the same time there
affect secondary market prices. But the was some reduction in demand for paper.
announcement of provisions has generally Debt conversion was no longer taking
coincided with reporting dates and it would place in Argentina and Brazil and, while
be stretching credibility to believe that business resumed in Brazil during the
perceptions changed so dramatically at second half, Mexico then suspended its
exactly the time that banks chose to report debt for equity scheme. Perhaps also some
their provisions. It is much more likely that buyers held off until prices declined
the deterioration was recognised over a further,
A similar rationale can be given for the
much longer period of time.
difference
in pricing between Argentina
In fact the major pre-provisioning event
which affected banks’ views about under and Chile. Over the last few years, debt
lying credit risks would appear to be the conversion in Argentina has been an on-off
decision taken by Brazil in February 1987 business (mostly off) while a general lack
to declare a moratorium on all payments of support from the international banking
on its medium-term commercial bank debt. community has made Argentine paper
While this action had an immediate de- popular to sell or swap out of. On the other
pressing effect on the price of Brazilian hand, since 1985 Chile has had active
debt, prices of other debt remained largely programmes for debt conversion which
unaffected. Given the fact that, over the have been consistently applied, creating
following few months, banks were planning demand which has mostly kept pace with
increased provisions on all rescheduled the supply of paper from banks in whose
debt, not just that of Brazil, we might have strategic plans Chile no longer figures,
expected prices generally to have drifted
down with Brazil but this did not happen Price volatility
until after the announcement of provisions.
Since lack of market depth and conAnother illustration of the limited direct sequent price volatility are the most
impact on secondary market prices of loudly-voiced criticisms of the market, it is
banks' perceptions of underlying credit interesting to discuss how this aspect could
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► be improved.
If it is in the interests nf
h u,
countries to reduce price volatility6 the
previous analysis would indicate that'they

service debt - albeit at levels lower than
fmanded by the previous refinancing
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domestic money supply and has therefore
been frequently unpopular. But for a
country to create money via debt conver
sion rather than by other means is a
political, not principally an economic, decision
as is the decision to promote the
foreign investment which normally under
lies the conversion.
Ac
u 1 I ,
,
m A "1°rei,banks look 10 the secondary
market as the means to reduce or adjust
their portfolios, we can probably expect
the potential supply of paper to continue to
substantially exceed the demand from tra
ditional sources. This suggests the market
will be prone to volatility even if demand
remains steady.
But could there be new sources of
demand? So far the proposals to securitise
some of the debt and place it with new
investors have not resulted in any such
transactions going forward - partly because
of lack of enthusiasm on the part of debtor
countries who did not want to lose track of
the identity of debtholders but mostly
because of lack of investor interest. But if
future rescheduling exercises can avoid the
requirement for new money and debtor
countries can demonstrate their ability to

and that

improvements in pricing which have since
occurred will be sustained. In a market
which was always declining, no sane bank
was expected to increase the portfolio
except for short-term trading purposes.
But with less risk of major capital loss,
the running yields to be earned on debt
purchased at steep discounts - even if
interest spreads are eliminated or become
marginally negative are very attractive,
Such an idea may seem far-fetched today
but. as the secondary market develops
in maturity, it can only be a matter of
time before some banks are tempted to
try it out.

SECONDARY MARKET PRICES
Indicative price ranges of various normally
traded categories of debt quoted on
16 May, 1988.
%
Argentina
28.5 - 29.5
Brazil
53.0 - 56.0
Chile
60.5 - 62.0
Mexico
53.0 - 54.5
Venezuela
56.5 - 57.5
Philippines
53.5 - 54.5
South Africa
69.5 - 72.0
Source Standard Chartered Merchant Bank Lid.
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is almost six years since Mexico’s lack of )
■solvency in August 1982, at the end of /
tithe Lopez Portillo administration, raised j
the spectre of failure in the international (
financial system. This year marks the end )
of another Mexican president’s six-year \
term or sexenio), with elections for Miguel /
de la Madrid’s successor due to take place \
on 6July- This time round it seems that!
Mexico s financial house is in much better )
order, the country s international reserves (
are running at record levels (over $l5bn) /
following a good year for trade (with a \
surplus around $9bn) and the addition of (
some $7bn of commercial bank loans under
the 1986 rescheduling deal completed in
1987.
Total debt, however, is currently esti
mated at over $105bn, compared with

INTERNATIONAL BANKING FROM CORPORATE

about $80bn in 1982, and during the past
five years, the Mexican economy has
suffered negative or low growth (1987 saw
real GDP growth of only 1.4%, although an
improvement on the -4% of the previous
year). In line with the experience throughout the Latin American region per capita
income levels in Mexico have declined over
the period during which adjustments to the
debt crisis have been imposed as part of
deals made in the repeated rounds of
negotiations with commercial banks, official creditors (especially the Paris Club)
and multilateral agencies such as the IMF
No-one is expecting either the outgoing
Government in Mexico or its successor,
which is almost certain to be led by Carlos \
Salinas de Gortari, the ruling Institutional (
Revolutionary Party’s (PRI) candidate, to )

DEBT ON
Political factors
and the economic outlook
into the 1990s
underline the need
for an alternative
to the “muddling through”
approach to the
LDC debt problem.
Dr Sue Cunningham
analyses the present
political and
economic positions
of the
Latin American countries
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repudiate the debt in the near future. ) July 1988.
delays in negotiations during March and
However, pronouncements by members of
Early in the new year, under another I April as creditors awaited the implementathe de la Madrid administration not least Finance Minister, Mailson da Nobrega, ) tion of measures designed to at least halve
by Angel Gurria, the country’s Director of \ agreement in principle was reached with \ the public deficit from around 7% of GDP.
Public Credit and chief debt negotiator - / the banks for a rescheduling deal in which / This could cost up to two months delay in
and even the PRI candidate, have made it \ the interest rate spread would be reduced j reaching final agreement with the IMF.
clear that the debt issue is still at the top of ( to the “Mexican” level of 13/16ths over ( More seriously, the whole deal could be
the political agenda.
LIBOR and for the provision of $5.8bn in ) effected by surprise developments over
During March and April, following the new money (of which about $600m would V such issues as President Sarney’s term of.
relative lack of success of the debt-bond be in short-term credits) although this total / office and the overrun on finalising the new
exchange scheme (see iCB April \88) is thought to include $2bn carried over \ constitution. In any event, the biggest
Gurria indicated that further means of from the interim deal. Brazil stands to save / uncertainty is who Sarney’s successor will
easing the debt burden would be sought a further $600m from the rescheduling of ) be and how far agreements made by his
before the end of 1988. Proposals linking interest payments to a half-yearly rather unpopular government this year will be
upheld.
debt payments to oil price fluctuations than quarterly basis,
Latin America’s third-largest foreign de
through oil-bonds were well advanced in
Progress on the Brazilian negotiations
May. Finance officials do not rule out the and the continued buoyancy of the coun btor, Argentina, with a debt of about
possibility of declaring a moratorium if try's trade surplus - $11.2bn in 1987 and $55bn, continues to be in deep financial
creditors shun alternative proposals, some $3.1 bn in the first quarter of 1988, trouble. The improvement in the economy
although it has to be said that this stance is with the annual total forecast at $12.6bn by ) during 1986 was not maintained in 1987.
probably calculated to elicit popular sup Cacex, the Banco do Brasil's foreign trade ( The trade performance deteriorated sharport for the PRI as part of its election agency - has encouraged bankers, who see / ply (the surplus was down to under £600m
Brazil as already “back in the fold”. \ according to preliminary figures), and fi
campaign.
The value of a moratorium as a potential / interest payments for the last quarter of nance provided through the 1987 reschebargaining chip in a move to extract 1987 and part of the first quarter of 1988 ) duling deal with commercial banks, IMF
concessions from commercial banks is (to end-February) has improved the ( standby loans and structural adjustment
perhaps more questionable than it was appearance of many balance sheets. So ) loans from the World Bank were insuffiprior to Brazil's suspension of payments much so, that in April. Citicorp’s chair- \ cient to meet payments obligations. Bridg
from 20 February 1987 to the latter part of / man. John Reed, told shareholders of his ing finance from the US Treasury (and
the year. In the Brazilian case it did not confidence that Third World loans would \ other industrial countries) had to be supresult in substantial savings (payments to be repaid in full: “We assume we will get ( plied on more than one occasion, and
the IMF, World Bank and IADB totalling ) back 100% of what is on our books today.” revisions had to be made in the country’s
about $1.5bn were kept, current and over (Notably, from May 1987 Citi cut its total ^ original IMF programme for 1987.
Congressional and provincial elections in
due interest to banks were added to the ) exposure to Third World debtors by $1.9bn
services account). Far from gaining easy to $13bn at an average discount of 15%- September 1987 brought the debt issue to
the fore in the campaigns of the opposition
concessions from the banks, the morator 20%.)
At a private meeting of financiers in Peronist (Justicialist) party and President
ium reinforced the view in banking circles
that Brazil must signal a willingness to London, the Midland Bank's chairman Sir Raul Alfonsin’s Radicals. Bankers’ fears of
return to the IMF fold before any new debt ) Kit McMahon emphasised that, in his a hardening stance on debt were aroused
view, large increases in loan loss provision- V following the substantial gains made by the
deal could be considered
Brazil’s action was in large measure a ing were improbable: “Short of something ) Peronists in the elections. But growing
spur to Citicorp’s move in May 1987 to like a cataclysm, it is unlikely to be \ co-operation between Alfonsin and the
increase its loan-loss provision by $3bn. In appropriate for major banks with substan- / Peronist leader, Antonio Cafiero (who is
turn, other banks worldwide were forced tial exposures to the main rescheduling ) also Governor of Buenos Aires province),
into increasing bad loan provisions (on countries to make another quantum jump ( and the apparent resolve of financiers that
average to between 25%-35%), and some in the average level of provisions.” In ) Argentina should not lapse into a Brazibanks - especially those with lower Latin addition, he attempted to dispel the idea \ lian-style moratorium, have helped to keep
American exposure - have managed to that the present levels of provision are / the country afloat since then. Creditors are
offload (via the secondary market) or “only one step on a long progression of \ aware that Presidential elections will be
write-off some of their Latin debts. 100%", and reinforced the view that ( taking place during 1989 (with the new
Arguably, banks are now better able to sovereign borrowers do not go bankrupt. ) President taking office in December) and it
(These remarks came less than two months ( is highly probable that the Peronists withstand future suspensions of payment.
The attitude of the Brazilian Govern after the publication of Midland’s 1987 I whose party has become much more demoment also appears to have come full circle report which revealed a pre tax loss of \ cratic since the death of Peron - will win.
Reports circulating in Buenos Aires
in the past year. A rapprochement with £505m largely as a result of loan-loss
during March indicated that not only was
commercial banks and the IMF got under ) provisions.)
Notwithstanding the apparent break- ( the IMF offering an extended financing
way soon after the appointment of Luis
Carlos Bresser Pereira as Finance Minister through on the negotiating front, Brazil’s ) facility over three years with six-monthly
(replacing Dilson Fu naro who im foreign debt has grown to $!21.3bn accord- \ (rather than quarterly) reviews, after June
plemented the moratorium) in late April / ing to the Central Bank. This presents an when the previous standby facility ends,
1987. An interim financing deal with the \ increasing burden on the country’s foreign but three of Argentina's largest commer
banks, to cover interest arrears (with / exchange resources (cash held at the Cen- cial creditor banks (including Citibank)
banks due to provide a total of $3bn of ) tral Bank was estimated at about $4.3bn in were putting together a proposal. The
$4.5bn) was in place before the end of the ( March), with service payments running at banks’ proposal had not been confirmed by
year, and negotiations with the IMF had ) around US$1 bn per month. The precarious the beginning of May but it was said to
begun with a view to reaching an accord by \ political situation in Brazil contributed to include a possible freezing of debt service
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payments for between six and 12 years
(such debt relief, however, seems implausi
ble given the overwhelming opposition by
most banks and the US Treasury).
Meanwhile, Economy Minister Juan
Sourrouille is believed to have had discus
sions with the IMF over a longer-term
agreement. The Peronists have apparently
made it known that they would not neces
sarily uphold such an agreement if elected,
although this approach may be largely
rhetorical in an effort to help differentiate
the party's policy from that of the Radicals.
Talks with banks had begun in April (at
least $2bn of new finance will be needed to
cover the expected financing gap in 1988)
and an expanded “menu of options” possibly including a debt-bond exchange
deal not unlike Mexico’s - appeared to be
| under discussion.
On balance, the approach of the larger
debtors which seemed to be unfolding
during the first half of 1988 was a willing
ness to negotiate and to accept creditors'
handling of the situation on a case-by-case
basis. Despite individual pressure for con
cessions to ease the debt burden, there has
been little evidence of collective action
(Argentina, Brazil and Mexico did agree to
jointly monitor the debt situation and
co-ordinate action from November 1987).
Pinochet's Chile remains committed to
meeting its $19bn debt obligations, and has
won some further easing of its interest
spread this year Also, in Venezuela,
where presidential elections are scheduled
for December, there appeared to be a
hardening stance on the debt issue during
1987. with delayed signing of the commer
cial bank deal agreed earlier in the year
until September, but a less aggressive
“^approach has been evident during 1988. In
April Perez sought to reassure foreign
investors of his .responsible attitude to
wards the debt. However, the question of
how willing the authorities are to carryout
an IMF programme is a thorny issue.
So far, a region-wide Latin American
debtor’s cartel has failed to emerge,
although some countries are pursuing their
own “guerrilla” actions. Peru has main
tained the 10% of exports ceiling for debt
service imposed since July 1986, and Col
ombia is reported to have set a limit of
50% of export earnings during 1988. (Even
Peru, seems to have begun its rapproche
ment with such agencies as the IMF and
World Bank.) Fresh problems have been
brewing in Ecuador, where final signing of
a financing deal with banks and the IMF
drawn up hurriedly in late 1987 was
delayed early this year, largely because of
the political vacuum at the end of the
Febres Cordero Government. President
Borja is likely to adopt a hard-line on the
debt issue when he takes office in August.
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Cuba, whose President Fidel Castro has 1 countries. But such agencies as the IMF —
long advocated debt moratoria throughout y largely reflecting the attitude of the leading
the region, has yet to resolve the impasse industrial nations-are reluctant to assume
with creditors over its debt, on which ^ signficantly greater financial responsibility,
payments have been largely suspended Nor was there support for any global debt
since mid-1986.
facility at the April IMF meeting in
However, commercial banks are in- t Washington, according to Interim Comcreasingly reluctant to devote long periods ) mittee Chairman Onno Ruding.
of time and executive energy to dealings
Admittedly, additional compensatory fi
with smaller debtors. It is in this area that nance of around $12bn was agreed by the
possible write-offs, greater use of such IMF in April to help offset problems for •
instruments as debt-equity swaps (pro major debtors caused by external shocks
grammes are in operation in many of the ) such as falling commodity prices). Also the
smaller debtor countries, including Uru World Bank expects to be able to increase
guay, Jamaica, Costa Rica) and the offer of its annual lending from $14bn to $20bn
concessionary terms are likely. Bolivia has following a vote by 133 of 151 members to
already agreed a deal with creditors for the boost the bank’s capital base by about
purchase of $308m of its $4.1 bn foreign \ $75bn (the US did not vote in favour of
debt at 11% of face value (the secondary ( this). Moreover, of the leading industrial
market rate) and wants to renegotiate a countries, Japan is under pressure from its
further $670m with commercial creditors. peers to increase financial support to Third
Debt for development and/or nature swaps / World debtors. During 1987 some $30bn
are also becoming more common.
($10bn pa for three years) was pledged by
For their part, members of the interna- / Japanese official and private sources,
tional financial community have yet to be \ although it is expected that only a small
convinced of the need for alternatives to ( portion of the total will be made available
the “muddling through” approach to debt ) (through the World Bank and Inter-Amercrisis management which has been opera ican Development Bank) to Latin America.
tive since 1982. Most bankers consider that
The US assistant treasury secretary,
the validity of this approach proved itself \ David Mulford, is critical of commercial
during the period of Brazil’s moratorium banks' failure to find new ways of dealing
last year. In general, the “menu of with the debt crisis and of their urging that
options” - which was developed further by governments and multilateral agencies
the addition of such instruments as “exit should take the lead role. Mulford main
bonds” and debt-equity swaps in the tains that governments have rescheduled
Argentine rescheduling of 1987 - and debts, encouraged global economic
enhanced support roles by the IMF and \ growth, increased support for multilateral
World Bank are seen by many financiers as agencies and made bridging finance avail
offering the best route to greater flexibility able at critical times. “The banks should
for both creditors and debtors in future. take note of this contribution, stop comHowever. there are serious doubts over plaining in ignorance about the role of
whether this approach will provide any- \ creditor governments and get more firmly
thing more than a further holding opera- / behind the cooperative effort to find new
tion, especially since there are few signs of ) ways and means for making progress.”
debtors being able to return to creditwor
Most Latin American debtors, as well as
thiness. Most commercial banks are, of J international banks, would probably take
course, under pressure from shareholders V issue with Mulford's analysis, particularly
not to make concessions with respect to the / given the reluctance of most leading indusrecovery of existing loans, and the provi- \ trialised countries to substantially expand
sion of further loans to existing sovereign ( imports from the region, and the far from
debtors in the near future is not seen as ) buoyant outlook they have engendered for
desirable.
the world economy into the 1990s - largely
Commercial banks-notwithstanding the / as a result of having to handle their own
considerable differences between banks \ structural imbalances. Even without the
worldwide - to whom the bulk of Latin / imperative of a Latin debtors' cartel, or a
America's estimated $400bn foreign debt is \ new moratorium by a major debtor, the
owed, are increasingly arguing that official l need for an alternative to the "muddling
and multilateral agencies should take a ) through" approach has been highlighted
greater part in lending to troubled debtor l during recent meetings of the UN Econo
nations. Exceptionally, a more radical / mic Commission for Latin America and the
stance has been taken by individual \ Caribbean. ECLAC’s annual report,
bankers, such as James Robinson of I issued earlier this year, indicated that even
Amex, who launched a proposal for the j if outflows of financial resources were to be
creation of an international development ( halted altogether, the development prosagency to buy up Third World debt and use ) pects for the majority of countries would
the discount for investment in debtor \ remain bleak.
■
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Mild winter hits Coalite profits
BY CLARE PEARSON

J

Coalite Group, maker of the
eponymous smokeless fuel, lifted
pre-tax profits by only 6 per cent,
from £42.98m to £45.53m, in the
year to end-March despite a
strong rise in turnover to
£615.59m against £492.92m.
Earnings per share were virtu
ally static at 31.16p (31.02p).
Pre-tax profits of the dominant
solid, fuels, oils and chemicals
business were slightly lower at
£22.95m (£23.62m) despite a rise
in turnover to £357.45m
(£287.51m) which reflected a full
year’s contribution from Har
greaves, the fuel distribution and
aggregates company.
Mr Eric Varley, former Labour
Energy and Industry Secretary
who is Coalite’s chairman, attri
buted the profits fall to the
unusually mild winter weather
which affected margins particu
larly in the solid fuels business.
Chemicals, however, had per
formed well.
Interest received and similar
income was sharply down at
£4.4m (£8.34m). Coalite started
with a much lower base after it
had paid £75m for Hargreaves.
Late in the year two small acqui
sitions took £9m. However, the
company currently has about

£27m in cash.
ter than expected owing to the
The "environment” division, strong showing of most of the
comprising the old Hargreaves non-fuel businesses, and a
non-fuel activities, provided slightly lower tax charge. The
£4.73m profits on £33.95m turn- current year has started well,
over. Quarries and waste disposal according to Mr Varley, and a
___strong although cementa- point of excitement is Mobil’s
were
tion was described as “disap- new gas find in the North Sea, in
pointing”.
which Coalite has a 7 per cent
Other activities provided stake conservatively reckoned to
£13.42m (£9.72m) on turnover of be worth about £10m. This year
£224.19m (£192.80m). Dormobile, the company may make £51m.
which suffered a loss of £lm The shares, which stand at a disdespite rationalisations, would count to the market, boast the
have to be "looked at hard", Mr defensive qualities of the comVarley said. Falklands Islands pany’s 90 per cent UK turnover
sheep farming and trading pro- and strong balance sheet - but
vided about £lm, while the bal- tend to be dull over the summer,
ance was mainly builders’ mer- perking up with the first frost.
chanting.
Tax took £15m (£14.78m). There
is a final 7.3p (6.5p) dividend,
making 9.8p (8.75p) for the year.

• comment
Coalite's laconic approach to
results presentation condemned
Mr Eric Varley to a long after
noon on the telephone at his Der
byshire headquarters yesterday.
The published statement scorned
to touch on trading. It eventually
appeared, however, that Coalite’s
performance had been a little bet-
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aval officers who fought in the
Falklands were more than a little
irritated when told by the authorities
that they should not attend a colleague’s
farewell party — the guests including the
islands’ former governor, Sir Rex Hunt arranged, by chance, on Argentina’s nation
al day. It would be, they were told,
insensitive. The officers had hoped that the
futility of trying to placate the Argentines
had been demonstrated by the behaviour of
Commander, now Captain, Alfredo Astiz
after his capture in South Georgia. Astiz,
one of the most notorious members of the
old regime, was not only accused of torture
by his fellow countrymen but was wanted by
the French and Swedes investigating the
disappearance of some of their nuns.
It was decreed, however, that Astiz should
be treated as an officer and a gentleman.
After dining with British officers he was
placed under cabin arrest. Next morning his
thoughtful hosts brewed him an early
morning cup of tea, but Astiz had not
wasted the night. Deprived of any weapon,
he had spent the hours of darkness twisting a
bed spring backwards and forwards until it
finally snapped. He then fashioned a dagger
from the wire and, as the orderly bent
forward to give him his tea, stabbed him.
Despite this, Astiz spent the rest of the
Falklands War in considerable comfort and
later, despite protests from France and
Sweden, was unconditionally repatriated.
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Second military exercise
planned for Falklands
By Adela Gooch, Defence Staff

5

'LESS THAN three months
after a Falklands reinforce
ment exercise, the Ministry
of Defence again plans to test
contingency plans.
Exercise Purple Venture,
involving the three services, will
take place on Ascension Island
in the South Atlantic to test pro
cedures for establishing an outof-area command post.
The ministry says it is
designed to practice setting up a
headquarters for any operation
in an area where British forces
are not normally deployed and to
test liaison with ,the headquar
ters of the Navy;at Northwood,
the Army at Salisbury and the
Air Force at High Wycombe.
An invasion of the Falklands
would be the most likely situa
tion to necessitate setting up
command structures on Ascen
sion, a spokesman said yester
day.

“Of course we could .have a
headquarters on the .islands,
themselves as happened eventu
ally during the conflict, but in the
initial stages we might need to
use Ascension,” he said.
The number of troops based in
the Falklands has been reduced
because of the ability to rein
force rapidly using Ascension as
a bridge, tested during exercise
Fire Focus in March.
Purple Venture is a far more
low-key exercise than Fire
Focus, which aroused criticism
from Latin American countries.
Only staff officers will be
involved in what is mainly a
“paper manoeuvre”.
Men from 3 Brigade and 5 Bri
gade will be taking part. The
ministry was unable to say how
many will be involved. The exer
cise begins on June 14 and will
last about two weeks.
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Treasure island

i

PROFITS certainly nave riot tumoiea down
for Coalite, the firm that owns more than a
third of the Falkland Islands.
, They are up from just under £42 million to
more than £45,500,000, but they did not keep
pace with the jump of a quarter in sales to £615
~
~
million.
Coalite is best known
for its smokeless fuel,
but the firm also runs
the Falklands fishing
agency ship.
Money from fishing is
expected to more than
treDle the island’s busi
ness in the next year so.
Coalite seem to have
discovered real trea
sure. The shares are
around £3.00 and rate a
“good” on our new form
guide.
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Andrew Gowers, Tony Walker and Anthony McDermott
examine arms escalation in the Middle East

race out

o

AS HE struggles to make prog
ress in his efforts to resolve the
Arab-Israeli conflict, Mr George
Shultz, the US Secretary of State,
has sounded the alarm about a
disturbing escalation in the
regional arms race.
Three recent trends - a dra
matic proliferation in the deploy
ment and use of ballistic missiles;
the flagrant use of chemical
weapons by at least one party to
the Gulf War; and a recent leap
forward in Israel’s ability to tar
get nuclear weapons over long
distances - have contributed to
unease in Western capitals and in
Moscow.
Ironically, just at a time when
the superpowers have exhibited
at the summit in Moscow a desire
to limit their own missile arse
nals, the struggle by the states of
the Middle East to acquire new
and more sophisticated weaponry
appears to have developed a life
of its own. It has been encour
aged by competition among an
increasing range of Third World
arms suppliers. In effect, the
superpowers are losing their
monopoly and therefore their
control.

Mr Shultz underlined his con
cern about these developments in
remarks to reporters in Jerusa
lem last weekend: “The prolifera
tion of longer-range missiles and
chemical weapons threatens to
make future conflicts that much
more destructive,” he said. “We
want to avoid any war that will
be unlike any conflict we have
seen before, involving more casu
alties and proving harder to con
tain. These realities increase the
stakes dramatically for regional
parties and lay to rest the notion
that time works in favour of
accommodation.”
An independent Washingtonbased defence specialist agrees:
"The next Arab-Israeli war will
not be a matter just of tanks
rolling over the Golan (Heights). I
What we’re seeing here is a
whole new range of threats.”
Developments causing concern
include:^____
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• Moves by Israel, which is
known to have had nuclear arms
since the late 1960s, to upgrade
its nuclear-capable Jericho mis
siles. In mid-1987, the Israelis
tested a longer range version of
the sophisticated medium range
Jericho II system, capable of stri
king accurately at targets as far
away as the Soviet Union. (The
American attitude towards
Israel's development of nuclear
weapons was described at a
recent conference in Oslo on
nuclear arms proliferation as
"the three monkey approach hear, see and speak no evil.” A
leading American expert on
nuclear proliferation has been
quoted as saying: "We have
known since the 1960s that more
was going on at Dimona Israel’s nuclear centre - than
met the eye. We seem never to
have made more than polite
efforts to find out what that was,
despite evidence that it was the
production of nuclear weapons
material.”)
• This year’s “war of the cities”
in which Iran and Iraq have
rained versions of Soviet-made
Scud B missiles on each other’s
capitals. Iraq is believed to have
enhanced the missile to bring
Tehran within range for the first
time.
• Saudi Arabia’s acquisition of
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China's DF3A surface-to-surface
missiles, known in Washington
as CSS-2’s, inviting Israeli threats
of a pre-emptive strike. These
missiles, though intended as a
deterrent against Iran, have a
range of 1.500 miles, and are
therefore capable of hitting tar
gets as far away as Greece, the
Soviet Union and India.
9 Chinese missile sales to Iran
including the Silkworm surfaceto-ship missile. There are US
intelligence reports that China
has also sold Iran its version of
the Scud B, and even licensed the
Iranians to produce it.
• Egypt’s involvement with
Argentina in the production of a
long-range ballistic missile, designated the Condor II, with a range
of about 750 km. Brazil has sold
smaller conventionally armed
missiles to Libya and Iraq, both
of which are believed to harbour
nuclear ambitions. Brazil is also
well on the way to producing longer-range missiles capable of
being fitted with nuclear war
heads. Egypt is also collaborating
with North Korea in the produc
tion of an improved Scud B.
• TIle development by Syria
which has been supplied by the
Soviet Union with Frog, Scud and
SS-21 missiles, of a significant
chemical warfare capability.
In addition, there are fears that
the continuing separate arms
race between Pakistan and India,
which are competing to build a
nuclear capability, could spill
over into the Middle East, given
Pakistan’s close links with Arab
states.
An arms build-up in the Middle
East is nothing new. The Arab
states have been striving to
match Israel’s military superior
ity since well before the 1967 war
and the region regularly vies
with Asia as the biggest spender
on defence in the developing
world. In 1986, a year of recession
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for Arab states, the Middle East
and North Africa spent $63bn on
defence, according to the Interna
tional Institute for Strategic
Studies.
Arms experts are particularly
worried about a number of ele
ments in the latest phase of
accelerated technological devel
opment.
First, the nearly eight-year-old
Iran-Iraq war has provided a
bloody testing ground for two of
the Middle East’s largest military
powers. Not since the Second
World War have ballistic missiles
been launched against civilians
- until the “war of the cities” and at no time since the First

FINANCIALTIMESS-

wfeaPon.s. described by
one delegate as the poor man’s
nuclear weapon.”
.......
,
Third, the change in the pattern of suppliers has altered the
pohtical stakes. The old relationships between the superpowers
and their clients - typified by
those which have long bound the
Soviet Union and Syria, and the
US and Israel - are being eroded
m£.t^?1,ei?Jergence of Powerful
Thmd World arms exporters such
as China, Brazil, Argentina and
North Korea and by the growth
of indigenous arms industries
such as those of Iraq, Iran and
U&ypU

The fear is that the spread of
missile technology will bring closer
an Arab-Israeli nuclear arms race.
World War have chemical weap
ons been used with such fre
quency.
Second, the new escalation
coincides with deepening pessi
mism about the possibility of a
comprehensive Middle East peace
settlement and continuing severe
political strains in the Arab
world. A number of experts on
the region spoke of the virtual
inevitability of another Arab-Israel war at the recent conference
in Oslo. The closed conference
was set up by the Norwegian
Institute of International Affairs
and brought together west Euro
pean and Soviet participants as
well as some US veterans of arms
negotiations stretching back to
the Eisenhower era.
There was much concern at the
conference not just with the
spread of nuclear weapons, but
also with the access to missile
delivery systems and chemical
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Sporadic attempts by the
superpowers to restrict the flow
of arms to the Gulf war combatants have intensified this process, which in turn has made the
conflict itself less susceptible to
outside influences.
The role of China - like the
other new suppliers a country
without a significant political
stake or even a coherent policy
for the region - is particularly
important. Its military modernisation drive and its hunger for
foreign exchange have propelled
it into the worlds top five arms
suppliers. Middle Eastern states
have turned increasingly to suppliers like China when attempts
to acquire weapons from traditional superpower sources have
*4.. , .
The best illustration of this
was the Saudi acquisition of Chinese. East Wind missiles which
followed years of mounting irrita-

tion in Riyadh at the failure of its
American ally to deliver on
important requests for arms. The
us- though highly critical of the
Saudi deal, was hardly in a position to do anything about it.
Likewise, Israel's protests against
the missile sale were ironic since
Israel and China are co-operating
extensively on military technology.
The Soviet Union, for its part
has shown distinct signs of concern about Israel’s Jericho II
issuing public warnings on
Moscow radio after the testing of
the longer-range version last
summer. Once again, this is a
missile beyond the superpowers’
control, developed by Israel’s
own highly-advanced arms industry.
In both Washington and
Moscow the fear is that the
spread of missile technology in
the Middle East will destabilise
the existing “balance of deterence” and perhaps bring closer a
nuclear arms race, between Israel
and its Arab neighbours,
One American arms expert
said that although Iran, Iraq and
'Libya are many years away from
acquiring nuclear weapons, they
would unquestionably seek to
adapt the missiles they now possess for nuclear delivery “should
they ever cross the nuclear
threshold.”
Even without an Arab nuclear
option, the dangers are becoming
acute. For as well as being able
to carry nuclear warheads, the
newly-acquired missiles in the
Middle East give their owners the
potential to use chemical weapons to devastating effect. In this
context, it is questionable
whether' there is a material difference in the threat posed by the
two types of weapon
One leading American scholar
told the Oslo conference that the
current build-up will have pro-
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found effects on thinking in
Israel’s defence community.
"Israel will come to rely far more
heavily on its nuclear deterrent
- possibly in a declared mode : in reaction to the continuing
acquisition by the Arab world of
ever larger and more sophisti
cated arsenals of conventional
arms and weapons of mass
destruction, both chemical and
later nuclear,” he said.
He warned that in the absence
of substantial progress towards a
negotiated settlement of the
Arab-Israel conflict "highly de
stabilising events” could occur in
the next few years as Israel tries
to prevent Arab nuclear develop
ments - along the lines of its
bombing of Iraq’s part-completed
Osirak nuclear reactor in 1981.
Recently the West has been
seeking to control the transfer of
sensitive missile technology. In
April last year, seven industria
lised nations agreed on a Missile
Technology Control Regime
(MTCR) that aimed at stopping
the proliferation of equipment
and technology that might con
tribute to the production of
unmanned nuclear delivery
systems.
The new regulations are aimed
at slowing the development of
missiles capables of hitting a tar
get the size of a small city from a
distance of 300 km, or further,
and which are capable of carry
ing warheads of 500 kg or more.
Significantly, this distance was
specified to ensure the inclusion
of missiles used in the Middle
East where key capitals are setf
close together.

However, it is acknowledged in
arms control circles that the
introduction of the MTCR is "too
little too late”. For one thing,
companies from countries such
as West Germany, France and
Italy - signatories to the regime
- have collaborated extensively
either directly or through subsid
iaries with Third World missile
producers like Argentina.
Furthermore, enforcement of
the regime poses big problems
since it is difficult in practice to
distinguish between military and
civilian uses of the technology
transferred. An additional weak
ness of the MTCR is its limited
membership - neither the Soviet
Union nor China or other Third
World missile producers are par
ties to the agreement, although
Moscow has agreed to consider
joining.
The failure of multilateral
efforts to bar the use of chemical
weapons, and the weakness of
the nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty, further underline difficul
ties faced in applying arms control measures.
In the Middle East, the dangers
posed by an unrestrained jarms
build-up, accompanied by an
accelerated transfer of sophisti
cated new weapons technologies
to warring states, will only be
lessened by progress in resolving
the region’s seemingly intracta
ble political problems.
"If the regional arms race con
tinues, the chances are high that
the new weapons some day will
be used in anger," commented
Geoffrey Kemp, a former
National Security Council
adviser to President Ronald Rea
gan. "The tragedy is that no one
takes events in the'Middle East
seriously until it is nearly too
late."
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ISRAEL
MISSILE

Jericho II
Jericho IIB

PROOUCER

RANGE

PAYLOAO

Israel
Israel

400miles
900miles

180-220b Deployed
?
Under
development

'r.F
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SYRIA

STATUS

MISSILE

PRODUCERS

RANGE

PAYLOAD

STATUS

Scud-B*
(SS-1C)

China /
USSR

190miles

1100 lb

Deployed

t Iraq has based somo of Its Scud -Bs In Jordan

IRAN
MISSILE

PRODUCERS

RANGE

PAYLOAO

STATUS

Scud-B*
(SS-1C)

China /
USSR

190miles

1100b

Deployed

JORDAN?
MISSILE

PRODUCERS

RANGE

PAYLOAD

STATUS

Scud-B*
(SS-1C)

China /
USSR

190miles

1100 b

Deployed

Nuclear-capable I
missiles in the
I
Middle East
I]
LIBYA
MISSILE

PRODUCERS

RANGE

PAYLOAO

STATUS

Scud-B*
(SS-1C)

China/
USSR

190miles

1100 lb

Deployed

POSSIBLY

Orbita
MB/EE-600

Brazil

375mi!es

1100 b

I

Under
development

IRAQf
TJorth Korea also
produces this missile

PRODUCERS

Scud-B*
(SS-1C)

China /
USSR

RANGE

PAYLOAD

STATUS

190miles

1100 b

Deployed

PRODUCERS

RANGE

PAYLOAD

STATUS

China /
USSR

190miles

1100 lb

Deployed

Brazil

190miles

1100 b

Testing
Under
development

POSSIBLY

Avibras
SS-300
Condor II

EGYPT
MISSILE

MISSILE

Scud-B*
(SS-1C)

MISSILE

Argentina 500miles

?

SAUDI ARABIA

POSSIBLY

Condor II

Argentina 500mlles

?

Under
development

Source: Loonard Spoctor/Corneglo
Endwrrent for International Poaco,
Washington

PROOUCER

CSS-2‘East China
Wind“(DF-3A)
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Tim Coone reports on concern over Buenos Aires’ nuclear plans

Nuclear waste tempts Argentina
jsssre :sx ss ekx&szr

industrialised nations might seek
such sites in the Third World to
rid themselves of their own radioactive wastes.
Investigations into potential
nuclear waste sites in Argentina
hpcran as Ions affo as 1977 Atten*
tkfn eventSIlW focussed on a
LranUe formation 500 metres

r»j

sllil §*£■«
nuclear wastes from third countries. The Peronists. moreover,
are more committed to the
nuclear programme than the
present government.

Nonetheless there is urgency to
start the project. The oldest spent
fuel elements stored in pools at
one reactor are now approaching
15 years old. When they reach 20

a nlJclear ^^ aij4 ^PI^?Sfr!!m
of the natural uranium fuel from
Argentina s reactors^ is liKeiy o
produce hundreds of kilograms
per year.
, f
Kis •rgUeootQhaft th?
_____________ plutonium 239 from the spent
------------------------- ----------------------------------------reactor fuel makes underground
storage of wastes acceptably safe,

underground at Gastre in
it°yUstuSfsreexpectaedTtoe be^omfor‘an almesf^amnleeVgovem-

A mere 1 5 kg of plutonium is Sufficient
tO manufacture a nuclear bomb and
reprocessing of the natural uranium fuel

The buned waste containers are
years before any leakage into
fiuTi^an^suSm M el*

mLocagrnSarfTndustS0Sperts

from Argentina’s reactors is likely to

flssloj products from uranlunu

SetVe°sSnrA^tt

produce hundreds of kilograms per year.

radioactive wastes from SwitzerlaThis°has ^efden^emphaticaUy1 by ^oth6governments^ Mr.
Elias Palacios, the head of RadioIntriral Prntprtion at thp Ar?pninJ Nudear Atomic Enen?v
Commission (C^A) who is also
in°^targe° of ?hefGastre °proj^ct!
said “the repository is designed
to take the wastes produced by
six nuclear pro sSS oper
ating ovehaperiod of 30 years ”
He is more circumspect about
whether foreign'wastes ^oifldbe
accepted'“A^a techScJ organ!
sation CNEA has nwer contemplated in the (GastreTstudv the
inclusionof wasteswhichare not
from Argentinian reactors It is
problem " he
more a politica"
po
prooiem,
said.
Mr Nestor Perl, the governor of

__ ________ -— rSSSSS

biosphere. Plutonium 239, how
Mr Perl, however, said he isyears it isexpected that some ™'s ahnd this. says Mr Palacios,
opposed to the project at present
creating is wliy the fUel mUSt be repr°“as there is not yet a 100 per cent
contamination hazard MoreffVinic
that all
guarantee of security against
a contamination nazara. wore CNEA officials insist that all
contamination.” He is even pro- over a fuel reprocessing plant is this piutonium will simply be
posing to hold a referendum in expected to be inaugurated soon, used t0 burn alongside the natuRo^ince on the issue should
tT I*1
reac*
the Government approve theProblemfrom therecycled luel.
tors and argue that as its reacproject, although he adds. I
.
,
, . tors are under IAEA safeguar s,
woihd dare to say that most peoThe Gastre site is designed to spent fuel from them cannot be
pie will be glad of the extra take waste from six reactors At diverted during reprocessing
employment it will bring.”
present Argentina has only two. from its unsafeguarded reprocessExtensive co-operation between the third (Atucha U) is suffering ing plant, which is due to enter
Argentina and several industria- extended construction delays and operation at any time,
Used nations with large nuclear'the decision over a fourth is now
The argument is a reasonableenergy programmes, namely
m doubt due to enormous costone, although there is little to
West Germany, Switzerland and overruns on Atucha n and the stop spent fuel from unsafeCanada, already exists. One or lack of government finance.
guarded reactors in other counmore of these nations might well
Over 60 per cent of the cost of tries passing through the plant
be interested in Argentina taking the Gastre project is involved in but the Argentine Government’s
some of their own radioactive handling equipment and building adherence to IAEA safeguards.
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BY STEPHEN FIDLER, EUROMARKETS CORRESPONDENT

BRAZIL and its leading creditor
banks, bogged down for weeks in
talks about a record $62bn debt
rescheduling and a new $5.2bn
bank loan, have overcome a sig
nificant obstacle to agreement.
A compromise on the linkage
of bank pay-outs of new money
with a loan package negotiated
by the International Monetary
Fund leaves only one question at
issue in the negotiations,
whether the banks will be able to
seize certain Brazilian assets
abroad in case of default.
Meanwhile, Argentina’s lead
ing creditor banks are set to meet
today to discuss their approach
to its problems in meeting its for
eign debt repayments. The meet
ing follows bilateral talks
rbetween President Raul Alfonsin

and the chairmen of leading US
banks.
The Brazilian agreement
explicitly ties in the bank loan
with the IMF programme, but
more flexibly than has been the
case in previous rescheduling
packages, where disbursements
of funds by the commercial
banks have been rigidly tied to
disbursements by the IMF.
The $5.2bn would be paid out
in three tranches, the first of
S4bn linked to the approval by
the IMF board, expected in late
July or early August, for the IMF
package which includes a $1.6bn
standby loan. The second tranche
of $600m would be paid out by
the year-end and the remaining
$600m by the end of the first
quarter of next year.
The disbursements would

depend on reports from the IMF
on the Brazilian economy, but
would not be linked to IMF disbursements. The term “tie-in" is
being used rather than linkage,
which has undesirable connotations for the Brazilians.
Bankers said interest capitalisatjon was not seen as essential
for a country likely to run a trade
surplus of $13bn or more a year.
However, interest capitalisation is regarded by many bankers
as much more likely to be
included in the package for
Argentina, which simply cannot
afford to make its interest payments this year. Following the
talks among the banks this week,
Argentine negotiators are expected to start talks with banks in
New York next week.
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■ One of the least-noticed
changes in international affairs
in the last decade' or so has been
the decline of anti-Americanism
in Latin America. One says that
largely from anecdotal evidence
and none,too loudly because
there is still a general tendency
not to believe it. And, of course,
it is true that official US support
for the Contras in Nicaragua can
be cited to show that American
policy has not much changed
over time.
z Yet changed it has. On the
whole, the Americans go for eas
ing out the more unpleasant
Presidents rather than shoring
them up. In Latin America itself
in the 1960s anti-Americanism
was almost a cult and the heroes
were Che Guevara and Fidel Cas
tro. Today one hears very little of
all that.
Some more substantial evi
dence of the change in attitudes
has now been produced. A paper
prepared for the annual confer
ence of the World Association for
Public Opinion Research in
Toronto last month notes that
more than half of the Argenti
nians surveyed now believe that
their country’s relations with the
US are either good or very good.
In 1984 the figure was one in five.
There has also been a striking
rise in those who regard the
maintenance of good relations
with the US as important. Confi
dence in the US is at its strongest
among executives, professionals
and - this is the big change university students.
The paper is by Frederick C
Turner of the Univeristy of Con
necticut and Marita Carballo de
Cilley of the Catholic University
\
of Argentina. Incidentally, Mich
ael Dukakis, who might be the
next US President, is a fluent
Spanish speaker.
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An amateur
undertaking

NIGEL SPOTTISWOODE was a
lighthouse engineer whose work,
maintaining and improving ma
rine beacons around the world,
was much admired. After his
death last year, aged 72, a col
league sent a letter of condolence
to his widow. “The significance of
his gearless pedestal has not yet
been realised,” the colleague
wrote. “Such people are rarely
recognised in their lifetime.”
When he retired to north
Wales Mr Spottiswoode applied
his restless ingenuity to more bu
colic affairs. He rebuilt a hydro
electric mill on the river Meloch
near the village of Llandderfel in
Gwynedd. He and his second
wife, the actress Jane Hilary, were
well-liked in a sociable and kindly
community. No one thought it
odd that Nigel had begun life as a
conscientious objector and ended
it cheering Mrs Thatcher through
the Falklands war. “He was very,
very right-wing,” Mrs Spottis
woode says cheerfully. “Practi
cally a fascist.” Those who knew
him, however, recognised the
more truthful underlying qualities
of humanity and good humour.
What the beacon man really dis
liked was bureaucracy. He once
invented “a form to end all
forms” as an antidote to overpompous officialdom.
All this may help to explain why
Nigel’s funeral was a cut-price,
do-it-yourself affair, master
1 minded by Mrs Spottiswoode and
Alan Byrne, a close family friend
and a retired executive of Shell.
By any conventional standards
the ceremony had its bizarre mo
ments. With amateurs standing in
for the undertaker’s men, using a
Volvo instead of a hearse, shop
ping through Yellow Pages for
the cheapest chip-board coffin,
there were bound to be times
when it lacked the poker-faced
gravitas most people buy from the
professionals.
It was certainly cheaper,
£197.97 against the £700 or so
charged by the Co-op for a crema
tion but that was not the point as
Mrs Spottiswood makes clear in
i the racily-humorous book, Under
taken With Love, which she is now
. writing about Nigel’s last journey
to the garden compost heap.
From start to finish she regarded
it as an act of affectionate respect,
as did his pall-bearing friends,

Jane Spottiswoode tells Peter Dunn how she
buried her husband and flouted convention
Gavin Miller, accountant, Alan
and Dei Roberts, builders, and
Wyn Williams, neighbour and
farmer.
“Nigel wasn’t religious but
that’s totally beside the point,”
Mrs Spottiswoode says. “He had a
totally irreverent sense of hu
mour. The first thing he’d wanted
to do was leave his body for medi
cal research but that’s not as easy
as you think.
“I’d nothing personal against
funerals but Nigel always said he
felt it was rather spooky to spend
money on a load of rubbish, his
body. He only mentioned it once
but I decided to try and do it.
Once I’d got the bit between my
teeth and once I was being re
fused something I knew was per
fectly legal and sensible I’d have
gone on with it anyway.
"I’d talked so much to Nigel
about what he thought about
things. He taught me not what to
think but how to think. It’s diffi
cult to keep my voice steady when
I talk about it. There were times
when it was a strain but you had in
front of your mind that this was all

Funereal goings-on
were watched behind
twitching curtains
for your friend and you did it with
a deepening sense of friendship.
“People leaned forward after
wards and said, ‘It was what her
husband wanted,’ as if trying to
excuse me in some way. But it be
came what I wanted and what I
was bloody well going to have.”
Mrs Spottiswoode has ap
peared in episodes of Poldark and
The Good Life and once played
Mrs Darling in Peter Pan opposite
Dorothy Tutin and Eric Porter at
the Coliseum. She started to
organise the DIY funeral when
Nigel became ill in 1986.
They had just sold the mill and
moved into a pebble-dashed bun
galow with a big garden in
Llandderfel. The village has one
of the oldest churches in north
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Safely delivered: receipt for the
coffin the makers deny supplying
Wales. Its population of some 300
has watched the funereal comings
and goings of the Spottiswoode
household from behind twitching
curtains. One local told me they
had been shaken by the affair, al
though Mrs Spottiswoode seems
to be unaware of this. “I expect
they’ve been surprised but they
haven’t said anything to me,” she
says.
She began shopping for the cof
fin during Nigel’s second spell in
hospital, an expedition through
the Yellow Pages which met with
much initial hostility. Even the
company which eventually agreed
to sell her a veneered chip-board
casket, S and S Joinery of Stokeon-Trent, now denies the transac
tion took place even when con
fronted with details of the receipt.
It was collected by her two friends
Alan Byrne and his wife Joy in
their Volvo. “They thought I
shouldn’t bring it back on the roof
of the Metro,” Mrs Spottiswoode
explained. Back at the village it
was the stored in the bungalow’s
loft.
“Nigel died in a nursing home
right next door,” Mrs Spottis
woode said. “Alan and Joy and
been with him all the time in his
room. I’d whisked back home to
feed the cats and see the electri
cian. So Joy, who’d been a nurse,
and Trudy, who runs the place,
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hefty brief cases were produced
which answered perfectly.
“My advice to everyone is to
take this one step at a time,” she
says today. “Don’t think of all the
nerform^H th* iae»
■
possible hazards or you’ll never
performed the last offices, what get through.
officer"
Ct0FS CaU thC fiFSt
think Jt would have been
fro^the* toft g°dhe COff'n d°Wn ^There^ghf havebeencom’
VohJn^ Aiinfnaiid
the ventional objections from the
^an Produced Lthe forms hospital staff but that’s convenfnffhP *ready h*d ln *Jis pocket tion not the law, matey. I owned
eot back fneX.t0nU^' YhCn !!e my husband’s body- Provided you
fo, nH ^ J nUrSmg h0me,he don>t d0 anything outlandish or
InnuJar 6 iW3S nc0.w?y they frighten the horses it’s entirely up
?offll18A 0Utf0f the b“1,dll?S t0 y°u what you do. People who
;upr° essi0na might are g°ing t0 be put off by tutateurs^^ tUtting aren>t the kind of PeoPle
“ s 15hC 8
As AJan said to embark on this kind of thing
later, you’ve got to think of the anyway.
8
practicalities 3H the time
“I wasn’t anti funeral director
1 m a bit hazy about what hap- at first. It’s only since the funeral
pened next. I reckon now it was from all the letters I received, that
Alan, Joy and Trudy who brought you notice how much sanctimohim down the fire escape, the two nious cant comes from the profeswomen supporting his back and sionals. I quote one letter at great
Alan taking his legs with Nigel sit- length in the book that said they
ting strapped m the commode, make the next of kin feel absoThey waited until after dark to do lutely de trap, just there for their
this and then brought him in convenience. One of them said
here.”
w . ... , „
the undertaker even charged her
Moving Nigel from the bunga- for a glass of sherry.”
low to the little mortuary in Bala
As Nigel went so Mrs Spottiseight miles away raised similar woode intends to follow. Her own
problems. Eventually the coffin coffin has now been installed
was squeezed through a window among the domestic lumber and
fibre-glass insulation of her loft. It
is tucked away in the shadows be
hind the water tank to avoid
alarming the plumber. She
bought it from a man in Angelsey
who said he didn’t care what the
funeral trade thought. “I brought
it back myself in the Metro,” she
and hefted across the rose bed by said. “It didn’t worry me at all. It’s
two builders, Alan Roberts and a wooden box, that’s all. I’m no
his brother Dei, who had helped more self-conscious than if it had
Nigel restore hishydro-electric
been a crate of oranges,
mill. MrsSpottiswoode
was
“I’d made it clear in an intertouched to see that Dei, fresh view that I’d like to go the same
from a building site, had gone way but didn’t have any close relahome to change out of his work- lives in this country and it wasn’t
ing clothes before handling something I’d ask friends to do
Nigel’s casket.
for me. Then this friend of mine
Undertaken With Love is a cata- came round and said ‘I’ll do it for
logue, compiled with brisk hu- you. Just let your solicitor know.’
mour, of difficulties endured and
“People have been teasing me
overcome before Nigel reached and saying I ought to buy a very
the crematorium in Wrexham 30 large dog to protect me from the
miles away. On the last lap the undertakers. I’m sure they think
coffin had skidded to and fro on we’re just a few eccentrics and
its laminate sheet in the back of that it won’t ever really take off.
the Volvo and needed wedging. Perhaps they’re right. I just want
“A quick consultation,” Mrs people to know they’ve got the
Spottiswoode records, “and some option if they wish to exercise it.”

The coffin skidded
to and fro in the
back of the Volvo
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An attitude problem
?I?"7^ur‘ng the latter part of the
1939-1945 War I must have nursed hundreds of soldiers, and in 1947 I spent
some time in Palestine as a nursing
sister in the Queen Alexandra’s
imperial Military Nursing Service.
Yes, there were a few self-pitying
arrogant bastards, reminiscent of the
character of Lieut. Lawrence as por
trayed in the television drama Tumbledown— but not many. Most of the men,
several of whom had far worse injuries
than those of Mr Lawrence, dealt with
their problems with courage and
humour. As in any other way of life
nurses establish a relationship with
their patients. If a patient has severe
injuries but is stoical and jocular then a
nurse will do everything in her power
mentally and physically, to encourage
her patient to recovery. If a patient is
like Mr Lawrence, then everything
physically will be done to help him, but
the mental rapport is missing — and
that can be vitally important. Mr Law
rence is complaining about the medical
treatment he received. Could his atti
tude perhaps be part of the reason’
(Mrs) BETTY GILLESPIE
Limpsfield.Surrov
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Seizure move on
Greengrass cash
PAUL GREENGRASS, who
made an estimated £1 million
Wr.Thf'cgQ°St\W^iling, ?eter
V\ right s Spycatcher and who, as
I disclosed on Saturday, is now
:__
involved in producing the contro
lled! ha^u^bLn warned"y
the Government that an attempt
may be made to seize his profits
from the banned book.
In a letter to Greengrass this
week, the Treasury Solicitor has
warned that pending the Govern
ment’s appeal in the House of
Lords on June 13, the freelance
author and TV producer is “lia
ble to an account of his personal
profits’’ from Spycatcher.
This means that if the Govern
ment wins its appeal over
whether or not British news*
papers can serialise the Wright
book, it is likely to go after a
court order which will lead to the
seizure of every traceable and
accessible penny Greengrass has
made from the book. So far 1-4
million hardback copies of Spycatcher have been sold world
wide, and up to 60,000 uf those
have been sold illegally in
Britain.
The Treasury Solicitor has told
Greengrass that every judge to
consider the Spycatcher case in
this country has found that Peter
Wright was in breach of his duty
of confidentiality in exposing
MI5 secrets and, indeed the book
would never have been allowed
to be published in this country.
In ghost-writing the book, the
Government argues, Greengrass
— who, unlike Wright, is a Brit
ish citizen and resident here —
has also broken confidentiality.
So it seems that if the Govern
ment wins its Lords appeal —
and if it is successful in tracking
Greengrass’s fortune to a place
within the jurisdiction of the
British courts — another battle

inthc,ongand bitterSpycatcher
saga lies ahead.
Yesterday Greengrass was in
Yorkshire, on the set of ResurSsfth^TrfasZ' sof £
fctter
Trcasury Solicitor s
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rCream of the Crooks’ Control a Comer
of South America

By Marlise Simons
New York Times Sen1 ice

FOZ DO IGUACU. Brazil —
Close to the Parana River, where
Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay
meet, a young policeman was explaining the maddening presence
of “border executives ”
“They are everywhere" said
the sergeant, running his eyes
along the horizon. “We get the
cream of the crooks from all three
countries. Drug smugglers, robbers, gamblers, racketeers. And
some like to call themselves border executives."
Once the cutting edge between
the colonial empires of Spain and
Portugal, this wild frontier land in
the heart of South America has
turned into a vast, profitable and
mostly clandestine merry-goround of people and goods.
By boat and car, smugglers
move electronic equipment, food
and chemicals to and fro, depending on which side of which border
the bargains and exchange rates
are best. Precious cargo like cocaine, gold or computers is said to
leave from private runways. And
as border towns have boomed
with the trade, more and more
people are gaining a stake in this
remote underworld.
But a deadly pattern of highway robbery in Brazil has been
disturbing the laissez-faire mood
of these borderlands. Two
months ago, angry Brazilian truck
owners threatened to block the

main access road between the na
tions and demanded a clampby border authorities
The truck owners charged that
organized gangs were hijacking
growing numbers of trucks and
trailers on the Brazilian highways
and l"en 0'ten killing the drivers
and hauling the vehicles to Para8uay- There* the Brazilian police
confirmed the vehicles, often
ue
rT1S>re , t1, n
$100,000, are swapped for dollars
or cocaine brought in from Boliv,a an^ processed in Paraguay,
In the past 18 months, according to statistics provided by the
Brazilian truck drivers’ union,
highway robbers have murdered
139 truck drivers. Thirty more are
still missing. In the same period,
gangsters stole close to 2,300
trucks, of which more than 200
have so far been found in Paraguay.
“Our people work in total insecurity," said Helio Botelho, leader
of the Union of Independent
Truckers. “Police keep telling us
they have not enough men to
cope.”
As drivers and union leaders
tell the story, highway pirates often strike at night when truckers
make a fuel slop or rest in parking
spaces. But even in daylight the
robbers put uproadblocks on the
many lonely stretches of road,
Some assaults are daring operalions,
“A truck may be slowly climb-
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Marlise Simoni/The New York Times

A market in Puerto Presidente Stroessner, Paraguay, full of contraband and smuggled goods.
ing a slope and the gangsters lie in
ambush,” said Areli Lara. “They
jump on board, climb on the roof
and hold a gun to the window,
What can a driver do?”
Surrendering does not mean
you stay alive, said Mr. Lara, who
heads the Parana Association of
Truck Owners. “In some cases, we
never find the body. Those gangs
have tied drivers alive to trees in
the forest. There they die from
hunger, thirst, overexposure. Or
they are attacked by animals.”
As Mr. Lara spoke, he was

awaited by a woman with two
small children whose husband
had been missing for 50 days. So
far, only her husband’s trailer,
stripped of its wheels and cargo,
had been found on the road to
Brasilia.
While the police say the highway robbers are Brazilians, union
leaders blame Paraguay for providing a market for stolen goods,
The truck drivers’ union and insurance companies have sent out
investigators, who have come
back with reports that Paraguay-

an businessmen and landowners
even place orders for stolen Brazilian trucks.
“The Volvo and Scania are the
favorites,” said Baldomero Taques. a union leader. ' They get
them cheap. Either they use the
vehicle or dismantle it for spare
parts.
In Asuncion, the capital of Paraguay, and Puerto Presidente
Stroessner, the second-largest
city, the sale of contraband and
cut-rate goods has become a normal way of life. Diplomats and

economists believe that almost 60
percent of the country’s com
merce consists of unrecorded or
smuggled goods.
Cars appear to be the most
costly among the items of dubious
origin. Legitimate car importers
estimate that more than half of
Paraguay’s 120,000 registered
cars and trucks have been stolen
in Brazil. In the last five years, the
government legalized at least
34,000 undocumented cars with
two sweeping amnesties.
But in many ways, Puerto Presidente Stroessner, on the border
with Argentina and Brazil, has
tapped the advantages of a paral
lel economy. New stores, villas,
and a casino line the roads. A
$ 100-million airport is being built
to bring more people and goods to
this inland port of 50,000 inhabit
ants.
These developments are looked
at rather nervously by entrepre
neurs in Puerto Iguassu in .Argentina and in Foz do Iguacu in Brazil. The two towns share the
world’s grandest waterfall and the
tourism it generates. But businessmen complain of unfair competition from Paraguay, where
political and military forces are
believed to protect or own the
main smuggling franchises,
“Nobody here can preach,”
said a hotel owner and long-time
border resident. “Customs on all
three sides are receptive when it
comes to bribes.”
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My grief has
famed to hate

-/-N

{£taS3j!^Iifc h0S bcen devastated
-JJJf £°n was

1x1 the Falklands

3H5B«Sa“

as we were trying to cope with
ourTh^n
left ^nef, my eldest daughter’s husband
She was three months
pregnant and, I suppose

loJMS*

***

When her husband came
to see her I nearly killed
him. I went at him like a
SSHftl Punched and
kicked him, tore his hair
and screamed that he was
a murderer.

Guilty
1

I couldn’t believe my
°'*rn behaviour. I’m.
absolutely consumed with
hate for this man who had
been like a son to me
before.
My family think I’ve
gone nuts. We had coned
so well with our losses.

affected me
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BBC SPIT ON
our mm

THE first thing to get
straight
about
Tumbledown and the
Falklands campaign
is that war is not like
it is in a John Wayne
movie.
Men do not die
scribbling messages to
their mothers or whis
pering heroic last words.
They die screaming in
agony or so numb with
shock that they don’t even
know their limbs have

gone and their life is
slipping away. It always
seems to be raining. Or
muddy, or cold. And there
is a smell like no other that
stalks a man who is dying
from combat wounds.
That is what war is really
about. It is filthy. But from
it come amazing stories of
heroism. And because it is
fought by human beings
there are stories of the
darker side, of cowardice
and treachery.

Enemies
As a nation we can thank
our lucky stars that we
have the very best fighting
men in the world. We may
not have the biggest army
but I am thankful that
they’re on our side!
So why is it, do you
think, that whenever
Britain’s national interest
is at stake the BBC can be
relied upon to be worth
eight points out of ten to
the enemies of this
country?
Do you really believe
that the programme
makers at the BBC care a
damn whether Robert
Lawrence, the bitter hero
of Tumbledown, had a
rough time or not ?
Of course they do not.

They are simply con
cerned, as always, with
holding our national pride
to ridicule. How many
times are they going to get
away with it?
When granite-jawed
Duke Hussey took the
reins of the BBC it was
reckoned that all this Fifth
column nonsense would
stop.
Clearly it hasn’t; because
the programme makers
have this time been
allowed to spit in the faces
of the families who lost
their loved ones on Mount
Tumbledown and Mount
Longdon and at Goose
Green and in the blazing
ovens of blazing warships
and trapped in the cock
pits of downed fighter
aircraft.
And of the families of
the men who came home
crippled and disfigured.
Men like Guardsman
Simon Weston who was
horribly burned aboard
Sir Galahad. Have you
heard him complain? And
yet why is it that after
Tumbledown I felt that if
these BBC whingers went
to war themselves they
would spend most of their
time in the.latrines?
One of the bravest men I

REAL WAR . . . and minutes after Express
photographer Tom Smith took this picture, he
carried the wounded man to safety
know is a Daily Exprress
photographer called Tom
Smith.
He was on Mount Long
don with the Third Bat
talion the Parachute
Regiment during their
bloodiest battles.
Armed onl with his
camera, he
some of
the
most
moving
photographs to come out
of the Falklands campaign.

Bleeding
All around him were
wounded and dying men.
But without any thought
for his own safety, Smith
picked up a severely in
jured paratrooper who was
bleeding to death and
carried him half a mile
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down the mountainside to
the medical station.
Snipers’ bullets pinged off
rocks around nim and
Argentine mortars blasted
the path he was on. But
with the man on his back
Tom Smith kept going
and after handing him
over he went up that
terrible mountain again
and carried down through
continuous bombardment
another paratrooper.
Tom Smith was 35 years
old
_ then and had oneliung.
By rights he should have
got a medal but for him
the thanks of the men
whose lives he saved was
enough.
But do you think the
BBC is ever going to make
a film about Tom Smith?
Think about it.
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Coping with casualties of war
From Dr Anthony Hopkins
Sir, Major-General Sir John
Hackett (June 3) and Mrs Rose
mary Calder-Smith — “Sophie’s”
mother - (June 4) have written in
your columns of their displeasure
and distress about the film
Tumbledown, a record of the
difficulties and disappointments
suffered by Robert Lawrence,
wounded in the Falklands war. I
know none of those concerned,
nor have have I seen Mr Lawrence
professionally, but I believe that
the following point should be
made.
The effects of a brain injury are
quite different from those of
injuries, however severe, that
affect other organs. By their very
nature, brain injuries affect emo
tion, judgement, social control
and, not least, insight.
The relatives of those severely
brain-injured by car and motor
cycle accidents in civilian life will
bear testament to the difficulties
they face in helping the braininjured person retain some Sem
blance of normal social inte
gration.
It is meaningless therefore to
“blame” Mr Lawrence for the way
he has presented his life since his
wounding, any more than it is
sensible to blame a man for having
a wooden leg.
Criticism of any lack of balance
in Tumbledown should be directed
at the producers, who should have

been aware of these aspects, rather
than at Mr Lawrence.
Yours faithfully,
ANTHONY HOPKINS,
Department of Neurological
Sciences,
St Bartholomew’s Hospital,
West Smithfield, EC1.
June 5.
From Mr A. G. L. Lowe
Sir, When war started in 1939 I
was a Territorial gunner officer. In
August, 1944, while with an
attacking infantry company in
Normandy, I was severely woun
ded in the face.
By the genius ofthe surgeon, the
late Sir Harold Gillies, over a
period of four years and about 50
operations I was mended and back
in the world.
Mutilated and unable to speak,
but terrified of pity, I broke my
engagement, and for many
months it was hard to endure the
embarrassed stares of people con
fronted with disfigurement.
None the less, it never occurred
to me to complain, as so many of
my friends were dead and, by
comparison with the dreadftil
scars of the burned airmen and
tank crews, I was fortunate.
I think Robert Lawrence, by
comparison with others, has been
fortunate, and he should, like me,
thank God that he is still alive.
Yours faithfully,
AUGUSTUS LOWE,
Folly Cottage.
Puddington, Cheshire.
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Falkland films ‘fiction’
• Mr Younger, Defence Secre
tary, yesterday labelled the
recent BBC television play, Tum
bledown, and other projected
Falklands programmes, “fiction...and made-up stories”.
His remarks, the first from a
Government Minister since
Tumbledown was screened last
week, were made to an audience
of several hundred veterans
commemorating the Normandy
invasion 44 years ago.
“The memory of those events
at this sort of occasion is the true
voice of the people of Britain and
France,” said Mr Younger.
"The only comment I would
make about current television
programmes is that they are fic
tion. They are made-up stories
and it should be remembered
that that is what they are.”
His comments came as other
MPs criticised a new television
film about a disaffected Scots
Guardsman being made for
Channel Four and to be released
early next year.
The film, Resurrected, was
inspired by the story of Mr Philip
Williams, who was reported
missing after the Tumbledown
battle.
He reappeared six weeks later,
saying that he had lost his memo
ry, and was subsequently dis
charged by the Army. In the
film, the guardsman suffers a
mental breakdown after being
taunted and beaten by fellow
officers who believe that he
deserted.
Sir Anthony Buck, Conserva
tive MP for Colchester North and
chairman of the Tory Defence
Committee, said yesterday:
“There seems to be a mood of
disparaging a tremendous Brit
ish feat of arms.”
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Debtor countries
disagree on
cartel move
By Richard Gourlay in Manila

FOURTEEN countries, which
together account for $254bn or a
fifth of developing country debt,
have backed away from setting
up a debtors’ cartel because they
disagree over how strongly they
should confront their creditors.
Delegates from these debtor
countries, including Brazil,
Argentina, the Philippines and
Peru, instead noted after a con
ference of newly restored democ
racies in Manila, that servicing
debt should be “compatible” with
“the responsibility of promoting
development”.
The conference was organised
by the Philippines for countries
which have restored democracy
within the last 15 years to discuss
the problems they have faced
during their transitional periods.
Mr Vicente Jayme, the Philip
pine finance secretary, said that
the lack of “adequate responses”
from creditor countries, multilat
eral institutions and banks is for
cing debtor countries “to exam
ine more radical options’’.
The main opposition to a debt
ors’ cartel came from Brazil.
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Soldiers see hospital
staff 44 years on

By Richard Sachs
A plaque to commemorate the war
years when the ladies of St Hugh’s
College, Oxford, were turfed out to
make room for the Military Hospital
for Head Injuries was unveiled by
Lord Jenkins of Billhead, chancellor
of the university, on the forty-fourth
anniversary of D-Day yesterday. Doz
ens of old soldiers were reunited with
former staff at the hospital where
: 53,000 Allied servicemen with brain
injuries were treated and rehabilitated

sspgpsffst sssar.esvsrr
fs»p.S'fS,ss

4,000 are recorded as “penetrating
Ef*
“ a term .wh!ch’
TumMcdc'ri’n, has acquired a
special, no less fearsome significance,
The conversion of the college, which
?orJ.e s*y ,ooks more ,!ke .a medical
institution anyway, was instigated and
headed by the visionary Brigadier

wssmsssk
12 tutors and 140 undergraduates
should be evacuated. The hospital was
closed, even more hurriedly than it
was opened, in September 1945 and
Miss Gwyer and her young ladles
resumed their studies in their rightful
home at the start of the Michaelmas
iviicnaeimas
term. —
Thirty German prisoners
of war
were employed to clear the corridors of
broken furniture. Huts built as wards
m the college’s beautiful gardens
remained standing for several years;
even now, in dry weather, ' their
foundations may be detected. Cairns
died in 1952, at the age of 56, laden
with professional honours and at the
height of his powers. His department
at the RadclifTe is his living monument, as bursting today with new
ideas, particularly in the field of
neuropsychology, as it was when he
formed it 50 years ago.
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Brazil cold kills 7

Rio de Janeiro - Seven people have died and parts of
southern Brazil remained blanketed by snow yesterday after
a blast ofcold air blew north from Antarctica at the weekend
(Reuter reports). Police in Sao PauLo said seven homeless
people died in the city from exposure. Meteorologists said
the cold could herald an unusually chilly winter. Reports of
frost in some coffee-producing areas of southern Parana
state pushed up coffee prices across the world and raised
fears that more frost may lie ahead for that state, which
accounts for about 10 per cent of Brazil’s coffee output.
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Younger scorns TV
Falklands ‘fiction’
DEFENCE Secretary
George Younger spoke
out yesterday for the
first time on the BBC’s
controversial Falklands
War film Tumbledown
—and scornfully dis
missed it as fiction.
Mr Younger broke his
silence after attending a
moving commemoration
of the D-Day landings 44
years ago.
After walking among
more than 2,000 British

SS*oi«w»ip““c

war graves in Normandy
and talking to veterans of
the Invasion, he declared:
“The memory of these
events at this sort of
occasion is the true voice
of the people of Britain.”
Then he added: “The
only comment I would
make about current
television programmes is,
that they are fiction.
“They are made-up
stories, and it should be
remembered that that is
what they are.”
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Younger
Falklands
films just fiction
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( Veterans’
memory of
D-Day is
true voice
of Britain 9

George Younger

THE controversial dramas
about the Falklands War
were dismissed as ‘fiction’
yesterday by Defence Sec
retary George Younger.
At the same time, it was revealed
that the latest film, Resurrected,
features a gruesome bullying
scene which never happened.
It follows the BBC TV play Tumbledown, based on the alleged shabby
treatment of Scots Guards officer Lt
Robert Lawrence who was shot in the
head in the Falklands.
Mr Younger spoke for the first time
about the dramas as he joined hundreds
of D-Day veterans remembering their
fallen comrades in Normandy on the 44th
anniversary of the landings.
After walking through Ranville Cem
etery where 2.151 British troops are
buried, and talking to ex-servicemen who
survived the bloody campaign of 1944. Mr
Younger said this was the ‘true spirit' of
wartime commemoration.

By CHRISTOPHER BELL
Political Reporter
'The memory of these events at this sort
of occasion is the true voice of the people
of Britain and France,’ he said.
As for the Tumbledown play and the
new film. Resurrected, which is backed by
Channel 4. he said: 'The only comment I
would make about current television
programmes is that they are fiction?

Worry
After Tumbledown, a new row has blown
up over Resurrected, which is based on
the story of Scots Guardsman Philip
Williams who disappeared after the Battle
of Tumbledown and turned up six weeks
later saving he had lost his memory.
Eventually, after alleged bullying and
beatings, he had a breakdown and left the
Army.
The £1.2million movie, starring Tom Bell
and Rita Tushingham, tells of a young
guardsman harassed and beaten by fellow
soldiers who believe he deserted. It also

features a scene where a soldier is
scrubbed in a bath of bleach by bullying
squaddies — but the makers admit the
incident never happened.
The producers of Resurrected insist that
Philip Williams’s story was the inspira
tion, not the factual basis for the film.
In the bath scene, the main character is
dragged from the barrack room and
thrown into a bath of cold water and
bleach. While some of his tormentors
scrub him with wire brushes, others force
worms into his mouth and urinate in the
bath.
Actor David Thewlis. 25. who plays the
bullied solider. admitted the scene was
dramatic licence. He said on the set near
Huddersfield yesterday: ‘Williams was
tormented for months, waking up to a fist
in the face and forced to take pills. This
scene sums up what he went through.’
And writer Martin Allen said: ‘Philip
was subjected to four months of beatings.
The film is fiction and the scene is a way
of illustrating the bullying. The regimen
tal bath does go on. usually as part of an
induction ceremony. We have toned it
down.’

MPs who have criticised the new film
include even Mr Tam Dalyell, a
persistent critic of the Govern
ment’s South Atlantic policy.
‘The Scots Guards are enti
tled to a point-by-point reply,’
said the Labour MP. ‘I am not
happy about mixing facts and
fiction. These films, whatever
the disclaimers, have the ap
pearance of fact, so it is on
factual criticism that they
must be judged.’
Sir Anthony Buck, chairman
of the Tory Parliamentary De
fence Committee, said: ‘In ev
ery . conflict there are always
things which we would wish
had not happened. What wor
ries me is that there seems to
be a mood of disparaging a
tremendous British feat of
arms to make sure a fascist
dictator did not get away with
aggression.’
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An EEC merger policy is essential
to keep out Europe’s free riders
Edward McMillan-Scott, the MEP for
York, argues that the Suchard bid
for Rowntree should be referred to the
Monopolies Commission while EEC
agrees priorities for 1992 marketplace"
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The merger control regularr^he real Little England| ers in the Rowntree case non has been blocked in its •
aMpjp
A arc not the people of various forms by France and
York and their politicians but Britain since 1973, although it j
those who fail to accept a would provide the common
European solution to a Euro- ground rules wc need for the J
m problem.
European single market.
The Swiss want Rowntree
The proposed regulation j
because it is ready for the single would require prior vetting of |
European market of 1992. mergers where worldwide turn- I
Whitehall is not.
over exceeded £700 million 1
It is in Britain’s interest to and EEC market share would I
Ip
encourage a European Eco exceed 20 per cent.
U
nomic Community-wide mer
j
Lord Young wrote to me on
M
ger strategy which both
liberalizes the laws of EEC May 16 to say that “we are |
||
countries and provides ground participating constructively” |
1
rules which can be respected by in working group discussions, f
but “without commitment to
“outsiders.”
Lord Young of Graffham, our final position” on the
the Secretary of State for T rade merger control regulation,
and Industry, missed the
prCs$ rcports say t}iat resjs_ g
opportunity of a Monopolies lance t0 lhe EEC mcasure is
Commission inquiry into the coming from Mr Nigel
Nestle bid for Rowntree to Lawson, the Chancellor, who |[
examine our attitude to 1992- fears that the Bank of England fl|||
i
style mergers.
could lose its power of veto
He and other industry min- ovcr any foreign bids for
isters - but not the Sir Geof- ho|dings of more lhan 15 per
rev Howe, the Foreign ccnt of British banks.
m
Secretary - took pains to let
$|||J|||§
st
vitzerland off the hook. Their
^ distinction is apparently %J|||p
jf
.^spective practices, he claims,
^cm8 drawn in Whitehall beipip
||
are their loss.
tween banking and other forms kvft
§
In February 1983 the Swiss °f economic activity, such as
|i
government promulgated a law making chocolates.
ril|M
S
which would restrict Swiss
I met Herr Martin Bange- IIJRf
II
companies from writing their
mann. the retiring West Gcr- 'vMSM
®
own rules to block foreign bids man economics minister, rec- Stili fighting: Edward McMillan-Scott in Strasbourg with
and shareholdings.
ently to discussthe Rowntree
Rowntree brands which the Swiss are desperate to acquire
However, the bill has been case. He said a European
.
drifting in the notoriously merger policy was “essential as own territory of a Rowntrec as well as countries ot tne
protectionist Swiss parliament we approach 1992.”
merger: both are capable of European Free Trade Associfor five years because, as .he
„ is clcar .ha. .he Germans, requiring d,vestment.
ation (EFTA) - Austna. FmCogZra.'inn 1°h E™n°mic whose own commercial laws
if lhe French or Germans dcn and Switteriand - to
mem rnmlnfc - DeVCl,°P; 3rc morc rcslnct,ve lhan ourus find .hat a merged Rown.ree dC" JT .heTr rdanonships
divergency of views between mme^sovere^nt^'are ^ C0llld ^ ant.-compet.live it with the Community. On June
the two chambers™
™rL
residency J?" unde
Lneed for 3 12 and 13. EFTA trade minThe British Government’s ofthe^EC to pwh through the Community solution.
isters meet M Willy de Clerq,
Blue Paper on merger policy, merger controls.
At the European Commis- the European Commissioner
published in March, does noi
8
sion in Brusseis, Lord Cock- for external relalions, to disdevelop the 1992 dimension. It X n France, the Conseil dc field, the architect of the 1992 cuss terms.
even states “the subject of the I Concurrence and in Ger- programme, told me that his
It is essential that EFTA
review reported here has been X many, the Kartelamt, are
intention was to improve com- does not become the EuroUK mergers control, operated the national watchdogs. They
petition in Europe. There pean Free Ride Association,
by the UK national authorities, operate on the same lines as would be much restructuring of and we should be deploying
and has not included the future Britain’s Office of Fair Trad- industry, he said. But to be both political and economic
of EEC merger control.”
ing. In France, as in Britain, 25 effective, there must be respect muscle to prevent it. Lord
However, on June 22, EEC per cent of market share can for EEC legislation.
Young seems unwilling to use
ministers meet to look once constitute a monopoly, in Gercither against Switzerland,
again at a proposal for an EEC many it is 30 per cent.
The.corporate perestroikaof EFTA’s leading member.
Both countries are in- 1992 is causing outsiders like
b
regulation covering mergers
vestigating the effect on their the Americans and Japanese,
In 1984, when Nestle was
and takeovers.

m

bidding for Carnation, the
Office of Fair Trading recom
mended a reference to the
Monopolies Commission.
This was rejected by Mr
Norman Tebbit, the Trade
Secretary at that time. Perhaps
Sir Gordon Borrie of the OFT
is once bitten, twice shy, like
the consumers of Nestle’s
other British acquisitions such
as Findus. Crosse & Blackwell,
Libby’s canned fruits and
Ashbourne mineral waters. All
have seen their market share
halved since 1979.
The Swiss are using finan
cial muscle where marketing
strategies have failed. A Brus
sels newsletter, Agence Eur
ope, reports that the Swiss
insurance company Winter
thur has just bought the Italian
company Intercontinental
Assicurazione because this
will “allow it to sell car
insurance in the 12 EEC
member states, from Italy.”

conference taking place
next month at the Coll
ege of Europe in Bruges
on the EEC and EFTA under
the title “More than just good
friends?” enjoys four commer
cial sponsors — all Swiss: CibaGcigy, Nestle, Sandoz and
Winterthur. Last month,
Sandoz altered its share struc
ture to block further foreign
investors.
.
u
u
In the chocolate sector,
Rowntrec has demonstrated its
ability to create new products
|ikc Lion Bar and sell them
throughout Europe. It now
se^s morc After Eight on the
Continent than in Britain, and
employs 3.000 workers at factories in France, Germany and
the Netherlands.
Nestle has bought the Italian
perue:na
fmieht unsucccssfuuv aeainsi Suchard
foarg^nns^ofCo.e
d'Or.iheleadingBclgianchocola,e maker'
The Swiss strategy -10 nuc i
p.ggy-back on established EEC
companies all the way to
-is clear. Britain should staj
by Rowntree until we ha'f
reconciled ourselves to 195MB
The Suchard bid - forffi'B
ized since the OFT reccjB
mendation - should
referred to the MMC.
would give us, and the ^ I
parliament, three mon# I
sort out priorities.
..fl
,, .,
c. ..
McMillan-Scott is
national co-ordinator *
Conservative 1992
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MPs hit
new film
about
MPS yesterday attacked a new
film about the Falklands con
flict and said the regiment
involved should be given the
right of reply on TV.
The film, Resurrected, has
been financed by Channel Four
and is inspired by Scots
Guardsman Philip Williams,
the teenage soldier who “came
back from the dead” after
going missing during the 1982
fighting.
The film, due to be shown in
British cinemas early next year
before being screened on TV,
tells the story of a young
guardsman who is taunted,
beaten up and finally driven to
a mental breakdown by fellow
soldiers who believe he
deserted.
It follows the controversial
play Tumbledown, shown on
TV last week, about Scots
Guards officer Robert Law
rence, who was shot in the head
and partly paralysed by an
Argentine sniper.
Labour MP Mr Tam Dalyell,
a persistent critic of the
Government’s South Atlantic
policy, said he was not happy
about the film industry criticis
ing the services.
“The Scots Guards are en
titled to a point-by-point reply.
They should be given TV time
to do so because I think a lot
of people would look at it.
“I am not happy about mix
ing facts and fiction. These
films, whatever the disclaimers,
have the appearance of fact, so
it is on factual criticism that
they must be judged.”

Sir Antony Buck, Conserva
tive MP for Colchester North
and chairman of the Tory Par
liamentary Defence Commit
tee, said: “What worries me is
that there seems to be a mood
of disparaging a tremendous
British feat of arms to make
sure a fascist dictator did not
get away with aggression.
Mr Harry Greenway, Con
servative MP for Ealing North,
said: “The film-makers seem
hell bent on denigrating the
efforts of 99.9pc of our troops
in trying to reflect the views of
a tiny minority of misfits.”
No-one would comment on
the new film at the London
headquarters of the Scots
Guards yesterday.
A spokesman for the Min
istry of Defence said: “We have
certainly not been approached
by the makers of the film and
we are not aware of any of the
detail in it yet.”
Mr Williams, 24, from Halton in Lancashire, was reported
missing after the battle for
Mount Tumbledown in August,
1982. He turned up six weeks
later claiming he had lost his
memory and was eventually
discharged from the Army.”
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“It’s a musical about the Scots Guards in the Falklands!
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Anger at
new film
about
Falklands
f
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Disparaging
“I am not happy about mix
ing facts and fiction. These
films, whatever the disclaim
ers, have the appearance of
fact, so it is on factual criti
cism that they must be
judged.”
Sir Antony Buck, Con-

isiSS

ment
given the right of reply on
ries me is that there seems to
TV.
The film. Resurrected, has
a mood of disparaging a
British feat of
been financed by Channel tremendous
arms to make sure a fascist
away
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the 1982 fighting.
‘° that extent it is to be
The film, due to be shown dePr?cate1\,lov Tnrv MP fftr
in British cinemas early next Robert Adley, T®ry
year before being screened Christchurch, said the
on TV, tells the story of a j Government was unwittingly
young guardsman who is
tort
2i r
taunted, beaten up and f^m through a grant of £1.5
finally driven to a mental million it gave ea<^,y®ar breakdown by fellow soldiers Bri{jsh
who believe he deserted.
Partly funding Resu™f<^d* .
It follows the controversial . ^m’^y Greenway, Conse
play Tumbledown, shown on tive MP
Eal1”^ ,N° ,
TV last week, about Scots; said: This film should cerGuards officer Robert Law-118111^. not have
bl
rence, who was shot in the; until the -effects
Tumb
head and partly paralysed by1 down had been balanced and
anLlbgounrtiMpS?rrDa,ye,1. a "flHals 24, from Ha„on
persistent critic of the m Lancashire, ^as repo
Government’s South Atlantic missing after the battle for
policy, said he wasn’t happy Mount iLo
turned up
about the film industry criti- august, 1982.He turnei1 up
cising the services.
six weeks later claiming he
“The Scots Guards are had i®st k,s memory,
entitled to a point-by-point
• Comment - Page lb
reply. They should be given
TV time to do so because I
think a lot of people would
look at it.
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Resurrected
THE over-sensitivity of Tory MPs and
a handful of retired militarists is blow
ing out of all proportion the alleged
imbalance of dramas based on the
Falklands War - the latest a cinema
film appropriately called Resurrected.
One has natural sympathy for
those who see themselves as unjust
ly, identifiably portrayed but such
claims of inaccuracy are not unique
to military situations.
However, war dramas do tend to
show more than most that history is
as much a matter of interpretation as
it is a matter of fact.
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The road from Tumbledown
IF YOU thought the Tumbledown film was the end of the
Falklands TV smearmongering,
think again.
Another Falklands film la on

for guessing what line it will
take. Channel Four’s commissioning editor responsible tor
buying the film has a long record
striae.eXtrem6

fiths (who boasts that he writes
TV plays because they are the
most powerful medium of
propaganda).
IheSvIffhat^hly

Then there la the forthcoming

"lefe"

it. (The restis coming from the serial based on a Left-whig MP s The wnter of Tumbledown says
taxpayer.) And if youthink this novel, full of Tory skulduggery, he is m favour
second fiim is any more likely to with the establishment, the drama. The producer admits that
show the Army m a good light, police and the security services the film was political,
you must be very trusting.
trying to bring down a Labour
And the aparatchiks have cot
Government.
toned on to a wonderful techEver-generous Channel Four
Other treats to watch out for. nique: by mixing fact and fiction,
has also forked out £50,000 for the
rights to an Argentinian film include a pro-Scargill serial they get the best of all worlds,
about the sinking of the Bel- about the miners’ strike by the Thus the Tumbledown hero was
grano. Again there are no prizes Marxist playwright Trevor Grif- shown as having his wheelchair

shunted out of sight at a service
of remembrance. His regiment
says he was placed at the front.
Ah, say the TV boys, but this
only a play.
So the smear merchants can
get away with anything. The
Tumbledown hero’s girl friend
can be portrayed as emptyheaded and disloyal. But when
she complains, she is told it’s
only fiction. Real people can be
used as caricatures with no
chance of redress.
The whole business is sinister.
We are mad to allow these
character assassins to get away
with it.
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Lawrence urged to send book profits to Falkland^ fine!

Tumbledown girl’s plea to
By Howard Foster and Robin Young
The former girl friend of Mr
Robert
, Lawrence, who was sela^ids^conflk^urged^htrrr^ast
night to contribute to the
South Atlantic Fund in the
aftermath of the controversial
BBC Television play, Tumbledown.
Miss Victoria CalderSmith, aged 24, also asked the
makers of any future drama
based
on the fighting- to draw'a,
...............
clear distinction between real
and imaginary characters after
complaints by herself and her
family that the play showed
her in a poor light as someone
who had not cared for
Lieutenant Lawrence after his
return to England.
Tumbledown, which was
shown on BBC1 last week,
.brought severe criticism of Mr
Lawrence, upon whose book,
When the Fighting is Over, the
film was based.
Mr Lawrence lost 40 per
cent of his brain when he was
wounded by a sniper’s bullet
in the last hours of the fighting
in 1982. The book and play
were critical of the treatment
he received later from medical
authorities and the public.
Mr Lawrence has also advised on a new film for Channel
4, called Resurrected, which is
said to criticize the Scots
Guards It is based on the
story of Mr Philip Williams, a
guardsman, who went missing
for seven weeks on the night of
the Tumbledown battle. The
Scots Guards refused to commem on the fi'm yesterday.
Miss Caider-Smith, of Chelsea, south-west London, said:
Personally speaking, if anything is to come from Tumbledown, it would be a percentage
of'heproms from the book on
which the film was based to go
to the victims through the
South Atlantic Fund.
“The reason I am speaking
out now is that I feel very
strongly about the film itself,
not about the way I was
portrayed”, she said.
“In my opinion, it was very
one-sided in several ways,

leaving me out of it all
“Nothing was mentioned of
The film was commissioned
together.
4l
. The
, worst
. .. aspect was. the unfailing support and en- by Mr David Rose, who is in
staff who\i^
couragement which my dau- charge of the acclaimed Film
he returned to England
first"nTonth tackTn Engtand” on 4 series. It is scripted by
Martin Allen, who won
‘It made out they diont Mrs Caider-Smith, of Binfteld Thames Television’s award
treat him that well when they Heath Oxfordchire said
for the best play in 1985 with
were, in fact, terrific. 11 was an •
’
J
; Particular Friendships.
insult to them.
“We are still terribly fond of
The commission went to
“As for the Army, they Robert but we wish this horrithe Channel 4 board for
made it seem as if no-one ap- ble episode had not happened,
approval. However, the com
art from Robert's family and
“My daughter cycled to see
pany said yesterday: “There is
visited
in . hospital,, as many
,myself, , once,
.
, ,.. him in Robert
.
not likely to have been any
hospital, ft wasn t like that at days as she could manage
major discussion about it,
all. The Army was very helpful from work. A number of his
because Mr Rose’s judgement
and a great support to him.
would be trusted’’.
friends stood by him and he
“The film was a mixture of was never forgotten, which
In another development
fact and fiction, a very dan- was what the play showed. It
yesterday, Mr Mark Curtis,
gerous thing to do”, she said. was Victoria who gave Robert
aged 24, a former Royal Mar
“Robert himself is actually the will to pull through.”
ine, of Lincoln, who lost his
a much nicer person than how
right foot and part of his leg
Channel 4 is reported to be
he was portrayed in the film. well advanced with the makwhen a landmine exploded in
He wasn’t nearly as arrogant
the Falklands, said yesterday
ing of the film. Resurrected.
as he was shown to be.”
he was quitting Britain for
Mr
Williams
claims
that
ala 12-second scene in the
, u
i
. ,
Spain. He said he still suffered
film in which a Scots Gtiards th°uSb he was cteared hy an
from stress attacks and had
officer tells Lieutenant Law- oiiicial inquiry, he was bullied
“nightmare” problems with
by
fellow
guardsmen
to
such
rence to turn back during the
after-care treatment.
fighting was cut by the BBC an extent that he suffered a
after a complaint from nervous breakdown and had
to leave the Army.
another officer.
On Saturday, The Times. , .,He has. since
. been
. . unable,, to
published a letter from Miss hold ,a steady J?b and has
Calder-Smith’s mother, which sei7ed a term.of youth cus"
complained that the play mis- lody f<?r. han™n8 tw0 young
represented her daughter as
while baby-sitting,
-“nothing more than a feeling- . In l,hc flIm which Cha™iel 4
less sex kitten”
1S ma*<inS- a young soldier is
The' play showed a girl subjected to a mock trial by
called Sophie in bed with the hl? fc'10" S dier,s‘ dra.ged
lieutenant and telling him that ,n‘oa bath °f bleach, scrubbed
their relationship was over.
wl'h, stl? brushes and beaten,
Miss Caider-Smith said she
™e Ministry of Defence
did not know that her mother, sald ^s‘e!dayw Tbere W1“ be
a great niece of a former Scots
'“I "I
Guards commander, had «: P a"dhav„^‘jdno,contacl
written to The Times.
'v lh„the company maklnS 'he
“She and the rest of my "‘{S.
. . .. ....
family are dreadfully upset by:
fj
the whole thing and, like me,
‘T£dia‘rf,ly
just want to forget about it. 1 a,fter the screening of Tumbiewant to get on wfth my life and
'would not have
I ant not taking any action
,.phi,.y M..,.
■
aeainsttheBBCoverthewayl . Philip Williams is not
was portrayed ”
about to write a book or start a
M°s Rosemary Caldcras0Rob^
Smith, her mother, said last ^as .do'’ehv°phr A™ !s only
night that the family still had a ‘nspir«d by P1?,llJP s story- "
great affection for Mr Law- aoes not retel1 nrence. She said she had written
out of anger at the treatment
of her daughter in the play.
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Miss Victoria Calder-Smith, Tumbledown critic, yesterday (Photograph: Marc Aspland).
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Problems in sorting
out drama’s facts...
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SIR — The BBC says that Tumbledown
was a play, not a documentary — which
begs the question of whether it is possi
ble, in this sort of programme, to sepa
rate documentary from drama. And
when you can’t tell fact from invention
(or a blend of both), it is hard to know
how much you should care about what
you’re watching.
If Charles Wood had written a piece
about an imaginary soldier, wounded in
a fictitious battle, we could treat it like
(say) Journey’s End — powerful but not
actual: just a play. However, there was
a battle for Tumbledown, Lt Lawrence
was shot, and so on. It’s precisely
because we, the audience, knew the
core of the story to be true that we
treated Tumbledown as much more
than “just a play’’.
The trouble is, we don’t know how
much Charles Wood adapted and
selected the facts, nor how much he
emphasised some and ignored others,
in order to gain dramatic effect. And
that is disturbing.
A play is a work of fiction. The play
wright has a licence to imagine, to alter,
to invent. But if any one part of Tumbledown was invented, how can we be sure
that any of the rest can not? When Tum
bledown affects us are we moved by Lt
Lawrence’s real experiences, or by
Charles Wood’s talent for dramatic cre
ation, perhaps involving scenes or
events that never actually happened, or
didn’t happen quite as they were
shown?
Take, for instance, the scene where
Lawrence in his wheelchair was hidden
away behind the congregation at the
back of St Paul’s. Was that fact, near
fact or invention? We are not told. But it
makes a great difference.
With programmes like Tumbledown,
the documentary element is so power
ful that it tends to swamp critical resis
tance. It is hard to reject the play with
out seeming to reject the wounded
soldier. Thus the viewer becomes a vic
tim of emotional blackmail — surely
something broadcasters and play
wrights should beware of.
DEREK ROBINSON
Bristol
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Little protection
SIR — Although the tin hat (steel lelmet) was the standard headgear for
trench warfare in the 1914-18 War it nas
not been worn invariably since. Its par
ticular virtue is in protecting the wearer
from descending but lethal shell or
bomb fragments, which were not a
strong risk in the Falklands campaign.
But a tin hat does not protect the wearer
when struck directly by a bullet, and
during the 1959-45 War it was even
thought to be wimpish by certain regi
ments, who preferred a beret.
The tin hat is also extremely heavy,
though this did have the noted advan
tage that it is readily adaptable to a
wash basin. If the inner structure is
removed, it can be inverted and mount
ed on the rubber innards.
E. DRUMMOND
London SW19
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i?ls feek» in the wake of
the Tumbledown rumpus, to
the mercifully unnamed
member of the BBC televisi2n Pnbiicity department
who had first been quoted in
advance of the screening,
then endlessly repeated in
varying tones of ridicule, as
saying that the Falklands
drama was not “political.’*
An impossibly naive no
tion, of course, as some of the
turn s makers and numerous
commentators were only to
glad to point out. And, once
it was seen, the fact that
Tumbledown was not, after
all, a head-on assault on the
pros and cons of the Falk
lands enterprise itself was —
quite rightly, though some
times irrelevantly — also
seen as having political
connotations.
But, looking back, what on
earth did anyone expect a
corporate mouthpiece to
say ? — “ ‘We see this as a
work of deep political under
tones’, a BBC spokesperson
said yesterday.” — Really ?
Try that, and last Monday
morning no headline size
would have been big enough
and Tuesday’s PM’s Ques
tions a riot. Perhaps a gentle
discourse with the gentlefolk
of the press on the subtler
connotations of “political”
(see above) could have been
more constructive. Or per
haps not.
The lesson should be to let
the work speak for itself. But
even that depends on the lis
tener. One critic last week
actually found Tumbledown
boring.
My own de-politicised tuppenceworth is that, give or
take a couple of heavily-han
dled minor characters, it was
a striking, finely-crafted
piece, with Richard Eyre’s
ever-apposite direction sup
ported by notable photogra
phy from Andrew Dunn, Ken
Pearce’s editing, and a splen
did score by Richard Hartley
that set out all stirringly ’r
William Walton but ended Vi
doing something very
different.
Will next year’s awards
lists be political acts ?
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Dalyell joins critics of second Faiklands film
A SECOND film about the
#%Scots Guards and the Faik
lands conflict has been attacked
by MPs including Mr Tam Dal
yell, a persistent critic of the
Government’s South Atlantic
policy. They have called for the
regiment to be given the right
of reply.
The film, Resurrected, was fi
nanced by Channel 4 and is in
spired by Guardsman Philip
! Williams, who went missing
during the fighting in 1982. It
tells the story of a guardsman
who is taunted, beaten up and
finally driven to a mental
breakdown by fellow soldiers
who believe he deserted.
It follows the controversial
play Tumbledown, shown on
TV last week, about Scots
Guards officer Robert Law
rence, who was shot in the head
and partly paralysed by an Ar
gentine sniper. The BBC agreed

to cut 12 seconds from the pro
gramme after a complaint from
a fellow officer that the se
quence suggested cowardice.
Mr Dalyell, Labour MP for
Linlithgow, said he was not
happy about the film industry
criticising the services. “The
Scots Guards are entitled to a
point-by-point reply,” he said.
“I am not happy about mix
ing facts and fiction. These
films, whatever the dis
claimers, have the appearance
of fact, so it is on factual criti
cism that they must be judged.”
Sir Antony Buck, QC, Conser
vative MP for Colchester North
and chairman of the Tory par
liamentary defence committee,
said: “What worries me is that
there seems to be a mood of dis
paraging a tremendous British
feat of arms to make sure a fas
cist dictator did not get away
with aggression.”

Mr Harry Greenway, Conser
vative MP for Ealing North,
said: “This film should cer
tainly not have been made until
the effects of Tumbledown had
been balanced and redressed.
The film-makers seem hell-bent
on denigrating the efforts of
99.9 per cent of our troops in
trying to reflect the views of a
tiny minority of misfits. That
should cease.”
A spokesman for the Minis
try of Defence said: “We have
certainly not been approached
by the makers of the film and
we are not aware of any of the
detail in it yet.”
Guardsman Williams, aged
24, from Halton in Lancashire,
was reported missing after the
battle for Mount Tumbledown
in August 1982. He turned up
six weeks later claiming he had
lost his memory, and was even
tually discharged.
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I am no traitor,
says
man behind new
Falklands film
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DIRECTOR DEFENDS DRAMA
ON THE ‘LOST' SOLDIER

u :

Greengress — inspired
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By BARRY BAKER

THE many* behind a
new film on the Faiklands War _■ yesterday
defended his decision to
make the controversial
wofk.
'■it

Paul Greengrass, whose
movie Resurrection is '
based on the alleged mal
treatment of a soldier who
went missing for Seven
weeks said: ‘The squaddie
is not
. . a traitor for com
plaining and neither am I
for telling his story/
Mr Greengrass, a writer turned
director who ‘ghosted’ Peter Wright’s
infamous Spycatcher, said he was
‘well used’ to being called a traitor
but added: ‘Dissenters are not necessarily traitors.’
Last week millions of viewers saw

From Wednesday's Mail
the BBC’s film Tumbledown about
former Scots Guards officer Robert
Lawrence who was badly wounded in
the Falklands and later claimed that
he had been treated insensitively and
callously by his regiment. After
complaints the Corporation cut 12
seconds just before it was screened.
The. t »}ew film, already dubbed
Tumbledown II’, is due for cinema
release early next year and later
screening on Channel 4.
It is based on the experiences of'
Scots Guards Private Philip
Williams, now discharged from the

l

y

On screen - David Thewlis as Williams in the film
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*2!?, unemployed following a
,cifims he was
persecuted by .other soldiers.
. ,He
lo?t’ in the Falklands after
the battle for amount Tumbledown
a,nd altt?ugh ,a , military inquiry
cleared him of desertion, he says
other soldiers repeatedly beat him
because they thought he was a
coward.
... ...
.
. ' , • ••
The film is inspired by his transitlon from a hero figure who survived
in the wild by eating berries and
insects to his broken and sad existence today

mail

As he prepared to film action
sequences on the Yorkshire moors Mr
Greengrass described the work as
fiction with names, places and even
regimental details changed.
‘All that is haopening in this
country is what happened
;
in the
United States after the'Vietnam War

i got called a traitor for ghost-writing
Spycatcher and now, again, for thinkipg up and making this film.
‘it’s easy for Tory MPs to shout
"traitor” when they have never heard'
a shot fired in anger and the loudest
sound in their ears is champagne
corks popping in the House of
Commons members’ bar.
‘The act of dissenting is not treasonable and I find such attacks Orwellian
— grotesque and offensive ’
..
...
, .
,
Together with screenplay writer
Martin Allen he interviewed Mr
Williams for 20 hours to make two
hours'of film.
The £1.2 million production, in
which Robert Lawrence advised on
battle scenes, is ’’ a Joint venture
between St Pancras Filins and Chan
nel 4 with the TV station contribut
ing £800,000. It stars Tom Bell and
Rita Tushingham as Williams’ par
ents and newcomer David Thewlis as
the squaddie.

the
bridge graduate whho once worked as
a researcher for World in Action.
‘It’s a shame when anything I do is
called undermining the establishment.

may^for an
early showing. They do not want to
repeat the last minute scramble for
cuts.

Shame

b
h

Homecoming — Private Williams greets his girlfriend
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night viewers were
treated to another massive
demonstration of the arro
gance of the TV industry.
last

Millions on both sides of the
Atlantic saw the Austrian presi
dent, Kurt Waldheim, •tried' for
alleged war crimes.
Thames TV. which organised
this show-business extravaganza,
called it A Commission of
Inquiry and hotly denies it was
Trial b
TV. But to most
viewers . will have seemed like
a trial.
That is why the project was
__
condemned in advance by the
former Lord Chancellor, Lord
Hailsham. and why his succ
essor, Lord Havers, as well as
another eminent judge, Lord
Scarman, declined to take part.
For this pseudo-trial
contravened one of the
fundamental principles of
British justice. It took
place in the absence of
the accused. Waldheim
was not there to defend
himself.
And the fact that the TV jury
found there was no case for him
to answer does not make any
difference.
J
The TV mioguls felt it was safe
to proceed with this courtroom
play-acting and to discount any
libel nsks, because Kurt Wald
heim is rightly held in general
contempt outside Austria.
He did indeed serve the Nazis
as a zealous military intelligence
officer. There is no convincing
evidence that he took part in
war-crimes but he certainly
knew about them and that is
precisely why he suppressed the
details of his military service.

S

Confuse
His brilliant career would have
been impossible if the facts had
The whole of Waldheim s existence since the war
a living lie. His past,
s£.lU more his mendacity’
make him unfit to be a Head of
State or hold any position of
This is good reason whv civilised governments
should bring
W^fand°rieptUStria 10 Bet rtd °f
with completely cleanhands.dent
a TV™™ ‘his, excellent aim,

ertniSftoe£Ceore8i^e|°£h|
Wald*

What it is not entitled to do is

(y^SJUN 1988

Insidious evil

that is Trial

if Tiltfision
4 -■

&

m

% i

by PAUL JOHNSON

<y A
to embroider legitimate journal
ism with contrived judicial pro
cedures and mix justice with
entertainment. The result must
confuse and mislead the public.
TV is a highly emotional
medium because, unlike the
Press, it does not deal in words
but in the living images of real
people and trades on the belief
that the camera, above all the
moving camera, cannot lie.
When viewers see an obviously
historical person like Richard III
tried on TV. they know it is
fantasy and can treat the whole
thing as fun.
But when TV deals with
recent events, and above
all with living people,
mock trials and se mifictional reconstructions
are calculated to confuse
the viewer.
The beady eye glaring at us in
our living rooms is so ‘real’ that
many people became muddled
about fact and fiction even
when watching soap opera.
They find difficulty in separat
ing the screen lives of the stars
of EastEnders, Dallas and Coro
nation Street with their off
screen behaviour, luridly report
ed in down-market tabloids.
TV producers trade on this

confusion by merging drama,
which is invented, with current
affairs documentary, which is_or ought to be — true.
The result is such exercises as
BBCs Tumbledown, in
which a pacifist author and a
socialist director combine to
impose their interpretations of
events in the form of narrative
truth.
The confused viewer does not
know where fact ends and ficton begins - and that is often
the intention. There may be
good arguments in favour of
faction as an art form, but
what is incontestable is that it
lends itself naturally to political

UvePkfnd!da °f th<? m°St decep"
The BBC’s Monocled Mutineer,
a violent anti-Army diatribe
;j?,r‘d.dle£ with falsehoods
which the Daily Mail exposed.
But no amount of factual refu
tation can erase the vivid
images left on viewers’ minds by
hHm£!5dtog :facti<>n’ Which &
produced^ Wrltten’ actcd and
More and more of this material is now appearing on TV.
Rewriting the history of the
Falklands War, a brilliant BriS
hmJfictory which the Left
bitterly opposed, has become a
prime objective of radical TV
producers.
Not content with Tumbledown,
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TV has financed another savage
assault on the integrity and
decency of the Scots Guards.
Channel 4’s film Resurrected
blurs the distinction between
fact and fantasy still further
The producers claim it is a work
of fiction — thus justifying their
damaging inventions — but the
regiment has already been iden
tified and its reputation be
smirched.
Soldiers thus traduced seem to
have no defence against such
unscrupulous methods except
risky and hugely expensive libel
actions.
The essence of a good news
paper is that it draws an
absolute distinction between
news and views and makes sure
the reader knows which is
which.

Danger
As the famous
editor C. P. Scott put it: 'Com
ment is free but facts are
sacred.’
TV is in danger not merely of
getting this vital dictum but
of deliberately seeking to oblUmu heJ-ne which separates
reality and imagination.
Yesterday’s TV trial of a living
person is a classic instance of
mis , line-blurring, it is not
illegal but it is a grievous
misuse of the huge power which
rv confers on those who control
it.
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Kurt Waldheim lied. But it's not
TV's job to put him in the dock

TV producers suffer
from a Jupiter Complex, a
belief that the ability of
their cameras to penetrate
our homes gives them the
right to sit in judgment
on anyone they choose
and to hurl thunderbolts
on those they judge guilty.
The studio trial, with its
impudent assumption of judicial
powers, reveals TV in all its
presumptuous pride.
Before this Parliament ends,
both the Government and back
bench MPs are determined to
devise a legal code of conduct
for this obstreperous medium.
The continuing high level of
TV sex and violence, the growth,
of ‘faction’ and, not least, thfc
effrontery of Trial by TV, show
the magnitude ana urgency of
-the-job,------------------------------
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MPs’ anger ever new
Falklands TV drama
MPs hit out yesterday
at a new Falklands
drama and demanded
that the regiment
involved be given the
right to reply to acc
usations on TV.

dently with backing
from Channel Four.
It
follows
the
controversial BBC play
Tumbledown, which
told the story of Scots
Guards officer Robert
Lawrence.
The new film, Resur
Labour MP Tam
rected, is based on the Dalyell, a constant critic
experiences of Scots of the Government’s
Guardsman Philip South Atlantic policy,
Williams, the teenage said: "I am not happy
soldier who "came back about mixing facts with
from the dead” after fiction.
going missing during
"The Scots Guards are
the fighting in 1982.
entitled to a point-by
point reply on TV.”
But on returning he is
And Harry Greenway,
taunted, beaten up and Tory MP for Ealing
finally driven to a men- North, added: "The
tal breakdown by fellow film-makers seem hell
soldiers who believe he bent on denigrating the
deserted. The film is efforts of 99.9 per cent of
being made indepen our troops.
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Fury at
Army
'torture
movie

a
!
r

| TUMBLEDOWN of
ficer Robert Law
rence is to be an
adviser on a controversial new
Falklands film.
The wounded sol
dier has been paid to
advise on battle
scenes in Resur
rected, made by Paul
Greengrass for
I Channel Four.
1 Yesterday, news of
; the film angered
MPs.
The script is based
on the story of for
mer Scots Guardsman P h i i P
Williams, who disap
peared during the
final hours of the
battle for Tumbledown.
He was presumed
dead but returned 47
days later claiming
memory loss.
Williams was a
stretcher bearer who
became separated
from his unit just
hours before the Ar
gentinian surrender.

TORTURE
Disorientated and
unaware that the
war was over, he
survived on rations
before finally stum
bling into a remote
farmhouse.
When he returned
to the army he was
tortured by bullies
who believed he had
hidden out of cowar
dice. He resigned
and ended up in a
mental hospital.
Greengrass said
yesterday: “These
things actually hap
pen in the British
Army and Philip experienced them.”
Last night Sir An
thony Buck, chair
man of the Tory
Party defence committee, said: “The
Falklands victory
was a great achieve
ment and should not
be denigrated.”
Even Labour MP
Tam Dalyell, a per
sistent critic of the
Falklands war, said
he wasn’t happy.
“The Guards are
entitled to a pointby-point reply,” he
said. “I’m not happy
about mixing facts
and fiction.”
CHRIS BOFFEY
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I felt almost
raped If

Tumbledown
betrayal
SAYS Til CARING GIRLFRIEND WHO WAS
PORTRAYED AS A HEARTLESS SEX KITTEN

Ike Army and Ms Wends cared
ter kim. None oi that was skown
30 “ SSSftiSft !fs
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PAST REMEMBERED: Tumbledown soldier Robert with his wife Tina

IT WAS nearly a week ago that Victoria Calder-Smith sat in
front of the television and watched helplessly as her reputation
was torn to shreds.

Sophie.
To her friends, the character of Sophie in the controversial BBC TV play
Tumbledown about her
the play she was shown
jumping naked from Rob
ex-boyfriend Robert
by DEBBIE AMBROSE
ert’s bed to take a call
Lawrence was unmista
from another boyfriend —
kably meant to be her.
fore he went to war. Her and returning to tell him
But they also knew the voice trembled as she that they v.ould never
real story — the one of talked about how the play make love again.
the care and compassion jiacj ruine(i what she had
In real life, however, it
shown by a young girl thought to be a good
didn’t happen that way.
who cycled every day to friendship.
Victoria explained: “I
be at his hospital bedside
Speaking slowly, she was in such a state about
after she finished work.
said: “Very sadly it has how to tell him. I was
The play, watched last
a good friendship. only 18 and he was only
Tuesday by millions, has ruined
was a very, very good 22.
led to a rift which will be He
to me after our
“It wasn’t done in a
impossible to mend be friend
tween her and the Scots relationship ended. Sadly harsh way. It was a diffi
Guards Officer she had because of this we no cult thing to do and it
known for 18 months be longer see each other.” In wasn’t after we had made
love.”

SUPPORT
When Robert returned
from the Falklands. Victo
ria went to RAF Brize
| Norton to meet him.
I
She said: “I went to see
I him as often as 1 could in
1 hospital. I did as much as
I could for him. Regard
less of there being an
other boyfriend, Robert
came first.
“It wasn’t that I felt I
had to, but because I
wanted to give him all the
support he needed. I
really feel that I did that.”
As the drama unfolded
Victoria watched it with
‘ growing dismay. “I was
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BEDSIDE VIGIL: Victoria visited Robert in hospital as often as she could
upset with the way I was gether is that his friends hope that by speaking out
portrayed but I was more and my friends, who real they know the true side of
disappointed at the way ised it was me, know the story now'.”
the Army, medical staff what I did for him.”
She now wants to be
and his friends were
It was her mother’s ac left alone. She is fiercely
shown.
tion, leaping to the de protective of the new man
“They got a pretty fence of her daughter in a in her life who is on holi
rough deal. They were letter to The Times, day
and has no
there for him. They cared which has thrust her into idea abroad
of the part she
for him and gave him the the limelight.
played in Tumbledown.
support he needed. None
Rosemary Calder“What’s done is done.
of that was shown.
Smith, a descendant of a Now I want to carry on.”
“I managed to sit Scots Guards CO, said
It was a sentiment also
through it all and my first that her daughter was expressed
her mother.
reaction was, ‘What was represented as “nothing Speaking by
from her Ox
Robert trying to achieve?
more than a feelingless fordshire home she said
“I felt like I had been sex kitten”.
last night: "All I want to
almost raped. It was all so
Victoria, who works for do is to forget about it
personal and those bed a London fashion and now.
room scenes, which were home furnishing business
“I think my daughter
intimate moments in our and lives in Chelsea, says: has
amazing. It’s
relationship, were upset “I can understand why just abeen
fact of life — an
ting to see.
she did it but it has aggra obstacle we came up ag
“What has .kept me to- vated my situation a bit. I ainst which was cleared.”
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WRITE TO REPLY: Rosemary wrote to The Times
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UNDER THE SOUTH POLE
Ever since Dutch venturers penetrated the
Great Southern Ocean in the 17th Century,
men have dreamt of hoards of gold buried
beneath the South pole. The treasures of the
present age are oil, coal and uranium — all of
which are thought to lie under the ice. But the
problem remains: how to get them out. The
agreement on a new Antarctic mining conven
tion goes a little way towards solving that
problem.
Opinions differ on how soon large-scale
mining operations might begin, even if they
should begin at all. According to repre
sentatives of the governments involved in the
negotiations, ice cap, freezing winds and sixmonth winters mean that a mining convention
is less a necessary piece of legislation than a
way of strengthening the Antarctic Treaty of
1961, which is due for renewal in 1991.
Environmentalists, in contrast, fear that the
world’s “last great natural wilderness” will be
polluted. They would like to see the whole
continent preserved as a “world park”, out of
bounds to commercial activity.
The Antarctic Treaty, which closes the
region to military activity but opens it to
scientific endeavour, has been described as “a
remarkable device, but a delicate one”. Britain
is one of the seven states which continue to
have territorial claims to large parts of the
continent: although these claims were sus
pended under the treaty. To achieve the treaty
at all — to ensure that it is observed, and extend
it by other conventions — has taken much
difficult negotiation.
The mining convention, which has been six
years in the making, will be a good way of

strengthening it and preventing uncontrolled
prospecting. By permitting mining in principle,
but making it difficult in practice, the
convention should help to prevent a free-forall in prospecting. It sets strict conditions to be
met before any application for mining is
approved. There must also be a consensus
among the signatories to the Antarctic Treaty.
Both are potentially useful safeguards.
At present, economics militate against
Antarctica becoming the scene of a great
mineral rush. The present price of oil and most
minerals on world markets is too low to
convince anyone to invest in so risky a
venture. World reserves of essential minerals
will last for some time. In the foreseeable
future, Antarctica will probably be left alone.
Eventually, however, prospecting for oil and
minerals will no doubt take place. Given this
inevitability, the most important safeguard
included in the convention is that of “good
housekeeping”. Mining operators must guar
antee restoration if they are deemed to have
caused any environmental damage. The new
arrangements continue to provide for strict
monitoring.
At present the Antarctic is virtually un
touched by direct pollution. This makes it a>
unique laboratory for the study of the world’s
atmosphere. Such a laboratory may be
crucially important for future generations of
scientists. It is irreplaceable, and must not be
spoiled. To the extent that the new Antarctic
mining convention commits a group of nations
to making that less likely, it is a considerable
achievement.
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Falklands GNP
From Mr Peter Rein
Y°ur Defence Correspondent re
ported (May 25) the astonishing
fact that last year the island’s gross
national product rose from £9 89
million to £30.7 million, a truly
staggering increase of 210 4 Der

cent.

’

^

In view of this sudden but
doubtlessly well-earned prosper
ity, will n now be possible for the
British tax-payer to be relieved of
some of the heavy burden of the
defence costs of the FaUdands*?
Yours faithfully,
PETER P. H. REIN,
Peter Rein Associates,
4 Borough View,
Torrington, Devon.
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Guards in row over
new Falklands film
A NEW film about the
Falklands war was at
the centre of a furious
row last night.
The Channel Four
movie—Resurrected—is
based on Scots Guards
man Philip Williams, 24.
He “came back from
the dead” after vanish
ing for six weeks during
’the battle for Mount
Tumbledown.
The film shows him
being taunted, beaten
up and driven to a
mental breakdown by
fellow' soldiers who

By SUN REPORTER
claimed he had
deserted.
The film will be
screened on TV after it
is' shown in cinemas
early next year.
Labour MP Tam Dalyoll. a harsh critic of
the Government’s Falk
lands policy, said last
night: "I'm not happy
about mixing facts and
lietion.The Scots Guards
are entitled to a point
in' point reply.” The

row follows last week’s
BBC play. Tumbledown,
about wounded Scots
Guards officer Robert
Lawrence.
His former girlfriend,
. Victoria Caldcr-Smith,
24. says she can no
longer be friends with
him after being por
trayed as a sex kitten in
the film.
•‘He came before any
thing else in my life,
but because of this I
have nothing more to
say to him.” she said.
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Speaking out
takes courage
REAL heroes do kick up a
stink. They raise their voices
against unfairness and injus
tice, especially against that
practised by such a monolith
as the Government.
Robert Lawrence has made it
clear that he is speaking up on

behalf of those less privileged than
himself who were “used and dis
carded by the Government”, as
fellow guardsman John Clark put
it.
Robert Lawrence does not strike
one as a particularly pleasant
young man, but he does appear to
be a recklessly honest one. It is
hardly fair to pillory
him for that
P J Cameron,
Barnet
1 • MR LAWRENCE,
now displaying his
venom for all to see,
stated he always
wanted to be a soldier.
It is a known hazard
of the job that one is
likely to be exposed to
the horrors of death
and mutilation.
Mrs J Breeden,
Dorking, Surrey
• IT IS alleged that
Falklands veterans
were treated shame
fully. What about
thousands of ex-POWs
in World War Two
who received no pay
during captivity? The
reason given was that
they were no longer
on active service.
J Oliver,
Manchester
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T rade Position
Aids Argentina
In Debt Struggle
But President Alfonsin Sees
Slowing Rate of Inflation
As His Biggest Challenge
By Peter Truell
Staff Reporter of The Wall Street Journal

1

NEW YORK-Argentina’s trade surplus
is expected to jump to at least $2.3 billion
this year from $490 million in 1987, senior
government officials said, providing some
help as the country struggles with its $54
billion foreign debt.
But President Raul Alfonsin stressed in
an interview Thursday that the most
important economic challenge facing his
government is reducing inflation, which
totaled 17.4% just for the month of April.
The government in recent months has
moved to trim its budget deficit, a major
source of inflationary pressure, by reducing
state subsidies and closing tax loopholes.
Mr. Alfonsin, who signed a $3 billion
economic accord with Spain in Madrid
Friday, was in New York last week with
other Argentine officials, attempting to
rally political and economic support for
their debt-troubled country.
Election Prospects
During his visit, Mr. Alfonsin met with
the Democratic presidential favorite, Mi
chael Dukakis, to discuss debt and other
international issues. Republican presiden
tial hopeful George Bush didn’t meet with
Mr. Alfonsin, but they spoke by phone.
Commenting on next year’s presidential
elections in Argentina, Mr. Alfonsin said he
was sure his own Radical Civic Union Party
will win, but added “whatever the result,
democracy is consolidated in Argentina.”
Mr. Alfonsin became Argentina’s first
democratically elected president for years
in 1984, ending a period of military rule.
Under Argentine regulations, an incumbent
president can’t run for re-election, and
Eduardo Angeloz, governor of Cordoba
province, is expected to be the Radical Civic
Union’s candidate.
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Mr. Alfonsin was diplomatically critical
of U.S. handling of the situation in Panama.
Our position is to encourage democracy
and respect international law,” he said,
adding ‘‘the situation has been complicated
because positions sometimes have been
taken which weren’t the result of previous
discussions” with interested parties, such
as other Latin American countries.
New Debt Approach
Discussing Latin American debt, Mr.
Alfonsin said that if it isn’t careful, "the
U.S. may lose the opportunity to lead the
world in finding a solution to the debt
problem.”
He stressed that imaginative, interna
tional solutions like those drawn up after
World War II are needed. But "today in
Latin America, against a background of
great economic hardship, the rules of
Versailles are applied,” Mr. Alfonsin said,
alluding to the harsh peace terms imposed
on Germany after World War I.
In the past several weeks Argentina,
running low on cash, has fallen behind on its
interest payments to banks. It is discussing
a new economic agreement with the Inter
national Monetary Fund and also is calling
on its commercial bank creditors to discuss
possible fresh loans of as much as $2 billion,
New York bankers said.
In a speech to the Americas Society in
New York last Tuesday, Mr. Alfonsin
stressed his commitment to continued economic overhaul in Argentina and made
proposals for easing his country’s debt load
and addressing the Latin American debt
problem in general. These proposals, some
of which Argentina has made before,
I include a 4% interest rate on most of the
i country’s bank debt and debt to foreign
governments incurred before 1982.
Mr. Alfonsin said there has been little
reaction from foreign government or bank
creditors. But some bankers question
whether it is sensible for Argentina to start
proposing reductions in its payment obliga
tions when it is seeking to raise fresh
bank loans.
The bilateral economic accord between
Spain and Argentina involves $1 billion in
low-interest loans by Sapin to its former
colony. The remaining $2 billion in assis
tance will come in the form of direct
investments and transformation of debt to
Spain into capital in Argentine busi
nesses.
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Argentina’s Debt Proposal
Is a Test, P.5. Bankers Say
Reuters

—\

J

NEW YORK
U.S. bankers
say they view Argentina s call for
below-market interest rates on its
$54 billion foreign debt as a trial
balloon rather than a guarantee of
a showdown in forthcoming re°
scheduling
talks.
“I don’t think Argentina is look
ing for confrontation,” one banker
said. “But it is also saying it will
negotiate with a view to achieving
debt servicing based on an ability
to pay.”
On a visit to New York last week,
President Raul Alfonsin proposed
a 4 percent per annum interest rate
for much of the country’s debt for a
three-year period.

That compares with current rates
of about 85/s percent on Argentina’s
last new money package from
banks.
For the fourth
Mr. Alfon, , year,
,
sm ProPose^ that the 4 percent rate
would be applicable to 90 percent
of the debt, with market rates due
on the remainder.
That proportion would change
over the next several years so that,
by the eighth year, the lower rate
would be payable on 50 percent of
the loans. Argentina’s latest suggestions, which follow similar ideas
it has floated in the past, came
before it has even opened talks with
banks on a 1988 financing deal.
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LIEUTENANT Robert Lawrence MC got a load
off his chest in Tumbledown and one can only
hope he feels a lot better for it.
off to
.. He’s
.
„ Australia shortly and must know
that some of the people depicted in the film believe
that the other side of the Earth is not far enough
away.
Robert Lawrence selects as a potential of
might have fought in a ficer.
Perhaps Tumble
modern war and been
maimed by the latest down’s only significance
technology but, back is to underline that there
home, he has been are no such things as rejudged by his peers with turning heroes, only
attitudes that have not poor bloody soldiers
changed in centuries, home from the wars.
where chaps who break
There are middle-aged
the rules are bounders and elderly men walking
and cads, not officers about today, unsung and
and gentlemen.
unheralded, whose cour
age was tested in other
I must confess that if I wars.
were the parents of his
Perhaps they were
ex-girlfriend, I would be even
more heroic than
upset at my child being professional
soldiers
shown as a Yuppie like Lt. Lawrence.
bimbo.
The fact is he chose his
But I doubt if I would profession, dreaming of
glory
and knowing the
suggest — as did the
girl’s mother in a letter risks.
They, on the other
to The Times— that her
daughter’s humiliation hand, just wanted to be
left
alone.
indicated that the Bri
gade of Guards should
They are a special
be more careful in future breed: The reluctant
about the kind of chap it heroes.
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NEAL ASCHERSON

Whose war is
it anyway?

Pointless slaughter

‘They’ are the television people and
feature film-makers and Press reporters,
the theatre scriptwriters and the newspa
per cartoonists. It was they who finally
and forever fixed the image of the First
World War as that of a pointless slaugh
ter, in which upper-crust generals sent
millions of working-class lads to their
deaths. It was they who broke the AmeriAJIOST of the world sat raptly in its H©P© SITiid vSctfifiTB
0311
.t0
Vietnam, Presenting
IWIseat last week, as Reagan and Gorbathe conflict as an atrocious yet hopeless
chov performed their rites at the Moscow
Richard Eyre, the director, strikes me campaign by Goliath against David. They
altar. Britain, however, was seized by a fit as a man for drama rather than for visual have taken over the Suez affair, and they
of convulsive and offensively noisy cough- language. The battle scenes were none too are currently bidding for control of the
ing. A piece of Falklands got stuck in the convincing. I suppose nothing will ever Korean War.
throat, we were told.
persuade film-makers that soldiers don’t
And now their tentacles have been laid
Just coincidentally? I thought that the strike a pose on skylines in the middle of upon the Falklands War of 1982. But they
decision to have an uproar about the film a fire-fight. Still, all this is irrelevant, shall not have it. The mockers and sneer‘Tumbledown’ and the Falklands War just People pretended that it was the veracity ers, the class warriors, the deconstructors,
as those two foreigners were winding up
Eyre a°d of Lt Robert Lawrence MC, the ‘Britain is always wrong’ brigade, the
the cold war was no accident. Yerch, hero and victim, which concerned them, pacifists, the Trots, the subverters of all
yerch, hulch, yock-yock, hulch! Others in It was not. This was a row not about traditional authority — they shall not get
the congregation were beginning to look content but about ownership. John Kee- their hands on this one and corrode its
over their shoulders and scowl at us.
gan reproached Lawrence for suggesting truth away with drama-documentaries,
I thumped the old reprobrate on his ^is was ‘his war’. Whose was it then?
until the battle for Mount Tumbledown is
boney shoulders Recovering his breath,
And here this row becomes interesting, no more than the battle for Vimy Ridge
he confided that he’d never much cared We have grown used to a pattern in repeated as farce.
for all this summitry and detente. What- which television (usually the BBC) disIn this spirit of deterrent, a bombardever you might say, there was something rupts the official account of some public ment fell on a humane and inoffensive
about plain, bracing cold war which had event, and is then assailed for lack of programme which tried neither to mock
put a spring into the British step and had balance, treachery etc., by the usual nor to subvert. The main target was not
guaranteed an ample British place at the bunch of head-wagging finger-puppets. ‘Tumbledown’ but future Falklands War
top table Who needed these dressed-up But the ‘Tumbledown’ affair is different.
programmes to which it opened the way.
figures to tell one whether there were evil
This film does not disrupt the State But it was also true that ‘Tumbledown’
empires or not? One was a a lot closer to version of the conflict. It does not say that had been marked down for attack, whatGod standing alone on the Sennelager the Task Force should not have been sent, ever its content turned out to be, by the
tank ranges in Germany_or on the sum- or that the Malvinas are Argentine, or partisans of Mr Ian Curteis. It will be
mit of Mount Tumbledown
that British field commanders were brutal recalled that Curteis wrote a ‘Falklands
In British political life, as in any place or incompetent. It says only that war is play’ for the BBC some years back, relatwhere children play, distraction becomes dreadftd, that its blows fall unfairly, that mg Mrs Thatcher to the confhct m a
the theme itself I would have preferred Bie soldier wounded in mind or body can highly favourable way, and that producto concentrate on the Sum^if but it expect sympathy but little empathy.
tion was cancelled when he and his direcbecame hopeless. Professors, lords, offiwhy, then, the outcry? Because a col- *or
acc.ept changes m the script
cers, politicians, moralists, historians, paid lective, Established voice said: ‘Our war demanded from elsewhere m the BBC.
hacks and** noted connoisseurs of must not be allowed to become their war.’
So the Curteis work became ‘our’ Falkbread-and-butter (as the late Hugh Mac- That was the deep motive behind the lands drama, and the Richard Eyre proDiarmid called them) pressed forward to attacks on the BBC, the mobilisation duction became ‘theirs’, what interests
give their opinions about the book, the against Richard Eyre and Robert Lawr- fne in this otherwise nonsensical polarity
TV film, other books and other films, the ence> the assertions — quite weird if you 1S the way in which a political group —the
rightness or wrongness of war in general think about them — that the Scots Guards supporters of Mrs Thatcher have
and of the Falklands War in particular.
not only did not but could not have appropriated a war.
Like most people who saw Tumble- included officers whose nerve failed in
Modern wars aren t usually claimed as
down last week, I was moved. A young battle, or whose comradeship with the property of the government which
officer who has fought both bravely and wounded colleagues failed when the battle declared them. However, if one had asked
skilfully and then been terribly wounded Was over.
Henry V if the war in France was his , he
is entitled to tell his tale and show his
‘Our’ war — that does not mean the would have admitted ownership. It s in
__—
scars — or to let others do so for him. British people’s war, although most of that stupefyingly monarchical spirit that
After his return, he was treated with some them thought and still think that the Mrs Thatcher and her claque regard the
callousness, though probably less than he Falklands was a just cause. ‘Their’ Falklands conflict as our war.
alleges. Why anyone denies this — why, war — that does not mean the Argentines
I do not deny that the recapture of the
especially, the excellent John Keegan, or those who supported them. No, this is* islands was a great feat, requiring not only
writing in the Daily Telegraph, who used a far pettier view of it all. ‘We’ are the decisive British leaders but much blood,
to teach at Sandhurst and knows about civilian, political milieu which feels luck and American assistance. What I
soldiering—I can’t divine. Long before responsible for having sent the Task object to is being denied admittance to a
there was a War Office, let alone a Minis- Force to the Falklands, and ‘they’ block of histoy because the Prime Minis
ter has decided to live m it.
try of Defence, bureaucrats were letting are... well, the media.
legless veterans freeze to death before
awarding them twopence-halfpenny.
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THE REPUTATION of Falklands
hero Lieutenant Robert Lawrence’s
former regiment, the Scots Guards,
will get a further bruising in a film
largely based on the experiences of
Guardsman Philip Williams after the
Falklands war, writes Paul Lashmar.
Williams, then 19, disappeared in a
blizzard during the confusion of the
battle for Mount Tumbledown, where
he was a stretcher bearer. He was
posted missing, presumed dead.
He turned up seven weeks later at
Bluff Cove, explaining that he had got
lost in the bad weather and suffered
amnesia -surviving on worms and

5 JUN 1988
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The central character is played by
David Thewlis and the director is
former television journalist Paul
Greengrass, Peter Wright’s co-author
on ‘Spycatcher’.
‘Resurrected’, a two-hour film
costing Channel Four and British
Screen £1.2m, is due for release in
At first Williams, who had shown
.
and will be
himself to be courageous *t Tumble“^vision,
down, was hailed as a hero back
The film shows the young guardsfrom the dead’. But then he found
man being tormented and beaten
himself accused of running away.
repeatedly by his fellow soldiers
‘Resurrected’ tells of the effects on while officers fail to intervene.
a young guardsman and his family
williams knows about the
when he is branded a coward, first in
Philip Wdliams knows^about the
bracks and then ,n his home v.l^tdPau" Gr«n^rass.

Another
Tumble

z>y
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New interest in
Falklands war

.3'

The showing of the television
film ‘Tumbledown’ appears to
have reawakened media interest
in the events which occurred in
) the Falkland Islands in 1982.
The book of the film written
by Robert Lawrence and his
father highlights the inhuman
way in which victims of the con
flict were treated when the
fighting had ceased. But this is
not a new revelation. It has all
been well documented in Jean
Carr’s book, ‘Another Story,
Women and the Falklands War’
(1984) in which she wrote:
‘It is appalling that a system
that could so rapidly mobilise a
28,000-strong Task Force was so
incapable of dealing with the
consequences of such a brief,
. bitter war.’
Similarly the extent of Ameri
can aid was made public in
March 1984 in an article in the
Economist, ‘America’s Falklands
War’.
Both the treatment of the
wounded and bereaved and the
extent of US aid were discussed
at the Belgrano Inquiry held in
Hampstead in 1986 and the
information is available to the
public in the book ‘The Unnec
essary War’ published by
Spokesman, Nottingham.
Diana Gould,
Chair,
Belgrano Action Group.
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The Tumbledown row: forgotten heroes
or good men gone sour?

Tumbledown: book of theliioT^

• Robert Lawrence is a
bitter hero. That
bitterness came out first
in a book and now in a
television drama that has
aroused powerful
■p* •.
emotions. JOHN
Vi&a
^WITHEROW, who lived
through the Faikiands as
a journalist, reports with
DEIRDRE FERNAND and
MAX PRANGNELL on the
veterans who battle to
cope with peace

AS LONG as wars have been
fought there have been victims.
And for the millions who have
died, there have been many
more who have returned dis
abled, knowing their war will
always be with them.
These men, casualties of
peace, have invariably grown
embittered. Their struggle for a
new life has made even the
battlefield seem a reassuringly
uncomplicated place.
Lieutenant Robert Lawrence,
MC, hero and victim of
Tumbledown, is no exception.
He was one of 777 casualties of
the Falklands conflict. Com
pared to the 277,000 British
wounded in the last war, and
the 8.5m Frenchmen and Ger
mans mutilated in the Great
War, many of whom eked out a
post-war existence selling
matches and bootlaces, Law
rence has been privileged.
But the £135,000 he received
from the South Atlantic Fund
and his pension of £11,000 a
year does not automatically
make his injuries any easier to
bear. Lawrence is the victim of
a high-velocity bullet, but he is
also the victim of a sense of
anger and betrayal.

That bitterness, portrayed in
his book, When the Fighting is
Over, and in the BBC Film
shown last week. Tumbledown,
arouses powerful emotions.
While some have praised him
for his courage in speaking out,
many others, particularly for
mer servicemen, have con
demned him. Is he a forgotten
hero or a young man gone
sour? .
GENERAL Sir John Hackett
has no doubts. He wrote to The
Times last week and described
Lawrence’s accusations as in
sensitive, inaccurate and ar
rogant. Some said Lawrence
was a professional soldier who
knew what he was doing. Like
all soldiers, he had to risk his
life, and he could not complain.
Nonetheless, many have
been struck that it has taken so
long for this bitterness to spill
out from the Falklands injured.
Anyone who has met a casualty
of war is invariably moved by
the anger. The Falklands
wounded are no different.
Only the serenity and cour
age displayed by Simon Wes
ton, the Welsh guardsmen who
was terribly burned in the
bomb attack on Sir Galahad,
has seemed to belie this. Asked
last week about the Lawrence
affair, he said simply: “I am
totally unbitter. The forces
were marvellous to me.”
But that is not necessarily the
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view of all those casualties.
Lawrence’s “coming out” has
not surprised those who are
close to the injured.
David Cooper, a chaplain
Jio experienced the Falklands
conflict, said that Lawrence
may have undergone the same
effect as a bereavement; he had
been cut off from his regiment.
The result was that he had to
fend for himself. “If you leave
the cocoon it can make you feel
isolated,” he said.
This offhand treatment of
veterans is far from new.
Countries have always shown
more alacrity in recruiting men
than compensating the victims
of war. Many of the Duke of
Wellington’s wounded regulars
from the Peninsula war ended
up as beggars.
Modem soldiers have fared
little better. Vietnam veterans,
the best-known examples of an
alienated army, talked of meeting hostility and contempt.
They would compare how in
tnam they could call in an
i».otanl air strike costing
$500,000 while it might lake
hours to get even a glass of
water in a hospital bed.

The military is well aware of
this sense of rejection and has a
rationale to explain it. “Wc
have to shove them to the back
of our minds,” said a recentlyretired general. “Soldiers are
creatures of the present. They
cannot always be reminded of
the consequences of war.
“I’m sure the wounded feel a
sense of humiliation and rejection because of this. They have
been deprived not only of their
regiment, but also of the
admiration and respect of their
colleagues.”
The army, above all else, is a
pragmatic organisation, and it
is well aware of the importance
of morale and of every soldier’s
horror of being seriously
wounded. Some new recruits
can simply not “hack” being
surrounded by injured servicemen. Some believe it is worse
for the injured if everyone is
“nice” to them.
However, it is only in recent
times that psychiatrists have
begun to study the effects of
battle on those who survive or
are mutilated.
They accept, inevitably, that
warfare is invariably the most
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traumatic of human experiences, rivalled only by horrific
disasters. As one Israeli soldier
said, war is nothing more than
“murder and fear; murder and
fear”,
.d^Yow'Tong TSerYa"^
survjve ,he strcss of modern
warfare, which can now be
fought almost without pause
with new technology. Psychi
atrists believe soldiers can last
for only 40-50 days before there
is a mass breakdown.
IN THE Falklands conflict less
than 100 soldiers have so far
suffered psychiatric problems.
This is probably due, the
doctors say, to the brevity of
the campaign and the sporadic
bombardments.
But that should not detract
from the intense and terrifying
experiences of those who
fought for Tumbledown, Goose
Green and, perhaps the toughest battle of all, Mount
Longdon. Cooper, a veteran of
the seizure of Goose Green,
says Lawrence’s reaction,
described by doctors as post-

traumatic- stress syndrome, is ]
regrettable* out perfectly under
standable. 1
“I have a great deal of
experience of counselling men
who came back from the
Falklands,” he said. “Posttraumatic stress syndrome is
not a phenomenon limited to
soldiers. It is also found in
groups which have undergone
experiences such as Hungerford
and Zeebrugge. Survivors feel
anger, violence, depression and
have difficulty with relation
ships. They feel guilty that they
have survived, that they some
how haven’t given as much as
the others who died.
“One of the hardest parts of
being injured is accepting
rejection by the organisation to
which you have devoted your
life.”
This is made worse by the
intense loyalties which develop
during war. Everyone who
experienced the Falklands was
conscious of the ties that bound
soldiers together, the “buddybuddy” system which enabled
men to survive. These loyalties,
strong within the sheltered life
i.
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of a regiment even in peace
time, can become almost
overwhelming during the in
tense emotions of conflict.
Thus wounded soldiers, at a
time when they are most
vulnerable, are tom from their
“family” and forced to recu
perate among strangers from
other units, most of whom they
had until recently regarded as
rivals.
“Lawrence was suddenly by
himself,” says Cooper. “He had
to come to terms with having
no future in the organisation he
loved, and he was deprived of
his close personal friends. That
separation is a bereavement.”
What made Lawrence dif
ferent was that his “bereave-

‘ V

ment” became a book, which
became a television drama.
Major-General
Julian
Thompson, commander of 3
Brigade in the Falklands, main
tains that it is “solidarity in
war that sustains you. The
simple fact is that soldiers fight
for one another”. He maintains
that Lawrence suffered by not
experiencing the mass therapy
of returning together by ship
and “winding down”.
Cooper believes the best
treatment is to put veterans
together in therapy groups. A
scheme such as this is going on
under the control Dr Morgan
O’Connell, a naval psychiatrist
who accompanied the task
force to the Falklands.
He deliberately places Falk
lands veterans alongside Zeebrugge survivors. A similar
method was used in America
by the Vietnam “rap” groups to
discuss their own painful re
adjustment.
Some 40 Falklands veterans
are also helping in the research
of Roderick Orner, a clinical
psychologist, who applauds
Lawrence for telling his story.
“He is speaking for all
! veterans and we should listen
to him,” he says. “A large
number [of Falkland veterans]
have become socially with
drawn and have a sense of
being forgotten.”

SUNDAY TIMES
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SOME HAVE wondered if the
Falklands casualties were overprivileged because of their
relatively small number. But
the view of many of the experts
is that this has made them, if
anything, more susceptible.
At least the crippled of the
two world wars found solace
among the other hundreds of
thousands of wounded and
among a population that had
direct experience of war.
In contrast, Lawrence re
turned to a London which had
shown a fleeting interest in a
remote conflict that affected a
tiny fraction of the British
peefjje. That interest was soon
replaced by other preoccupa
tions. In a society far more
used to peacetime injuries,
strangers would more naturally
assume he was a victim of a car
accident.
But while his colleagues and
the military remain divided
oyer the correctness of speaking
his mind, most psychiatrists
believe he did the right thing.
Dr Anthony Fry, a consultant
psychiatrist at Guy’s Hospital
and an expert on post-trau
matic stress, said casualties are
helped by venting their anger
on society. Those who turn that
anger on themselves often lapse
into inconsolable depression.
One of Lawrence’s broodings
has been over heroism. Nobody
denies that he fought bravely,
but question his assumption
that he and his comrades would
“be treated like heroes”.
Major-General Thompson,
who has thought long and hard
about warfare, believes “there
is no such thiirtg as a returning
hero, only a returning soldier”.
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Uncomplaining: Simon Weston, burned in the Sir Galahad, meets Prince Charles. He says the forces were ‘marvellous’
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v^OLITICS and morality
are words much around
I at the moment, words
refusing to go back into sepa
rate boxes. Mrs Thatcher has
seen to that. Once the link is
made, the awareness is there.
Howard Brenton and John
Peter have been debating the
matter on these pages. Cer
tainly, viewers, audiences,
readers are now finely tuned to
such judgments.
The television play Tumbledown might once, left to its
own fine qualities, have im
pressed us as the story of a
brave soldier. But the rum
bling campaign against it
alerted us to its implications.
Its director, Richard Eyre,
knew them all along of course.
“It’s not party political — after
all, there was no party split on
the Falklands war. But the
film is political in its broadest
sense, the relationship be
tween the individual and the
state. It's political in the way
All Quiet on the Western
Front, The Dam Busters, and
Wilfred Owen's poems are all
political."
Press reporting of his views
— Falklands Film Is Political
Says Director — was accusa
tory, as though holding opin
ions was somehow a press*
matter rather than the daily
chat everywhere from the golf
club to the community creche.
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I am not
a loose
woman?
Victoria
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Mrs Calder-Smith said in
her letter, published yes
terday, that her daughter was
represented as “nothing more
than a feelingless sex kitchen”.
“Nothing was re-enacted or
mentioned of the unfailing

by Michael Rigby
THE former girlfriend of
Lieutenant Robert Lawrence,
the Scots Guards officer
whose experiences in the Falklands led to the controversial
BBC television play. Tumbledown, spoke out against the
play for the first time last
•night
Victoria Calder-Smith, the
24-year-old whose character in
the play was called Sophie,
was outraged at the portrayal
of her character as “an un
caring, loose woman”.
She broke her silence to add
her voice to complaints that
the drama distorted facts and
mixed them with fiction. She
also condemned her former
boyfriend for having been in
volved in the programme.
Calder-Smith, who works
for a fashion and furnishing
business in London, was said
to be “devastated” by the play,
which was watched by mil
lions of viewers on Tuesday
evening.
“I came across as stupid,
wet and totally uncaring,” she
told the Sunday Express. “It
was all terribly detrimental. I
was shown as some kind of
loose woman. The people who
really know me will know dif
ferently.
,s
“I am absolutely appalled
that Robert should have al
lowed himself to be involved
in making the televison play.
“All my friends, and all of
Robert’s friends, will know
that Sophie was supposed to
be me. It was awful.” She wept
as she added: “I still haven’t
got over it.” Calder-Smith’s
current boyfriend is out of the
country and has yet to see the
play.
Her criticism of the play fol
lows similar complaints by her
mother, Rosemary CalderSmith, voiced in a letter to
The Times.

Lawrence: condemned
support and encouragement
which my daughter gave to
him during his first months
home from the Falklands and
which undoubtedly gave him
the will and the determination
to live, and to make the amaz
ing recovery he has since
made,” she wrote.
Both mother and daughter
were distressed by some of the
scenes which included the
couple being seen in bed to
gether.
Victoria Calder-Smith
added in an interview with the
Sunday Express: “In one scene
I was shown in bed with Rob
ert and jumping out in the
nude to take a phone call from
another boy friend and then
telling Robert I was ditching
him.
“A lot of it was pure inven
tion. I was in bed with Robert
as they showed in the play. But
they really spiced up the di
alogue.”
Her mother, a great-niece of
a former commander of the
Scots Guards, condemned
Lawrence of behaviour “un
becoming to an officer and a
gentleman”.
The play was based on a
book by Lawrence When the
Fighting is Over. He was a 22year-old officer in the Scots
Guards when he was hit by a
bullet on the summit of
Tumbledown Mountain.
Calder-Smith: outraged by the portrayal of her as uncaring
Since his return to Britain
he has married and now lives
with his wife and their son at
Hook Norton, near Chipping
Campden, Oxfordshire.
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Guards under fire in
new Tumbledown film

SENIOR Tory MPs hit out
yesterday at a new film about
the Falklands conflict which
criticises the Scots Guards, the
regiment at the centre of last
week’s controversial BBC
play, Tumbledown.
The film, Resurrected, has
be,n financed by Channel 4
and tells the story of a young
guardsman who is taunted,
beaten up and, finally, driven
fellow-soldierf because^thev
believe he desertpH ?n *2
Falklands. It is due to be
shown in British cinemas

—
oD . , .
,
by Simon Freeman
m-.i ^I!th-rny fUrCk’ chair" dunng the Tumbledown bat------------ man ofthe Tory defence com- tie.
early next year before beine
ytsterday: “Films
Williams, then 18, turned
shown on Channel 4
8 5*S e^ggemte the up seven weeks later, saying
Like Tumbledown - in
° v-lff shoH,d ^
he had become dis
which Robert Lawrence a FoiHUrHged' Vict0ry
the orientated during the fighting
wounded former officer acIT^ 3 h achieve" ai?d had found shelter in a hut,
cused the Guards of insenritItsoundTan
where he had « unsure
ivity and callousness - the unbafanced film ”
film is based on the real-life
u • u
experiences of a soldier in- on^ocation o^ the Yo^kchi^
Tumbledown-hand ^°[MoiJnl moors outside Huddersfield, where he was or whether the
Tumbledown, and it has also is based on the true story of confl,ct was over.
among ^enm^army^fifcTrs Bauahon^^SmT^r01^ ^ ^He was hailed by the
media
and Tory MPs.
wentmissi mediat?’Z
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army. He was cleared by an
army inquiry but this did not,
he claims, satisfy some rankand-file soldiers. They
thought he was a coward who
had conned the army and the
public. He says that he was
insulted, beaten and, as a re-

ing: he has had a drugs problent, which he says he has
overcome, but has not had a
regular job. “I quite liked the
army. But now it all seems a
long time ago. I suppose the
message of the film is that I
am just another victim,” he
says.

The makers of Resurrected,
starring
Tom Bell and Rita
suit, suffered a nervous break
down. After six months in Tushingham as the soldier’s
parents, stress that the film is
hospital he left the army.
.......
,
fictional; they do not identify
Williams is now 24 and says the regiment involved and
that he has difficulty adjust- Williams’s name and personal

times
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details have been changed,
The production team insists
But they make no secret of the that the film — like the new
fact that the film is, in essence, wave of American films about
the story of Philip Williams,
the Vietnam war — simply
Resurrected is a wholly Brit- tries to go behind the head
ish-financed production, lines and examine the human
Channel 4 has put up consequences of battle. It does
£800,000, the bulk of the £lm- not, it stresses, even begin to
plus costs. The rest has come judge the merits of the Falk
from British Screen, the land campaign.
successor to the National Film
Martin Allen, 38, the writer
Finance Corporation, which who interviewed Williams for
receives most of its income a total of 20 hours, says: “We
from private shareholders, but worked from his story. I do
which also gets around £ 1.5m not go into whether the war
annually from the govemment.
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The Guards
have had
Williams: ‘punched’
/

0

CONTINUED FROM P.1
should have been fought. This
is a film about how a flagwaving press and public
wanted everyone who had
fought in the Falklands to be a
hero. “Williams was not that
and he had to be a villain. 1 do
not know whether he deserted
or not. That is not the main
point and we leave it ambiguous.”
Paul Greengrass, the director, who originally conceived
the idea of a film while
researching the story for television’s World in Action, says:
“Tumbledown was a documentary. But we are making a
drama about_the way this kid
went to the Falklands and became a victim.”
Other films, equally brutal
in their depiction of the Falklands conflict, are being
planned. Filming is due to
begin in October on Don’t Cry
for Me, a £3m production directed by Stuart Urban, the
director of the BBC series,
Bergerac. Urban says his film,
centred on a fictional parachute regiment, is based on
dozens of interviews with
Falklands veterans.
The battle scenes for Resurrected,
.
,* . on
„ , which Tumbledown s Robert Lawrence
helped advise, have already
been recorded. This week filming moves to sets erected inside Storthes Hall hospital, in
the village of Kirkburton, built

after the first world war to
house shell-shock casualties.
These scenes are the climax,
The young soldier, played by
David Thewlis, 22, is found
guilty of desertion at a mock
trial organised by his colleagues. He is dragged into a
bath of bleach, scrubbed with
stiff brushes and beaten.
Williams, from the village of
Halton, Lancashire, is intelligent and articulate: “It was
pretty bad, I suppose. But I
thought it would all blow over,
It was only a minority of peopie. They went in for a lot of
verbal abuse. I was forced to
take pills. I don’t know what
they were but they made me ill.
I used to get woken up at night
and punched,
“Some of them didn’t
believe my story. They didn’t
seem to know that I had been
cleared by an official inquiry,
If it had not happened then I
suppose I would be still be in
the army.”
He joined the army soon
after leaving school, without
any qualifications, and had
hoped to make it his career.
Rosemary, his mother, says
that he is a “gentle, peaceful
boy” and she is still furious
over the way he was treated,
“We
that„„
he was beaten
„ know
,
up,” she says. “He was covered in bruises. That is why he
had a breakdown. They say
that the paras are tough. Well,
the Scots Guards are
tougher.”

Army sources said last week
that the Scots Guards had had
“a bellyful” of criticism and
did not wish to comment on the
Williams case, but Resurrected is likely to infuriate regimental leaders as much as
Tumbledown did, although
relatives of senior officers said
they did not doubt that Williams was “given a bad time”
when he came home.
Other MPs and former
army officers joined the criticism yesterday. Michael
Heseltine, the former defence
minister, said: “My worry is
that unless these films are
meticulously accurate they undermine the remarkable reputation of the British forces of
looking after their wounded in
action.”
General Sir John Hackett,
former commander of the British Rhine army, said: “There
is an unfortunate degree of
raking over the ashes in what I
now call the Tumbledown industry. It does no one any good
and may do some people
harm.”
Gerald Bowden, Tory MP
for Dulwich, said: “This
sounds like fiction masquerading as fact and as such is a
dishonest confidence trick.”
A Ministry of Defence
spokesman said: “We are
aware they are making this
film. As far as we are con
cerned it is a work of fiction,
As far as I am aware we have
not been involved at all.”
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The pride
and the pity
■

#

The bravery of
wounded veterans
and widows from
pre-Falklands
conflicts has been
truly tested as for
years they have
soldiered on against
pittances for
pensions and
ministerial
indifference. Is it
not time, asks
Jamie Dettmer,
for their sacrifice
to be better
rewarded?

B

RITAIN'S “forgotten
heroes” from the two
world wars might be
forgiven for feeling
aggrieved
after
watching last week's conten
tious BBC television drama
Tumbledown as they reflect on
how the country they fought
and bled for has served them.
The experiences of Scots
Guards officer Lt Robert Law
rence as portrayed in the play
undoubtedly struck a painful
chord in many a wounded vet
eran and provoked bitter
memories for war widows up
and down the country as they
compared the state back-up the
Falklands wounded and
bereaved received with the negligible state help that was
mailable in 1918 and 1945.
They did better than us ”
was a common response from
ex-servicemen and war widows
contacted last week by The Sunday Telegraph. Deep sympathy
tor Lt Lawrence’s physical and
mental suffering was mixed
with anger at the failure of Britam to support its warwounded
Ik0?1°tberconflicts on a level
that the Scots Guards officer
and his contemporaries
■ received.

working on the notorious Rail
way of Death. “I had to go out
and work for a pittance and my
• ?
boy ran the streets,” said Mrs
Strange, who now runs the Brit
ish War Widows group. “I
couldn’t find anyone to look
after him and he ended up in an
orphanage. So many of us had
to do it. He eventually joined
the Fleet Air Arm and was
killed in a road accident. To this
day I will always believe that he
only went to sea because he
We had nothing like the thought I did not want him.”
counselling that goes on now,”
Nellie Broomfield, 68, whose
said Mr John Cooke, chairman RAF wireless operator husband
of one of the Royal British was killed over Germany was
Legion s pension advisory com- determined not to lose her’little
mittees, who lost both forearms girl. “I had to work and work ”
?Q49W?‘Th m?ed ,n °nC eye in Sh° rcca,Is* “1 S°l the magnifi1942. The doctors and limb- cent sum of £2 and I worked
h
i 'Tere . f|rst'Class, from nine to five on the
dedicated chaps, but once they accounts in a factory and then
had done their work we just had dashed home to see mv girl at
to get on with it. We just had to niy mum and dad’s and6 then
face up to our own difficulties.” worked in the ovens at a plastic
After a year in hospital Mr factory from six to 10 at night
Cooke was discharged as a ser- The reason I worked so hard
geant from the South Staffs and was because when I asked for
after a hard time eventually help they offered to adopt mv
made a career for himself in the child. I worked and worked and
BBC as a house manager in apart from the little pension we
radio studios. “It was all very never had anything from the
r, •
. ^
traumatic, he said with a Government. For years and
Private Colin Wootten
proud reticence typical of his years I felt ashamed to be a war
wasshot in the head in
war generation.
widow. I was just looked down
Northern Ireland in
In many cases it was great on
1971. He survived but is
wmmHpiPn?a thatfSawSuVere,y i The Fa,k,ands wounded and
severely brain damaged
wounded soldiers through their bereaved have not been forced
and ronfinprl
d
Pr°b,cms- Ex-servicemen do to suffer the same scale of
AirWnil? • 0 a
not wAant *° ,be molly-coddled,” indignity from financial want
wheelchair
s?yi¥Lc,ooke-Even so, many They receive two pensions —
°: Bnta*n ? 200,000 war pen- from the Department of Health Atlantic Fund, set up
sioners believe that what help and Social Security and from immediately on the surrender of
they did get was not enough.
the Ministry 0f Defence. An the Argentine forces. Over £15
.’or tens °f thousands of war unmarried private soldier for mdh°n has been raised by the
wldo.ws.as wel1 the struggle for example, with 50 per cent’ dis- Fund t0 Provide help for the
surv,vaI, was daunting. Many ability receives £67-20 a week families of the 255 killed and to
'lar vr,dows Utterly recall how from the DHSS and, depending aid the 111 wounded, 443 of
• fy had t0 Put the,r children on length of service, a further whom are classified as seriously
!?• °n>nanages or agree to £30 or so from the MoD. As well iniured- Lt Lawrence received
lu
b®\n« adopted because as that, if he is not working or ncarly £150,000 from the Fund
they could not make their way.
is on low pay, he is entitled to and ,n Pensions gets £12,000 a
1
ra 27-shilhngs-a-week an array of other benefits from year. He also received a gratuPension for myself and my the DHSS. His pensions are tax- ity of over £8,000 on leaving the
£?ung S0J. said Mrs Iris free and would not be affected serviceBtrange, whose husband, a gun- by other earnings.
Clearly, Britain was not in the
ner in the Royal Artillery, was
The plight of the Falkland* ccon°mic position to provide
captured by the Japanese in generation has also been con- the same level of financial help
Singapore and was last heard of siderably eased bv thn
t0
wounded and bereaved in
0 rn the immediate aftermaths of the
two world wars. The ex-service-
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men of previous conflicts
certainly do not begrudge the
Falklands generation the double
pension nor the South Atlantic
Fund. What many of them do
resent is that they do not get
the same help themselves now.
Looking back on what has
happened to those who served
before 1973, when the MoD
introduced an occupational pen
sions scheme which can be
changed into a preserved pen
sion if early discharge occurs
because of injury, it is difficult
to avoid the conclusion that
Britain’s treatment of its ex-ser
vicemen and its war widows has
been shabby and has relied far
too much on the voluntary
sector.
In comparison with other
European countries, particu
larly West Germany and Italy,
and with the United States,
Britain’s financial help to its
veterans has been inadequate
and often marked by bureau
cratic insensitivity. Many
disabled veterans speak with
shame of how curtly and suspi
ciously they have been treated
by officials when seeking re
assessment of their worsening
physical conditions. The
impression they all too often get
is that they are seen as trouble
some and on the take.
oo many of our war
wounded and widows
have been made to
feel ashamed. They
have suffered added
torment by financial want. The
argument that they are a special
and high priority group is com
pelling. These are not people
who want to be reliant on the
state or semi-dependent. They
have been forced to rely to a
greater or lesser extent on the
state because the state once had
to rely on them.
“The position of some of our
older pensioners leaves a lot to
be desired,” said Mr Nicholas
Winterton, Conservative MP for
Macclesfield. “I believe these
people are important and must
be given much more help. What
gets me is that these people
were widowed or wounded
when there was hardly any com
prehensive national assistance
— rent and rates rebates, free
school meals and other benefits
are relatively recent creations.
They pulled through in relative
silence and their immense contribution must be rewarded.”
The immediate issue concerns
the double pension enjoyed by
post-1973 wounded and widows.
The veterans from the two
world wars and the numerous
small conflicts fought before
1973 believe strongly that they
too should get MoD pensions as
well as their DHSS ones. In
1974 the Conservatives accepted
this point and included it in
their October election manifes
to. But that pledge has never
been honoured.

T
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The MoD claims that this
would be iniquitous to post-1973
servicemen who have made con
tributions to their occupational
pensions, failing to note that if
a serviceman is injured and dis
charged early he has not paid
his full contributions at all. The
Government also says that the
cost of double pensions for the
pre-1973 veterans and widows
would be over £500 million and
therefore prohibitive.
These arguments do not per
suade
the
ex-service
community. “It is a spit in our
eye for them to have two pen
sions,” says Nellie Broomfield.
“It is very hurtful, surely our
men also fought for the coun
try.” “We are nearer now than
at any time to those terrible
years when we were given £1 a
week, savagely taxed as
unearned income for many
years, and seven shillings for a
child,” said Mrs Strange.
“There are 67,000 war widows,
we are a dying breed and most
of us won’t be around for much
longer. Surely we should now
be helped to see out our last
few years in dignity.”
The average pre-1973 war
widow receives about £53 a
week. For many of them this is
their only source of income as
they were dissuaded from pay
ing the full national insurance
stamp when some of them did
work on grounds that they
would not receive two pensions.
If they also got the MoD pen
sion, an average £48 a week,
their income would approach
some fairness.

In Germany the war wounded
and widows receive three times
the pensions Britain pays out.
As well as that, like many other
European nations, they are the
beneficiaries of many other
perks , from special travel
allowances to free holidays. It
may be that justice will only be
d°ne t0, our veterans when, as
with other countries, including
Australia, Britain appoints a
minister with special responsi
bility for veterans’ affairs to
bring their complaints right into
the heart of government.
Military benevolent funds and
ex-service organisations are
already finding it more and
more difficult to cope with the
demands being placed upon
them as finances dry up. Private
Cohn Wootten, 35, needs con
stant care, but the Royal Star
an<? farter Home in Richmond,
which looks after him, is, like
many similar charities, in des
perate need of funds to continue
to provide a full service.
It is the shame of Britain that
tSS ?un.tries are coming forward to help our "forgotten
heroes and their widows. Last
.anf,appeal »n Holland pro-

will pay for dozens of war wid
ows to visit the graves of their
loved ones in Holland. Surely
Britain should be more gener
ous to those who served.
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A soldier’s thoughts on service

/

I saw Robert Lawrence being
interviewed on television and I
have read the reviews of his
book and the film made with his
co-operation. I thought him a
very pleasant young man,
clearly typical of many young
men who join the Army and
secure commissions. There
were a great many of the latter
in the Second World War, which
lasted much longer than the
Falklands War and in many
cases was just as bloody.
The consequences of war for
many ex-servicemen of the
Second World War were just as
frustrating to them as to Robert
Lawrence. As a young subaltern
I returned from Singapore in
1945 having endured three-anda-half years as a prisoner of the
Japanese. In 1947, while still
serving, I was found to have
tuberculosis as a result of my
service in the Far East. I was

treated in a military hospital,
although the treatment was
undertaken by a dedicated doc
tor but against the express
instructions of the hierarchy at
that hospital. I received a pen
sion, reducing as the years
passed.
I had great difficulty securing
a job in the period when many
men were available and most of
them fit. Eventually, through
my own efforts I got a job,
although with pension reserva
tions because of my medical
history. The job was, however,
satisfactory to me. In 1986 it
was discovered that I had a
tropical disease and one which I
had suffered from continuously
since my service days, although
un-diagnosed by either military
or civilian doctors. Although I
applied, I received no increase
to my pension. I am in the pro
cess of appealing, although I am

in the third year since my first
application. My appeal has not
yet been finalised.
I do not claim that my case is
unique, I know there are many
ex-servicemen in the same posi
tion. We have not written books
or made films about our activi
ties. Most of us are still proud
that we were able to help save
this country when she needed
us to do so. Robert Lawrence is
not alone.
(Capt)D.C.F. CARTER,
Late the Loyal Regiment
43 Imperial Avenue,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.
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OH DEAR, I can’t put it off any
longer: Tumbledown (BBC1).
Some aspects of the film were
undoubtedly a triumph, notably
the horribly convincing makeup; Colin Firth’s unsentimental
but moving performance as the
young- officer in the Falklands
War, Robert Lawrence; and
Richard Eyre’s professional
direction of action sequences on
a tight budget. Some may have
found writer Charles Wood’s
story-telling over-fidgety; but
Tumbledown also showed his
old mastery of sparse dialogue
and short but telling scenes.
One interesting flaw-always
the mark of film makers with a
message —was that neither
Eyre nor Wood gave Lawrence
much in the way of convincing
motivation or sympathetic qualities. The young man never
showed the slightest curiosity
about what the British were
doing in the Falklands. Before
he was shot, he was simply a
mindless, swaggering Hooray
Henry. Even when he lost 40
per cent of his brain and thus
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became intrinsically sympa
thetic, his only motivations
were an instinct for survival and
frustration at the way he was
treated.
The writer’s and director’s
lack of interest in their main
character was confirmed by the
way they chose to underplay the
central, documentary thrust of
Lawrence’s book about his
experiences, which concerned
the way the army allegedly
failed in its aftercare of Falklands victims. At the end, I felt
sorry for the real Lawrence, not
only because of his injury, but
also because he had been por
trayed in so brutal a fashion.
Charles Wood’s best writing
was reserved for the complex
reactions of the older genera
tion: Lawrence’s own father,
and a white-bearded friend of
the family. The former was torn
between patriotic duty and nat
ural concern for his son; the
latter (played by an actor look
ing remarkably like Wood
himself) was as attracted as he
was repelled by military life.
These were much more rounded
characters, riven by internal
conflict, and were therefore
much more the stuff of which
drama is made. Here, the main
impetus of the piece allowed
Wood only to make them the
sideshow.
But the central weakness of
Tumbledown lay very much
deeper. Its main thrust was, as
director Richard Eyre correctly
said, political; but it was not
political in any narrow sense,
for the film said nothing about
the particular rights and wrongs
of the Falklands conflict. The
film was, simply, designed to
show the horror of all war
through one man’s experience.
"It wasn’t worth it,” mumbled the central character; and
for him on a personal level, of
course, the Falklands conflict
wasn’t. For its victims, war
rarely can be.
But to make a film about one
man’s war without even discussing the possibility of it
being, in wider terms, a just
war seems more than a little
perverse. To jump straight from
individual case-study to cosmic
statement about the futility of
war, without bothering about
the rights and wrongs of a par‘icu!a.r situation, is surely to
tnviahse history, and to reduce
war to a set of individual
“human interest” stories.
The main flaw in Tumbledown
was, in short, less its political
bias, than the fact that its bias
led it to depict war as a kind of
grisly soap opera, and to treat
its leading character with about
the same depth of sympathy
and understanding as some victim of shady business practices
might receive on That’s Life.
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MET THE man of the moment at the National
Theatre, British culture’s
answer to the multi-storey
car-park. Richard Eyre
was still feeling disgruntled at
the “vilification" he had been
receiving all week from the
Press. This mildest of men is
shocked to find that he has shot
to notoriety as the loony Leftydirector of Tumbledown, last
week’s controversial TV film
about the Falklands.
Still, he knows that he is
going to have to get used to
such controversy, for this is not
a case of Eyre today, gone
tomorrow. On September 1, this
self-proclaimed socialist, paci
fist and maker of “political”
drama takes over as Director of
the National Theatre.
Eyre’s programme of plays is
yet to be revealed; but his first
act will certainly be to disman
tle the decentralised powerstructure set up by Sir Peter
Hall. “I think there is only a
certain point to which theatre
can be democratised,” says
Eyre. “Theatres operate best
under benign dictatorship, and
sometimes not all that benign!”
He admits to getting restless in
the committees beloved of his
predecessor. “Democracy is
incredibly hard work.... The
desire to short-circuit it is very
strong.”
His emergence as Sir Peter
Hall’s autocratic heir apparent
was achieved with rather less
fuss than Red Ken’s coup a few
years back at nearby County
Hall. As mysteriously yet inexo
rably as any Russian leader
from the Politburo, Eyre simply
“emerged”. Long before the job
of Director was boarded, it was
known throughout the theatre
world that Eyre would get it.
Most of our leading directors
didn’t bother to put themselves
forward. “There was no point,”
one of them told me. “Hall had
excluded us or got rid of us long
ago — or caused us to get rid of
ourselves. Hall wanted Richard
Eyre; and whatever Peter
wants, he tends to get.”
One mistake often made
about Eyre is to assume that he
is a clone of Sir Peter Hall, or
possibly a young Ariel to Hall’s
prosperous Prospero. In many
ways, the two men are oppo
sites. Hall was born into the
working-class of East Anglia:
Eyre into a comfortable, mid
dle-class family in Devon. Hall
rose to be head boy at his gram
mar school: Eyre was expelled
from Sherborne for what he
calls “subversion”. (“I was ter
ribly bolshy,” says Eyre. “A
terrible pain in the arse”.)
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Enter, the
National
‘dictator’

Christopher Tookey interviews the
controversial TV and theatre director
Richard (‘Tumbledown’) Eyre, who is
to succeed Sir Peter Hall
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t Cambridge, Hall
knew exactly the
direction he wanted
his career to take,
and directed over 20
productions: Eyre was more
interested in acting, at a time
when undergraduate drama was
dominated by future Royal
Shakespeare Company director
Trevor Nunn.
Eyre even became a profes
sional actor: on his own
admission, a bad one. “I was
too self-monitoring, too vain,”
he says. The moment of truth
came for Eyre at the Phoenix
Theatre, Leicester. “I was in
the chorus of The Boy Friend,
and realised that I couldn’t
sing, I couldn’t dance, I
% couldn’t
act —and, what’s
more, the girl I was dancing
with leant over to tell me my
knickers were coming down. So
I knew the game was up.”
It is partly this attractive,
apparently self-deprecating atti
tude which has led to Eyre’s
having few personal enemies in
the theatre: certainly, far fewer
than the hustling Hall. Hall’s
restlessness is reflected in his
three marriages. Eyre remains
married to TV producer Sue
Birtwhistle and they have a
teenage daughter.
Even the way they dress sug
gests the difference in their
temperaments. Hall wears two
kinds of armour: leather jackets
(when being creative) and sharp
business suits (when being
entrepreneurial or official).
They are the clothes of a shy
man putting on a bold front.
Eyre is much more the Seventies Left-winger turned Eighties
“new man”. Ten years ago, he
^ wore the obligatory outfit of the
middle-class social apologist:
denim jacket, tight jeans and
gym shoes. Today, he looks
more expensive and favours
casual, unstructured jackets,
baggy trousers, scuffed shoes
Eyre’s soft, crumpled, open

with a popular, commercial
touch.
In reality, Eyre has no inten
tion of adopting a more West
Endish, commercial policy for
the National. “The question ”
says Eyre, “is ‘could the show
that I’m putting on be put on by
any other management? Is the
unique position of my hand
somely subsidised theatre
uniquely matched to this
project?’ ”
Richard Eyre’s great saving
grace is that he does not live
down to his principles. In politi
cal terms, he is more of a Bryan
Gould then a Ken Livingstone: a
new realist, rather than a Leftwing evangelist. He says, for
instance, that he is not a Marx
ist. “I wouldn’t put it on nearly
such a sophisticated plane as
that. I wouldn’t for a moment
claim to be a Marxist, because I
think that requires sociological
I
and political knowledge which I
don’t possess.”
As he mixes Perrier with his
c ■
■ 11;
white wine and talks of the
need to balance commercial
considerations with the ideal
world, he sounds more and
more like a spritzer socialist.
e
now
seems
resigned to the idea
* *
that the theatre
W
audience is a mid
i
dle-class audience.
H (“It‘s almost a definition of
*1
■ class that if you go to the thei
|! atre, you‘re middle-class.”) He
•
S describes his own belief, and
g that of many other civic theatre
directors during the 1970s, that
plays can somehow emancipate
a culture-starved proletariat as
Eyre: Seventies Left-winger turned Eighties ‘new man’
,
,
,
“folie de grandeur".“Vm not
appearance, however, belies a rical originality, Eyre’s have rubbishing the past," he adds
tough interior. “Shyness," he been less acclaimed. His reputa- “But social conditions have
has said about himself, “is, I tion as a classical director rests changed, and there is no use
think, a form of oblique, protec- heavily, in fact, on his Hamlet at asking the National Theatre to
^1VTuarrj'ttnce'
R°yaI Court, which received act as the Government in microIhe differences extend into rave reviews for Jonathan cosmic form. The National
thf*lruPro TUrCn0ns'j
Pryce’s central performance, cannot do it on its own.”
Where Hall made his reputa- but lukewarm reaction for the
He believes that theatre
ti°n as ^a director by “dis- rest of the production.
should be political, but says
covering Pinter and Beckett,
The show which really made that he despises polemic “The
the new writers whom Eyre has Eyre’s rise to the top of the only sense in which my politics
encouraged have been much National inevitable was Guys bear on my art is that I do think
°rveutPolitical, with and Dolls. “Not my first there is a connection between
(then) fashionably Left-wing choice, as Eyre admits, but a the public and the private I’m
attitudes: David Hare, Howard great critical and popular sue- not interested in writers who
Brenton, Trevor Griffiths... all cess. There were plenty in the are not interested in making
writers who have been more theatre world, who watched the that connection ” Time will tell
popular with critics than with sudden boost to Eyre’s reputa- if this loose definition of politiaUu;1KllCeS' Tj 11 f
tion with a mixture of amuse- cal theatre takes in more musWhere; Hall founded the ment and disbelief, pointing to icals as socially irrelevant as
Royal Shakespeare Company the lack of original ideas in the Guys and Dolls, or the odd politand won government subsidy production.
ical play by a Right-wing
for it, Eyre has always taken
The importance of Guys and dramatist,
over established, heavily subsi- Dolls to Eyre’s career was not
It was Eyre who nicknamed
dised theatres: the Lyceum in merely that it was a commercial Hall “The Godfather”. Eyre’s
Edinburgh, and the Nottingham success, at a time when the detractors have already and
Playhouse. Even in television, National’s finances desperately probably unfairly, dubbed Eyre
Eyre’s best work has always required one. It was also a show “Fatal Attraction". One thing is
been for the BBC, where he with no political axe to grind, certain, he’s not going to bo a
took over as producer of Play and little or no relevance to “Brief Encounter”. He is only
for Today.
society. All at once, Eyre 44, and will be at the National
Where Hall’s classical pro- became the answer to the for at least five years,
ductions quickly made a name board’s dreams: a director My country right or wrong by
for their intellectual and theat- acceptable to the critics, but Richard Eyre—Magazine
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I’m a caring
person, says
real 'Sophie’
THE real ex-girlfriend
of Tumbledown soldier
Robert Lawrence last
night broke her silence
to
condemn
the
controversial BBC TV
plav for mixincr fapr
with ficUong and
w i l a 11 c i1 o n
ana
portraying her as “an
uncaring loose woman."
Her attack follows last
week's row when another
Scots Guards officer won a
12-second cut after objecting to an incident he said
never took nlarp
Victoria Calder-Smith. the
24-year-old former girlfriend
whose name was changed to
Tuesday.
"I came across as stupid,
wet and totally uncaring.
“It was all terribly detrimental. I was shown as some
kind of loose woman
, "The people who really
know me, will know differently,” she said as she
broke down and wept
“I am absolutely appalled
that Robert should have
allowed himself to be involved in making the television
Play.
All my friends—and all of
Robert’s friends—will know
that Sophie was supposed to
be me. It was awful,
j "They even gave
D
me a
double-barrelled surname,
just as I have.
i still haven't got over it,”
said Victoria who works for

by GERARD KEMP

a London fashion and home
furnishing business.
“The Pla? eot Robert’s
arrogance right, I will say
Lhat‘
was always Part of
his character... part of his
charm, if you like. But the
arrogance became worse
after the head injury.
t “He obviously feels that he
had a very raw deal
being wounded. But lots of
Just think of the Welsh
Sho^va-Tso terribly burned1
felftSt^DlWDiSSS'
ted Robert in fK Sh

sassw*-458
Bicycled

„T.,
.. .
.. Ita a11 forgotten about
the t.im,es,1 bicycled to the
hospital after I had finished
work to be with Robert. He
has said that the British
Pubbc wavled the troops
goodbye and that when they
returned, the public didn’t
want to know"How dare he say that ?
Lots of Pe°Ple went to see
him in hospital. Everyone
was proud of him. But none
of that came over in the
P*®/Miss Calder-Smith, from
Binfield Heath, Oxfordshire,
who has a flat in Chelsea,
said: “In one scene I was
shown in bed with Robert
and jumping out in the nude
to take a phone call from

TV Sophie: Emma Harbour

another boy friend and then
telling Robert I was ditching
him.
“A lot of it was pure
invention. I was in bed with
Robert as they showed in the
play. But they spiced up the
dialogue.”
“I was barely 18 at the time
and had known Robert for
about 18 months before he
went off to the Falklands.”
Victoria’s regular boy
friend is out of the country
and he hasn't seen the
‘Tumbledown’ play.
Robert Lawrence was a
22-year-old lieutenant in the
Scots Guards when he was
hit by a high-velocity bullet
on the summit of Tumb
ledown Mountain just before
the Argentinian surrender.
He is now married with a
son and lives at Hook Nor
ton, in Oxfordshire.
Mr Lawrence has advised
on a new Channel 4 film
which looks set to stir up
similar controversy
The film, Resurrected, is
also said to criticise the
Scots Guards. It is based on
the story of Guardsman
Philip Williams who went
missing for seven weeks on
the night of the Tumb
ledown battle.
• A BBC spokeswoman
said last night: “Miss CalderSmith chose to make these
disclosures about her self.
Otherwise, no one would
have known who she was
“The only girl in the play
—and
is. a Play— was
called Sophie. There was no
one in it called CalderSmith.”
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Honesty enters
the casualty list
I

IN THE end, Tumbledown
was about luck; and luck,
or more accurately lack of
it, is not the stuff of
•formal tragedy.
It is the stuff, unquestionably,
of life, and nothing will ever stop
us from experiencing rage, shock,
grief, recrimination, or terrible
pain at an unfavourable fall of
the dice.
But that is what dice do. It is why
they have six sides. They are not
rational. Tumbledown, insofar as it
. concentrated on the dreadful story of
Lieutenant Robert Lawrence, could
not be construed as either a pro- or
an anti-war story.

Judged

X

It was the story of a boisterous
young man who interrupted the path
of a high-velocity bullet, and lost half
his brain. Had he stood up a second
later, or a foot to one side, this piece
of bad luck would not have happened.
Thus, when he rails ‘It wasn’t
worth it!’ we must not take this
heartbreaking cry as an indictment of
war, because we know — and there
was strong internal evidence in the
play to support this judgment of him
— that if "he had been lucky enough
to come through the Falklands War
unscathed,. he would undoubtedly
have cried “It was worth it!’
Which wouldn’t have been any
more valid as a defence of war, either.
Whether war is a justifiable exten
sion of politics by other means must
always be judged in terms other than
casualties. How many men should die
for a'temporary yarad of Flanders, how
many to keep Hitler from destroying
civilisation? If an equation is com
posed of incompatibles, what point
can there be in attempting to solve it?
None of which mitigates the shock,
central to this quite excellent BBC1
film, of seeing bits blown off a
healthy young man. Reason and

statistics will never help you deal
with that.
Both Charles Wood’s marvellously
self-refracting script and Richard
Eyre’s complementarily nimble direc
tion constantly drove home the
impact of youth lucklessly broken.
Vigour, exuberance, sexuality, opti
mism were under constant chilling
counterpoint from crippledom, melan
cholia, desertion and hopelessness:
and nowhere more horrifyingly than
at the St .Paul’s memorial service,
where Colin Firth — outstanding as
Lawrence — was required to sit at
the back, wheelchaired and in mufti
because the authorities felt his ruined
limbs did not embody the image
which glorious victory required.
It was a rare moment when reason,
not rotten luck, invited rage.
That the Falklands War incurred
other cosmetic intervention came fas
cinatingly to light in Wednesday's
final episode of BBCl’s splendid An
Ocean Apart.

Fraught
Tiny revelations — Mrs Thatcher,
prior to calling the Americans in to
announce her Task Force strategy,
hung portraits of Wellington and
Nelson on the Downing Street walls
— offered as much rare insight into
the presentational finagling of those
fraught few weeks as major ones:
such as the outrageous whoppers with
which the United States promoted her
notional neutrality to her Argent
inian allies while covertly shipping
Britain the weaponry to clobber them.
But then, the Americans have ever
been, as this series has amply exem
plified, a pragmatic lot, and clearly
live happily with their own Hiram

Jonson’s observation that truth is the
a maxim
first casualty of war
coined, incidentally, the week the
Lusitania went down, thereby offer
ing them a golden excuse to capitalise
on World War One without losing too .
many of the less abstract kind of
casualty.
For honesty is not unlike war itself:
you may hold lofty hypothetical views
until that tricky day when you find
yourself out in No Man’s Land where
the live rounds are flying. Witness
the bravely candid admission by one
QC, called by another (Geoffrey
Robinson) in ITV’s riveting Hypothet- I
icals: Happy Families? on Wednesday,
Asked' by Mr Robinson whether a
woman should have concealed a piece
of material evidence which might
have implicated her son in a murder
enquiry, the other lawyer replied: ‘Oh
no, that would be a patent. obstruc
tion of justice.’
Then what precisely would you
have done with the evidence, pressed1
Mr Robinson, had it been your son? ‘I
should have hidden it in a drawer,’
said the lawyer.
Those armchair warriors who have,
filled this week's public prints with
accusations against Lieutenant Law
rence might care to think about that,
for a bit.
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Censor the censors
MPs OFTEN complain about being
overworked. If this is true, it is hard
to see why so many decide to take
on an extra job: television censor.
They were at it again over Tumbledown, the BBC television drama
about the Falklands War.
A group of Tory MPs huffed and
puffed about the programme, and
said it should never have been
shown. One called it a ‘stab in the
nation’s back’.
It is not the job of MPs to tell us
what we should be allowed to watch
and to pass judgments about indi
vidual programmes.
We can do that ourselves just by
switching on and off. After more
than 50 years of British television
we are smart enough and strong
enough to tell the broadcasters
what kind of programmes we like
and dislike.
Meanwhile, MPs would do better to
worry about another ‘real-life
drama’ which will soon be shown on
British television.
It iSijcalled the House of Commons. : . * .
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HE Scots Guards
of Tumbledown
fame are steeling
themselves for a
fresh assault on their were out of joint after the
reDutation
BBC’s last minute dele-

fuss was about with Tumbledown. I thought the

tne Yorkshire shoot- Robert Lawrence’s Falklng location of a new s lands story, they will be
British film positively bloodied when
is brutally me film appears.
\ clear_you
As the screenwriter of
ain’t seen Resurrected, Martin Alnothing vet
len, ominously declares:
I fnose s 4,1 can,t stt what ^ the

Now all that is going to
change. For Resurrected
tells the story of a young
private who is believed
dead in that same Falklands battle, found to be
alive, given a hero’s
homecoming and then

By WILLIAM GREAVES

Jhe message from

Kr”1”'11

subjected to a barrackroom "trial”.
He is bullied and finally
driven into psychiatric
care by his fellow soldiers,
who are convinced he was
nothing but a deserter.
The anti-hero has been
re-christened Private Ke
vin Deakin and his regi
ment is unnamed, but
nobody on location out
side Huddersfield makes
any serious attempt to
deny that this is the reallife story of Scots Guards
man Philip Williams.
For Williams DID dis-
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appear during the final
hours of Tumbledown,
WAS presumed dead,
WAS awarded a com
memoration service in his
home town of Halton-onLune in Lancashire, and
DID return seven week’s
later complaining of
memory loss.
He WAS given a hero’s
reception and WAS re
portedly subjected to a
brutal psychological and
physical battering from
his Army pals.

T

HE fact that
Martin Allen re
ceived the family's co-operation
dispels any idea that
Private Kevin Deakm
is fiction.
A1
Philip s father, Alan
Williams, said: “Philip
has been through a lot
since the Falklands and I
don’t think it would be

.
{lhs\^akeammofhis
rrupltv nfaRHti«i5^niH1-ba
-But basing a film to rnt&ess exposmi ^
loosely on what happened
And if the Establish
to him is a good way of
telling people what was ment
cnn fr, needs furthera reagoing on over there.”
hnnK
Short of acknowledging isPaui^rpS5ifc?I?5.?>r
guardsman Williams in of Snvr*flfrh^ter Wnght
the credits, Mr Allen has of Spycatcher.

NEW
FALKLANDS victim
Philip Williams faces
another blow when
his live-in girlfriend
moves to Belgium
next month.
Psychology student
Tracy Jones, daughter of
a top EEC official in
Brussels, has chosen to
follow her father to Europe rather than stay in
with Guardsman Philip.
She is the woman who
helped the soldier rebuild his life after his
experiences in the Falklands.

to follow her.

IS GIRL
His 17-year-old brother
Gareth said: “I think Philip accepts it will be all
over between them once
she leaves the country.
4,He doesn’t seem too
bothered. There is no
way he would live in Belgium.”
A friend of the couple,
who live in a flat in Lancaster, said*. “Tracy
wants to be with her father.

IKfdr their

pened to Philip, I think
he is happy staying in
this country”,
Philip disappeared
while working as a
stretcher bearer after the
battle for Mount Tumbledown and was declared
missing presumed dead.
He turned up seven
weeks later and said he
had got lost in bad
weather and suffered am
nesia.

“Despite what hap- sent without leave.

Allen concedes that the
film’ to be released next
bound t0 spark off
“The point is not so
much whether we should
bave fouSht this war but
what it:
t0 People in
England. Ordinary folk
became hysterical and
jingoistic, not question
ing whether we were right
or wrong.”

1C

EVIN'S parents
are played by
Rita
T u shingham and Tom
Bell, the soldier by
25-year-old new
comer David
1 newio.
As he was being made
up for a scene Thewlis
said: ‘‘Before starting the
film I talked to a lot of
Falklands veterans and
from their stories I am
absolutely confident that
this film is an accurate
statement,
“If it creates contro
versy then that’s good.
Some things need say
ing.”

SdeSStr|?S«

opinion.
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The
deb

re
•PHIS is the lovely girl
■ shown as an unfeel■ ing sex-kitten in last
week’s controversial TV
play about Falklands
hero Robert Lawrence.
Last night Victoria
Calder-Smith was said
by friends to be feeling
“absolutely betrayed”
by the dashing young
lieutenant.
Victoria, known as
Mitty, was the 17-yearold girlfriend of the
Scots Guards officer
when this picture was
taken at a glittering ball
in London.
The daughter of a
wpaithv ruff iSnroni
rhipf
winriAtio «S5ri5iK
&L1YoTQ b f
the Year in 1979.
In the play Tumbledown, Robert’s girlfriend “Sophie” was
seen in a topless love

Feeling betrayed - Tumbledown hero Robert's ex-girlfriend Victoria

In a bedroom scene
after his return — with a
Military Cross for his
heroism and appalling
head imunes that paralysed his left side — he
made love to “Sophie”
f°r the laSt time and
then said he had “made
a mess” in her bed because of his injuries.
And because of those

Victoria’s mother
Rosemary, a descendant of a Scots Guards
CO, accused the young
officer of “unbecoming
conduct” saying Mitty
was easily identifiable.
. How uncouth and
?°y canv?Iie4.slJ?!o»» oS°
m?2
She
said Mitty, who shares a
London flat, gave him

A friend said: “I think
he’s a bastard to paint
this picture of her.”
“Anyone who saw the
film can’t have failed to
recognise the character
°f S°Phie 3S Mitty. But
it was a totally false pichire of what really hapPened.”
Last night Robert was
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Row pilot leaves RAF
aUowed"to’leaveSto°take up™
new flying career.
Squadron Leader Mark
Hare, mentioned in despatches in the Falklands war,
is now in training as a commercial pilot.
His surprise release from
the RAF came just 14 months

pnfmo ted^o a'ctesk jobf andit
wasfreetoSvr™5 Unt“ he
But last night 'the RAF
denied Squadron Leader
Hare- 32, had been given
special treatment because of
Publicity,
Squadron Leader Hare, 32,
complained bitterly when he
was transferred and his case
led to questions from MPs.

i
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LAST WEEK’S controversial television
film Tumbledown showed one badly
wounded Guards officer’s view of the
Falklands War. This week, as the Queen
prepares to celebrate her official birth
RICK JOLLY day by reviewing her Guardsmen at the
spectacular ceremony of Trooping the
Colour, a Royal Navy surgeon gives quite another
perspective on the men who fought in the South
Atlantic. Six years ago this week, as a chill Falkland
winter approached, Surgeon Commander Rick Jolly
was plunged into an emergency when dozens of
horribly wounded Welsh Guardsmen were brought in
from the bombed landing ship Sir Galahad. And he
reflects on the willing teamwork that went into helping
them and the sheer bravery of the injured.

!
j

passed down the medical
evacuation chain.
But how and where would I
set the minimum entrance
fee? The dividing line seemed
to be whether you could stand
up or had to lie down on a
stretcher.
One man with a traumatic
amputation of the leg was
already on Colonel Bill
McGregor’s operating table.
As I looked around I realised
that, thank God, there wasn't
anyone else in that “most
serious” category.

I

T was an hour
before first light.
I got up and went
outside for a
break.
The chefs had stayed
awake all night and were
now cooking a hot break
fast for the boys. Come
the dawn, their galley
burners would be extin
guished and we would
switch to biscuits and
chocolate bars.
No naked flames in case
the Argentine Air Force
became active again.
Sipping coffee in the com
mand post, I took stock.
The night before, the longabandoned refrigeration plant
that served as our surgical
facility at Ajax Bay had been
inundated with casualties.
Originally there had been
plenty of room in there, but
then a couple of unexploded
bombs had lodged in one of
the freezer compartments
forcing us to move back and
pack into an area half the size.
Our capacity was now only

CHEERY
Moment of horror... survivors flee Sir Galahad
about 90 stretchers, but as
helicopter after helicopter
arrived from the scene of the
Sir Galahad attack some 150
new cases had crowded round
our door.
I’d radioed General Moore’s
Headquarters staff in HMS
Fearless requesting that some
80 of the casualties be moved
to other ships anchored in
San Carlos Water for treatment.
As military doctors, we had
all been taught what decisions

to take in a "mass casualty”
situation but no one had said
anything about the emotional
burden involved,
All of a sudden, right here in
the middle of nowhere, it was
all down to me.
In the interests of the majority I had to decide that those
Welsh Guardsmen with really
serious injuries—as well as
those with relatively slight
ones—were not going to
receive the attention they
deserved at Ajax Bay, but be

Still, it was with a very
heavy heart that I had begun
walking through the reception
area, taking a lighted cigarette
in my hand to hold up to the
lips of those men who were to
receive my bad news.
le young Welsh
Most of the
flash burns
Guardsmen had
!
to their face and hands,
making the task of holding a
cigarette impossible. The skin
hung from their hands and
fingers like folds of damp
white tissue paper, and a few
found that even the glowing
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Moment of rescue.. . a battle casualty is hurried away to safety
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the lilting sing-song tones of
the Welsh valleys. .8“Jus’you
look after my mate. ’Ave you
seen him? EVANS 372? He
was on the ladder above

H

»

HW

heat of the lit cigarette was too
much to bear.
My hand had to be cupped
■vround the tip to shield their
aw and reddened cheeks
before they could draw the
welcome relief of the tobacco
smoke into their lungs.
To my utter astonishment,
each personal apology for not
had'le^'n^greeted^by a cheery

gj&
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M
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SUNDAY EXPRESS
m

could engage its rotors was
urgently involved in flying
stores and ammunition to the

iust two U\v»?u °ned b°mbs
1 radioed again and eventuthem^ Th^v HinSy JT°m al£ ^ Promised one Wessex
nearlv aT£n nf hwf<fvT,K?®W ^Tbut °Fjy £or a short Periodlav ready to detonate ^
be nowhere near
»eL°ddagnoTenforced Ti^ed at a.l those brave

recalled.
g
When the Royal Marines
landing craft arrived the 80
had moved off stnEkiiv

btiM-hP r^hhH UX^ thr®at
not J£l£SHm* s2fvlT!?rsJd,ti
t h*S?tJ?2Lt!?>,S extr,? burden*
ohem a11 out> and

sofriy on their hands in an
attempt to cool the stinging
Pam
o^0T?ne,COmPlained or cried
out. Each man knew that we
would do our best for their
olleagues left behind.
Now. finishing my coffee. I

h ospft a 1 V&sht p0nu ga n^a
anchored in Falkland Sound
had to be done by helicopter
since landing craft would hnv^
given too long and bumpy a
ride and besides one had
already been sunk by an
Argentine Skvhawk
V
let every helicopter that

IKS?^Ag8*"1 ^

When my Wessex turned up
I let the pilot shut the helicopter down and got him and the
crewman fixed up with tea.

^^P^the northern part of
East J^l^and and so had
missed all the excitement in
the s™th‘ Had we recered
tjie casualties from Sir
Galahad and Sir Tristram?
1 smiled ironically at that
^The^younf S Al^Arm
Sub-Lieutenant could not
believe his eyes. Neither < 5uld
his aircrewman, an olde and
very experienced petty officer.
They both put their tea down,
unable to drink it.
The pilot pulled on his
flying gloves and said very
quietly: “Right, sir, let's get
started__ ”
While the stretcher bearers
brought out the first three
casualties, I scribbled a note
to the Surgeon Captain on
Uganda, thanking him for his
help and warning him of his
impending workload.
Because Uganda was sailing
under protection of the Red
Cross, we could not com
municate with her directly.
All military radios were
banned in accordance with
the Geneva Convention.
In all probability Uganda’s
medical staff were still
unaware of the disaster that
had befallen the Sir Galahad.
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getting on with our other
rwHT new'f°und friends did
not have to wait long before
h«?f ^ere on their way with
half-a-dozen loaded stretchers.
»n^hlnd that Sea King
another one appeared .. . and
message was thlsam^Therd
hadrcomeToerheeip.trOUbleantl
Within two hours we hart
silent1 suffaidng^3^ °f a11 ^

E5*‘f“3e
wh!« had really
touched their hearts, thev
claimed, were the endless

SrE°h?Sthha““s
f,mWo° nights iater Ajax was
full again as the Paras took
wr°U?tn L?ngdon and the
Royal Marines fought to the
summit of the Twofisters
5Pe, next evening was a
Saturday and on the World
fShe™ce°f the Bbc we heard
that Her Majesty had
celebrated her Official Birth
day m the traditional way.
Eight thousand miles away
too" servicemep celebrated
an°ther 48 hours,
the Blues and Royals would
give a devastating displav of
?hS£0\rtlI}e firepower from
their light tanks at Wireless
Ridge and the Second Battahon of the Scots Guards
would climb Tumbledown
Mountain by night for a tough
battle against a well-prepared

marines.1 °n °f Argentlne
Their bright scarlet parade
tunics, black bearskins and
smart drill had been exchanThe Wessex lifted off gently
camouflage clothing,
and made a smooth climbing
and a 8Tim
turn towards the Sound.
determination to succeed.
Three down, only 157 to go.
In the damp chill of a South
With six hours of daylight Atlantic autumn, all displayed
remaining and if our lone those special qualitip*
Wessex and its pilot both without which next Saturstayed sennceable, we might day's Trooping the Colour
just complete business before would be little more than a
nightfall—providing the meaningless ritual
Skyha^nd Mirage stayed
Regimental pnde, mora,e>

GRINNED

J

:

I turned to walk back into advers^t^Thff; fortltu<*e Jp
the refrigeration plant.
ity—these are hallQuite suddenly, from
very best
behind the building, a big blue fh«!>QperS’ esP^cially so for
young
Welsh
GuardsSea King helicopter appeared, mose
flaring hard as it turned into men who had been wounded
in a battle that gave them no
: the wind and landed on the chance
to fight back.
makeshift pad.
This new generation still
More casualties?
has
what
it takes. Remember
I ran over alarmed.
that while you watch themA familiar bearded face march
past on Saturday
grinned down at me, "Hello,
?°*c—IJ?ear fr°m HQ y°u’ve •Surgeon Commander Rick
got problems. If you can load Jolly OBE is now the senior
us quickly, we ve got time for medical officer and ‘flight surt0 *khf,geon’ at the Royal Naval Air
ship before refuelling and Station in Culdrose, Cornwall
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New TV battering
forScots Guards
k
P.

J

igg
lip-

&
OUTCAST: Philip Williams.

j

THE Scots Guards
face new contro
versy over another
Falklands war film.

Last week the TV
showing of Tumbledown
was heavily criticised by
Tory Mps, and sparked
a furious row between
the Guards and the
BBC.
Now a new film, Resur
rected, is being directed by
Paul Greengrass - the co
author of Spycatcher.
It is inspired by the
extraordinary story of a
teenage soldier ‘who came

By JOANNA SHELDON

back from the dead’ after
the battle for Mount Tum
bledown.
Philip Williams of the 2nd
Battalion of the Scots
Guards was reported miss
ing, presumed dead, during
the battle — but seven
weeks later he stumbled
into Bluff Cove, bewildered
and disorientated having
survived on berries, worms
and supplies he found in a
hut.
At first he was greeted as
a returning hero, but then
inevitable questions were
asked. Philip says he got

lost and believed he was
behind enemy lines.
An inquiry cleared him of
W S!^estion of desertion,
but Williams claims that
when he returned to his
"*H*ent he was taunted,
bullied and accused of cow
ardice by some of his fellow
Guardsmen.

Scapegoat
He went absent without
leave and was eventually
admitted to hospital suffer
ing from psychological prob
lems.
‘I was treated like an
outcast,’ he said.
The film is being made for
boih television and cinema
°y St Pancras
conjunction with Channel T
0. It . is a potent drama
about a man who becomes a
-aLeg0at A man who has
a £ero or a deserter,’
said Mr Greengrass.
He said that Resurrected
was not a closely observed
personal account, but a
drama inspired by Williams’s story.
Like Tumbledown, the
film concentrates on his
treatment by the Scots
Guards after the Falkland
campaign.
Philip Williams is now
unemployed and living in
Lancaster.
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A soldier s thoughts on service

I saw Robert Lawrence being treatpri in a m;iv
.
interviewed on television and I although the trP^mi1(?Plta^
have read the reviews of his undertaken hv i rffn™ * ivas
book and the film made with his tor but »*aUicfde»kICated doc'
co-operation. I thought him a instructions of ?L v exPress
very pleasant young man, that hospital I reriivpT^ 3t
clearly typical of many young sion rpH.irini ecei^d a Pen*
men who join the Army and passed
8 35 the years
secure commissions. There
I had great diffimi.,,
•
were a great many of the tatter a job in the DerinH vLS5Urmg
in the Second World War, which men were avaSp
lasted much longer than the them fitEvent^lfvd J? 1 °l
Falklands War and in many my own
cases was just as bloody.
although wXl
g0t 3 Job’
The consequences of war for tions because of^mv medical
many ex-servicemen of the historv The inh
umedlcaI
Second World War were just as satisfactory o mT in igsTli
frustrating to them as to Robert was discovered that I had a

ISB#
sswi'a fa steuidF
am

Tanks mothballed
as Army feels pinch
by Simon O’Dwyer-Russell Defence Correspondent
The regiment’s 57 Chieftain
ALMOST 10 per cent of the
Army’s main battle tank tanks, worth close to £40 milfleet deployed on Nato’s lion- have been stored in
front line in Germany was hangars until the end of this
year.
mothballed last week.
The desire of the General
The move follows a decision Staff to allow infantry units to
by the Army to employ tank spend more time training has
crews as infantry for United been reinforced by the arrival in
Nations peacekeeping duties in frontline service with GermanyCyprus, to relieve pressure on based infantry battalions of the
hard-pressed infantry battalions Army’s new Warrior fighting
based in Britain.
vehicle. Because of its sophistiThe infantry battalions are cation and the
training
currently called upon to rein- investment ^required, the units
force Nato in wartime in will be unable to perform other
addition to undertaking “unac- tasks, such as Northern Ireland
companied" tours of duty in duties, for several years.
Northern Ireland and garrison- , Senior Army officers also
ing the Falkland Islands and h°Pe that by sendl,Jg cavalry
Belize
and tank regiments to Cyprus,
f _
some of which have spent more
The Cyprus role for Germany- than eight continuous years in
based armoured units is one Germany, they can stem the
aspect of a major shake-up of flow 0f officers and senior solArmy deployments following a diers wh0 are now, in the words
review of operational commit- 0f one cavalry officer, “voting
ments ordered last year by the with their feet by leaving the
Chief of the General Staff, Gen- Army in alarming numbers.”
eral Sir Nigel Bagnall._______________ _
Last week more than 600 sol
diers of the Detmold-based 4th/
Royal Dragoon Guards, ,
r 7th
which forms part of the 4th Ar
moured Division whose task
would be to delay a Soviet inva
sion of West Germany in the
critical first hours of a war,
moved to Cyprus to operate as
infantry with the UN Force on
the island.

•X

1D tSe tbird year since my first
aPPbcat,on- My appeal has not
yet been finaIised.
1 do not claim that my case is
un,que’.1 know there are many
ex-servicemen in the same position-We have not written bSoks
?r m^e film,s about our activi!es; Most of us are still proud
£3t We were able t0 help save
th,sf c?untry vvhen she needed
us to do so. Robert Lawrence is
not alone(Capt) D- CR CARTER.
Late the Loyal Regiment
43 ^Penal Avenue
WestcliflF-on-Sea, Essex.
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“RIDLEY is difficult to
(:interpret, embodying
as he does the
instincts of an artist,
the training of an engi
neer, and the profes
sion of a politician." So commented
Sir Nicholas Henderson, diplomat
turned businessman, after negotia
ting with the then Transport Secre
tary over the Channel Tunnel.
Nicholas Ridley, Environment Sec
retary since 1986. remains the least
understood, and publicly underrated,
member of the Cabinet. Now lie is
one of the most criticised, by his own
party as much as the opposition, over
the Government’s attitude towards
housing development in the south.
If Kenneth Baker and Cecil Parkin
son epitomise the modern Conserva
tive politician, cultivating good
media relations and presenting a car
ing image, then Nicholas Ridley is
the antithesis. A tall, somewhat raff
ish figure, he appears not to give a
damn for the artifices of politics. He
can often be seen outside the Com
mons chamber, where he has to go
for one of his constant cigarettes,
hardly disguising his boredom with
the proceedings inside.
Both his background - he is the
son of a viscount and was educated at
Eton and Balliol College, Oxford and his aloof and sardonic manner
have made him appear a patrician
ngure. although an unconventional
one. Now aged 59. he is one of Parlia
ment’s few civil engineers and is an
accomplished landscape painter.
Yet Mr Ridley (is in no sense an
aristocratic paternalist. Instead, lie is
niorela 19th century Whig, a believer
in the power of reason. He rejects the
approach of the paternalists, decrying
a
,,
appeals to people to behave them- 0wr fh?rSiS?amiPie.waf in late 1980
selves He argues that Government Foreign nfrS S‘when, as a
can change laws, but then people pmw h?ff Ce. “lmster of State- Mr
must act in their own interests
rfv
a*teAniPtecl.to sell a lease-back
All this reflects his free market
frgentina t0 the islanders,
views Mr Ridley has claims to be the he welpturaing to Britainfirst Thatcherite. given his abrupt
L 6 to ,ll,e Commons where he
departure from Edward Heath's Govb savafecl, bV a small but vocal
eminent in 1972 following disagreeth sldes\As a result. the
ments over industrial intervention, ended thp^
mt0 lts shel,: so
He has consistently questioned the niaf fle, ?st attempt to find a
state’s role, preferring to leave decii SC! uiIcm to tbe future of the
sions to individuals.
Falklands before the 1982 war.
After two years at the Treasury,
It is his somewhat distant Whig
v puV h I?Vch as his free market
I™ l ~ tl-la,t have made him such a
controversial figure. MPs tend to say:
Of course Nick is brilliant,
w ' ' '• .0n several occasions he
itraiSSfmt0 tr,oubles ~ which a less
lghtf°?!a,rd' or more astute, poliliP hL^M ,have voided - because
he has failed to practise the necessary arts of persuasion.

Man in the News

One of the first

fewftStlf
->NSi;

-T-

Nicholas Ridley: man in the middle
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from 1981 to 1983. Mr Ridley soon ran
into problems as Transport Secretary,
over airports policy, the deregulation
of buses and airlines and the Channel
Tunnel. In each case lie faced loud
opposition on his own side, being
accused of insensitivity to local inter
ests. However, he settled each dis
pute, largely on his terms.
It is arguable that Mr Ridley has
been vindicated on the big questions
- the Falklands. the expansion of
airports, introducing competition into
local bus routes and the Channel
Tunnel. But in contemporary politics
it is not enough to be right. Public
style matters. Nicholas Ridley gives
the appearance of not comprehending
the problems of poor council tenants,
however much he may ar'^ue that his
current housing proposals to break
up local authority control will give
individual occupiers more say in
their own affairs.
Mr Ridley argues that many current
criticisms are based on misunder
standings. I-Ie listens, he explains.
But, in the end. he believes rational
argument should prevail. For
instance, on the Government’s plan
to replace local property taxes with a
flat-rate community charge, or poll
tax. he maintained that an amend
ment proposed by his Tory colleague
Michael Mates to introduce a threetier charge was unworkable. He pre
ferred to extend rebates for the less
well-off.

FINANCIALTIMES

Mr Ridley feels that many of the
fears of southern Tories about addi
tional development are misplaced. He
argues that the Government has pro
tected and extended the Green Belt.
But it is impossible to meet all
demand within existing towns and
cities, so there has to be some limited
development elsewhere. To argue oth
erwise. "flies in the face of reason
and responsibility." •
Crucially. Mr Ridley has the sup
port of the Prime Minister, Mrs
Thatcher, to whom he has much
greater access than most Cabinet col
leagues. Indeed, he is among the
front-runners to take over from Nigel
Lawson when he gives up as Chancel
lor of the Exchequer some time in the
next 18 months.
Such an appointment would delight
some of Mrs Thatcher’s free-market
advisers in Downing Street. Mr Rid
ley would certainly be intellectually
up to the job, but it would be a politi
cal risk. Chancellors are in a much
more exposed public position than
Environment Secretaries. And the
two years before a general election is
the time when even Mrs Thatcher's
administrations like to present a car
ing rather than an undiluted free
market image. Nicholas Ridley is a
man to achieve things in office rather
than to win elections.

Peter Riddell
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ersonal war
WHEN THE FIGHTING IS OVER:
A personal story of the battle for
Tumbledown Mountain and its
aftermath
by;John Lawrence and Robert
Lawrence. Bloomsbury. £1995
.196 pages.
y
—■
———
.ftJST WHEN we all thought that
the Falklands was a dead issue
here we are again six years later

££ S,° ^ voluntarily submit- ^ the fore nf
Is blI?self to a gruelling seleciawrfn,lh enemy.
tion test.
oamT^6110*6 S 3CC0unt of the
After the tough initial course Su fVent 5? lt appears in his
La'vfen.ce was put through some vp/v""!??! the Badlands into a
riot training with Gurkhas wield- aliw awSnp!ailtp ace,uEventu’
jng baseball bats and pretending victim
?flaims to become a
to be Irishmen. Tlien came
« hlmseif " not of the
!5fnyf.* jungle .training in Asia, kSimenlioned
PaCngH°“tsil1® Buckingham his own oeoDle urately but of
frpiacaHan^’ mevitably, Northern
The picture Lt T
• *

c.n.ln BBC fflm tori „a! 4X4K, S<'c U Uw.

casasr
**rwysidfre5
££spx^
si3?SS
Spa ssiSSS SSt~
=s sssssSSS IS.H S'Svf* 8ssS»srH5
exception

MarLsand Pmas* ’’°°d 38

would be ^atedby6^ deep*

sgffipf KSSS&g

HPrs::::
slis
wemg
»«’XS'/.'oSAmT, asjsraiax? “■* s'^'srSR“.a”i

saws
SSSSS&
SKSr.-saasa?
~EuW;ia.tri
s?«
g* aarA'a -st JS, s-'s.^'Srasi

Trl °f. the British media int0
such a tiz. A TV fflm drama is
ere one day and gone the next
shops 3 b00k llngers in the
Both prior and during the war,

asssrist
SSS

sion ofthfeventthatchSJr ;
Uwrenceslife and that^f nri:
ticaliy anyone including5 his
father, who knew Wm lel7
The" account'‘waf'fflfkind^that

‘“*h4ZS, SZStfSSSSS**

people fight * is a nasty busipess' then U has been written
aboKut 7, 311(1 more convincingly
jl
fhat would be sad
Lt.Lawrenc™sVesrtSoyryesuccteedded

wstasr—
Jimmy Burns
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Stanley, I presume
O For Alice Hope, a dawn landing on the Falklands is a distinctl
y low-key affair

E

o.

IGHT o’clock on a cold
and murky Monday
morning is not, perhaps,
the most kindly time to arrive
anywhere. So it was no surprise
to find the quay empty when
we set foot on Stanley. We were
the first of some hundreds of
passengers off a cruise liner,
and the first people ever to , , .
arrive in the Falklands by 5-?r^aye? ?n’ a?d the other a Upland Goose Hotel the Pncf
CrnSeShhiPHf,'0maBritiShp0rt- SharonM dd?eto!. h°USewife' Office, the Cathedral with Us some of the garden gates. “Half
Our handsome, all-but-newR
M,aaie[0*1bizarre arch of crossed whale sheep” or “Fore”: messages for
liner had anchored outside the
^ " 'yore Naming smiles bones, and came to a substan- the butcher, who leaves the
harbour. Well wrapped upai?d we beSa" to feel
better, tial house where the Union meat in an outside larder close
against the wind and the cold, r, r,on» a born and bred flag was flying. It was the new to the kitchen door.
we were brought in by launch, Isum<ler, had only just taken up museum, opened only six The Falklanders, they say
a 15-minute journey through tourism; on ordinary days she weeks previously by John eat mutton for most of the year’
choppy grey seas.
looked after her landscape gar- Smith, the local historian.
and lamb for Christmas. MutThere was a distinct frisson
emng bus,nessThe house was once owned by L°"£0?{S 17,pKa !b’be*f ^4p and
of unease among us. On the preAs we looked around, the the Argentinians, “a modest pork * a ‘b- (The Falklands
vious day our captain had place began to seem like home, bungalow” for the crew of
sa™e 2s ours
received a bleak message from Facing us was a row of Vic- their aircraft which was then lxcePl t“at their coins have the
the islands to say that our torian houses named Jubilee flying a regular service.
oueen on one side and a sheep
P ?.n
?ir trips were can- Terrace- But as our coach took
Thp hAIlcp A .
’ .
on the other-)
celled (“the pilot is ill and the us along the seafront and down Jhi*™prove?. ‘°
Lured by a notice on a shop
plane unserviceable”), that the Ross Road, the resemblance to natplfwindow which said “News?
visit to Bluff Cove sheep farm home was replaced by a fron- Fhe Britkh nffirJpc nI»andS-papers sold here”, I went into
was scrapped (“too busy”). “it tier town appearance: tiny, and re-nam^ ff £??'*** the shop ^ by Mrs Joan
is also doubtful whether you wooden, freshly-painted hoiisp Mr?ith -cBr annia Bounds, whose son Graham is
will see penguins,” it ended.
houses with red roofs and small fin J^ as^rnhlTn^mpmn^ vr®' the new tourist officer. Not
Nevertheless, there we were, ffrdens. p{a"ted with vegeta-from oTdcTst- JonSneDots
unexpected,y there were no
waiting on the quay. All too b,es and a fe'v flowers. The few
and musketrv to
newspapers, but instead toys
obviously the inhabitants were trees were bent and crippled
maps of the minefields t d y and sweets and china mugs. I
having breakfast, or getting on by the wind, and in the back/
mineneias.
bought some chocolate and we
with the Monday wash. Still ground the hills and mountains
As w® J*Ha*ved * became chatted, and I started to apprethere was a coach waiting and were shrouded in mist.
et the deep
and ciate that the islanders, shy and
two guides,
one a pretty
AmeriWe passed manv Diaces with
s,IFe °/ peat isolated, regard
as a
can
girl, a former
visUor
who we.l^bSST
‘° visitors
be
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luATfestablished itself on a min
efield on the cliffs above the
churning sea. We clustered
close to the barbed wire and
stared at the penguins, who
stared back.
“They’re Gengoos, and too
light to set the mines off,” said
^haron, who had seen it all
Other passengers were after pengu'imf^o°nrthe
more substantial souvenirs: T- sionallv
0Cca_
shirts and sweaters and the hobbled down^£thfii*4*5 °!*
postcards.^he^preUy Falkland

re3e7o?th\a!srandeSr0sUrCe °f
The Upland Goose Hotel
coped bravely with its extra
load of clients for lunch and
when the food ran out the landlord brought out emergency
rations of tinned ham. The ship
had thoughtfully sent a launch
with table and chairs and huge
urns of hot drinks.
...
.
1 he weather improved so we
set oft for “camp”, the islander’s name for the countryside, a
bone-shaking ride through
inhospitable country. We saw
few signs of military occupation; but there were warning
signs saying “Minefields. Keep
out” and barbed wire.
Suddenly, we were close to
the huge penguin colony which

ously glad to be getting back to
th® cocooned comfort of the
sh'P- For myself, Stanley was
beginning to get at me. I would
like to have stayed longer,
• Alice H°Pe was on a round-theworld cruise on the Astor, now
sol(i t0 tlie Soviet government,
to be r^-named Fedor Dostoevsky and operated by CTC
Lines. Package holidays to the
Falklands are offered by Cygnus Wildli fe Holidays of
Kingsbridge, Devon (0548
6178); lan Dickson Travel of
Edinburgh (031 556 6777);
Major & Mrs Holt's Battlefield
?°urs (°304 612248); Page &
^foy (0533 552521); Premier
Faraway Holidays of Cam
bridge (0223 311103); Twickers
World(01-892 7606).
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Second film hits
Falklands Guards
THE SCOTS Guards, still smart
ing from the adverse publicity
they received in the BBC1 play
Tumbledown, will face further
criticism in another film about
the Falklands war being made
for Channel 4 under the direction
of Paul Greengrass, who co
wrote Spycatcher with Peter
Wright.
The film, Resurrected, will be
shown at cinemas at the start of
next year and broadcast later on
Channel 4. It was inspired by the
story of Guardsman Philip Wil
liams of the Scots Guards, who
became detached from his unit in
the Falklands and was found six
weeks after the Argentine sur
render, unaware that the war had
ended.
There were suggestions at the
time that Williams had deserted,
but
these
were
never
substantiated.
Williams has since left the
Army but still suffers after
effects from the war. He is shy of
any publicity but helped the pro
duction company, St Pancras
Films, at the start of the project.
Like Lt Robert Lawrence of
Tumbledown fame, Williams’s
alias in the film finds it impossi
ble to return to his old life. After
a debriefing he returns to his reg
iment but is beaten up by his
colleagues, who suspect him of
desertion.
Despite such scenes, Greengrass insists: “It is not an anti
war or anti-Army film. I have the
highest admiration for the
people who fought in the Falk
lands. Resurrected is not a politi
cal film. It is a human drama
about a young boy caught up in
extrordinary events over which
he has no control.”
This is the first feature film
which Greengrass has directed..
Before co-operating with Wright
he worked for Granada’s World

in Action, and has also been com
missioned to write the Spycatcher
screenplay
for
Hollywood.
The Army yesterday refused
to comment on the film. A
spokesman said: “We under
stand that this is a work of fic
tion. As such it is unreasbnable
to expect us to remark on its
content.”

V*
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Advances in battlefield surgery

Life-saving pioneers are honoured

By Michael Evans
Defence Correspondent
On Monday, the anniversary
of D-Day, Lord Jenkins of
Hillhead, formerly Mr Roy
Jenkins, now the Chancellor
of Oxford University, unveils
a plaque at St Hugh’s College,
Oxford, to commemorate the
work, carried out by a team of
neurologists during the Sec
ond World War, which saved
the lives of thousands of
British soldiers suffering from
shell fragments and bullet
wounds in the head.
In September, 1939, St
Hugh’s, one of the women’s
colleges, was taken over by the
War Office as a military
hospital for head injuries.
Under the leadership of
Professor Sir Hugh Cairns, p§
consultant neurosurgeon to the |S
Army, the hospital cared for
soldiers flown in from the p§
front; it also trained doctors fM
who formed mobile neurosurgical units in distant battle jlll

areas’
The miraculous survival

of
the former Scots Guards officer, Lieutenant Robert Lawrence, from his appalling head
injuries during the battle for
Mount Tumbledown in the.
Falklands conflict, can be
traced back to the pioneering
efforts of Professor Cairns and
his team.
One of the great medical
of,the Second
World War was the successful
treatment or head injuries,
compared to the 90 per cent
wfih y“nln tS0 -,C»in[Ure5
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Oolonel Ian Haywood at the Royal Army Medical College (Photograph: Mark Pepper)
and only three soldiers out of American soldiers could have
* ■■ a- i
the 753 who were operated on been prevented with more
d 2" *‘i med.,Cfl
in the field hospital died from appropriate first aid.”
Ir,a"led ■n0t (0
their injuries - two of them
Colonel Haywood said that Efc ™Iph,"e a ?cr.v,cemen
Ar8en,iniansLieutenant Lawrence has surHe exul^ned-"^^' im

Yesterday a, the Royal Coll- explaTnlT*

SUr8er5'”

"* K? heVd refined'con-

IfSTSSSSr
- J&JZJZJSS.
militarysurgenr at the Royal cal College and many of them Haywood,

Army Medical College, disclosed for the first time in an
no-one BritishIth?t
M?, r! ti, ! hi dler r'-cd L"
uate »ta ep“Upria” 'firt
*21““ or inappropriate first
aid applied on the battlefield;

had worked in Northern Ireland. They operated according
t0 the book drawing on all the
lessons learnt since the Sec-

in Vietnam, 30 per cent of the
fatal casualties among the

“is to keep the
airflow going.
In the BBC television plav
Tumbledown, shown on Tuesday, Lieutenant Lawrence was
!?*■“* pai" after
being hit. However he was not
allowed morphine. Colonel

be
.bzj, tr
^pllsTo'see if°oneIsS^

sw-j;

changes \s
in thf ^U
Dunils to hein vnn tL /W*!le
what action^ to take But
morphine paralyses the du
Pi". It couM ato'have ma^e
Lieutenant
I awrenre
unconscious."
Lawrence
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Tumbledown film

• -r

From Mrs Rosemary
Calder-Smith
u-s»the true-iite mother of
portraved in last night’s
Him of Tumbledown on BBC 1 I
am saddened and disappointed at
the exploitation of unquestioned
bravery - exploitation solely for
the financial benefit of Robert
Lawrence himself.
Nothin| was re-enacted or men
tioned of the unfailing support
and encouragement which my
daughter gave to him during his
£r?f, H\onths home from the
ralklands and which undoubtedly
gave him the will and the determ
ination to live, and to make the
amazing recovery he has since
made.
The pressures on her were
enormous and she spent every
possible moment of every day at
his bedside. She was portrayed as
nothing more than a feelingless
sex kitten, no doubt to extract as
much sympathy from the public as
possible. I take great exception to
this, having seen at first hand the
constant support she gave to
Robert whilst under a terrible
strain in her own life.
Who wants to know whether he
“messed” in my daughter’s bed?
How uncouth and how low can
one sink, to go into such details?
My daughter was identifiable to
her many friends, and why should
such intimate moments of her
personal life be made so public for
the benefit alone of Robert?
I am deeply saddened to now
feel this about someone for whom
I once had a deep affection. A
great-uncle of mine commanded
the Scots Guards earlier in this
century; he would undoubtedly
now be turning in his grave if he
were aware of such behaviour, so
unbecoming to an officer and a
gentleman.
I suggest that the powers that be
in future look deeper into the
backgrounds of potential officers
in the Brigade of Guards, before
recruiting. I was brought up in a
family to accept praise and honour
with modesty and dignity.
Yours sincerely,
ROSEMARY CALDER-SMITH,
Oxfordshire.
June 1.
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Mother criticizes hero of the Tumbledown
By Robin Young
and Howard Foster
Tn o loftot*« ti t‘
In a letter to The Times this morning
the mother of Lieutenant Robert

Guard officer injured in the Falklands gave a false impression of his
experiences in the BBC television
play Tumbledown..
Mrs Rosemary Calder-Smith says
that her daughter, Victoria, was the
girl featured as Sophie in the screen
play written by the dramatist Charles
Wood. In her letter she says that her
daughter was represented as “nothing
more th^n a feelingless sex kitten.”
“Nothing was re-enacted or men
tioned of the unfailing support and
encouragement which my daughter

“

'f]lm

undoubtedly gave him the will and
the determination to live, and to
make the amazing recovery he has

Mrs Calder-Smith told The Time*
that Lieutenant Lawrence’s behav!
iour was “unbecoming to an officer

-“■****11

In the play screened on Tuesday
viewers saw Lieutenant Lawrence in
bed with Sophie on the morning of
his departure for the Falklands. When
he returned Sophie said that she
found it difficult to talk to him.
. The couple were seen in bed
together again when Lieutenant Law
rence left hospital, when the girl told
him that they had made love for the
last time. Lieutenant Lawrence then
told that her that he had soiled her
bedsheets adding that he hoped she
would not expect him to apologize

Armv sureeons
2
j VnL? 8S
11
ters.............
whether he messed in my daughter’s
bed? How uncouth and how low can
you sink to go into such details?
“My daughter was identifiable to
Iier n?30^ friends, and why should
suc^ intimate moments of her personal ^fe be made so public?”
Victoria’s flatmate in west London,
said last night: “I can confirm that
“Sophie” in Tumbledown was Vic
toria. Victoria was very upset by the
programme.”
Mrs Calder-Smith, a great-niece of
a former commander of the Scots
Guards, says she was “saddened and
disappointed” by Tumbledown which
she sees as “exploitation of un
questioned bravery — solely for the
financial benefit of Robert himself’.
In the book When the Fighting is
Over, which Robert Lawrence wrote
with his father, there is no mention of
incontinence.
A neighbour of Mrs Rosemai7
Calder-Smith said last night: “It is
obvious to anyone who knows the
family that her daughter Victoria is
not in the ‘sex kitten’ mould. Victoria
is a very pleasant girl but no one
would suggest that she remotely
resembles the character in the play.”

. srrsssswsKs s.™dt" *•»
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Producer offended by
Tumbledown review
John
t0^! comment and
T?.mMKS g S artlc,e OuneJ) about
1 umblcdown were both deeply offen
sive and typical of the vile? kind of
attempted character assassination now
common in Government issue
i
newspapers.
I
Th°od\iCer of.Tl.1'nblcclO'vn and my series
I1ic/Mofno9,e^ Mutineer. Leaving aside
Mo ^yftcnSal statements about "igno
ble enterprise and "absolute lack of
integrity . and remembering that for
very finger you jab at someone else
you point three back at yourself. I am
°5d'.J your Portrayal of one of
the fi^mYndustry mCn
tC'CVisi°n a"d
Richard Broke is someone who can
not be and never has been "compro-

riISen \iHc is a sl,Pcrb producer,

equally decent and honourable and
having worked closely with and known
him tor many years, a person of no
discernible political persuasion whatso
ever A man, in other words, of eminent
good sense.
jn your bully-boyish search for politi
cal compromise, you should look no fur
ther than your own newspaper.
ALANBLEASDALE
Liverpool
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Outraged therapists
SIR —Tumbledown has already pror
\oked considerable controversy and we
were appalled at the way that the phvsotherapists were portrayed as patronsadisticabUS,VC’ negligent and even
As highly trained
» obje« to this dYstortion wh£h
is likely to be very damaging to our
p ofessional standing. We have written
to Richard Eyre, the director, asking for
his immediate apology.
,
n
t
P. HATTAM
Department of Physiotherapy, St
Thomas’s Hospital London SEl

I
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Tumbledown
‘exploited
my daughter’
THE mother of Lieutenant Robert Lawr
ence’s former girlfriend has accused the BBC
TV play Tumbledown of exploiting herdaugher for financial gain.
Mrs Rosemary Calder-Smith said her daughter
Victoria was the girl
friend featured as
Daily Mail Reporter
Sophie in Tuesday’s dra
ma. based on the Falk- determination to live and
lands experiences of the to make the amazing re
Scots Guards officer covery he has since made’.
who lost half his brain .. MrsJ Calder-Smith con
when he was shot by an tinued: ‘She was portrayed
sniper.
as nothing more than a
feelingless sex kitten.
Kitten
‘I take great exception to
‘Nothing was re-enacted this, having seen at first
or mentioned of the un hand the constant support
failing support and en she gave to Robert whilst
couragement which my under a terrible strain in
daughter gave to him dur her own life.’
ing his first months home
Her letter added: ‘I am
from the Falklands,’ she saddened
and disappointed
said in a letter to the at the exploitation
of unTimes.
questioned bravery — sole
ly for the financial benefit
This ‘undoubtedly gave of
Robert Lawrence him
him the will and the self.’
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Mother accuses Tumbledown
officer of ‘conduct unbecoming’
mm
w%

Wm

STAR: Emma as Sophie

TUMBLEDOWN offi
cer Robert Lawrence
is attacked today for
portraying a former
girlfriend as a “feel
ingless sex kitten.”
Victoria Calder-Smith’s
mother says her daughter
was clearly identifiable
as “Sophie”, played by
actress Emma Harbour in
the controversial BBC TV
play on Tuesday.
She accuses Lawrence of
conduct “unbecoming to an
officer and a gentleman” and
of exploiting her daughter
for financial gain. In the.
Turn to Page 4
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from Page 1
play Sophie callously
dumps the crippled sol
dier. But in real life, says
Mrs Rosemary CalderSmith, Victoria kept a
constant vigil and gave
him the will to live.
“She was portrayed as
nothing more than a feelingless sex kitten, no
doubt to extract as much
sympathy from the public
as possible,” she says in a
letter to The Times.
“I take great exception
to this, having seen at
first hand the constant
support she gave to Rob
ert whilst under a terible
strain in her own life.

by RUSSELL JENKINS
“I am saddened and dis
appointed at the exploita
tion of unquestioned
bravery — exploitation
solely for the financial
benefit of Robert Law
rence himself."
The play was based on
Lawrence's book about
the Falklands war, when
an Argentine bullet blew
away half his brain, and
his life afterwards.
Sophie is shown as part
of a Chelsea set who pick
up officers for causal af
fairs. When the Scots
Guard Lieutenant returns
home crippled she is de
termined to leave him.

Sheets
Mrs Calder-Smith par
ticularly attacks a scene
where Sophie and Law
rence make love and she
tells him it is the last
time. Lawrence then tells
her he has soiled the
sheets because his inju
ries have made him in
continent.
"How uncouth and how
low can one sink, to go
into such details?” writes
Mrs Calder-Smith.
Lawrence, 27, now mar
ried with a young son,
was not at his north Ox
fordshire home last night.
An Oxfordshire neigh
bour of Mrs Calder-Smith
said: “Victoria is a very
pleasant girl. No one
could suggest that she re
motely resembles the
character shown."
The play has already
provoked an outcry from
Falklands veterans who
branded Lawrence a
“cowboy”. One scene was
cut hours before screen
ing after lawyers for an
other Scots Guards officer
threatened a libel action.

s stood

f Robert
This is the letter Mrs
Ca/der-Smith sent to The
Times:
Sir, As the true-life
mother of “Sophie”,
portrayed in last
night’s film of Tum
bledown on BBC1, I
am saddened and disappointed at the
exploitation of un
questioned bravery —
exploitation solely for
the financial benefit
of Robert Lawrence
himself.
Nothing was re
enacted or mentioned
of the unfailing sup
port and encouragem e n t which my
daughter gave to him
during his first
months home from
the Falklands and
which undoubtedly
gave him the will and
the determination to
live and to make the
amazing recovery he
has since made.
The pressures on
her were enormous
and she spent every
possible moment of
every day at his bed
side. She was port
rayed as nothing more
than a feelingless sex
kitten, no doubt to ex
tract as much sympa
thy from the public as
possible. I take great
exception to this, hav
ing seen at first hand

the constant support
she gave to Robert
whilst under a terri
ble strain in her own
life.
Who wants to know
whether he “messed”
in my daughter’s bed?
How uncouth and how
low can one sink, to
go into such details?
My daughter was
identifiable to her
many friends, and
why should such inti
mate moments of her
personal life be made
so public for the bene
fit alone of Robert?
I am deeply sad
dened to now feel this
about someone for
whom I once had a
deep affection. A
great-uncle of mine
commanded the Scots
Guards earlier in this
century; he would undoubtedly now be
turning in his grave if
he were aware of such
behaviour, so unbe
coming to an officer
and a gentleman.
I suggest that the
powers that be in fut
ure look deeper into
the backgrounds of
potential officers in
the Brigade of Guards,
before recruiting. I
was brought up in a
family to accept praise
and honour with mod
esty and dignity.
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PRESIDENT Reagan yester
day lavished praise on
America's oldest ally and
declared: You're great,
Britain.

In a 30-minute speech in Lon
don’s historic 15th Century
Guildhall he praised Britain’s
devotion to freedom and said:

DAILY MIRROR

4 JUN 1988

By SHEREE DODD

steadfast for what is right and against
what is wrong.

Her leadership and the

"You are a brave people and this land
truly is a 'land of hope and glory'.

XiS*un®nhsh P.eoPjon ®

Mr. Reagan’s speech was the culmination ofhis London stopover on his
way home from his historic fourth
summit with Russian leader Mikhail
Gorbachov.
"From the Marne to El Alamein, to
Hailing the British people and PreArnhem, to the Falklands, you have, mier Margaret Thatcher as an mspirain this century so often remained t.on to those who love fteedon, and
yea^ned for peace,
“At thic: hnnr in
tory^Vrirne Minister, the
entire world salutes you
and your gallant
people.”
He said history would
best remember those
who. *spoke
with^ “hope
j,
said of
Mrs Thatcher:
-

,

J Through all the trouhies ot the last decade,
one such firm, eloquent
voice, a voice that proclaimed proudly the cause
0f the Western Alliance and
h
freedom has been
„u ^ a voice ^
never sacrificed its anti^f^rSiistic'apm^il
0f chanee in °theP Soviet
uffion^

Love
,

Mrs Thatcher, he said,
was one of the first to
suggest that the West
could “do business”, with
Mr. Gorbachov.

peop]e but to ^ ofy-hose
who love freedom and
yearn for peace.”
Mr. Reagan was paying
probably his last official
visit to Britain before his
Presidency ends,
And he made his affechonforthe^countryclear
wnennesaid.
,
° lo"9 ioume» we
feel am<>ng friends. With
0,1 our ^arts we thank
you for coming here."
Describing Mr. Gorbachov as a “serious man
seeking serious reform”
Mr. Reagan said:
“Quite possibly, we are
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^Froitl Arnhem tn the

FaMdands von were
, 5

steadfast fan right?
beginning to take down
He added that the new
the barriers of the post strategy
in East-West rewar era.
“Quite possibly, we are back^along^the5 way* as

ishness” came when he
condemned the sup
porters of unilateral dis
armament as the “voices
of retreat and hope
lessness.”
"Let us embrace hon
He said: “These same
est change when it voices ridiculed the nooccurs.
tion of going beyond
“But let us also be arms control, the hope of
wary and ever vigilant doing something more
than merely establishing
Let us be strong.”
The only hint of “hawk- artificial limits within
which arms build-ups

aaSint safd- 35 Pr°greSS” and

change in the Soviet
Union.
“We will have to see.
But if so, it is because of
the steadfastness of the
allies for more than 40
years, and especially in
this decade.”

h JUN 1988

DAILY MIRROR

could continue all but
unabated.”
As he spoke, Labour
leader Neil Kinnock shook
his head in the audience.

Highlighting the agree
ment to eliminate inter
mediate nuclear weapons
m Europe and the Soviet
withdrawal from Afghan
istan, Mr. Reagan added:
“The changes we see in
the Soviet Union are mo
mentous events. Not con
clusive, but momentous.
“That is why although
history will note that we,
too, heard voices of denial
and doubt, it is those who
spoke with hope and
strength who will be best
remembered.”

Chances
Mr. Reagan then de
scribed how Mr. Gorba
chov had told him of some
of the changes planned
for Russia and said:
"To those of us familiar
with the post-war era all of
this is cause for shaking the
head in wonder.

“Imagine, the Presi
dent of the United States
and General Secretary of
the Soviet Union walking
together in Red Square
talking about a growing
personal friendship,
meeting average citizens
and realising hbw much
our people have in
common.”
Then he quoted the
poet Tennyson:
"Come, my friends, it
is not too late to sppJ- «

So long,
buddy..

THANKS: The President and Mrs Thatcher shake hands

MRS THATCHER
bid farewell to Presi
dent Reagan yester
day saying his words
“shone like a beacon
of hope” for everyone
denied basic free
doms.
The summit talks
“brought us all closer
to the more stable
and peaceful rela
tionship we all want
to see,” she added.
After the Guildhall
speeches Mr and Mrs
Reagan were taken
by helicopter to
Heathrow, where the
U.S. jet Air Force One
was waiting to fly
them home.

BYE BRITAIN: The Reagans wave farewell
r
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Unfit f

Herod
Y

OUR reports on the official indifference to the
suffering of ex-Scots
Guards officer Robert
Lawrence and ntha** c n,

bureaucrats should be
ashamed for failing to support
and honour the young men
who sacrificed their health for
sake of their country. —

."credible callousness.

•

ine Army and the Whitehall

thl

Government sweep our maimed

heroes under the carpet?
My sailor son came back sa
fely from the Falklands.
everyone was proud of our boys.
Why weren’t the Government?_
C.Taylor, Barnsley, S.Yorks.
•
1 sympathise with
.. .“ie1 Falklands victims, they
did volunteer to loin the Army, it
was their job to fight.
My husband was con
scripted in the last war
and was captured at
Singapore.
He suffered terribly
in Japanese hands. It
has blighted our lives.
— Mrs Edna Stratford,
Canvey Island, Essex.

'
i

1

'
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THE SUN

MUM SLAMS WAR
HERO OVER TELLY
SEX KITTEN
1

TUMBLEDOWN hero Robert
Lawrence was blasted by his
ex-lover’s mother last night for
making the girl look like a
“feelingless sex kitten.”
Furious Rosemary Calder-Smith
said her daughter Victoria was
nothing like the character in
Tuesdays semi-factual BBC play.
The girl —featured on TV as

r

f

•'Sophie"—was seen in a topless
scene with Robert, 27, on the night '■
before he sailed to the Falklands.
Later, in another bedroom scene
after his return, she told him they
had just made love for the last time.
And he told her he had messed her
bed because of his war injuries.
In a letter to The Times, Mrs
Calder-Smith said Scots Guardsman
Robert s behaviour was ‘‘unbecoming
to an officer and a gentleman."
She said Victoria ^Hvas
“identifiable," and ad.cTed:
"Who wants to know
whether he messed in

By BRENT BAKER

J

my daughter’s bed?
"How uncouth and
how loio can one sink to
go into such details?
"Why should such inti
mate moments of her
personal life be made so
public?" She went on:
^ Nothing was re-enacted or mentioned
of the unfailing support
and encouragement my

daughter gave to him
during his first months
home from the Falklands
and which undoubtedly
gave him the will to live.

Time
The pressures on HER
were enormous and she
spent every possible
moment of every dav at
his bedside.
She was portrayed as
nothing more than a
feeling I ess sex kitten, no
doubt to extract as much
sympathy ftpm.',l'the publie as possible. I take
great exception to this,
having seen at first hand
the constant support
she gave to Robert. ™
The Oxfordshire mother
saw the play as "exploita
tion of unquestioned brav
ery solely for the financial
benefit of Robert."
She added: "I am
deeply saddened to now
feel this about someone
lor whom I once had a
deep affection."

i

!
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Advances in battlefield surgery

Life-saving pioneers are honoured
By Michael Evans
Defence Correspondent
On Monday, the anniversary
of D-Day, Lord Jenkins of
Hillhead, formerly Mr Roy
Jenkins, now the Chancellor
of Oxford University, unveils
a plaque at St Hugh’s College,
Oxford, to commemorate the
work, carried out by a team of
neurologists during the Sec
ond World War, which saved
the lives of thousands of
British soldiers suffering from
shell fragments and bullet
wounds in the head.
In September, 1939, St
Hugh’s, one of the women’s
colleges, was taken over by the
War Office as a military
hospital for head injuries.
Under the leadership of
Professor Sir Hugh Cairns,
consultant neurosurgeon to the
Army, the hospital cared for
soldiers flown in from the
front; it also trained doctors
who formed mobile neuro
surgical units in distant battle
areas.
The miraculous survival of
the former Scots Guards offi
cer, Lieutenant Robert Law
rence, from his appalling head
injuries during the battle for
Mount Tumbledown in the.
Falklands conflict, can be
traced back to the pioneering
iristeam.
.
One of the great radical
ac^evements of the Second
World War was the successful
treatment of head injuries,
compared to the 90 per cent
fatahty rate of so d.ers injured
with “penetrating head
wounds in the First World
War- j
n „
Yesterday at the Royal College of Surgeons, Colonel Ian
Haywood, joint professor of
military surgery at the Royal
Medical College, disclosed for the first timei in an
interview with The Times that
lu1
JShkf° dieF «L?
the Falklands because of mad-

3

ass

Colonel Ian Haywood at the Royal Army Medical College (Photograph: Mark Pepper)
soldiers out of American soldiers could have Haywood said that all medical
and only
operated on been prevented with more officers were trained not to
thei 753
. died from appr0priate first aid.”
give morphine to servicemen
*nthef
V
them
Colonel Haywood said that with severe head injuries,
their *nju
Lieutenant Lawrence has surHe explained: “It’s imArantowms.
|h medi_ vived because, despite the portant to keep a constant
terrible injury to his brain watch on head injury patients,
ca\
«ureerv” he caused by a high velocity One way is to examine the
,n , • J!lary
8^ ’
bullet, he had remained con- pupils to see if one is dilating
explained*
trained scious. “The vital thing with m0re than the other or
They had been train^ ^ injurjes „ said Colonel whether there are any
here at the y
Haywood, “is to keep the changes. As pressure changes
cal College and many oi inem
*
jn the skuU you reJy on the
Juriwr e *"at^| according
In the BBC television play pupils to help you to decide
land.
y P
Qn a|l the Tumbledown, shown on Tues- what action to take. But
to the ho
g
§ec- day, Lieutenant Lawrence was morphine paralyses the pueSa°\Vnrld War Bv contrast, seen in terrible pain after pils. It could also have made
ondWorldW«rjly wnws* £ hit. However he was not Lieutenant
Lawrence
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Ozone expedition

*3

An airborne expedition to the
Arctic is being planned for
January 1989 to look for a
northern ozone hole which
may partner that found over
the Antarctic.
The expedition, by the US
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (Nasa),
follows an international meet
ing at Boulder, Colorado, last
month on the ozone layer in
both the Antarctic and Arctic
and a report by the Ozone
Trends Panel (see Science
Report, March 16).
It is three years since Joe
Farman and colleagues at the
British Antarctic Survey re
ported in Nature that the
amount of ozone over Halley
Bay in the springtime had
decreased by more than 40 per
cent between 1977 and 1984.
The region of ozone depletion
lies within the polar vortex (an
isolated air mass that cir
culates around the pole) and is
confined to the lower strato
sphere, between about six and
14 miles above the Earth.
Detection of the hole in
stigated an extensive effort to
determine its cause and the
implications for the ozone
layer worldwide. The Arctic
airborne expedition is ex
pected to be on similar lines to
the airborne part of the US
Antarctic Ozone Project last
year. This centred on two
aircraft: a DC8 airliner and an
ER2, a modified version of the
U2 spyplane.
In the Antarctic, the DC8
carried a team of scientists and
their instruments on a number
of flights into the polar vortex

Paul Bryant

at a height of about seven
miles, right at the bottom of
the ozone layer. The ER2,
carrying instruments in wingmounted pods, flew into the
heart of the ozone hole at
heights of about 11 miles.
Instruments on the ER2 sam
pled air in the immediate area
and measured ozone concen
trations, chlorine monoxide,
nitrogen oxides and the com
position of cloud particles.
Data from the 1987 Ant
arctic expedition showed that
the ozone hole had become
even deeper and that as the
ozone concentration began to
fall in September, which is
springtime in the Antarctic,
the atmospheric concentration
of chlorine monoxide in
creased. The implication was
that man-made chlorofluorocarbons, the propellants in
aerosols, were the culprits.
Chlorofluorocarbons, a che-

mical manufacturer’s dream
because of their stability and
non-toxicity, do not de
compose readily in the lower
atmosphere and so eventually
reach the stratosphere. At 15
miles and above they are
subjected to intense ultraviolet
radiation, causing their ul
timate breakdown and the
release of chlorine.
Normally, the released chlo
rine reacts with nitrogen ox
ides and water and becomes
locked up as chlorine nitrate
and hydrogen chloride. In the
Antarctic atmosphere, the re
actions that lock up chlorine
do not take place.
Results from 1987 sup
ported the view that polar
stratospheric clouds play a
major role in allowing chlorine
to destroy ozone.
Elevated concentrations of
the active chlorine compounds
implicated in the depletion of
Antarctic ozone were detected
in the Arctic from January to
February this year but no
evidence of significant ozone
destruction was found. The
Arctic polar vortex is warmer
and more mobile than its
Antarctic counterpart and
freezing out of nitric acid and
water is less likely to occur.
The expedition next year
should allow a thorough
comparison of the atmospheric
chemistry of the Arctic and
Antarctic, and should be an
important step in determining
whether the destruction of
ozone extends beyond the
Antarctic hole.

Philippa Lloyd

© Nature-The Times News Service, 1988
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No reply on first
satellite phone
call from aircraft

Deal struck
to mine icy
6E1 Dorado’
By Sarah MacKean
Foreign Staff
RULES to govern mining in
Antarctica were agreed yes
terday, after six years of
often troubled negotiations
by the Antarctic Treaty’s 37
signatory countries.
But environmentalists said the
new Antarctic Minerals Conven
tion would not sufficiently pro
tect the southern wilderness.
Mr Christopher Beeby, New
Zealand’s deputy Foreign Secre
tary, who has led the negotia
tions since 1982, said the “his' toric” agreement was the most
important political development
involving the continent since the
signing of the original Antarctic
Treaty in 1959.
The 100-page document,
adopted in Wellington, is
intended to fill a gap left in the
original treaty and establish
binding controls on any eventual
exploitation of Antarctica.
There is so far no solid evi
dence of vast mineral wealth in
the region. The widely-held
belief that the Antarctic is an El
Dorado of our times comes from
the sheer size of the continent,
which is 10 per cent of the
world’s surface.
Some scientists speculate that
it may once have formed part of a
super-continent, Gondwanaland,
including such mineral-rich con
tinents as South America, India
and Africa, as well as the Antarc
tic itself.
As the international commu
nity looks around for ne w
resources, attention has increas^ Ingly focused on the Antarctic.
During the oil crisis of the 1970s,
the United States government
calculated that the region held 48
billion barrels of oil, as well as
reserves of gold, silver, coal, cop
per, uranium and iron.

By Our Air Correspondent
A pilot dialled Europe’s first
public satellite telephone call
rrom an aircraft yesterday, but
got no reply. The test call was set
up by Skyphone, a consortium
linking British Telecom and Racal in an agreement with British
Airways to develop a telephone
service for air travellers.
Capt Gary Studd, who was to
call Mr Jim Harris, British Air
ways Director of Marketing,
managed contact with the air
line’s switchboard as he flew to
Paris in Racal’s company
aircraft.
But the operator was unable to
get a reply from Mr Harris’
extension, as he was in another
office at the crucial time. Mr
Harris later acknowledged the
call in a subsequent link-up.
The convention agreed yester
day provides for the setting up of
the
Antarctic
Minerals
Resources Commission, to be
based in New Zealand, and a reg
ulatory committee.
Anyone wishing to explore for,
or extract, minerals must seek
the commission’s approval. A
mining or drilling operator must
clean up any environmental
damage. If he fails, the opera
tor’s sponsoring government
would be held responsible.
There are also stringent
inspection provisions, to be mon
itored by the regulatory
committee.
Mr Beeby stressed that the
convention was not an invitation
to start mining, and said the new
rules would guarantee the pro
tection of the environment. He
thought mining would not be
economically feasible for many
years anyway.
While the British Foreign
Office called the agreement a
“major achievement”, interna
tional environmental groups like
Greenpeace and the Antarctic
and Southern Ocean Coalition
(ASOC) remained critical.
Greenpeace said that the con
vention had “sold out” protec
tion of Antarctica to easy access
to minerals.
The environmental groups
question whether the fragile
ecology of the Antarctic can
withstand extensive industrial
exploitation. They want the Ant
arctic to be preserved as a
“world park”, and maintain that
the agreement is neither farreaching nor binding enough to
protect the environment.
The treaty countries have until
November next year to sign the
convention.
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FALKLANDS

Nightmare of
tragic medic

EX-PARA Tom Crainie, who cared
for hideously wounded Robert
Lawrence in the Falklands, told
yesterday how the war ruined
his life.

Tom has also become a forgotten
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CATHERINE O’BRIEN
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hero — like Guards officer Lawrence
whose tragic story was seen by millions
of TV viewers on Tuesday in the film
Tumbledown.
The former medical or
derly says the Falklands
campaign cost him his
army career which he quit
“in disgust”.
His marriage has bro
ken up and he has lost his
six-year-old daughter.
He has also lost his
peace of mind.
Tom, who got in touch
with the Mirror through
our hotline for Falklands
victims, said: “My life is
now nothing short of a
nightmare.
"Nobody cared about us
then and nobody cares
now."

Porridge

1

Tom, 36, was in a team
who treated 700 British
casualties — one of whom
was
Lieutenant
Lawrence.
Tom said: “He looked
awful — my first im
pression of the head
wound was that it was
spilling out cooked
porridge.
“He didn’t talk much,
but he was clearly angry
that he had lost what he
called ‘half a head.”'
Tom said he could
j
understand why the exI officer was speaking out.
“I saw horror nobody
could imagine. But treat
ing them was part of my
' job. I was numb to it.
, “It was when I got
home and started to
watch videos about the
Falklands that I broke
down.

"I turned from a ratio
nal guy into one who was
hitting his wife and shout
ing at his little girl.

“I started smoking 60
cigarettes a day and be
gan drinking heavily.”
He saw a doctor — and
was given sleeping pills.
Then he saw a psychia
trist—and was told “to
snap out of it”.
Tom’s wife walked out
on him, taking their
daughter Tammy.
He had just been pro
moted to sergeant, but he
did not stay to pick up his
third stripe. He left the
Army.

Drain
He is now a telephonist
with a courier firm.
Tom, who lives in St
John’s Wood, North Lon
don, said: “My 15 years’
service went down the
drain. I didn’t have any
cuts or bruises — only
mental scars.
"I am now a recluse. All
I do now is sit at home
and watch telly.
“What sort of life is
that?"
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Taking to the air
It was almost exactly a year ago, that two
Dash aircraft received a nod from Albert
and a wink from George when they made
their debut on the sliver of land between
two of the largest inland docks ever built.
The site chosen by John Mowlem, the
builders of London’s new City Airport,
which is possibly closer to a major city
centre than any other in Europe, lies
between the impressive Royal Albert
Dock and the slightly smaller King George
V Dock. It was there that freight from
around the world was discharged and
Britain’s export supremacy reigned.
Now after six months of painful bicker
ing, Brymon Airways followed by London
City Airways, established the first regular
air service to land within six miles of the
Bank of England to serve Paris, Brussels
and Amsterdam. Weekend services are
also to operate to Guernsey and Jersey.
For Mowlem it was the culmination of
the STOL (short take off and landing)
concept that began in 1981 when the Lon
don Docklands Development Corporation

London City Airport — all the atmosphere of a friendly three-star hotel.
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was looking for alternative transport links.

Certainly the terminal building, designed
by Seifert, has all the atmosphere of a
friendly three-star hotel: light years from
Heathrow. British Telecom has invested
its faith in the future of the airport by
opening a sophisticated business centre
inside the terminal; the restaurant is
good; parking ample and the ground staff

16Ln theory the project looked straightforward. Aircraft would take off and land
on a ready-made 762 metre runway between the 149 metres separating two
water-filled docks: and a third was capped j
over to make land for the apron area, and
a contid tower and terminal would be
constructed
The aircraft chosen by both Brymon and
LondorCUy was the de Havilland Dash
7 a four-engined turbo-prop machine
capable of car?ying 40-50Opassengers.
The new London City Airport has the
same endearing qualities as Gatwick in
its early days: indeed Mowlem optimistically points out that Gatwick was in
profit within five years and London City
should break even in three to four years,

The Bank is only a theoretical 20-min- is free of traffic jams but gives an impresute train journey away; Canary Wharf with sive journey time to the Continent. A
all its potential and need ror personal Dutch airline has already made plansit
communication with the Continent even operate
London
pr°5°"
closer, as is the Isle of Dogs with its rest- sed Lambeth Link road will help cut th
less journalists and entrepreneurs. Where time for the taxi journey,
then is the problem?
,
Mowlem has a history of controversy,
The current problem is transport. The It built the National Westminster fewer
main City access to Docklands is by way block, which is stiU Bntam s taUestbmldof one of the most congested arterial ing and it helped build 1die FalUands
routes in south-east London. The alterna- airport. But dragging Dockland^LI t™™?
five is the excellent Docklands Light twentieth century just might take longer
Railway which was planned to ex!end to than it had imagined,
the Royal Group. Doubtless it will, but
This survey has been largely written by
not for a while. Two months ago ParliaPeter Wood, editor and publisher of City
ment decided the DLR’s own proposals
Planning, a fortnightly commercial property
for the direct connection should take
newsletter covering the City of London
second place to a loop line serving the

Mowlem's suggestion of an airport actuallv in the dock area was taken up and
£30m later together with a traumatic
Dublic inquiry and loud protests from environmental groups and neighbourhood
societies which' can still be heard, the
' airport is defying the critics and operating

needs of more congested areas. Another
setback has been a delay in the plans to
demonstrate the British Aerospace 146.
The use. of jet-poweredjaircraft,which
would make-up for much of the time lag,
was also turned down,
But Mowlem has come up with a neat
and^thacUve

,

1-
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No medal for
being bitter
is absolutely no way that the
* THERE
increasingly dishonest BBC can claim

.

that Tumbledown was “a drama.” Not
when its hero carried the same name
as Robert Lawrence, in the week that Robert
was promoting his book as FACT—not fiction.
I find it hard to believe that a man who had half
his brain shot away could have such a clear
recollection of everything that happened to him
before, during and after h is ordeal.
But two things are believable. First, that Robert is
a very brave man, and not just on the battlefield.
Second, that he is a dangerously embittered one. So
bitter that he cannot ac
cept the blow that life
has dealt him.
Can’t accept it... and
can’t deal with it. And in
order to survive, MUST
blame other people for
the life he now faces.
When he was shot,
someonec reached him,
under fire, and pulled
him clear. He remembers
everything else, but has
trouble recalling that. “I
think Sgt McDermott was
the first to arrive,” he
l said. After all this time,
i doesn’t he know?
He also owns a lovely
1 house,
paid for by the
Falklands Fund. Disabled
veterans of the last war,
even those who won
MCs, never got that—I
know, my father was one
of them.
Finally, he has a most
loyal and beautiful wife,
and an even more en
trancing child. If I were
him; I think I would start
counting my blessings.
He’s got a lot of life
left to live, but if he
carries on like this, his
bitterness will kill that
life more surely than any
Argentinian bullet.
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All doubts come
Tumbling down
PJay Tumbledown was
brilliantly acted and I’m glad it
was broadcast.
Any censorship would have been a
negation of democracy. Indeed, unpleasant facts need to be aired.
In a free society, public and govhamt t0 face -faults
and admit them. The state is the

servant of the public, not the master.
I D Hunt, London
# 0UR Falkland fighters are not the
Forgotten Army. That title goes to
the men who fought in the Korean
War, many of whom had already
fought in the Second World War
and were just beginning to settle
down once again.
I wonder how many
Korean War widows
have seen their hus
band’s graves.
Mrs A Cowen,
York
• MANY congratula
tions to the BBC’s show
ing of Tumbledown.
The film showed the
suffering of those in
volved and a little less
of the flag waving.
No one ever wins a
war, only the “Colonel
Blimps” who do very
little, if any, fighting.
F Seed (ex-Para),
Maidstone, Kent
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The politics of Tumbledown
I WATCHED Tumbledown - I HAVE recently become much
I but where were the political I more selective in my televi
issues? Robert Lawrence’s sion viewing habits. I now only
bravery cannot be questioned watch programmes which have
but surely we fool ourselves if been discredited by a govern
we pretend that things could ment department.
have been different for him — Jeff Williams.
or others like him?
Hengoed, Mid Glam.
The majority of us contrib
ute, either directly or indi- I AM sure that those “old solrectly, to a society with a Idiers” who served in the
warped set of priorities, at the second world war, Palestine,
°i
Korea, Malaya, and others will
view of able-bodied health . sympathise with the damaged
This means being bom healthy, veterans of the Falklands con
and remaining healthy —at flict. We’ve seen it all before,
our own cost. Soldiers have one and know that governments of
price to pay for this — return whatever political persuasion
from combat in one piece or not show little concern for ex-ser
at all. People bom with disabil vice people. That is why the ser
ities pay another price — as do vice charities exist.
their families.
Kipling said it long ago:
Given that true compassion “For it’s Tommy this an’
for people (with all its implica
Tommy that, an’ chuck him
tions) is so low on the agenda I
out the brute!
believe that abortion should be But it’s ‘Saviour of ’is coun
one of the options. The issue of
try’ when the guns begin to
what we do with what I would
shoot;
refer to as our “deliberately dis An* it’s Tommy this, an’
abled”, however, remains
Tommy that, an’ anything
unanswered.
you please;
I presume that it was of this, An’ Tommy ain’t a “bloomin’
that the BBC should not have
fool — you bet that Tommy
reminded us?
sees!”
Anne M. Bromwich.
R. D. Hibbett.
Birmingham.
Shipdham, Norfolk.
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What kind of people
made Tumbledown?
SIR —After all the controversy and
fuss in your columns and elsewhere
about Tumbledown, I settled down to
view a political or otherwise dramacum-documentary which I thought
would stimulate my senses and give me
some degree of entertainment.
My final thought was: what kind of
people make a programme like this?
They must be sick. So why do the BBC
continue to employ them and pay them
such high salaries?
One hour and 55 minutes of degrading
and unjustifiable rubbish is how most
of my friends and associates described
it. What were the director and producer
trying to do — display the horrors of
warfare, shock the viewing public with
gory scenes, upset friends and relations
of wounded servicemen?
Were they having a snide swipe at the
establishment, particularly the Scots
Guards and the medical services? Or
were they simply interested in a wayout personal aggrandisement?
Lt Lawrence, MC, came across as a
spoiled, badly educated, badly brought
up, bad-tempered inconsiderate lout
which 1 am sure is a grave injustice to a
brave young man in spite of his perhaps
misguided book.
The other annoying feature of this
programme is the amount of time and
money spent by the Scots Guards, their
lawyers and the BBC management and
legal staff preventing the screening of
the offending passage — eventually
withdrawn — plus all the other com
ments for and against in many sections
of the media.
One must ask what kind of people are
running the BBC. The Monocled Muti
neer was bad enough. I had hopes that
the appointment of Mr Marmaduke
Hussey and Mr Michael Checkland
would bring some improvements but
from the viewers’ point of view little
has changed and, if anything, it is tor
the worse.
Is it not about time that the BBC
stables got a good mucking out? If the
top brass cannot deliver they should get
out. We want good, wholesome enter
tainment, factual news reporting and
objective reporting and co^Jn^nt^yILL
Boiton, Lancs
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Rules set for exploiting Antarctica
AFTER six years of negotiation,
\ delegates from more than 30 Ant
arctic Treaty nations yesterday
agreed on a set of rules that will
allow the extraction of oil, gas
and minerals from the white con
tinent.
O.
^ „
Environmental groups greeted
the announcement, which followed a final month-long meeting
in Wellington, with dismay, and
i" pledged to continue their fight
against the commercial exploita^ tion of Antarctica. Throughout
the negotiations they have been
demanding a permanent ban on
mining in the Antarctic, and the
declaration of the continent as
the first world park.
Chris Beeby, of New Zealand,
who has chaired the 12 meetings
. held since 1982, insisted that the
Convention on the Regulation of
ri Antarctic Mineral Resource Ac
tivities was not an invitation to
start mining. He predicted that
development or production would
not start before the end of this
centuiy, and then only if the price
of oil had increased threefold.
But, he said, regulations were
still needed to plug a gap in the

Kai&'sii's

From David Barber
in Wellington
1959 Antarctic Treaty, which did
not ban mining. Without rules, a
discovery could unleash a scram
ble that would lead to serious pol
lution and revive sovereignty dis
putes among the seven nations —
Argentina, Australia, Britain,
Chile, France, New Zealand and
Norway — which have frozen
their claims to parts of Antarc
tica.
Mr Beeby said the convention
contained the most stringent en
vironmental safeguards ever ne
gotiated in an international
treaty. Certain areas of Antarc
tica, such as breeding grounds,
would be permanently off-limits
for miners, and every member
state would retain a power of veto
over areas where mining could be
approved.
evaluations
Environmental
would be required at every step of
an application, and mining would
be subject to stringent inspection
provisions, with an unqualified
obligation to clean up any envi-

r*^xlk*430 “

ronmental damage. Environmen
talists remain unconvinced, how
ever. Greenpeace described the
convention as a code for mining
activity rather than a framework
to protect the Antarctic. “There
are aspects of it which look good
on paper,” said Roger Wilson, a
British Greenpeace spokesman,
“but we have no confidence that
the mining industry will act in
any way that is environmentally
sensitive.”
Cath Wallace, of the Antarctic
and Southern Ocean Coalition,
said environmental groups would
now try to persuade national par
liaments not to ratify the conven
tion. Ratification by 16 of the 20
full members of the Antarctic
Treaty is needed to bring it into
force.
The treaty countries agreed to
maintain an informal morato
rium on mining activity pending
ratification, which Mr Beeby con
ceded would take more than two
years. He rejected the environ
mentalists’ criticism of the docu
ment. “It would be good if they
read it, rather than produce slo
gans about it,” he said.
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‘Tumbledown’
and censorship

Dear Sir,
If the play Tumbledown is used by
the Government as another ex
cuse for putting a clamp on televi
sion, or more particularly the
BBC, it will be another dangerous
and unjustified move towards
censorship.
This was not an anti-Govemment play. It was not even a
strongly anti-war play. The enthu
siasm and courage with which the
Scots Guards approached thentask in the Falkiands was well por
trayed and, I am sure, accurate.
Although Robert Lawrence him
self expressed disillusion in the
immediate aftermath of his in
jury, his love of soldiery and its
purpose reasserted itself and I
found no criticism of his regi
ment, or war itself, in his reunion
with his former colleagues.
From whatever standpoint the
play was viewed, it was an essen
tially personal and understand
ably bitter statement, well
dramatised by an accomplished
war playwright. If the BBC or ITV
are not to be allowed to show
plays of this kind without interfer
ence from the Government, we
are all in danger of losing our
sense of judgement.
Yours sincerely,
ADRIAN SLADE
Joint Interim President
Social and Liberal Democrats
London, SW1
1 June
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Verdict on Tumbledown author
Hack«J
done to
Sent,
‘S bem|
the British
2n<: 0f
onicUpH ron•
,y s most d,stmguished regiments, outstanding in
performance on the battlefield
: fightin^regimants.'weU CwS

,ion’ Prolongation and enrichment of his '“e> and who receive
s,uch scant recognition for it, may
do the same. But in the life they
prolonged for him he will have to
Eve wifh h.mselV and on the self*** “S ‘hiS may

! ns concern over the well-being of Yours faithfully,
all members of the regimental JOHN HACKETT,
11 kas teen attacked by an
Cavalry and Guards Club,
SSu!®? ^3dIy •wounded ,n the
127 Piccadilly, Wl.
Falklands, in wntings and public June 1
utterances which have saddened c
0
many by their insensitivity, ar- Z-0”}. ■ RfxCol/ings
rogance and inaccuracy.
air> . 1S sad* “ your report of the
soIrhi^Sdad8°°hd ,y°Ung man T'r “
sour. He did what was expected of regarded as a partv-DoiticaJ
i? t battle and did it well, production. From the comfortable
rm?w5e.reCheiVed the Mliltary armchair in which I often sit I
fiehtfne^whi^h hT™1™ °*f ^ suRPorted> enthusiastically, the
lighting, in which he was seriously action taken bv HM fiftvprnmM*
wounded, reads well. Much of the to liberate the Falkland.from
does°notS rCCently publlshed book Argentinian occupation, an action
„ notwhich I still believe to have been
He came back from the Atlantic fully justified. But it is salutary
expecting, he says, a hero’s wel- that we armchair critics should
come and received none. He also from time to time be reminded of
expected charitable money and, in the cost that was always extracted
due course, was given a great deal, from the participants, that MPs
but complains that this was slow and their electors should be
in coming. He also received much reminded that it is usually others
patient, loving skilful care from whp are obliged to pay the cost of
medical services in the Army and their high principles.
RAF and outside them, for which
One despairs of the intelligence
it is hard to find in his book any and common sense of the Conserrecognmon at all.
vative MP who you report as
There will be many with much saying that this production was a
experience of war and heavy cas? °? “the BBC stabbing the
wounding who will find this book natJpn m the back”. It was nothing
offensive (particularly those bits
the kind; it was a reminder that
about being a hero) and not a few fveJ in Just causes (as the Falkwould have been grateful for a tanas operation was) there c_;
are
small fraction of the £130,000 its casualties and that men and
author was handed out from institutions are both fallible and
charity to salve his wounds. He prone to err; and that embarrassconcedes his arrogance but not the
,s not normally a reliable
enormous conceit' with which he gulde t0 acceptable behaviour. We
owe a debt of gratitude to Mr
has cocooned himself.
Lawrence and to the BBC for
Contempt is less in order here, making us think about the cost of
however, than compassion. His our actions,
regiment is generous and will in Yours faithfully,
time (when the inaccuracies are REX COLLINGS,
corrected) forgive him. Those 38 King Street, WC2.
whose care ensured the preserva- June 1.
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Strict control as way opens for
Antarctic mining
PramwSK“«
After six
Trea^na^est^Vtd^
far-reaching convention that would
allow mineral mining on the frozen
continent and m its surrounding seas.
But a rigorous approval process,
beginning with
, Progressing^hrough*^ series'of
and
stages in approval will be required

oreign Affairs and chairman of the
series of meetings, said the precau
tions were “the most stringent safe
guards ever negotiated in an
international treaty”.
Although the Antarctic is believed
to be rich in oil, coal, copper, gold and
uranium, its forbidding climate and
the strict environmental protection
safeguards that will be imposed on any
exploiter make big developments unlikely for many years.
Mr Beeby said he was certain
exploitation would not start this
century, and probably not until min
erals reached three times their present
value. He was speaking after the final
session of the Antarctic Treaty parties

reached agreement on all details
yesterday, after a month-long session.
While the 33 countries represented
— among them Britain — signed the
agreement, it does not become binding
until ratified by 16 individual govern
ments.
Greenpeace protested outside the
conference venue, complaining that
the fragile ecology of the Antarctic
would be irreparably damaged by a big
oil spill and that the area should be
maintained as a “world park”. Ms
Lena Hagelin of Sweden, a spokes
man for Greenpeace International,
said environmentally conscious na
tions like New Zealand had buckled
under pressure from the pro-mining
nations, such as West Germany,
Japan, the US, Britain and France.
Mr Beeby agreed that New Zealand
had changed its position taken in
1975, when it also sought world park
status for the Antarctic, but he said it
was clear that other nations were not
prepared to exclude the prospect of
mining taking place eventually.
The new agreement prohibits
exploration and development until all
members of a 20-nation commission
have agreed and stringent control
requirements have been met. There
are three levels of approval, with any
nation being able to apply a veto.
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Antarctic accord
More than 30 countries have
agreed rules governing oil, gas
and mineral extraction in Ant
arctica, to the dismay of envi
ronmental groups
Page II
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US soya growers complain of
‘inadequate’ curbs in Europe
BY DAVID BUCHAN IN BRUSSELS

&&SXF&ZS-g

oilseeds Tnd^pro^n c^opf^the Sty1^0” againSt Hle COmmU'
afeedrby
American Soybean Association
The ASA said it was shocked this year
government earlier
dayA complalned here yester- by the results of theTreport
- „it had
An early indication of the
m. „
...
, ,
commissioned from Landell Mills effect of those the EC officials
The association published a Commodity Studies of the UK. claimed was an n dp?
study to reinforce its formal The report showed that net mar- reduction in the a PiP«fnwn fn
% th.effGener^ Agree- gir)s in the EC for oilseeds and soyabeans in Denmark this year
(GATH
Tariffs and Trade pulses .wer® so much higher than compared with last year. DenThV;‘
•
„ ,
for grain that m 1986/87 a French mark is the only EC country
if Tilt ass0Clat.10P exPiained that farmer could have made $637 a where spring Soyabeans
Y
it was compiammg that the EC hectare profit from growing soya- sown
y
S are
oilseed and protein crop rules beans.
The officials also nrpdirtpd
na ,«d a
decline in
That was higher than the reductions54^per cent to 6 per
of :«“ 'v°rld marhet value of soyabeans cent in production of sunflowers,
m fuIal?na?S*and s?Labeail meal and represented a 116 per cent a source of edible oils and sova
Mr6 wo b6tTn
andA986* return above production costs, in France and Italy
Mr Wayne Bennett, president the Landed Mills study said.
The American’ association
expectThTu^CovprSm^nt^0^ p T,he .sam.e, ^neral trend was retorted that even if those reducp ,,
S Government to evident in the UK and Italy, the tions occurred thev were not
EC to ado^rGA^6hP fttUdy ShKW?d‘ Lan)deU■ MiUs said enough to undo’the damage done
“V
^ATT panel to be it was obvious why EC odseed to suDDlier nations likp thp
ttn-sccmp/ainf1116 the aSSOda- ft* PUAe prnoductionf fhad Unit^T/tes^AJgentoa and
Officials of the association 1981 to1987*
^
fr°m beans wktu^the fnomous
Sffl?«/a?SSLithat-lf thS - Ef 0fficials CalIed the stud^ price subsidies*going6to^uropean
Diocked the panel again, pre- “welcome and useful.” But they farmers.
p
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Argentina’s leader wants the West to respond
to debtor nations’ plight, says Tim Coone

Debt burden: enough is
enough says Alfonsin

ipi Sii

hjs personal view of UP and take note. First, presiden- around in the economy by next
m en!M^v.Stfarl?by
tarraiige^ tpnnr+p?<f chirL/^hofn o n° AifCal year lt is an °Pinion widely
ments that his ministers had
b3^ore Dr^^°n' shared in Argentina, and a moraecently agreed to. In a testy sin s; departure to New York, that torium on the debt is being seen
reply he said these “ridiculous aUhoughtJ®^°uld be making the increasingly as the way of providHnmSciL W rr ?usmg severS Hrn°?°Si?
ho beb,^ of Ar,ge.n’ ing a breathing space to regenerdomestic political pressures and
turn ithad been discussed in ate growth and investment
h°"
So
S
3211 and
As President Alfonsin P°inted
Pr.?b e1?'
^nn
i u u out in bis sPeech. the fiscal defiha^nn3^af^,ay+ .^gb.^’ alj another??^0hnd’tbe .prnPosaJ bas b®.en
cit - one of the causes of spirallbanquet, this time in New York made by a Latin American leader ing inflation - is Droving diffiand in front of hundreds of US who has won worldwide respect cult to reduce and one of the
bankers, businessmen and US in banking circles for resisting principal items of government
government officials, he calmly intense domestic political pres- expenditure is the foreign debt
and coolly berated the lack of sure over the past four years to service bill. High levels^ govresponse from the industrialised call a moratorium on the debt, ernment borrowing have severely
"°‘hrie
.th? debtor unlike other leaders on the conti- distorted the
mar"
nations, and made a daring pro- nent, and for the efforts by his
posal which will almost certainly economic team to tackle inflabecome a Latin American rally- tion, the fiscal deficit, and to
ing cry from Tierra del Fuego to reduce the high level of protecthe Rio Grande.
tion of domestic markets and
The proposal is to reduce inter* industry, at the same time as
est rate payments on Argentina’s meeting its debt obligations
$56bn foreign debt from their through successive rescheduling
present level of almost 9 per cent and standby loan agreements.
a year, to only 4 per cent - in His Tuesday night speech was
effect more than halving debt ser- essentially a cry of “enough is
vice obligations, and producing a enough”. In November 1989 his
net saving to Argentina of more mandate ends, and the foreign
than $2bn per year - and a cor- debt problem is looming as a
responding loss of the same major electoral issue. Even next
amount to * e foreign banks, gov- year’s vice-presidential candidate

iiiil

elections in September last year,
(widelyblamedonthedeteriorating economic situation) the government can no longer push its
tax bills through the Congress
without major modifications,
Faced with the prospect of
tough negotiations this month for
a new IMF standby loan and
fresh money from the commercial creditor hankc tn meet this
year’s debt sfrvice n^vments
President Alfonsin hasVcided to
go on the offensive and attack
the one Sint Ethe commer
cial banks are the most reluctant
to <«-^reduc"i“
aet ^
. u. ,
. .
payments. His pargammj
• P.afad°x*?a“y res*s °the possibility of his failure 1
hafails !}JS government fails, ant
JcmS*
coIPe in flts P^ace l}
J., ’ in tae t0Fm.oF a *“re? t(
five-year moratorium promisee
Py *ie oPPosRion Peromsts wil
. evan , ss palatable to the for
e.lgn oanks. As President Alfon
sm waFne.d:, That which is nol
accepted today will be imposed
tomori ow by the force of circumstances,
, , 15 0
s cbpice for the
banks. For if they allow the pro
posal to prevail to head off the
prospect of an Argentine morato
rium, the entire continent sad
dled with its $400bn debt will
soon be demanding the same
terms.

FIVE POINT PLAN FOR CUTTING ARGENTINE DEBT PAYMENTS
• u?exdu^ti°r interest rate on commercial bank
aebt to 4 p / cent a year for three years. In the
iourth year this rate would apply to 90 per cent of
tK in Wltb tbe m.ar^et fate applying to the
other 10 per cent. This propprtion would change
over the following four years so that by the eighth
y®aV u mar^et rate would apply to 50 per cent of
• Tk**
• The amortisations would be extended over 30 years (mstead of 19 years) and would be guaranteea by the World Bank through co-financing
arrangements.

• The Club of Paris debt contracted before 1982
would be refinanced over a long term period and
the interest rate also set at 4 per cent.
• New multilateral finance should be calculated
to provide a net inflow of funds to the country
(i.e. the total inflow of new credits should be
greater than the total outflow of payments in
interest and amortisations).
• Argentina will broaden its debt capitalisation
scheme and commit itself to medium-term structural reforms "compatible with short-term macroeconomic equilibrium".
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Yomping,
yapping
ND on the day after the night
before, you wondered what on
A
: earth the fuss had been about ?

Tumbledown was clearly a play
rather than a documentary. It was
also rather a good play, in a long
line stretching from Journey’s End.
Its Lt. Robert Lawrence was no con
ventional hero, but a mixed-up Hoo
ray Henry, caught up in gallantry,
ferocity, self-pity, irrational angers
and rational justifications. When he
cast doubt upon the worth of the
Falklands war, others rushed in to
set his mind at rest. Even the sup
posed indictment of the Army, for
forgetting too swiftly, and the medi
cal services, for bureaucratic ne
glect, emerged as a mix of muted
human frailty. No sides were
heavily taken, no weighty “politi
cal” messages transmitted, except
perhaps that war isn’t all trium
phant parades and flag waving and
rejoicing. It is wrecked lives and for
getfulness and bitterness as well.
But is that really some shattering
revelation, worth a ton of indigna
tion from bits of the press, the MoD,
and loadsaquotes MPs ? Most ordi
nary viewers, one guesses, brewing
their bedtime cocoa on Tuesday
night, will have found the entire
fuss incomprehensibly ridiculous.
There is, in a sense, no need to go
on further about Tumbledown the
TV drama; because its very consid
erable contribution ends there. But
the synthetic controversy bears a
few words more because it comes,
coincidentally, against the TV back
drop of the Moscow summit. Strands
of that have included Red Army
field marshals admitting for the first
time that 13,000 died, Russians in the
streets debating the successes and
failures of Afghanistan, poets and
playwrights taking up pen. That’s
glasnost. Meanwhile, in Britain, ad
vance warning that the poor old
BBC proposes to screen a play about
one soldier’s war and its aftermath
produces big headlines and the full
pantheon of Whitehall’s faithfully
transmitted wrath. That’s infantile.
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Principles were
at stake:
the Falklands War was
worth it
Lawrence Freedman weighs up the arguments with benefit of hindsight

espite the controversy
i surrounding it, Tum) bledown turned out
to be gripping drama
without a clear political mes
sage. It reminded us that war is
brutal and so requires special
justification. At one point the
hero insisted that “it wasn’t
worth it”, but the point was left
unexplored.
The war claimed some 1,000
British and Argentine lives. In
juries are hard to quantify but
certainly totalled thousands.
The numbers scarred, either
through bereavement or the af
ter-effects of combat are much
greater still. For Britain the
campaign cost £780m and a fur
ther £l,200m on protecting the
islands against a recurrence
throughout the rest of the 1980s.
To this can be added extra civil
ian expenditure on the islands
to make them more economi
cally viable.

Whether or not the Falklands
War was worth these human
and resource costs is a proper
question to ask, but an extraor
dinarily difficult one to answer.
Now we have the benefit of
hindsight. Judgement is col
oured by the fact that “Opera
tion Corporate” to retake the
islands was successful. When
the decision on intervention
was taken, those responsible
had reason to expect greater
casualties than turned out to be
the case in the event of fighting.
On the other hand, they might
have been more optimistic that
a show of military strength
would encourage Buenos Aires
to back down without a fight. If
the costs had become intoler-
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able (perhaps because of the
loss of a carrier, or a troopship)
and so the operation had to be
called off, then there would
have been no doubt now that
the whole enterprise was a
ghastly mistake, that Britain
should have accepted the hu
miliation of the Argentine suc
cess and then got the best terms
available to settle the matter in
as honourable a way as possible.
Many of those engaged in the
fighting were dismayed over the
amount of effort that went into
recovering territory so sparsely
inhabited and of such little eco
nomic interest. Some sought ev
idence that there might be min
eral wealth yet to be tapped.
Others took comfort from the
gratitude shown by the islanders.
The starting point for the
Government’s case was the fact
that the Falkland Islands and
their dependencies are sovereign British territory. Although
the international community
recognised a dispute, until the
parties to the dispute formally
altered the islands’ status they
were under British jurisdiction.
The islanders were happy with
the status quo. The repressive
nature of recent Argentine re
gimes hardly encouraged a
transfer of loyalties from Lon
don to Buenos Aires.
However, the willingness to
discuss sovereignty since 1968,
and the unwillingness to accord
the Falkland Islanders the full
rights of British citizens hardly

suggests certainty. The Foreign
Office had been prepared in the
past to cede sovereignty in some
form with appropriate guarantees (However this was more
because of the strong passions
and economic and geo-political
logic behind the Argentine
claim than its underlying legalclaim man
y g *
The principle of self-determination has never been
treated as absolute. The desires
of individuals, small communities or even quite substantial
communities have been sacrificed in the past in the name of
what has taken to be some
greater basi The inhabitants of
the Indian Ocean island of
Diego Garcia were moved to althe island to develop as a

thermore, while pure self-determination is always an illusion,
occupation by a foreign power is
normally recognised to constitute the most direct challenge
to this principle.
The islanders could have
been settled somewhere else,
possibly in greater comfort, but,
f they'wa*ted t0 stay in the
Falklands and did not want to
be ruled over by a foreign power
with a poor record on human
rights, what was it worth to liberate them? It was said that
there were “only 1,800” islanders, with the implication that
their fate was not worth the loss
of life and expenditure of resources. But at what point
would their liberation have
been important - if there had

spendanything other than minimal amounts on the islands and
hnve clearlv seen their economic viability as being dependent on forging links with the
Latin American mainland, indudingArgentina/The population had declined to 1,800. Few
declining communities of 1,800
could exercise a virtual veto on
official British policy when it
comes to defending their own
interests
Yet having said all that, the
fact that the8principle of self^rmin»tinnPhas been comdetermination has been com
Ses does not pro”
reason for disregarding it entirely in all circumstances. Fur-

The most important justification however was to thwart an
attempt to resolve by force of
arms a dispute that was subject
to negotiation. One can criticise
the Government’s handling of
the Falklands issue prior to
1982, judge the islands themselves to be of at most marginal
value to Britain,and still support the military action on the
grounds that it is important to
uphold the principle that international disputes should be resolved through peaceful means.
The seizure of the islands at the
a blatant
breach ofPthis principle.
The international community, with the exception of most

KS*o1&Ti?r,p“Mit R*"SxLr9«0530 Furn,va'

Latin American states and to
some extent the Eastern bloc,
accepted that Britain was‘the
aggrieved party. Many countries
imposed economic sanctions
against Argentina,
The stress on this princyle
need not be underlined by evidence of instances where Britain appeared to turn a bl.rid eye
to^comparable acts°j.
sion, because a friendly, state
was to blame or because de
claratory opposition was not
matched by stfong actioi^.
Ifthe
to force is believed to be important then it shouldnot, be■ g
nored simply be^aus£ 8° errV
ments do not follow it
consistently. Sometimes g
emments may be outraged by
the behaviour of another.may
be able to do precious-little
about it and therefore feelithat
the best course is to play down
It so.happened
the British could do something,
If it is the case that tnes^on
gest part of the government s
case rests with the general pnnciple of international behaviour
rather than the specificques
tion of the Falklands, thaUt is
wrong to solve dispute by^jee
of arms, the corollary.is t^it is
important to demonstrat£_the
possibihty of disputes being
solved by peaceful negotiations.
.
,
Lawrence Freedman s bdok
Britain and the Falklands- War
will be published later this
month by Blackwells for thblnstatute of Contemporary British
History.
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On political bias in BBC drama
Dear Sir,
Sue Summers is wrong to think
that I see myself as “the victim of
a left-wing conspiracy” (Media, 1
June).
In the introduction to the published text of The Falklands Play, I
sfcPout the unembellished facts of
how the BBC production was ab
orted. The crux was that pro
ducer, director and myself were
united in resisting alterations to
the text that were required of us
from outside Drama Group that
were dramatically damaging and
historically untrue.
Alasdair Milne subsequently
wrote to me about the incident. In
my reply (16 November 1986) I
said,
I do not believe that your staff
has been guilty of “political
machinations”. I do suggest
that two of them have been
guilty of abuse of public
power.
It should never be forgotten —
but often is — that the BBC owes
its uniquely protected and privi
leged position to a quid pro quo
qndertaking to do all in its power
to be even-handed in matters of
controversy. The Annan Report
^ on the future of broadcasting puts
it another way:
While it is right that the acjj^cepted orthodoxy should be
challenged, equally it is essen
tial that the established view
should be clearly and fully put.
The theme of The Falklands
Play is the vital international im
portance of resisting armed ag
gression, particularly from a fas"oist military dictatorship of an
ijjly and brutal kind; and that failMire-to do so makes the world a
more dangerous place.

If my play was unacceptable,
then the Drama Group should
have commissioned another play
from another dramatist to reflect
this point of view. After all, the
BBC commissions 98 per cent of
its drama, and does not just sit
there waiting for plays to roll in.
It did not do so. That, and the
substantial financial losses I am
now bearing as a result of their
curious behaviour, is what makes
one doubt the bona fides of a very
tiny group of similarly minded
people at level two or three of the
Corporation, or closely connected
to it.
As to their motivation, I cannot
do better than to quote Lord
Annan in the House of Lords last
week (Hansard, 25 May 1988, col
921):
There are rumours that the
BBC staff hated Mr Curteis’s
play because it was patriotic
and favoured the Prime Minis
ter. I must say that, from what
happened afterwards, in all
the rows that followed the can
cellation of that play, I think
there is something in that.
Some of the top brass of the
BBC were devious and dishon
est on that issue and displayed
no more understanding of the
ethics of broadcasting than an
earwig.
No fair-minded person would
wish this situation to continue.
My exposure of one instance of it
was at no small cost to my career.
To infer that this was paranoia in
that I believe myself to be the vic
tim of a conspiracy is neither true
nor helpful.
Yours truly,
IAN CURTEIS
Cirencester, Gloucestershire
1 June
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TV-type cut sought
by lawyers in
Tumbledown book
By A J Mcllroy
LAWYERS acting for Capt James Stuart, 24, the
Guards officer who persuaded the BBC to cut 12
seconds from the corporation’s controversial film,
Tumbledown, are pressing for similar cuts in the book,
When the Fighting is Over.
“It seems that Captain Stuart
“Captain Stuart’s lawyers
seeking something similar to
want us to carry a clarifica is
the requests his lawyers made to
tion in the book or make cuts, the
BBC —to carry some sort of
but no decisions have been ‘clarification’ in the book or to
arrived at yet,” a spokesman make certain cuts. The legal dis
for the London publishers, cussions are continuing.”
Bloomsbury, said last night.
Last night, Capt Stuart
Tumbledown was based on the
experiences of former Scots
Guards officer Lt Robert Law
rence, who was seriously
wounded in the assault on Mount
Tumbledown.
After representations by law
yers acting for Capt Stuart, the
BBC cut a scene in Tuesday
night’s broadcast
In the scene a young officer is
depicted during the battle as say
ing: “Don’t go on. It’s too hor
rific. You’d be better off turning,
round and shooting anyone who
tried to stop you going back.’’
Captain Stuart, supported by
Lt Col Michael Whiteley, com
manding officer of the Scots
Guards, and the Defence Minis
try, protested to the BBC that, as
presented, only he could have
been the officer depicted in the
scene “which was certainly not
fact”.
They said that this applied
equally to passages in the book,
written by Mr Lawrence and his
father, Mr John Lawrence*
which is also based on Mr Law
rence’s Falklands experiences
and contains passages “identi
cal” to the challenged sequence
cut from the BBC film.
The publishers Bloomsbury
said last night: “Its official publi
cation was May 31, but copies
have been out since last week
and they are going very well
indeed.
“Our lawyers and those repre
senting Captain Stuart are still in
continuing discussions. It is a
complicated matter. ______

described Mr Lawrence as an
oustandingly brave officer who
had done a superb job in the
fighting on Tumbledown.
But in a statement to the Press
Association, Capt Stuart said he
had been saddened that the former Guardsman had not show
the “same standard of fairness
to himself.
He added: “At no time on
Tumbledown nor at any other
stage of the Falklands campaign
did I say to Robert Lawrence
that he should not go on or that
he should shoot anyone who
tried to stop him going back.
“I did not say these words to
anyone else. I did not think
them.”

Capt Stuart said it had always
been his wish to settle his dis
pute with Mr Lawrence pri
vately, but this had proved
impossible.
• “Too long, boring and fic
tion,” was the official reaction
yesterday from the Scots Guards
to Tumbledown.
“We are delighted that the
BBC cut the 12 seconds to which
we offered specific objection,” a
spokesman for the Guards said.
The BBC said that the respons
es from viewers to the produc
tion were “usual” for such a
programme.
• Michael Kallenbach at the
United Nations writes: Senor
Raul Alfonsin, the Argentine
President, yesterday urged Brit
ain to resume negotiations to
solve its differences over the
Falkland Islands.
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LAST BATTLE FOR TUMBLEDOWN
However just the cause of war or noble its
objective, men are killed, maimed and scarred
in their minds by it. Each tragedy reaches out
to the families of the victims too. Few of those
who have ever fought in a front line have found
their subsequent lives unaffected in some
manner or other.
This was the real message of Tumbledown,’
the television play based on the life of Robert
Lawrence, the Scots Guards officer who was
part-paralysed by a sniper’s bullet during the
Falklands War. As an illustration of what war
can do to a vigorous, brash young man, and to
his family, it was chastening.
Now that the smoke of battle which
surrounded its showing this week has largely
cleared, one can see that Whitehall’s approach
to it was flawed. Officials can be very sensitive
to criticism. In this case the only effect of all
the outcry was to ensure that the play had
maximum publicity.
Opposition was chiefly based on Mr
Lawrence’s allegations of indifference shown
by the Army to its wounded. But the play
showed acts of kindness too — and did not hide
Mr Lawrence’s own arrogance. It was the story
of one man’s struggle to survive — and a lesson
upon the qualities one needs.
This is not meant to imply that the Ministry
of Defence should now forget it. After almost
every war there are those who feel neglected by
the nation. Sometimes their resentment seems
well justified — and sometimes not. But
complaints are frequent enough to deserve
closer study. If it takes a play to encourage this,
all to the good.
An elaborate structure of pensions and other
forms of financial aid exists to help those who

have been invalided out, including the Armed
Forces Pensions Scheme, the DHSS and a
number of service charities. Even so, there are
those who slip through the net. Rigid, codified
systems of aid and benefit cannot always cope
with the human needs of those who might want
sympathy and understanding.
In one sense the services, and the Army in
particular, are better than any civlian organiza
tion since each regiment sees itself in loco
parentis. On the other hand, the problems that
the Services have to deal with, are that much
worse. Soldiers say that the greatest shock
comes after their discharge when, after being
part of a paternalistic society, they find
themselves on their own.
One important advance after the Falklands
War was the decision to bring back for burial at
home the bodies of those who had died in
battle. British servicemen have traditionally
been buried where they fell - a legacy from the
age of Empire when far flung battles in the days
before aircraft made any other course imprac
ticable. It is only right that families now should
have the choice.
The need to review the treatment of those
who are injured or bereaved in the nation’s
cause is likely to grow. During a world war,
when the whole country is involved in the war
effort, there is a universal sense of suffering.
But future conflicts are more likely to be
limited, like the Falklands, in which only a
minority are directly involved. In that case, the
rest of the nation has an obligation to ensure
that those who sacrifice their careers, their
health or their lives are cared for as they
deserve.
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Argentina bid
on Falklands
President Raul Alfonsin of
Argentina has proposed talks
witn Britain on the Falklands
that would have an open
agenda and no preconditions.
He said in a speech to the UN
yesterday it was the only
method that "Argentina can
think of to recover its
sovereignty over those
territories.”
Britain has rejected repeated
UN calls for talks with
Argentina, saying it is unwill
ing to discuss any change in
sovereignty.
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Fairness call in
Tumbledown row

THE Army officer who asked the BBC himself, urged Lt Lawrence during the
to cut 12 seconds from its controversial heat of battle not to go on.
Falklands war drama Tumbledown
The drama, screened on Tuesday
demanded “fairness” from former night, provoked a political storm which
Lieutenant Robert Lawrence, upon
reached a climax when the scene was
whose experiences the film was based.
cut three hours before the programme
The cut was made after represent was due to be broadcast.
ations from Royal Scots Guards soldier
.
4
Captain James Stuart.
Capt Stuart denied that events
He called “untrue” events portrayed portrayed in the programme involved
during the 12-second sequence specifi- him, or that he ever thought or uttered
cally the moment when a soldier, which the words attributed to the character he

“At no time on Tumbledown nor at
any other stage of the Falklands
campaign did I 6ay to Robert Lawrence
that he should not go on, or that he
should shoot anyone who tried to stop
him going back.
“I did not say these words to anyone
else. I did not think them.
“Robert Lawrence was a brave
platoon commander who exemplified
leadership that mght oiiTurnbledown^

“forhini—•

same standard of fairness towards me
and recognise that his version of this
event on Tumbledown is incorrect. It
just did not happen,” he said.
Lt Lawrence was shot in the head by
a sniper on Mount Tumbledown shortly
before the Argentinian surrender
during the Falklands conflict.
Charles Wood’s play charted his part
in the assault and his struggle to
rebuild his life after being left
i
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THE Army officer who asked the BBC to cut 12 seconds should not go on, or that he should shoot anyone who tried to
him going back.
from its controversial Falklands war drama Tumbledown stop
“I did not say these words to anyone else. I did not think
last night demanded “fairness” from former Lieutenant them.
Robert Lawrence, upon whose experiences the film was
“Robert Lawrence was a brave platoon commander who ex
based.
emplified leadership that night on Tumbledown.
The cut was made after representations from Royal Scots
“I only wish that he could show that same standard of
Guards soldier Captain James Stuart, who explained his fairness towards me and recognise that his version of this event;
actions in an exclusive statement.
on Tumbledown is incorrect. It just did not happen.”
He called “untrue” events portrayed during the 12-second
Capt. Stuart said, “I find it sad that the debate has switched
sequence — specifically the moment when a soldier, which he from the issues in the film to me.
believes could have been taken for himself, urged Lt.
“However, that was inevitable once the BBC agreed to make
Lawrence during the heat of battle not to go on.
the cut that my solicitors asked them to make. We made that
The drama, screened on Tuesday night, provoked a political request because the film would be regarded by the public as a
storm which reached a climax when the scene was cut three true story.
hours before the programme was due to be broadcast.
“If the 12 seconds had not been cut out, all I can say is that
Capt. Stuart denied that events portrayed in the programme the film would have been untrue for those 12 seconds.”
involved him, or that he ever thought or uttered the words attri
He added, “It has always been my wish to settle my differ
buted to the character he believes was meant to represent him. ences with Robert Lawrence out of the public gaze. Now that
“At no time on Tumbledown nor at any other stage of the this is impossible, I feel bound to speak out and I regret that it
Falklands campaign did I say to Robert Lawrence that he has come to this.”
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Going to
war over
Tumbledown
I

WATCHED the dramatised version of one soldier’s
experience on Tumbledown Mountain and can only
hope to God that Robert Lawrence is not representa
tive of the officers of Her Majesty’s forces.
He is, in my opinion, a sorry spectacle, behaving like a
spoiled child who has fallen over and cut himself on a nine
carat gold toy. How dare the Argentinians injure this boy,
severely undoubtedly, with ammunition which should, after
all chaps, have been reserved for the lower ranks?
Didn’t you know, you silly Argies, that Daddy was a Wing
Commander and Mummy was undoubtedly a lady?
The lower ranks, so-called,
appeared also to have been
□ YOU can dictate a let
inflicted with severe injuries
ter at any time by calling
but we do not seem to hear of
01-353 2666 or 01-353 2667.
Daddy's friend being phoned
Or write to
from South Africa without
The Editor,
hesitation to perform vital
The Evening Standard,
surgery on them. Or of medi
PO Box 136,
cal staff who are trying to do
118 Fleet Street,
all that is humanly possible
London EC4P 4DD.
being asked to relate their
Please give a daytime
military status while trying
telephone number. The
to analyse the extent of inju
Evening Standard does
ries received from enemy
not publish letters with
bullets by the patients.
holding name and ad
In one hospital Robert
dress.
Lawrence is reminded by an
elderly patient that no smok
ing is allowed. “I'm an officer know where we were. The diin the Guards, you old fart.” I alogue was of the Brief Encan only hope this was poetic counter Second World War
licence by the scriptwriters type,
What a pity. This could
and not an actual incident.
You would have gathered have been a significant inthat I found the whole drama dictment of the futility of an
offensive to all the young unnecessary war. Instead it
men who served in the name was a travesty of dramatic
of their countrymen and production.
I don't think the Scots
Queen and can only hope
that it was far more relevant Guards or the Government
to fiction than to fact, given have anything to worry
the portrayed character of about.—Eric Merriman, CotRobert Lawrence.—Kate ton Close. Golders Green.
Burchcll, Boundary Street,
□ HAVING just seen the bril
Erith, Kent.
liant and outstanding Turn
'd BBC-l’s Tumbledown bledown, I find it hard to beshould have been called neve that Richard Eyre, who
Mumbledown: Colin Firth directed the disastrous High
seemed to think that to con- Society at the Victoria Palace
vey pain and suffering he last year, could be responsible.
should speak everything This is a play of the highest
through clenched teeth to order, magnificently acted by
the point of being totally in- all concerned, especially
distinct.
• Colin Firth. If the BBC keeps
The presentation—flash- up this standard, the licence
back within flashback within fee will be excellent value inflashback—was a mishmash deed.—Colin F. Bason, Gwyof past, present and future dor Road, Elmers End, Beckand we, the viewers, didn’t cnluim, Kent.
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Tumbledown
officer denies
Turn back’
allegation
The controversy over Tumbledown, the BBC Falklands film,
developed last night into an
unprecedented public dis
agreement between two for
mer brother officers in the
Scots Guards over who was
telling the truth.
Captain James Stuart, who
on Tuesday forced the BBC to
cut a scene from the
controversial film only hours
before it was screened, issued
a statement denying that he
had ever spoken words attrib
uted to a young officer, taken
to be him, by the former Scots
Guards lieutenant Robert
Lawrence, on whose experi
ences the film was based.
Captain Stuart said last
night that he had hoped to
settle his differences with Mr
Lawrence out of the public
gaze.
Both men were decorated
after the battle for Tumbledown, but in his book, When
the Fighting is Over, the basis
for the film, Mr Lawrence
described an incident in which
a young officer told him, while
in a state of shock after being
caught in the back blast of an
anti-tank weapon: “Don’t go
on. It’s too horrific. You’d be
better off turning round, and
shooting anyone who tried to
stop you going back”.
A 12-second scene based on
this episode was cut from the
film by the BBC after
representations by Captain
Stuart.
In his statement last night,
Captain Stuart said: “I also
fought on Tumbledown that
night, with many brave
guardsmen in my platoon, as
we achieved our objectives at
the end ofa very long and very
bitterly fought battle.

By Ruth Gledhill
“At no time on Tumble“I know everyone is
down, nor at any other stage of
tremendously proud of his
achievements both on the
the Falkiands campaign, did I
say to Robert Lawrence that
mountain and subsequently in
he should not go on or that he
making such a remarkable
should shoot anyone who
recovery from his appalling
injuries.
tried to stop him from going
back.
“I find it sad that the debate
“I did not say these words to
has switched from the issues
anyone else; I did not think
in the film to me. However,
them.
that was inevitable once the
“Robert Lawrence was a
BBC agreed to make the cut
brave platoon commander
that my solicitors asked them
to make.
who exemplified leadership
that night on Tumbledown; I
“We made that request
only wish that he could show
because the film would be
regarded by the public as a
true story; if the 12 seconds
had not been cut, all I can say
is that the film would have
been untrue for those 12
seconds.”
Earlier, Captain Stuart’s
father, Mr Andrew Stuart, a
Leading article............. 17

Captain Stuart: I fought in
that bitter battle, too.
that same standard of fairness
towards me and recognize that
his version of the event on
Tumbledown is incorrect; it
just did not happen.”
Captain Stuart expressed
regret that the controversy had
diverted attention from the
issues raised by the film. He
said: “There can be no doubt
that Robert Lawrence was an
outstandingly brave officer
and he did a superb job on the
mountain that night. _

former ambassador to Fin
land, said his son, who was
then aged 19 and had only
recently joined the company
from Sandhurst, led his pla
toon through more than three
hours of gunfire after his
sergeant died in his arms.
“The first part of the attack
was led by my son’s platoon.
He cleared the gully for Law
rence’s men to deal with the
rest up at the top.
‘‘They would not have
given him a mention in dispatches if he had been looking
at the ground, crying his eyes
out and spreading alarm and
despondency”, he said,
“Robert is using the fact
that he got the MC as evidence
of his heroism. James has an
equal right to do this as the
fact that he was mentioned in
dispatches proves his heroism.
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British tradition
■ There must have been several
plays called Tumbledown shown
on BBC television on Tuesday to
judge from the variety of reac
tions, which ranged from moral
indignation to near-adulation.
The Tumbledown that I saw
seemed typically British. The
British are very good at warfare,
very good at acting and very
good at making plays and movies
about the whole shoot. They have
a class system which lends itself
to social comedy and to social
outrage.
Tumbledown was in that inbred tradition, even down to the
point of suggesting that the herd
might have been different if he
had been at Eton, not Fettes. It
was very professional and only a
mite pretentious. Those who say
that it was anti-war should look
again at sections of Shake
speare’s history plays, which are
far more devastating. The politics
of the Falklands war was not
even discussed.
In short, it was good middle
brow stuff - just right for the
BBC.
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VERDICT ON DRAMATIC FALKLANDS TV FILM

GENERAL BLASTS
TUMBLEDOWN’S
‘NUTCASE’ HERO
TUMBLEDOWN soldier Robert Lawrence is
a nutcase for expecting to be treated like a
hero, a general said yesterday after watch
ing the BBC TV play based on his book.

Robert. . . attacked

The country was split over whether the
Falklands war film showed the Scots Guards
officer—who had half his brain blasted away
by an Argie sniper—as a forgotten hero or a
revenge-seeking young man.
But General Sir John Hackett, former Commander-in-Chief Northern Ireland and an expert on
modern warfare, blasted Robert, 27. He said:
“When Robert came home, he expected to be
treated like a hero—only
a nutcase expects that.
“He is a man who has
cocooned himself in conceit
Civilian radio expert and arrogance.”
Peter, from North Wales,
volunteered for a secret
The general added: “He
mission but injuries left received excellent nurs
him deaf in one ear.
ing—yet never said a word
gratitude. I regard this
Peter said his firm, of
as
intolerable."
Marconi, did all they
And a soldier with the
could but “the Govern
ment just dismissed me" Special Boat Service in the
Falklands branded Robert
with a £2,000 payout.

My nightmare
FALKLANDS war victim
Peter Ryan refused to
watch Tumbledown.
He said:
I’ve got
enough bad memories."
The 44-year-old father
of three added: “My
whole life was left in
ruins and nobody in
authority gave a damn."

By PETER BONO
a “cowboy” after seeing
the play.
The SBS man—who can
not be named for security
reasons—was horrified at a
scene showing Robert
stabbing to death an Argie
soldier who had
surrendered.
He said: “Robert was a
cowboy. The aim is to kill
and not be killed—but
that doesn’t mean murder
the enemy.”

Praise
But ex-Royal Marine
Chris White shared
Robert’s outrage at the
treatment of war veterans.
Chris, 32—who was on
board the Sir Galahad
when it was bombed—has
suffered depression.
He praised Tumbledown
as accurately showing
HOW THE ARMY TURNED I
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I was cheated
says SAS widow
f

General Hackett. . . "no gratitude"
officials’
attitudes.
THE

uncaring

ANGRY

dad

of

Scots Guard Captain
James Stuart last night
blasted the BBC for its
"insulting” attitude.
Captain Stuart, 25, won
a legal battle ordering the
BBC to cut a scene from
Tumbledown because he
believed it showed him as
a coward.
Ex-diplomat Andrew
Stuart said: “It is insulting
to say they took it out on
compassionate grounds.
It was withdrawn
because it was untrue."

TS BACK ON ME-Page 16

SAS hero's widow Linda Gallagher
bitterly attacked the way money
has been handed out from the
South Atlantic Fund for victims
and their dependants.
The furious 36-year-old mother
of three said: ‘‘My biggest grouse
is why a guy like Lieutenant
Robert Lawrence got £150,000
from the fund.
“He is still walking around
whereas someone like me who lost
my husband and has three child
ren to look after picked up just
£31,000."
She added: “I've been cheated
and so have all the pen
sioners who sent their
50p and the children
who gave their pocket
money.

‘Just a
drama’
THE film was
simply a realistic
piece of drama—and
nothing more, the
Ministry of Defence
said yesterday. And
Sir Rex Hunt, former
Governor General of
the Falklands, said:
"I’d give it 8 out of
10 as a piece of dra
matic fiction."

Crash
"They thought it was
going to the widows of
the Falklands' dead and
the injured.
"But they were cheated
too."
Linda's husband, 37ycar-old Sergeant Major
Lawrence Gallagher was
among 18 soldiers who
were killed in a helicop
ter crash.
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TUMBLEDOWM-Bm Three
of a war kep&fM agony
-

THIS is the Military
Cross won by Lieutenant
Robert Lawrence when he led
his Scots Guards platoon to
'victory on Tumbledown
Mountain during the Falkiands War.
_____

m

m

Millions of BBC 1 viewers

this week watched his heroic exploits in the
controversial drama Tumbledown, based on
his book When The Fighting Is Over. They
saw him felled by a sniper's bullet which blew
away almost half his brain and left him para
lysed down his left side. They saw him battle
for life and dignity after complicated surgery.
A The Sun has been telling the full story in
™ an exclusive serialisation of the book
that Lawrence, now 27, wrote with his
father, John. Today he is back in Britain-and
learning some bitter truths about the aftermath of war for heroes . . .
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WHEN I received the letter informing me of my dis
charge from the Army, I returned to Chelsea Barracks
to say goodbye to my old platoon.

There was a new company commander who I
didn’t know very well. “Hello Robert,” he said
“What are you doing here?”
■

I replied: “Well, I’m discharged from the Army now and
I’ve come to say goodbye to my platoon.”
He looked up briefly and said: “You know, I don’t think
it’s very good for morale for the boys to see you limping
around the barracks like this. So if I were you, Robert I’d
hurry up and get out of camp.”
’
*
I couldn’t say anything. I was disgusted and extremely
hurt, but there was this residual influence of my Army
training holding me back.
This guy was a major and I was a lieutenant and I simply
couldn’t turn round and bawl him out.
Once I’d left the Army, no-one ever rang me up to see
how I was, or to ask me whether they could help with my
career, as they’d always suggested they would do as “the
family. They never asked whether I was getting better or
whether I was getting
worse.
So much for the buddybuddy, pally-pally regiment,
and the Army that demands
so much from its men in
incredibly long hours and
personal sacrifice.
Loyalty, as far as the Army
was concerned, seemed a
pretty one-way street to me.

Circles
But at least I still had my
soldier's pride—and I needed
all of it when the doctors told
me officially that I would
never walk again, and would
most likely spend the rest of
my life in a wheelchair.
This was unimaginable to
me. Anyone who has tried
using a wheelchair with only
)ne good hand knows that

you just go round in circles.
I was determined, though,
not to remain in a wheelchair
for ever, determined to get up
:>n my feet and start walking
again.
My pride said: "Stuff the
world, I can do it. OK, so I
may have got shot through
the head and I’m paralysed,
but I WILL get better.
"I WILL get to the stage
where I can walk and do
things for myself.
"Then I am going to do
something with my life.”
You have to keep believ
ing in yourself and being
positive. You need people to
say:• "Here's a young man
who is trying to get himself
back on the road. We will
help him all we can."
But so often, when you
need those sort of people,
they just aren’t there.

‘Family*
turned
its bach

swung off to the other side
of the parade ground.
Then Guardsman Joe
O'Reilly, who had once been
my orderly, came running
over to see me. He was
crying.
'•What's wrong, Joe?" I
asked.
"I just can't believe it," he
sobbed. "Of all the jerks in
the battalion, why the
bloody hell did it have to
happen to you?"
When I moved back into
my London flat from the
RAF rehabilitation centre at
Headley Court, near Leatherhead in Surrey, I was made
second-in-command of my
own company in the Scots
Guards.

Metro

I would go into Chelsea
Barracks a few days a week
to see what I could do.
But I soon realised I
wasn’t cut out for it.
realistically.
As my condition slowly
improved, I began to feel
I couldn't lake part in any
that I was superhuman—if
of the exercises or the nor
that bullet hadn't killed me
mal work routine and, al
then nothing was going to
though some people wel
kill me.
comed my presence and
seemed happy to see me
/ had lived through one oj
coming in, I knew it would
the most terrifying and ex
never work out.
I was spending more and
treme experiences that any
more lime travelling to
human being could hope to
Guildford to be with Tanya,
survive. I was invincible mid
my girlfriend at that time,
and her friends.
rather special.
So I was delighted when I
Then my battalion returned
was told that British Leyfrom the Falklands and ev
land were kindly offering a
erything was a little different.
free Metro car to every sol
I was excited about seeing
dier injured in the Falklands
them after three months. I
conflict. I did, however, ex
turned up at Chelsea Barracks
plain to British Leyland that
while
I didn’t wish to sound
in a panama hat, mainly to
cover my shaved head. The
ungrateful. I didn't want a
Commanding Officer got off
Metro—it didn't suit my
injury.
. one coach and greeted me—
while 'dll the ' dther-“bmms-*" No problem.'they Teplfed,

Crying
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choose a car from the Leyland range that does.
I turned up at Henly’s
garage in Barnes, South-West
London, at the agreed time.
They were a nice bunch of
people at the garage, and
tested me out first on the
Triumph Acclaim, the next
one up in the range.

Jammed
I opened the driver’s door,
sat down on the seat and
swung my legs in, but just
as I went to lean back a
little. I banged my head
hard on the car roof, which
gave me a bit of a fright.
So the Acclaim was taken
away and an Austin Princess
brought over. Unfortunately
my left leg jammed beneath
the steering wheel and I
couldn't move.
Then I was shown a Rover
2000. a much bigger car,
with a 2-litre engine.
In the end, I opted to pay
the difference between the
2-litre Rover and a 2.3-litre
model with electric windows
and a sun roof.

Irenic
The salesman seemed
quite happy with this, and
so was I.
Instructions came from
Chelsea Barracks that I was
to wear uniform—"service
dress with medals" to be
precise—to receive the keys
oT the car.
It was ironic that uniform
had not been considered
suitable for a victory parade,
but was thought to be ap
propriate for publicity stunts
over free cars.
About four or five other
injured* Scots Guards come

" 2 JUN 1988

with me to receive the vehi
cles. It was all done to
launch the Maestro range in
the classic showbiz way.
There was a huge paper ,
wall in the garage showroom
through which the new car
was to be driven—although
unfortunately the one they
picked to do this stalled.
Then the' actor Derek
Nimmo was to present us
with our keys for publicity
P urposes—not the REAL
k..eys to our cars, mind, as
these would not be available
for another few weeks.
It was all a bit false, but
we didn't mind at all. We
were happy to play our part,
because they had been kind
enough to give us free cars.
Or so we thought.

Used
My new Rover, courtesy of
British Ley land, was eventu
ally delivered to Chelsea
Barracks, for which I was
very grateful.
Until, about a year later,
my donation from the South
Atlantic Fund finally arri
ved.
From it had been deducted
£ 11.500 for the car, minus the
standard 18 per cent discount
for disabled drivers. The free
car was no free car at all.
With regret
realised that
nothing had been put in writ
ing about this so-called "gift"
arrangement and that I, to
gether with all the other
Falklands victims in the pub
licity stunt, had just been
used.
The incident highlighted, I
Chink, the exploitation for
publicity purposes that many
• FalKlands ‘casualties’ faced.
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Robert and his dad at Buckingham Palace to receive the Military Cross in December 1982

I STILL believe that
what I did in the
Falklands War was
worth doing.

,

But the indifference,
embarrassment, exploita
tion and countless bu
reaucratic cock-ups that
followed my return home
were not what I had ex
pected. They opened my
eyes. They changed me.
No doubt I will be ac
cused of being bitter. I
am. But not about the
war, the injury, or even
my disability.

I still believe it had to
be done.
When thousands of
troops march into your
house, stick the barrel of
a gun up your nose, and
tell you that you must no
longer speak English,
only Spanish, you have a
right to be defended.
Changing
I had—and still have—
the white-hot pride which
I am bitter about the
the Army trains young
pretence of real care—
soldiers to build.
and above all bitter about
the small-mindedness
The kind of pride that
which stops us changing
enables them to go off to
war and fight and kill for as a society or a race.
what they are taught to
Not that it was all
-*
m
believe in—principles like
gloom as I recovered.
, Queen mother
freedom
of
choice
and
of
,1 was trying to get a
Joined 'Roberf for drink . to- •. Sp'e6'ch‘ ' V
>: '•’' ’Theatre job. and lunching

at the Garrick Club with
Derek Nimmo, who I'd
met at a car launch. Sud
denly the Queen Mother
arrived, with some
Jockey Club guests.
She recognised Derek
and his other guest, actor
William Fox—who was
downing a green cocktail
called Tarts Tickles—and
joined us for a drink.
She was great company
and took delight in enter
ing a mcn-only area of
the club.
Now I intend to live an
exciting and adventurous
life with my wife Tina
and our baby son Conrad.
I intend to have time
for them. Maybe I’ll be
lucky enough to succeed.
©When The Fighling Is Over
by. John and Robert Lawrence
mi nnm<hnrv

r 13 QC\
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Debt proposal
ARGENTINE President Raul
Alfonsin has proposed a 30year. low-interest repayment
period for his nation’s S54
billion debt that would help
restore its economic viability
and safeguard its democracy.
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Author Robert Lawrence ...
shown as a Rambo figure

Actor Colin Frith ... he
Dlaved Lawrence on TV
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aPP®lled veteran, who fought

saz si

true, I am not surprised Lawrence was shot

h,m; 1

r^C£1Tedhl^amC:,°StS^feIAh^.b.een WUh
He was speaking after
millions of XV viewers
saw a sequence in the BBC
film in which Lawrence
repeatedly bayoneted an
iniured Argentine soldier
who had surrendered.
The man was stabbed to
death while begging for his
life in both Spanish and
English.
Seconds later Lawrence
was portrayed as a Rambo
style figure, shooting two
rifles from the hip and
declaring “ This is fun.”
Then he was shot by a
sniper.
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HB THIS is the book which
sparked the controversial
BBC TV film of the Falklands
War.
When The Fighting Is Over
tells the story of Guards officer
Robert Lawrence, who was shot
in the head during the battle for
Tumbledown Mountain, where
he earned the Military Cross.
|§| Just hours before the film
was shown, the BBC cut 12
seconds, which would have
shown a Guards officer urging a
fellow officer to retreat and
shoot anyone who got in his
way.
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The SBS veteran, who
cannot be named because
of security reasons, said :
“ Anvone can kill. It’s in us
all. And at the height of a
firefight it’s easy to go over
the top.
“ But that is where your
training takes over.
Lawrence was a cowboy.
41 The aim is to kill and
not be killed, but that
doesn’t mean murder the
enemy. ”
The veteran, who fought
in most of the mqjor battles,
including Two Sisters,
Goose Green and Mount
Harriet, was speaking
yesterday from first-hand
experience of some of the
bloodiest action.
He said: *' I can recall
several instances during
the conflict in which Argy
soldiers were so badly
wounded that they could
not be saved. They were
shot to stop their suffering
and their mates thanked us.

;-Q
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Television bosses later
refused to comment on which
material had been cut.

“ Those men were killed
humanely compared with
the savage way Lawrence
was portrayed bayoneting
that Argentine soldier.
“ People watching that
programme will now think
we butchered Argies, but
this is far from the truth.
“ At Goose Green the
Argentines shot several
paras after they had flown
the white flag of surrender.
The paras could easily have
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gone berserk and killed
hundreds of prisoners, but
they didn’t and their
captors later applauded
their behaviour.
“ If anything the BBC
have portrayed Lawrence
as a disgrace. All
understand his problems.
But what about the
thousands of blokes
maimed in Northern
Ireland, whose families
suffer just as much and
receive very little help ?
“ If you ask me, the
Guards should never have
been sent there. Their role
is to guard The Queen. But
no doubt they will say this
is a knocking exercise.
“ It’s not—they did a good
job at Tumbledown but at
the end of the day, they

were not prepared for this
sort of war.”
And the Government has
come under fire from the
Falkland
forgotten
veterans who escaped
physical injury.
They have been fighting a
silent war of their own in
the last six years.

Comrades
A survey compiled by
international psychologist
Roderick Omer shows that
ex-servicemen face a
destructive and secret new
enemy—post-traumatic
stress.
Hundreds of task force
troops are only now start
ing to show symptoms
following their part in the
war.

Mr. Omer said: “ Many
ex-servicemen are going to
their doctors because they
are feeling generally
unwell, restless or drinking
too much. The reaction
from GPs tends to be
a prescription for
anti-depressants or
tranquilisers.
“ Nothing is being done
about their underlying
problems.
haven’t
suffered personal injury or
disability, but they feel
guilty having seen their
comrades killed or
maimed,
“ They re-experience the
trauma of battle, either
in their memory or
nightmares, and become
withdrawn as a result of
trying to control emotions.”
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Why I asked for that cut
The axed scene showed
THE Guards officer at
star of the dramathe centre of the the
Guards
Tumbledown TV storm documentary,
lieutenant
Robert
told last night why he Lawrence, who was
badly
had demanded a 12- wounded in the Falklands,
second cut in the being told by a fellow
controversial play.
officer during the
Tumbledown battle :
“Don’t go on.

say to Robert Lawrence
that he should not go on or
that he should shoot
anyone who tried to stop
him going back. I did not
say these words to anyone
else. I did not even think
them.”

sJdd^jf1 itJh£dCnofcSCTl100 £°*rrifi?- YkU’S
cut the film"would hive be better off turnmg back
been untrue for those 12 ai?d shooting anyone who
f th
14 ^esst°P y°u*
seconds.
“What was alleged to
Captain Stuart said: “I
have occurred just didn’t was on Tumbledown that
happen.”
night, but at no time did I

He described Lawrence
as -* an outstandingly
brave officer” and added:
“It had always been my
wish to ?ettle my
differences with him out of
the public gaze but now
that is impossible.

Shooting

Differences

i
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Hero’s tale
of honour

AT LAST the truth is being told
about the grim struggle for survival
that went on in the Falklands War.
The BBC’s film about the Battle of
Tumbledown put a nasty twist on history.
Its director, Richard Eyre, readily admits it
was anti-war.
Today in The Star a hero from the
Special Boat Squadron tells a rather
different story to the BBC’s.
His account of the true courage that was
displayed by our fighting men properly
honours those who fell in the conflict.
The BBC have only succeeded in
insulting the memory of these soldiers,
sailors and airmen who were killed.
They deserved! some tier tribute th
snaobv. inacewi
propagan
PUSJ •77 rrrr i
* in i 3 s d
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That’s rich

SO SPOILT wild child Jade Jagger has
been allowed by her dad to leave their
French palace and return to London ...
But only is she lives with his secretary
in a council flat.
BIG DEAL!
Millions of Britons live on council
estates. Joining them might just make
Jade realise what life’s like in the REAL
world.
No silver spoons for you there, girl!
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ARGY PLEA
FOR TALKS
PRESIDENT Alfonsin of
Argentina yesterday
proposed talks with Britain
on the Falklands.
He promised there would
be no pre-conditions.
The President said in a
speech to the United
Nations that talks were the
only way “Argentina can
think of to recover
sovereignty over those
territories.”
Tumbledown : The
truth—Pages 16 and
2h
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Jim, 26, from Glasgow,
said: “I was medically
discharged last year and
got £34,000 from the
South Atlantic Fund.”
©Leading seaman Tony
Alden, 29, worked as a
medical helper aboard
HMS Intrepid carrying
burned and dying men.
When he first returned
he put memories of the
war behind him.
But a fire aboard his
new ship killed two offi
cers and awoke the past.
Almost overnight he be
came a shaking wreck.
“I just went haywire.
Every time I got on a ship
I shook to pieces,” said

WA
HUNDREDS of forgotten Folkuproar as another victim speaks out
lands heroes rang the Daily 4
Mirror yesterday as old wounds
were torn open by the Tumble- ]
down controversy.

iilMimM

I will never
gpgg
Many who called our special 4 But
forgive,
says
hotline admitted being reduced " Fainlands hero feggipifii.
gmm g
to tears as they watched the (
BBC’s harrowing story of Scots 'OUTSPOKEN: The Mirror yesterday.
Guards officer Ro
got was a prescription for
bert Lawrence.
valium. I became hooked
By MURRAY DAVIES

£

They told of the horrific
memories that came
flooding back — and of
being thrown on the scrap
heap.
The Mirror today re
veals the sad stories of
four Falkland casualties.
• Michael Berry, a former
corporal in the Royal En-

gineers, spent just two
weeks on the Falklands —
but they changed his life.
“My physical injuries
were minor, but I was in a
serious state of shock and
depression,” he said.
“The only treatment I

and turned to drink.”
Berry, 35, of Leeds, was
medically discharged.
• Scots Guard Jim Mit
chell was wounded in the
head on Tumbledown.
His injuries made him
epilectic and withdrawn.
How did the army help?
They made him a servant
in the sergeants’ mess.

' £

WOUNDED: Lawrence.

Tony, of St Budeaux, Ply
mouth. He was eventually
discharged.
• Sailor Martin Wilson
is a ‘‘time bomb waiting
to explode,” says his
girlfriend.
Martin was only 17
when he sailed to the
Falklands. ‘‘He came
back a changed man,”
said his father Wilfred
from Northampton.
Two weeks ago Martin,
now 24, was jailed for five
years for arson.
His girlfriend Morag Nicoll, said: “We can’t be
lieve it. He had never
been in trouble before.”
THE army officer who
won a 12-second cut in the
Tumbledown film ex
plained last night that an
officer shown urging
Lawrence to quit the bat
tle could have been taken
for him.
“At no time did I say to
Robert Lawrence that he
should not go on,” said
Capt. James Stuart.”
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By ROSLYN GROSE
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His pretty wife Tina,
28, mother of their fivemonth-old son Conrad
revealed: “Robert’s injuries are
u ver,y had during
the cold and I think Australia would be a lot
healthier lifestvle for

VISITED
Blonde Tina said from
their home in Chipping
Norton, Oxfordshire1 here s a lot of muscle
wastage on his left side
and it could get worse.
“Here, he gets no exer
cise except for a walk to
the car. He would be
better in a hot climate
lot ”Fe
cou^ sw*m a
The couple visited Ausdu3 Aearly last year so
Robert could see whether
he could live and work
there.
Tina married the for
mer Scots Guards lieuten-

ful
sihe said
the film Jui^Tumbledown,
based on Robert’s book
When the Fighting is
Over, did not show the
nusband she knew.

KIND
She said: “He is a nicer
person than in the film.
Re is incredibly kind and
compassionate. That is
one thing no one’s got
across about him.”
In Tuesday’s play Robert played by actor Colin
Jirth, was seen giving
hospital staff hell as a
Continued on Poge Two
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War hero
off to Oz
Continued from Page One

“HpC"r
Eut puts
T,na sai*
He really
other
people first.”
•™.E SCOTS Guards
captain who forced the
HBC to make a 12-second
ert to retreat during the
Tumbledown0 r M°Unt
be&thJe--d Stuart
him- and Ja-.
him a coward.
A* ,n° twe dia l say
to Robert that he should
not go on or that he
should shoot anyone who

back "Z ZPd. him 3°in°
He insisted: ‘‘I did not
say these words to anvthem6 Se~"1 did n0t think
0 PaPlam Stuart, 24,
added: “There can be no
?Auh* Robert was an out
standingly brave officer.
“I only wish that he
could recognise that
his
hf/tS,2vi IS incorrect—it
just did not happen.”

'\

General blasts 'nutcase'
hero-Page Six
The Army, turned its
back on me-Page 16
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FAWER’S
SALUTE TO ALL
TO
N
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by MARTYN PALMER
and RICHARD CREASY

THE FATHER of a
Scots Guards captain
who forced the BBC to
cut part of the Falklands drama Tum
bledown insisted: “My
son was brave.”
Former diplomat Andrew Stuart said: “In
terms of heroism and
bravery, James was dec
orated over there and he
could not have got that
for nothing.
“All of those who weren’t
there should keep their
mouths shut.”
Lawyers acting for his son,
Captain James Stuart, forced
a 12-second cut in the pro
gramme.
Captain Stuart protested
that he would be identified as
an officer seen urging a re
treat under fire — a scene he
condemned as fiction.

Wounded
Yesterday the 28-year-old
Captain reported to his regi
ment as usual and tried to
ignore the row over Tuesday
night’s programme, which
was based on a book by for
mer Scots Guards Lieutenant
Robert Lawrence, critically
wounded on Mount Tum
bledown.
Captain Stuart’s father, who
also served as a judge in Af
rica, said: “I think everybody
has tremendous sympathy for
those who were involved in
the Falklands conflict.
“It was a tremendous strain
on a lot of men and the pro
gramme shows it.
“They all had a difficult
time over there, Robert Law
rence more than most. Robert
Lawrence was wounded and
James was lucky he didn’t get
wounded.”
Captain Stuart’s mother
Catherine added: “I am proud
of what my son achieved in
the Falklands. No film can
change that.”
The BBC claimed the scene
had been axed just three
hours before it was due to be
screened on compassionate
grounds.
But it was made clear to

STRAIN: Robert Lawrence leaving home yesterday
Corporation bosses they,
would face a libel action if
they refused to drop it.
In the crucial scene during
the assault on Mount Tum
bledown a distraught young
officer tells Lt Lawrence:
“Don’t go on. It’s too horrific.
“You’d be better off turning
round and shooting anyone
who tries to stop you going
back.”
Robert Lawrence refused to

add to the storm as he left his
home in the Oxfordshire vil
lage of Hook Norton yester
day.
He and his wife Tina looked
tired and drawn and he
mumbled a barely audible “no
comment" as he was helped
into a car.
A friend said:“They just
want to be alone. The tele
phone has been ringing every
two minutes and he needs
some peace and quiet.”
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SUPPORT: Tina Lawrence and their son Conrad helped Robert rebuild his life
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Pal defends Tumbledown
THE harrowing tale
told by Lt Lawrence
has been backed by a
soldier who fought
alongside him on
Tumbledown.
John Clark, 30, was
so badly distressed by
the scenes in Tuesday
night’s drama that his
fiancee said he was on
the verge of a nervous
breakdown.
But'the injured
Scots Guardman did
agree that the soldiers
who set off to repel
the Argentinian in-

vaders were “used and
discarded by the Gov
ernment.”
He added: “At last
the horrors of the war
and the way we have
been treated since is
coming out.”
This view was att
acked by General Sir
John Hackett, the for
mer Northern Ireland
Commander in Chief,
who was injured three
times in World War II
and received the Mili
tary Cross and two
Distinguished Service
Orders.

He said: “Robert
Lawrence expected a
hero’s welcome and
was disappointed
when he didn’t get
one.
“I have known lots
of people in the last
war who fought as
bravely as Lawrence
and were badly in
jured but did not ex
pect to be treated like
a hero when they re
turned.”
He added that Lawrence had received
£135,000 from the
South Atlantic Fund.

Sir John said:
“Many people who
fought in. World War
13 would have been
delighted with a frac
tion of that money.
“He is an object
more of compassion
than of contempt. I
am sure that the
nurses and doctors
who treated him so
well and saved his life
will forgive him, and
so will his regiment.
“But he will have to
live with what he has
done for the rest of his
life.”
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Real heroes don’t
kick up a stink
BRAVE Simon Weston,
horrifically burned on
the Sir Galahad during
the Falklands war, was
not able to watch the
controversial BBC play
Tumbledown.
He was out learning to
fly.

STOIC: Simon Weston

Simon, 27, became a
national hero after suffering
46 per cent burns during the
Argentinian attack which set
his landing craft ablaze at
Bluff Cove.
Surgeons rebuilt his face and
hands with dozens of skin
grafts. He could have hidden
away from the world but his
indomitable spirit refused to be
broken.
The former Welsh Guardsman
has appeared in TV documenta

by RICHARD CREASY
ries, been named Man of the
Year, and is a full-time charity
worker who is now taking flying
lessons.
His stoical attitude is in direct
contrast to Robert Lawrence,
also 27, whose book When The
Fighting Is Over inspired the
BBC drama Tumbledown.

Bitter
The former Scots Guards offi
cer, now half paralysed, is bitter
and critical of his treatment by
the Army since half his brain
was shot away fighting for Tum
bledown Hill.
According to Lawrence, the
British Government wanted to
show only “victors not victims”
after the 1982 conflict in the
South Atlantic.
But Simon said: “At the end of

the day you sign up to join the
Army. I am totally unbitter
about the Falklands war and
anything that has happened to
me since.
“I think everybody has their
own story about how they were
treated and how they felt. I was
well looked after even before the
documentaries about me went
out.
“The forces were marvellous
to me. They were superb. I
never felt like a victim, I never
felt like a victor, I just felt
happy the war was over.”
Falklands Families Associa
tion chairman Desmond Keoghane, whose son Kevin died on
the Sir Galahad, added: “I think
those who served with Mr Law
rence may feel let down by what
he has done.
“I respect his right to tell his
story but, from watching the
film, it did not seem to me that
he was badly treated.
“Simon Weston is a
good friend of mine and
never once has anyone
ever heard a word of com
plaint from him about the
terrible injuries he re
ceived.

Eloquent
“Simon will not have a
word said against his reg
iment or the Army.”
But Lawrence,- the son
of a wing commander,
remains unrepentant. He
said: “I come from a serv
ice background and from
a service family —I'm an
officer and a relatively
eloquent one.
“But what the hell’s
happening to a Welsh
guardsman with a miner
as his father, or who
hasn’t got any parents, or
a Glaswegian whose
father is out of work?”
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FOR OR AGAINST . .

. REACTION TO THE FALKLANDS DRAMA

It just didn’t
happen
Viewers’ verdict:
It shouldn’t have been shown
vived the shelling of HMS Antrim.
VIEWERS accused the BBC
yesterday of betraying the She said she was disgusted.
memory of British serviceman
» 1 .f6®1 £he . whole story was an
nrhr.
TT"
^
insult to the brave lads who fought
Who died in the Falklands for this country,’ she said.
war by showing Tumbledown.
And Lance-Corporal David CranAfter the Daily Mail asked rela- ston> 23» of the 1st battalion the
tives and friends of those who Sc°t® Guards- condemned what he
fought to telephone us with their caUed Mr Lawrence’s betrayal of the
verdicts, calls flooding in showed a .regiment.
ttoee-to-one majority against theThose injured in the fighting had
BBC s decision to screen it.
received the best help and treatment
Among those who contacted the available, he said.
■Mail on a special hotline was Mrs
Pensioner Mr Fred Berrisford, who
Dorothy French,
l
62, of Gosport, lost two limbs fighting in North
Hampshire, whose son James sur- Africa in 1943, said that he was
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proud that his two sons, Leslie, 30,
and Ken, 40, had fought in the
Falklands.
Mr Berrisford, 69, from Stoke on
Trent, said:
‘This fellow, like me, joined the
service to fight. He knew the
possible consequences.’

Limelight
Mrs Gwen Wombell, 61, from
Kent, who works at the Ministry of
Defence and was there during the
Falklands, said: ‘I think Robert
Lawrence is trying to get a bit too

^^

’much of the limelight and feeling
sorry for himself.’
Mr Joseph Kelly, 26, a lance-corp
oral with the Royal Army Medical
Corps in the Falklands, said the
portrayal of medical staff was outra
geous. ‘They were seen as monsters?
A spokesman for the BBC said
that research to gauge the response
to Tumbledown would take several
weeks, but initial calls had shown a
majority in support.
He pointed out: ‘This was a drama,
not a documentary, and we have
always contended that it was based
on the recollections of one indivldual.’
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Officer who won battle
for cut in Tumbledown
TV film accuses hero
THE Army officer who forced the BBC
to drop a controversial scene from the
Falklands film Tumbledown last night
accused its originator, Robert Lawr
ence, of misrepresentation.
Captain James Stuart of the Scots Guards also
spoke fully for the first time about why he decided
to endure the ordeal of publicity and legal battles
with the Corporation.
Of his fellow officer, who was
awarded the Military Cross, he
said: ‘Robert Lawrence was a
brave platoon commander who
exemplified leadership that
night on Tumbledown.
‘I only wish that he could
show that same standard of
fairness towards me and recog
nise that his version of this
event on Tumbledown is incor
rect. It just did not happen.
‘It has always been my wish
to settle my differences with
Robert Lawrence out of the
.public gaze.
‘Now that is impossible I feel
bound to speak out and I regret
that it has come to this.’
In his statement, Captain
Stuart added: ‘I was impressed
by many of the qualities of
Robert Lawrence which were
shown in Tumbledown on Tues
day evening by BBC1.
"There can be no doubt that
Robert Lawrence was an out
standingly brave officer and he
did a superb job on the moun
tain that night.
‘I know everyone is tremen
dously proud of his achieve
ments both on the mountain
and subsequently in making
such a remarkable recovery

Guards officer wins fight for Tumbledown cut

FALKLANDS \
RETREATS
BY THE BBC;

...

From yesterday’s Mail

By STEVE ABSALOM
from his appalling injuries.
‘I find it sad that the debate
has switched from the issues in
the film to me. However, that
was inevitable once the BBC
agreed to make the cut that my
solicitors asked them to make.’
Captain Stuart had com
plained that a scene in the film,
in which a young officer tells
Lawrence during the heat of
battle to abandon an attack
and shoot ‘anyone who tries to
stop you,’ could identify him
personally.

Ordeal
After hours of wrangling be
tween his lawyers and lawyers
for the BBC, the Corporation
finally agreed to cut the 12
second scene. It was an unprec
edented victory for the 26-yearold officer.
He said: ‘We made that re
quest because the film would be
regarded by the public as a true
story. If the 12 seconds had not
been cut out, all I can say is
that the film would have been
untrue for those 12 seconds.

‘I also fought on Tumbledown
that night, with many brave
Guardsmen in my platoon, as
we achieved our objectives at
the end of a very long and very
bitterly fought battle.
‘At no time on Tumbledown,
nor at any other stage of the
Falklands campaign, did I say
to Robert Lawrence that he
should not go on or that he
should shoot anyone who tried
to stop him going back. I did
not say these words to anyone
else; I did not think them.’
With his solicitor, David Janney, Captain Stuart arrived
home last night to his new wife
Sarah after a day’s work at the
regimental barracks in Houn
slow, London W.
Earlier his wife said: ‘It is for
James to talk about the film.
We only got married last month,
so I’ve been a bit plunged into
all this.'
Asked about the ordeal of the
last few weeks. Captain Stuart
added: ‘I’m slowly getting there.
Ulcers at my age are just what I
do not need.’
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Captain Stuart at home yesterday
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